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We are asking for comments on this Consultation Paper by Friday 31 October 2014.
You can send them to us in writing to:
Anne Macadam
Policy Risk and Research Division
Financial Conduct Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
Telephone:
020 7066 0302
Email:
cp14-13@fca.org.uk
We make all responses to formal consultation available for public inspection unless the respondent
requests otherwise. We will not regard a standard confidentiality statement in an email message as a
request for non-disclosure.
Despite this, we may be asked to disclose a confidential response under the Freedom of Information
Act 2000. We may consult you if we receive such a request. Any decision we make not to disclose the
response is reviewable by the Information Commissioner and the Information Rights Tribunal.
You can download this Consultation Paper from our website: www.fca.org.uk.

The Bank of England and the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) reserve the right to publish any
information which it may receive as part of this consultation.
Information provided in response to this consultation, including personal information, may be
subject to publication or release to other parties or to disclosure, in accordance with access to
information regimes under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Data Protection Act 1998
or otherwise as required by law or in discharge of our statutory functions.
Please indicate if you regard all, or some of, the information you provide as confidential. If the Bank
of England or the PRA receives a request for disclosure of this information, the Bank of England or
the PRA will take your indication(s) into account, but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality
can be maintained in all circumstances. An automatic confidentiality disclaimer generated by your
IT system on emails will not, of itself, be regarded as binding on the Bank of England and the PRA.
This Consultation Paper proposes changes to the PRA Rulebook.
Please address responses, comments or enquiriesby 31 October 2014 to:
CP14/14@bankofengland.co.uk
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Abbreviations used in this paper

The Act

Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013

APER

Statements of Principle and Code of Practice for Approved Persons (Handbook)

APR

Approved Persons Regime

AR

Appointed Representative

BSRC

Banking Standards Review Council

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

CF

Controlled Function

CP

Consultation Paper

CR

Certification Regime

CRD

Capital Requirements Directive

CRR

Capital Requirements Regulation

DBS

Disclosure and Barring Service

DEPP

Decision Procedure and Penalties Manual (Handbook)

EBA

European Banking Authority

EEA

European Economic Area

FCA

Financial Conduct Authority

FIT

The Fit and Proper Test for Approved Persons (Handbook)

FSA

Financial Services Authority

FSMA

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
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HSS

Home State Supervisor

LIBOR

London Interbank Offered Rate

MiFID

Markets in Financial Instruments Directive

MMR

Mortgage Market Review

NED

Non-executive director

PCBS

Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards

PPI

Payment Protection Insurance

PRA

Prudential Regulation Authority

RDR

Retail Distribution Review

RTC

Regulatory Transactions Committee (FCA)

RTS

Regulatory Technical Standard

SID

Senior Independent Director

SIF

Significant Influence Function

SMF

Senior Management Function

SMR

Senior Managers Regime

SUP

Supervision manual (Handbook)

SYSC

Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and Controls (Handbook)

UT

Upper Tribunal
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1.
Overview

Introduction
1.1

The behaviour and culture within banks played a major role in the 2008-09 financial crisis and
in conduct scandals such as Payment Protection Insurance (PPI) mis-selling and the attempted
manipulation of LIBOR. However, under the statutory and regulatory framework in place at the
time, individual accountability was often unclear or confused. This undermined public trust in
both the banking system and in the regulatory response.

1.2

Both the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) (the
regulators) believe that holding individuals to account is a key component of effective regulation.
In this consultation, the regulators are proposing changes to the way individuals working for
UK banks, building societies, credit unions and PRA-designated investment firms1 (collectively
referred to throughout this Consultation Paper (CP) as ‘relevant firms’) are assessed and held
accountable for the roles they perform.2 The proposals reflect the recommendations of the
Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards (PCBS) and implement changes required by
amendments which the Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 (the Act) made to the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA). These changes are significant and include:
• A new ‘Senior Managers Regime’ (SMR) for individuals who are subject to regulatory
approval, which will require firms to allocate a range of responsibilities to these individuals
and to regularly vet their fitness and propriety. This will focus accountability on a narrower
number of senior individuals in a firm than the current Approved Persons Regime (APR).
• A ‘Certification Regime’ which will require relevant firms to assess the fitness and propriety
of certain employees who could pose a risk of significant harm to the firm or any of its
customers.
• A new set of ‘Conduct Rules’.3

1.3

The proposals in this consultation are intended to create a new framework to encourage
individuals to take greater responsibility for their actions, and will make it easier for both firms
and regulators to hold individuals to account.

1.4

Enhancing individual accountability through a range of measures, including by clarifying the
specific responsibilities of Senior Managers and expanding the population in relevant firms
subject to standards of conduct, should have a positive impact on individual behaviour and
1

2
3

FCA and PRA

For information on the PRA’s designation criteria for investment firms see Statement of Policy: Designation of investment firms
for prudential supervision by the Prudential Regulation Authority: www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/other/pra/
designationofinvestmentfirms.pdf
Other regulated firms are not affected by the changes.
The word ‘conduct’ in these rules relates to professional conduct in the ordinary, wider sense, i.e. it is not limited to conduct of
business and includes activities relevant to the PRA as well as the FCA.
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the general culture within firms. This should, in turn, contribute to the advancement of both
regulators’ objectives.
1.5

The PRA’s and FCA’s current powers and procedures for approving individuals operate largely
as two parts of a whole. The effect and implications of one can only be properly understood
when seen alongside the other. The new regime will operate in a similar way, although each
regulator’s approach will vary according to its differing statutory objectives. For that reason,
the PRA and FCA have chosen to set out their respective proposals for consultation in a single
document with chapters divided into FCA and PRA sections where required. This format will
help readers understand the proposed changes and reduce duplication.

Who does this consultation affect?
1.6

The proposals in this consultation relate to relevant firms. As well as the firms themselves, the
proposals will affect a large number of individuals within those firms, including, but not limited
to, all their existing approved persons. The proposals in this consultation do not extend to
individuals and approved persons of Appointed Representatives of relevant firms.

1.7

The Senior Managers Regime will apply to individuals performing a Senior Management
Function (SMF) specified by either regulator on behalf of a relevant firm whether physically
based in the UK or overseas.

1.8

The Certification Regime will apply to employees of relevant firms who meet the criteria set by
each regulator as described in Chapter 3.

1.9

The new Conduct Rules will apply to persons in the combined scope of the SMR and the
Certification Regime. The FCA will also apply them to most employees of relevant firms (other
Conduct Rules staff) based in the UK or who deal with customers in the UK. This means that
the Conduct Rules will cover all employees who would be in a position to affect the FCA’s
objectives. It will also prevent gaming of the Certification Regime and raise overall conduct
standards in the industry.

1.10

The proposals that the regulators are consulting on do not generally apply to UK branches of
relevant firms that are headquartered overseas, other than as indicated in Chapter 3.4 However,
in his annual Mansion House speech of 12 June 2014, the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated
his intention to extend the definition of ‘relevant authorised person’5 in section 71A of FSMA
to include ‘all banks that operate in this country, including the branches of foreign banks.’6
The regulators’ final proposals for branches depend on the terms of the Treasury’s proposed
statutory order and are yet to be finalised. However, the regulators have set out their respective
preliminary approaches in outline in Chapter 6.

1.11

Neither regulator is generally permitted to assess the competence of persons performing
a Controlled Function (CF) in an incoming branch of an EEA credit institution or PRAdesignated investment firm. That is a matter reserved to the Home State Supervisor (HSS)
under the European single market directives, for instance CRD7 or MiFiD.8 In practice this
4
5
6
7
8

6

See the discussion of the respective geographical scope of the PRA and FCA Certification Regimes in Chapter 3.
Equivalent to ‘relevant firm’ in this CP.
Mansion House 2014: Speech by the Chancellor of the Exchequer:
www.gov.uk/government/speeches/mansion-house-2014-speech-by-the-chancellor-of-the-exchequer
www.fca.org.uk/firms/markets/international-markets/eu/crd-iv
www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/mifid
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means that the PRA will not specify any Senior Management Functions applying to a UK
branch of an EEA credit institution or PRA-designated investment firm. The FCA will consider
in future consultations the extent to which it would be appropriate to continue assessing and
approving individuals performing certain functions in UK branches of EEA credit institutions
or PRA-designated investment firms, to the extent that those functions are not reserved to
the HSS.

Is this CP of interest to consumers?
1.12

This consultation will primarily be of interest to firms. Consumers may be interested in how
individual accountability is being enhanced within relevant firms, or how staff they interact
with will be required to comply with the Conduct Rules.

Context of the proposals
1.13

In June 2012, Parliament established the PCBS to consider and report on:
• ‘professional standards and culture of the UK banking sector, taking account of regulatory
and competition investigations into the LIBOR rate-setting process, and
• lessons to be learned about corporate governance, transparency and conflicts of interest,
and their implications for regulation and for Government policy’.9

1.14

The PCBS concluded that public trust in banking was at an all-time low and recommended a
series of measures to restore trust and improve culture. These recommendations proposed a
new framework for approving and holding individuals to account which would include:
• a Senior Persons Regime10 to replace the Significant Influence Function (SIF) element of the
Approved Persons Regime for deposit-takers and PRA designated-investment firms with a
Senior Management Function, covering a narrower range of individuals
• a Licensing Regime (which subsequently became the Certification Regime under the
Banking Reform Act) operating alongside the Senior Persons Regime and applying to other
bank staff whose actions or behaviour could significantly harm the bank, its reputation or
its customers, and
• replacing the existing Statements of Principle and Code of Conduct for Approved Persons
with a set of enforceable Conduct Rules which would apply to a wider range of employees
than those subject to regulatory approval.

1.15

The Act adopted these central recommendations in the changes it made to FSMA. In addition
to introducing the new regimes referred to above, the Act also gave both regulators enhanced
powers when approving Senior Managers and taking enforcement action against them. These
include the ability to impose conditions and time limits on approvals, a presumption that Senior

9

www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/joint-select/professional-standards-in-the-banking-industry/news/
appointment-of-commission
10 This was introduced by the Act into FSMA as the Senior Managers Regime.
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Managers are responsible for contraventions that occur within their area of responsibility and a
new criminal offence relating to decisions that cause a financial institution to fail.
1.16

Clearer individual responsibilities coupled with enhanced enforcement powers for the regulators
should give senior management a robust set of incentives and deterrents. This which should
improve corporate governance and encourage individuals to behave appropriately and accept
greater responsibility for their actions.

1.17

While the PRA and FCA believe the new regime will deliver significant improvements,
behavioural and cultural change must also come from individuals themselves as they carry out
their roles. The proposed new regime should therefore be seen as operating alongside other
initiatives that will influence professional standards in banking. One such industry-led initiative
is set out in the Lambert Review11 proposals which recommend creating a Banking Standards
Review Council to act as an independent champion of behaviour and competence in banking.
Through the setting and monitoring of voluntary standards of good practice, the industry may
seek to attain higher standards than the minimum requirements imposed by the regulators.
Summary of Banking Reform Act and PRA and FCA proposals

1.18

1.19

Senior Managers Regime
FSMA, as amended by the Act, enables the PRA and FCA to specify a function12 as a Senior
Management Function (SMF).13 Individuals performing an SMF specified by the PRA will require
pre-approval by the PRA with the FCA’s consent. Individuals performing an SMF specified by
the FCA will require pre-approval by the FCA only. When applying for regulatory pre-approval
for these individuals (referred to as Senior Managers), relevant firms will be required to include
a Statement of Responsibilities setting out the areas of the firm which the prospective Senior
Manager will be responsible for managing. The Act also gives both regulators the power to
approve Senior Managers subject to conditions or time-limits.
Taken together, the combined scope of both regulators’ regimes captures members of a
relevant firm’s board. In addition, for larger and more complex firms, the FCA expectation is
that executive committee members (or equivalent), i.e. the layer below the board, would also
be within the scope of its regime. As well as board members, a number of other individuals will
require approval as Senior Managers. These include:
• heads of key business areas meeting certain quantitative criteria
• individuals in group or parent companies exercising significant influence on the firms’
decision-making, and
• where appropriate, individuals not otherwise approved as Senior Managers but ultimately
responsible for important business, control or conduct-focused functions within the firm.

11 www.bankingstandardsreview.org.uk/assets/images/statement.jpg
12 ‘Function’ means a job or role carried out by an individual (e.g. CEO).
13 FSMA, as amended by the Act, allows regulators to specify an SMF when it meets the general conditions of the statutory definition
in FSMA www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/33/section19/enacted
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Certification Regime
The Act introduced a new Certification Regime into FSMA. This regime will apply to all
employees performing a role relating to a relevant firm’s regulated activities which is not an
SMF but could nonetheless pose, in the PRA’s and/or FCA’s view, a risk of significant harm to
the firm or its customers. The Act requires relevant firms to take reasonable care to ensure that
no employee performing a ‘significant harm function’ as specified by the regulators does so
unless the firm has certified them as fit and proper to do so.

1.21

Firms are also required to reassess the fitness and propriety of employees performing such
significant-harm functions at least once a year and renew their certificate accordingly.
Regulators will not approve employees within the scope of the Certification Regime but will
require a Senior Manager within the firm to assume responsibility for the internal assessment
and certification process.

1.22

The PRA will specify ‘significant harm functions’14 that cover a smaller population of employees
than those of the FCA. For firms subject to the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR), the
PRA’s Certification Regime will comprise certain ‘material risk takers’ as defined with reference
to Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 604/2014.15 For credit unions, a simplified
definition will be used.

1.23

The population of individuals who can pose a risk of significant harm to a firm’s customers is
wider than the population that can harm the firm itself. So, in addition to certain material risk
takers, the FCA’s Certification Regime will also capture:
• customer-facing roles that are subject to qualification requirements (e.g. financial advisors)
• any individuals who supervise or manage another Certified Person, and
• any other SIF roles under the current Approved Persons Regime not otherwise covered by
the SMR, for example benchmark submitters.

1.24

1.25

Conduct Rules
The existing Statements of Principle and Code of Practice for Approved Persons, which apply
only to Approved Persons, will be replaced by a set of Conduct Rules with a far wider application.
The PRA and FCA both propose that the Conduct Rules should apply to all Senior Managers and
to their respective populations within the Certification Regime. In addition, the FCA proposes
to apply the Conduct Rules to all other employees of relevant firms except staff carrying out
purely ancillary functions (i.e. catering staff, security guards and others carrying out a role which
would be fundamentally the same in a non-financial services firm). This is consistent with the
regulator’s approaches to the scope of the Senior Managers and Certification Regime which
recognise that the number of individuals capable of causing consumer or market detriment is
greater than the number capable of causing prudential damage.
When these various changes to the Approved Persons Regime are introduced for relevant firms
the provisions that they replace will cease to have effect for these firms.

14 These are referred to as ‘‘certification functions’’ in the PRA Certification of Employees Instrument and the supervisory statement on
Certification.
15 Available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2014.167.01.0030.01.ENG
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Competition
The regulators do not expect their proposed respective regimes to have an adverse effect on
competition. The Europe Economics Individual Accountability Cost Benefit Report (Annex 10)
has identified some potential for small deposit-takers to be disadvantaged relative to larger
firms and this will need to be explored further during the consultation process. Overall however,
the associated costs of the respective proposals and the potential for some exits from the
market and a corresponding reduction of consumer choice are not expected to be significant
enough to cause any adverse impacts on competition. The costs associated with the change
in approach for individual accountability are not expected to affect firms entering the market
differently, as they will not be subject to higher standards or different requirements compared
with existing firms.

Equality and diversity considerations
1.27

The regulators have considered the equality and diversity issues that may arise from their
proposals in this CP. In particular, the regulators have identified the following aspects of the
regime with potential equality and diversity implications:
• The proposals will allow more than one individual to perform a Senior Management Function
or a function in scope of the Certification Regime at the same firm, thereby accommodating
individuals working under a job-share arrangement. If this was not the case, the proposed
rules could be deemed to discriminate indirectly against individuals working under a jobshare arrangement, for instance, due to family obligations such as maternity or paternity.
• The robust requirements of the SMR may make the role of non-executive director on a
bank board less appealing for some prospective candidates, which may reduce the size
and potentially the diversity of the pool of candidates available. However, the PRA and FCA
consider that it is necessary to apply the SMR to non-executives in order to achieve their
policy objectives. Candidates for such posts will be subject to the same fitness and propriety
requirements as other Senior Manager roles and firms are expected to consider candidates
on their merits.
• The assessment of prospective and current Senior Managers and individuals within the
Certification Regime will consider their fitness and propriety to carry out their function. For
some roles, such as Chairman, this assessment may involve consideration of the individual’s
experience, which can only be acquired with time. This could result in a bias in favour of
individuals in certain age groups. However, this does not depart from existing practice and is
offset by the requirement to take into account other assessment criteria not directly related
to age, such as qualifications.
• A requirement for regulatory references to contain certain prescribed information has the
potential to raise equality and diversity concerns if the information that the references must
contain were to focus on protected characteristics. However, the prescribed information
that regulatory references will need to cover under the regulators’ proposals are focused on
conduct rule breaches. Further, the proposals do not affect a firm’s existing legal obligations,
including to ensure references are true, accurate and fair.

1.28

10

Overall, the regulators do not consider that the proposals in this CP raise concerns with regards
to equality and diversity issues. The regulators do not consider that the proposals in this
consultation result in direct discrimination for any of the groups with protected characteristics
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i.e. age, disability, gender, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion and belief, sexual orientation
and transgender.
1.29

The regulators will continue to consider the equality and diversity implications of the proposals
during the consultation period, and will revisit them when publishing the final rules. In the
interim, any input respondents to this consultation have on such matters is welcomed.

Next steps
1.30

The regulators are asking for feedback on the proposals set out in this CP.

1.31

The PRA is seeking feedback on:
• all PRA and joint PRA/FCA questions in the main body of the CP and in Annex 5
• the draft PRA rules in Annex 7
• the draft Statement of the PRA’s Policy on Conditions, Time-Limits and Variations of
Approval in Annex 8, and
• the draft supervisory statements in Annex 9.

1.32

While the PRA’s proposed approach to branches of non-EEA firms in Chapter 6 depends on
the outcome of the Treasury’s consultation and is therefore not being consulted on in this CP,
interested respondents are welcome to provide feedback on it at this stage.

1.33

The FCA is seeking feedback on:
• all FCA and joint PRA/FCA questions in the main body of the CP and as listed in Annex 5, and
• the FCA draft instrument at Annex 6.

1.34

Please note that the consultation includes questions specifically posed by only one regulator as
well as joint questions from both regulators. You should note that responses to:
• PRA only questions will be considered by the PRA only
• FCA only questions will be considered by the FCA only, and
• responses to joint questions will be discussed by the PRA and FCA.

1.35

1.36

FCA and PRA

What do you need to do next?
Please send your responses to: both regulators at the following addresses CP14/14@
bankofengland.co.uk and cp14-13@fca.org.uk. The regulators will share responses with each
other and publicly, unless you specifically ask for them to remain confidential.
What will we do?
The PRA and FCA each plan to publish Policy Statement(s) containing our respective final rules
around the end of the year. A technical CP will follow this one in due course. This will cover
forms, consequential changes, and the detailed rules on the transitional arrangements outlined
in Chapter 8.
July 2014
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2.
The Senior Managers Regime

Introduction
2.1

This chapter sets out the PRA’s and FCA’s proposals for the SMR. Each regulator’s approach is
considered in turn, although some proposals, notably those involving a common approach, are
presented in a joint section. The chapter examines the following aspects of the SMR.
• The scope of the regime, including the ‘functions’ (i.e. jobs, roles and responsibilities) which
the PRA and FCA propose to specify as Senior Management Functions.
• Each regulator’s proposed approach to the allocation of responsibilities to Senior Managers,
which is intrinsically related to the scope of the regime, including:
i. the content of Statements of Responsibilities (paragraph 2.64), and
ii. a proposal to require firms to produce and maintain a single document (a ‘Responsibilities
Map’) setting out their overall framework for the allocation of responsibilities to
individuals, and their governance and management arrangements.
• How the regulators’ proposals have been designed to work in practice as a coherent and
combined SMR.
• An overview of the new FSMA powers allowing the regulators to impose conditions, time
limits and variations on the approvals of SMFs. Each regulator’s proposed use of its new
statutory powers is examined in detail in:
i. the FCA’s draft rules in SUP10C and DEPP in Annex 6, and
ii. the draft Statement of the PRA’s Policy on Conditions, Time-Limits and Variations of
Approval in Annex 8.

Overview
2.2

For relevant firms, the Act replaces the concept of a Significant Influence Function in FSMA for
relevant firms with that of a Senior Management Function which covers:
A function that will require the person performing it to be responsible for managing one
or more aspects of the relevant firm’s affairs, so far as relating to regulated activities,
and those aspects involve, or might involve, a risk of serious consequences for the
authorised person, or for business or other interests in the UK.

12
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2.3

FSMA, as amended by the Act, states that, for the purposes of the definition of SMF, ‘managing’
can include taking decisions or participating in the taking of decisions on how a firm’s affairs
should be run. This means that non-executive directors and directors in other group entities
that participate in the taking of decisions about the firm can be specified as SMFs.

2.4

The Act introduces into FSMA several provisions designed to promote a clear allocation of
responsibilities to Senior Managers and enhance their individual accountability. These include:
• A requirement for applications for approval as a Senior Manager of a relevant firm to ‘contain,
or be accompanied by a statement setting out the aspects of the affairs of the authorised
person concerned which it is intended that the person will be responsible for managing
in performing the function’. These ‘Statements of Responsibilities’ must be resubmitted
whenever there is a ‘significant change’ in the Senior Manager’s responsibilities.
• New statutory powers for the regulators to impose conditions and time limits on approvals
of Senior Managers, both at the initial approval stage and subsequently through a variation
of approval.
• If a firm contravenes a relevant requirement, the Senior Manager responsible for the area
where the contravention has occurred could be held accountable if they are unable to satisfy
the regulators that they have taken ‘reasonable steps’ to prevent or stop the contravention
(the ‘Presumption of Responsibility’).
• Potential criminal liability under a new offence relating to a reckless decision causing a
financial institution to fail. (This applies only to Senior Managers working in banks, building
societies and PRA-designated investment firms. It does not extend to Senior Managers in
credit unions).

2.5

The Act enables the regulators to decide which functions to specify as SMFs. In doing so, the
regulators have focused on delivering:
• more targeted oversight of key decision makers responsible for the firm’s main activities,
and
• a clearer allocation of responsibilities to key individuals, which minimises the potential for
overlaps and underlaps in accountability.

FCA and PRA

2.6

The SMR’s emphasis on individual responsibilities is not, however, intended to undermine the
fiduciary, legal and regulatory responsibilities of the board which will retain ultimate decisionmaking power and authority over all aspects of the firm’s affairs.

2.7

The SMFs designated by the PRA and the FCA enable each regulator to focus on those roles
with the greatest potential impact to its statutory objectives. As is the case under the current
Approved Persons Regime, the PRA will require the FCA’s consent before approving an individual
to perform a PRA SMF. FSMA, as amended by the Act, also continues to require the FCA to
exercise its powers in a way that it considers will minimise the likelihood that approvals fall to be
given by both the FCA and the PRA. The proposals in this CP adopt the existing approach for
complying with this requirement by taking care that the FCA does not specify functions which the
PRA proposes to specify and through the arrangements described in paragraph 2.48 and 2.49.

2.8

While some of the evidential requirements for assessing Senior Managers will change under
the new regime (see Chapter 7), the process for applying for approval as a Senior Manager
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will remain similar to the current process for applying for approval as a SIF under the Approved
Persons Regime. For instance, firms will remain able to submit a single application to the FCA
for SMFs requiring approval by both regulators.

Who is in scope of the PRA’s Senior Managers Regime?
2.9

The PRA is only entitled by the Act to specify a function as requiring its approval if it is satisfied
that it falls within the statutory definition of an SMF.

2.10

Consistent with this requirement and its general objective, the PRA has identified the functions
that it considers meet the statutory definition of an SMF and which could directly affect a firm’s
safety and soundness.

2.11

The table below sets out the proposed list of PRA SMFs for relevant firms.
Figure 116
PRA Senior Management Functions for Relevant Firms except small credit unions16
Executive

Non-executive

Chief Executive function
Chief Finance function

Chairman
Chair of the Risk Committee

Chief Risk function

Chair of the Audit Committee

Head of Internal Audit
Head of key business area

Chair of the Remuneration Committee
Senior Independent Director

Group Entity Senior Manager
PRA Senior Management Function for small credit unions
Credit union Senior Manager

2.12

Mandatory PRA Senior Management Functions
Under the PRA’s proposed rules, every firm other than a small credit union will be required to
have one or more persons performing a Chief Executive, Chief Finance and Chairman SMF.

2.13

Where existing rules do not require a relevant firm to establish a certain board committee or
independent control function and the firm has elected not to do so, the PRA does not propose
to require the firm to have individuals performing the corresponding SMFs. Consequently,
some firms (typically smaller and less complex ones) may not be required to have individuals
performing following function: the Chief Risk; Head of Internal Audit; Chairs of the Audit; Risk
and Remuneration Committees; and Senior Independent Director (SID) SMFs.

2.14

Where such a firm chooses to include in its governance structure a committee or control
function which it is not required to have by law or regulation, it must ensure that the chair of
that committee or the head of that control function has the relevant SMF approval.

2.15

Firms that do not have an individual carrying out the SMFs referred to above will nonetheless
need to allocate certain additional responsibilities to their existing SMFs (see figure 2 on page 18).
16 Small credit unions are defined as those with assets less than or equal to £25m.
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2.16

2.17
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Heads of key business areas
The PRA proposes to introduce a Head of key business area SMF. This would be for individuals
managing a business area or division so large in relative terms to the size of the firm that it
could jeopardise its safety and soundness and so substantial in absolute terms that it warrants
an SMF even though the Senior Manager performing it may report to the Chief Executive or
another SMF.17
Multiple approvals
Individuals intending to perform more than one SMF will require separate approvals for each,
although these may be combined in a single application.

2.18

An individual’s ability to hold multiple approvals will remain subject to existing requirements in
EU Directives that prevent certain functions from being combined (for example, the Chairman
and Chief Executive roles in a CRR firm) or which require specific functions to be performed
independently.

2.19

The draft supervisory statement on the PRA’s SMR in Annex 9 lists all SMFs which are subject
to such restrictions or independence requirements.

2.20

2.21

Shared Senior Management Functions
The PRA expects relevant firms to put forward for each SMF the most senior individual responsible
for managing or overseeing that aspect of the firm’s affairs. In some cases, however, such as a
job share, it may be possible for a firm to have more than one individual approved to perform
the same SMF. In this situation, each of the individuals approved will be accountable for all
the responsibilities conferred by that SMF, and each may be required to show that they have
taken reasonable steps to prevent a breach from occurring or continuing in the management
area covered by that SMF.18 Whether or not all or any individual sharing an SMF can show
reasonable steps will depend upon the particular circumstances including that individual’s own
actions and the division of tasks between those sharing the SMF.
Small credit union Senior Managers
The PRA proposes to apply the SMR in a tailored way to small credit unions (defined as those
with assets lower than or equal to £25m). In particular, the PRA proposes to require at least one
individual in each small credit union to be approved, typically the Chief Executive or equivalent.
The relevant individual(s) will be approved as a credit union Senior Manager, which the draft
PRA rules define as ‘having responsibility for the conduct of, or chairing the committee of
management of, a small credit union’. This narrower application to small credit unions means
that, as a general matter, the PRA believes that the impact on mutual societies of its proposed
rules for the SMR will not be significantly different from their impact on other relevant firms.

Senior Managers based in a parent or group entity
2.22

Under the Approved Persons Regime, an individual who is employed in the parent or other
group entity of a relevant firm but who is deemed via an arrangement with the relevant firm to
exercise ‘significant influence’ over its affairs is subject to approval.
17 An individual will require approval as a Head of key business area if they manage an area with gross total assets of £10bn or more
which accounts for either 20% or more of the firm’s or, where the firm is part of a group, 20% the group’s gross revenue. The PRA’s
draft rules contain further details on how these criteria should be calculated.
18 For example, where a firm has joint heads of Internal Audit working part-time under a job-share arrangement, both will require
approval as the Head of Internal Audit function and each will be jointly responsible for all responsibilities inherent in or allocated to
that SMF.
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2.23

This will continue under the new regime. Individuals not directly employed by a relevant firm
but whose influence over it meets the relevant test must be specifically approved as a Group
Entity Senior Manager. Their Statements of Responsibilities will be required to clarify the nature
of their influence over the relevant firm and any areas of the firm that they are responsible for
overseeing.

2.24

The PRA will assess whether certain employees or officers in a parent or group entity meet the
Group Entity SMF test on a case-by-case basis in light of all relevant circumstances. To inform
its assessment, the PRA will take into account information in the Statements of Responsibilities
of their Senior Managers and the Responsibilities Map (see paragraphs 2.64 and 2.71) of firms
that are part of a group; for instance, information on reporting lines from Senior Managers in
the relevant firm to any individuals outside it.

2.25

By way of illustration, while a bank which is wholly owned by a non-financial company
will have its own board and senior management, the parent company board may exercise
ultimate decision-making power over certain matters capable of affecting its safety and
soundness (thereby satisfying the FSMA requirement for an ‘arrangement’). The Statements of
Responsibilities of the firm’s Chief Finance and Chief Risk functions may also show a reporting
line to the group finance director, who is highly influential in decisions regarding the allocation
of capital to and risk appetite of the bank. In this situation, the bank may be required to put
forward the group finance director for approval as a Group Entity Senior Manager. When
assessing the fitness and propriety of the group finance director, however, the PRA would only
take into account his specific responsibilities in respect of the bank and give consideration to
the existence of other accountable, approved SMFs in the bank.

2.26

There may also be situations where an individual based outside a relevant firm is performing an
SMF specified by the PRA or FCA directly on behalf of the firm. In this situation, the individual
will require approval by the appropriate regulator as the Senior Manager for this function. An
example might be a group holding company whose board includes a group remuneration
committee which takes decisions on behalf of all group entities, including a bank (whose
own board does not have a remuneration committee). In this situation, the chair of the group
remuneration committee would require approval as Chair of the Remuneration Committee of
the relevant firm.
Q1:

[PRA]: Does the proposed list of PRA Senior Management
Functions capture the appropriate set of roles? If not,
• are there any other roles which the PRA should consider
specifying as SMFs?
• are there any proposed SMFs which the PRA should
consider excluding?
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Q2:

[PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposal that firms should
not be required to have individuals approved to perform
specific SMFs where these relate to committees or functions
which they are not required to have and have elected not to
have?

Q3:

[PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed quantitative
criteria to identify the Head of key business area function?

FCA CP14/13
PRA CP14/14

The PRA’s approach to the allocation of responsibilities to Senior Managers
2.27

Prescribed Responsibilities
The PRA’s proposed rules define every SMF by reference to the fundamental responsibility
inherent in that function. For example, the PRA’s draft rules define the Chief Finance function as
‘the function responsible for the management of the financial resources of a firm and reporting
to the management body of a firm in relation to its financial affairs’.

2.28

In addition to the responsibilities inherent in the definition of each PRA SMF, the PRA proposes
to make rules setting out a limited set of ‘Prescribed Responsibilities’ which all firms except
small credit unions (which will be subject to their own requirements19) will be required to
allocate among their Senior Managers.

2.29

The PRA’s proposed approach to the allocation of responsibilities to Senior Managers seeks to:
• ensure that firms clarify to themselves and the regulator who is responsible for managing
or overseeing key aspects of their affairs, and
• give firms flexibility to allocate responsibilities in a way that accommodates different
business models and organisational structures.

2.30

All responsibilities must be allocated to a Senior Manager approved by the PRA or FCA (except
the FCA’s Significant Responsibility SMF discussed below). Some responsibilities can only be
allocated to non-executive Senior Managers.

2.31

In practice, the PRA expects firms will allocate most Prescribed Responsibilities to the SMF
with which the responsibility is most closely associated. For instance, while firms will be able
to assign responsibility for ‘safeguarding the independence of the Head of Internal Audit
function’ to any non-executive Senior Manager, the PRA will typically expect them to assign
this responsibility to the Chair of the Audit Committee or to the Chairman. A full list of PRA
Prescribed Responsibilities is set out on page 18.

19 See Annex 7, PRA Draft Rules, Chapter 6 of the Allocation of Responsibilities
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Figure 2
PRA Prescribed Responsibilities
1.

 erformance by the firm of its obligations under the senior management regime, including
p
implementation and oversight

2.

performance by the firm of its obligations under the Certification Rules

3.

compliance with the rules relating to the firm’s management responsibilities map

4.

t he induction, training and professional development of all persons performing senior
management functions on behalf of the firm and all members of the firm’s management body

5.

e nsuring and overseeing the integrity and independence of the internal audit function in
accordance with SYSC 6.2 (Internal audit)

6.

e nsuring and overseeing the integrity and independence of the compliance function in
accordance with SYSC 6.1 (Compliance)

7.

e nsuring and overseeing the integrity and independence of the risk function in accordance with
SYSC 7.1.22 R (Risk control)

8.

e nsuring and overseeing the integrity, independence and effectiveness of the firm’s policies and
procedures on whistleblowing and for ensuring staff who raise concerns are protected from
detrimental treatment

9.

allocation of all prescribed responsibilities

10. leading the development of the firm’s culture and standards in relation to the carrying on of its
business and the behaviours of its staff
11. e mbedding the firm’s culture and standards in relation to the carrying on of its business and
the behaviours of its staff in the day-to-day management of the firm
12. the development and maintenance of the firm’s business model
13. management of the allocation and maintenance of capital, funding and liquidity
14. the firm’s treasury management functions
15. t he production and integrity of the firm’s financial information and its regulatory reporting in
respect of its regulated activities
16. t he firm’s recovery plan and resolution pack and overseeing the internal processes regarding
their governance
17. if the firm carries out proprietary trading, the firm’s proprietary trading activities
18. if the firm does not have an individual performing the Chief Risk function, overseeing and
demonstrating that the risk management policies and procedures which the firm has adopted
in accordance with SYSC 7.1.2 R to SYSC 7.1.5 R satisfy the requirements of those rules and are
consistently effective in accordance with SYSC 4.1.1R
19. if the firm outsources its internal audit function, taking reasonable steps to ensure that every
person involved in the performance of the service is independent from the persons who
perform external audit, including
(a)	supervision and management of the work of outsourced internal auditors and
(b)	management of potential conflicts of interest between the provision of external audit and
internal audit services
20. if the firm does not have a person who performs the Senior Independent Director function,
(a)	carrying out oversight of the person who performs the Chairman function; and
(b)	oversight of the adequacy and quality of the resources available to the office of that
person to enable the role to be fulfilled within the firm
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2.32

2.33
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Additional responsibilities
Firms may wish to allocate to a Senior Manager additional responsibilities not covered in the
PRA’s or FCA’s rules. The PRA may also require a firm to allocate responsibility for a given
regulatory deliverable not covered elsewhere in its rules to a specific Senior Manager.
Additional responsibilities must not qualify or modify the responsibilities conferred by the
definition of an SMF or a Prescribed Responsibility and will need to be recorded in the Senior
Manager’s Statement of Responsibilities and the firm’s Responsibilities Map.
Q4:

[PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed list of Prescribed
Responsibilities?

Q5:

[PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed approach to the
allocation of responsibilities?

Who is in scope of the FCA’s Senior Managers Regime?
2.34

FSMA, as amended by the Act, enables the FCA to specify a function as a Controlled Function
(i.e. a function for which approval is required) if it is satisfied that the function falls within the
definition of an SMF.20

2.35

The FCA’s SMR has been designed to deliver against the strategic objective of making relevant
markets work well, and the operational objectives of consumer protection, market integrity and
promoting competition.

2.36

The FCA believes that in order to achieve these objectives, it is necessary that all of the functions
which the PRA intend to specify – see above – should become SMFs. But as these functions will
be designated by the PRA and subject to FCA consent on approval there is no need for the FCA
to also designate these functions.

2.37

However, given the breadth of its objectives the FCA also intends to specify a series of further
SMFs in addition to those proposed by the PRA. These are:
• all board members, i.e. executive and non-executive directors not otherwise specified by
the PRA
• certain functions currently classed as ‘required functions’ under the Approved Persons
Regime namely Money Laundering Reporting and Compliance Oversight functions
• the Chair of the Nominations Committee21, where a relevant firm is required under existing
requirements to have a Nominations Committee or chooses to do so, comparable to the
PRA’s approach of designating Chairs of other board committees where there are existing
requirements for such committees, and

20 In addition to specifying a function as an SMF, the Act has widened the power of the FCA to specify functions as non-SMF
Controlled Functions under the old Approved Persons Regime. However, the FCA does not intend to exercise this power in respect
of relevant firms. This will result in some roles ceasing to be Controlled Functions. Many of these roles will, however, be expected to
remain in scope of the Certification Regime discussed in Chapter 3.
21 The Nominations Committee is a committee of non-executives with various duties regarding the composition and functioning of the
management body individually and collectively.
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• individuals in a role which is not otherwise an SMF specified by either the FCA or the PRA
but who have ‘overall responsibility’ for one or more key functions, or identified risks, listed
by the FCA in its rules (referred to as Significant Responsibility SMFs).

Proposed FCA SMFs in full
Figure 3
FCA Senior Management Functions for relevant firms
Executive

Non-executive

Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

Significant Responsibility
Senior Manager

Chair of Nominations Committee

Money Laundering Reporting
Compliance Oversight

2.38

The roles of Executive Director and Non-Executive Director, Money Laundering Reporting, and
Compliance Oversight SMFs are broadly as currently defined in the FCA Handbook.22

2.39

Where a relevant firm is required under existing requirements to have a Nominations Committee
or chooses to do so, the Chair of the Nominations Committee SMF is defined in the proposed
rules as the function of ‘…acting in the capacity as the chairman of that committee’.23

2.40

The Significant Responsibility Senior Manager SMF will cover individuals with overall responsibility
for a key function or identified risk24, who are performing a function which is not otherwise
specified as an SMF requiring approval by the FCA or PRA.

2.41

Design of the FCA’s SMF structure
Paragraphs 2.41 to 2.47 describe the kinds of roles and responsibilities the FCA would expect
firms to cover in constructing their senior management arrangements.

2.42

The PCBS report (paragraph 617) recommended that SMFs be a relatively small group
of individuals at the top of the organisation, who could be summarised as ‘the Board plus
the Executive Committee’ i.e. the top two layers of governance. The FCA agrees with this
recommendation. However, it is also important to provide firms with the freedom to structure
their senior management in a way that suits their business.

2.43

Together with those SMFs specified by the PRA the FCA’s proposed designation covers all
members of the Board, which as company law makes clear, is the ultimate decision making
body in the organisation. But the second layer may be structured in different ways – for
example, not all firms will necessarily set this up as an Executive Committee. The Significant
Responsibility SMF has been created to allow firms the freedom to make senior executives who
are responsible for functions, but not appointed as Board directors, part of the SMF structure.
22 The executive and non-executive director function definitions have been amended by removing the reference to people based
outside the firm.
23 Annex 6: The FCA Draft Handbook Text (Annex C)
24 Annex 6: The FCA Draft Handbook Text (Annex B)
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2.44

The proposals do not place limitations on the number or status of Significant Responsibility
SMFs. But the FCA would expect these to be the individuals with overall responsibility for one
or more of the key functions in the list below. It is important to be clear that this is not a matter
of title. An individual may be the “Head of Product Development” but not be the most senior
person responsible for the design and manufacture of products intended for retail customers,
and therefore does not perform a Significant Responsibility SMF. Instead he may report to
another individual, who does perform the Significant Responsibility SMF for this area, and also
has responsibility for other items in the list at Figure 4.

2.45

The test firms will be expected to apply is, that a person should be approved to perform a
Significant Responsibility SMF if the Board has delegated to them overall responsibility for a
particular function and they are primarily responsible for reporting to the board in respect of
that function. (It is helpful to consider what would happen if there was a serious issue within a
key function. The board would expect to receive the report on what had happened, and what
was being done to put it right, from the relevant Significant Responsibility SMF, and not from
their deputy.)

2.46

It is important to stress that firms will not necessarily be expected to appoint a single individual
as an SMF for each function set out below. Although there is no hard and fast restriction
against individuals below the top two layers of management being appointed as SMFs –
because it is the policy intention to give firms flexibility – it is expected that such appointments
will be the exception rather than the rule. It is likely that many Significant Responsibility SMF
holders and executive directors may have ultimate responsibility for a number of key areas, and
this is why a single Significant Responsibility SMF is more appropriate than a series of precise,
granular functions, such as head of sales, head of marketing etc. This gives firms the freedom
to structure their business in a way that suits them, while avoiding a proliferation of SMF
functions which may be several layers down from the top of the organisation.

2.47

Key functions cover those functions which the FCA thinks are likely to apply to most relevant
firms. The table at figure 4 sets a list of key functions identified by the FCA. The FCA does not
require firms to organise themselves in this way. Nor does the FCA expect these functions to
apply to all relevant firms. More detailed descriptions are included in the draft instrument in
Annex 6 of this CP.
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Figure 4
Key functions (excludes control functions)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

2.48

2.49

22

Establishing and operating systems and controls in relation to financial crime
Safekeeping and administration of assets of clients
Payment services
Settlement
Investment management
Financial or investment advice
Mortgage advice
Corporate investments
Wholesale sales
Retail sales
First line quality assurance of sales
Trading for clients
Investment research
Origination/syndication and underwriting
Retail lending decisions
Wholesale lending decisions
Design and manufacturing of products intended for wholesale customers
Design and manufacture of products intended for retail customers
Production and distribution of marketing materials and communications
Customer service
Customer complaints handling
Collection and recovering amounts owed to a firm by its customers/Dealing with customers in arrears
Middle office
The firm’s information technology
Business continuity
Human resources
Incentive schemes for the firm’s staff

Multiple approvals and overlaps with PRA SMFs
In line with the PRA’s proposed approach, individuals seeking to perform more than one
SMF specified by the FCA will require separate approval for each. The exception to this is
the Significant Responsibility SMF, which is only required where the person performing a key
function or functions is not already approved as an SMF by the FCA or PRA.
There may be cases where an individual will perform an SMF specified by the FCA and an SMF
specified by the PRA. An example could be a Chief Finance Officer (CFO) who is also appointed
to the Board. Acting as a CFO is a PRA SMF, and being a director is an FCA SMF. The regulators’
existing rules avoid the need for getting a separate FCA-only approval to perform the FCA
function by expanding the PRA function to include the FCA one. These arrangements will be
carried over to the new regime.
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Credit unions
In developing the SMR, the FCA has considered the impact on credit unions. The FCA believes
the approach set out above (which will also apply to credit unions) allows for proportionality. It
is important to clarify that this approach does not mean the FCA would expect a credit union
or other small deposit taker to have an individual approved for each of the SMFs listed in figure
3, or that there is an expectation that such firms are carrying out all of the key functions set out
in figure 4. The need for approval will be determined by the number of individuals performing
these functions and the way in which a credit union allocates responsibilities. In practice, the
FCA expects these proposals would generally maintain the status quo for credit unions in terms
of the senior roles that would require regulatory pre-approval.
Q6:

[FCA]: Does the proposed list of FCA SMFs capture the
appropriate set of roles? If not
• are there any other roles which the FCA should consider
specifying as SMFs?
• are there any proposed SMFs which the FCA should
consider excluding?

Q7:

[FCA]: Does the proposed list of Key Functions adequately
cover those likely to be carried out by relevant firms? Which
functions should be added or removed?

Q8:

[PRA/FCA]: Do the combined FCA and PRA proposed SMFs
cover the key decision-makers in relevant firms?

The FCA’s approach to the allocation of responsibilities to Senior Managers
2.51

The FCA’s proposed approach to responsibilities is, like the PRA’s, designed to clarify who
is responsible for managing and overseeing key aspects of a firm’s affairs, while providing
flexibility to allow firms to allocate the responsibilities in a way that suits their different business
models and organisational structures.

2.52

As well as setting out specific requirements that must be allocated among Senior Managers, the
FCA’s approach also looks at how a board has allocated overall responsibility for key functions
and activities of a firm.

2.53

The table at figure 5 summarises the FCA’s proposed approach to responsibilities, which can
be broken down into four parts
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Figure 5
FCA responsibility framework
Reference in
rules

Type of
responsibility25

Part One
responsibilities

These are specific
responsibilities that will
apply to all relevant
firms. The FCA requires
these to be allocated
among Senior
Managers (excluding
the Significant
Responsibility SMF).
For example,
responsibility for the
performance by the firm
of its obligations under
the Certification Rules.

Part Two
responsibilities

Part Three
responsibilities

Explanation of treatment of responsibilities
The FCA’s specific responsibilities align with
responsibilities 1 to 8 of the PRA’s list of Prescribed
Responsibilities in figure 2.
Consistent with the PRA’s approach, the FCA expects
each of these responsibilities to be allocated to one
SMF but may allow them to be shared in specific
circumstances such as job-share arrangement.
If a firm allocates these responsibilities to more than
one person the Responsibilities Map should explain
why this has been done.

These apply to
individuals with
overall responsibility
for identified risks or
key activities of the
firm (including those
referred to in Part
Three below).

The FCA’s approach captures those with overall
responsibility for the activities of a firm. It also covers
the allocation of risks identified by the firm under
existing regulatory requirements.

These are key functions
(as set out in figure 4)
that the FCA thinks are
likely to apply to most
relevant firms.

Although the FCA expects these functions to apply
to most firms, it does not require firms to organise
themselves in this way. Some firms may divide these
functions between several people. For example, retail
sales may be allocated to several people based on a
firm’s product lines.

For example,
safekeeping and
administration of
assets of clients

Anyone having such overall responsibility will require
the FCA’s approval as an SMF. If the individual does
not require approval under another FCA or PRA SMF,
the Significant Responsibility SMF would apply.

Unless a person has overall responsibility (as described
in Part Two above) for one of these key functions they
will not be performing an SMF.
As explained in Part 2, anyone with overall
responsibility will require approval. If the individual
does not require approval under another FCA or PRA
SMF, the Significant Responsibility SMF would apply.
Where overall responsibility for these functions is
divided between several people, the arrangements
should be clearly described in the Responsibilities Map.
The FCA would expect allocation of general
management responsibilities, as well as those with
overall responsibility, to be recorded in a firm’s
Responsibilities Map.

25

25 Annex 7: FCA Draft Handbook Text (Annex B)
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FCA responsibility framework continued
Reference in
rules

Type of
responsibility

Part Four
responsibilities

These are the
PRA’s Prescribed
Responsibilities (as set
out in figure 2).26
For example,
responsibility for
the management of
the allocation and
maintenance of capital,
funding and liquidity.

2.54

Explanation of treatment of responsibilities
The FCA’s proposed rules cross-reference and endorse
the remaining PRA Prescribed Responsibilities (i.e.
those not covered in Part One) which primarily have
a prudential focus. It is important that the FCA
understands a firm’s arrangements in relation to these
responsibilities.

In addition to the above, relevant firms will assign additional responsibilities to SMFs. In general,
where responsibilities are allocated on a shared or collective basis, each SMF would be jointly
accountable for those responsibilities. 26
Q9:

[FCA]: Do you agree with the FCA’s proposed approach to the
allocation of responsibilities?

How will the PRA’s and FCA’s Senior Managers Regime operate together in practice?
2.55

The PRA’s and FCA’s proposed rules for SMFs, although different in some respects, are intended
to operate jointly as a single cohesive regime in practice.

2.56

Looked at collectively, the regulators’ approach to the allocation of responsibilities should
ensure that major activities, responsibilities and risks are allocated by firms to individuals within,
or thereby brought within, the SMR. This will facilitate and promote clearer internal governance,
along with a greater ability to supervise and enforce appropriately where there are regulatory
breaches.

2.57

The combined scope of the Senior Managers Regime
The combined scope of the regime will cover every individual on the board of every relevant firm
thereby ensuring that key decision-makers are in scope and subject to enhanced accountability
requirements.

2.58

In addition, a number of roles which may or may not entail membership of the board will
require approval by one of the regulators. These include heads of key control functions and
major divisions, and individuals employed outside the firm who exercise sufficient influence
over its affairs under arrangements entered into by it to warrant inclusion in the regime.

2.59

The FCA will approve individuals other than those referred to above with overall responsibility
for the firm’s other activities.

26 As set out in the table on page 18 and in Annex 7: PRA Draft Rules
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The table below shows the combined list of PRA and FCA Senior Management Functions.
Figure 6
Combined list of Senior Management Functions

26

Chief Executive function

SMF1

PRA

Chief Finance function

SMF2

PRA

Executive Director

SMF3

FCA

Chief Risk function

SMF4

PRA

Head of Internal Audit

SMF5

PRA

Head of key business area

SMF6

PRA

Group Entity Senior Manager

SMF7

PRA

Credit union SMF (small credit unions only)

SMF8

PRA

Chairman

SMF9

PRA

Chair of the Risk Committee

SMF10

PRA

Chair of the Audit Committee

SMF11

PRA

Chair of the Remuneration Committee

SMF12

PRA

Chair of the Nominations Committee

SMF13

FCA

Senior Independent Director

SMF14

PRA

Non-Executive Director

SMF15

FCA

Compliance Oversight

SMF16

FCA

Money Laundering Reporting

SMF17

FCA

Significant Responsibilty SMF

SMF18

FCA

2.61

The difference in SMFs specified by the PRA and FCA aims to reflect each regulator’s objectives,
which makes some divergences in scope inevitable. However, the main practical effect of these
divergences will be to determine which regulator is responsible for assessing an individual as fit
and proper and granting an individual’s initial approval. Both regulators will retain the ability to
engage with and take individual enforcement action against any Senior Manager if warranted.

2.62

This means the combined regime remains proportionate. The requirement to have certain SMFs
is linked to wider longstanding requirements to establish certain functions or committees. In
addition, the need for approval will be determined by the number of individuals performing
the SMFs within a firm and the way in which responsibilities are allocated. As a result, the
combined regime will ensure that small-deposit takers are not required to expand their Senior
Manager population unduly.

2.63

The introduction of the Group Entity Senior Manager and Significant Responsibility SMFs will
also help accommodate firm’s often different management and governance structures.
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The regulators’ common approach to Statements of Responsibilities
FSMA, as amended by the Act, requires relevant firms to submit Statements of Responsibilities
when applying for approval for an individual to perform an SMF and whenever there is a
significant change in the Senior Manager’s responsibilities.

2.65

To ensure the effectiveness of these documents through the regulatory lifecycle, the FCA’s and
PRA’s draft rules and the FCA’s guidance and PRA’s supervisory statements on the content and
format of Statements of Responsibilities have been aligned to the fullest practicable extent.

2.66

Both regulators also propose to require firms to include certain additional information in their
applications for approval to perform an SMF, including but not limited to CVs, job descriptions,
organisational charts, Responsibilities Maps (see below) and learning and development plans.27
Q10: [PRA/FCA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s and FCA’s proposals
on Statements of Responsibilities?

2.67

The regulators’ common approach to the Responsibilities Map
The regulators propose to issue rules and guidance requiring firms to prepare, maintain and
update a ‘Responsibilities Map’: a single document that describes the firm’s management and
governance arrangements.

2.68

Responsibilities Maps should also set out how responsibilities have been allocated, including
whether they have been allocated to more than one person.

2.69

A key purpose of the Responsibilities Map is to ensure that, when looked at collectively, the
allocation of responsibilities to a given firm’s Senior Managers (as set out in their respective
Statements of Responsibilities) does not leave any gaps in accountability.

2.70

A clear, comprehensive Responsibilities Map may also provide evidence that a firm is satisfying
its obligation to have robust governance arrangements, which include a clear organisational
structure with well defined, transparent and consistent lines of responsibility (as per SYSC
4.1.1R).

2.71

The FCA and PRA also propose requiring annual confirmation, from the firm’s board, that there
are no gaps in the allocation of responsibilities within the firm.
Q11: [PRA & FCA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s and FCA’s proposal
to require firms to produce a Responsibilities Map?

2.72

The regulators’ common approach to handover arrangements
The regulators propose to impose a requirement on firms to take reasonable steps to ensure
that newly appointed Senior Managers are made aware of all necessary materials/information
and risks of regulatory concern in order to perform their responsibilities effectively. This
requirement will be accompanied by FCA guidance and PRA supervisory statement on handover
arrangements by both regulators, which also form part of this consultation (Annex 6 and 9).
Q12: [PRA & FCA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s and FCA’s
proposed approach to handover arrangements?

27 The details of these requirements will be set out in a second, technical CP in due course.
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Conditional, time-limited approvals and variations of approval
2.73

The PCBS recommended that ‘the regulators be able to make approval of an individual Senior
Person subject to conditions, for example where it is felt that they need to acquire a certain skill
to carry out the job well.’

2.74

Consequently, the Act amended FSMA to allow the regulators to:
• approve applications to perform an SMF subject to any conditions that they consider
appropriate or for a limited period, and
• vary existing approvals either at the firm’s initiative or their own (such variations can include
imposing, varying or removing conditions and/or time-limits on the approval).

2.75

These new powers can be exercised only where it appears to the regulator granting the approval
or making the variation, that it is desirable to do so to advance any of their objectives.

2.76

The introduction of the powers means that the approval decision is no longer a binary one for
regulators. This flexibility should strengthen the effectiveness of both regulators’ supervision
of individuals.

2.77

FSMA, as amended by the Act, requires each regulator to publish a Statement of its Policy in
respect of these new powers. Before doing so, the regulators must consult each other, and
publish a draft of their respective proposed statement ‘in the way appearing to the regulator
to be best calculated to bring it to the attention of the public’. The draft must be accompanied
by notice that representations about the proposal may be made to the issuing regulator within
a specified time.

2.78

The PRA and the FCA have collaborated closely to agree a coordinated policy approach to
time limits, conditions and variations of approval. Those divergences that do arise in the form
and substance of each regulator’s draft Statement stem from their respective objectives and
approach.

2.79

Consistent with the format of previous PRA Statements of Policy, the PRA has published and is
consulting on its Statement of Policy as a separate document (see Annex 8).

2.80

As part of this exercise, the FCA Statement of Policy on Conditional, Time Limited approvals
and variations of approval at the request of a firm is part of the instrument attached to this
consultation at Annex 6, specifically in chapter SUP 10.C. The FCA policy on variations of
approval on the FCA’s initiative is in draft DEPP 8.
Q13: [PRA]: Do you agree with the proposals set out in the PRA’s
proposed Statement of Policy on the ‘Draft statement of
the PRA’s policy on conditions, time-limits and variations of
approval?’
Q14: [FCA]: Do you agree with the proposals set out in the FCA’s
proposed statements of policy contained in draft chapters SUP
10C and DEPP 8?
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Operational implications
2.81

The regulators recognise the importance of minimising the administrative and operational costs
of the new SMR and are aware of the merits of a simple, coordinated approval process.

2.82

Building on the coordination and consultation process for approvals under the Approved
Persons Regime (which is set out in the Memorandum of Understanding between the FCA and
PRA28) the regulators will seek to harmonise the approval process for SMFs to the fullest extent
practicable. As part of this process, the PRA and FCA will consult later this year (see paragraph
1.36) on the operational and consequential aspects of the new regime.

28 www.bankofengland.co.uk/about/Documents/mous/moufcapra.pdf
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3.
The Certification Regime

Introduction
3.1

The Act has introduced into FSMA the requirement for firms to certify certain employees as being
fit and proper to perform certain functions. This originated from the PCBS’s recommendation
that a ‘licensing regime’ be introduced to address concerns that the existing Approved Persons
Regime brought too narrow a set of individuals within the scope of regulation, and that firms
took insufficient responsibility for the fitness and propriety of their staff.

3.2

FSMA, as amended by the Act, now allows the FCA and PRA to specify a set of ‘significantharm functions’ with a view to minimising the risk that an employee at a relevant firm performs
such a function without being fit and proper to do so. In summary, a function is a ‘significantharm function’ if the person performing it will be involved in aspects of the firm’s affairs
(so far as relating to a regulated activity carried on by the firm) that might involve a risk of
significant harm to the firm or any of its customers. The significant-harm functions specified by
the regulators are described here and in the proposed rules as ‘certification functions’.

3.3

Individuals performing certification functions will not be subject to regulatory approval.
However, a firm must take reasonable care to ensure that no employee performs any of these
functions without having been certified as fit and proper to do so, and that this certification
is renewed on an annual basis. In deciding whether an employee is fit and proper to perform
such a function, a firm needs to have regard to any rules the regulators have made for this
purpose. This chapter sets out the PRA’s and FCA’s proposed approach to defining the scope
of the Certification Regime i.e. how each regulator proposes to specify certification functions.

Who is in the PRA’s Certification Regime?
3.4

In light of its statutory objectives as a prudential regulator, the PRA’s proposed Certification
Regime focuses on those functions which might involve a risk to the safety and soundness of
the relevant firm.

Banks, building societies and PRA designated investment firms (CRR firms).

30

3.5

The PRA proposes that the scope of its Certification Regime for firms that are subject to the
Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) should be based to the extent possible on the criteria
used to define ‘material risk takers’ in these firms for remuneration purposes.

3.6

The Capital Requirements Directive as supplemented by Commission Delegated Regulation
(EU) No 604/2014 provides criteria for identifying ‘material risk takers’; that is to say, persons
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whose actions could have a material impact on the risk profile of the firm.29 The PRA believes
that those whose role can expose their firm to material risks are capable of causing significant
harm to the firm, so the two concepts of ‘material risk-taker’ and ‘significant harm function’ are
effectively synonymous for prudential purposes.
3.7

The PRA and FCA joint CP on Remuneration published simultaneously with this paper includes a
proposed definition for staff that are ‘material risk takers’ and therefore subject to remuneration
rules. This definition makes reference to criteria in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No
604/2014. CRR firms will already need to familiarise themselves with these criteria and identify
their population of material risk takers in order to meet the requirements of the remuneration
regime. Aligning so far as possible the population of employees that fall within the scope of
the remuneration rules and the PRA’s Certification Regime should therefore offer greater clarity
and simplicity for firms.

3.8

However, it should be noted that not every individual classified as a ‘material risk taker’ under
the remuneration rules will necessarily fall within the Certification Regime. For example, anyone
who is a Senior Manager or performs any other Controlled Function for a firm will not be
treated as performing a certification function for that firm.30 Individuals whose functions are
not related to the regulated activities of the firm and therefore do not meet the statutory test
for a certification function will also fall outside the scope of the PRA’s Certification Regime.31

3.9

3.10

Credit unions
Credit unions are not subject to the CRR or the associated remuneration requirements. Therefore
they will not have an existing obligation to identify material risk takers for remuneration
purposes and the PRA considers that many of the criteria in Commission Delegated Regulation
(EU) No 604/2014 would not, in practice, be relevant to credit unions. Therefore, the PRA
proposes a separate, simplified definition of certification functions for credit unions. This will
use the elements of the ‘material risk taker’ definition that the PRA believes could be relevant to
a credit union. The aim is to still capture those employees deemed to have a material impact on
credit unions’ risk profile, but without requiring credit unions to use a much longer and more
complicated set of criteria for identifying these employees.
The PRA believes this is a proportionate approach which will minimise the administrative burden
on credit unions whilst still covering those individuals who could pose a risk of significant harm
to the firm. The PRA recognises that the FCA’s proposed scope of SMFs for credit unions
means that many of the people who would otherwise perform the PRA certification functions
proposed here may be performing FCA SMFs and will not therefore require certification. The
PRA would welcome views from credit unions as to how many people they think they would
need to certify under the combined proposals in this paper. More generally, the PRA considers
that its proposals regarding the scope of the Certification Regime should not have a significantly
different or disproportionate impact on mutual societies.
Q15: [PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed approach to
defining certification functions?

29 Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 604/2014 is available at:
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:JOL_2014_167_R_0003&from=EN
30 It is however possible that an individual may perform roles at more than one regulated firm, in which case it would be possible for
that individual to perform a controlled function at one firm and a certification function at another.
31 This may, for example, be the case where the individual is employed by an overseas subsidiary of the UK-regulated firm; such a
person may have no involvement in the regulated affairs of the UK-authorised firm and so in that case would not be performing a
certification function, but may be a material risk taker under the PRA’s proposed remuneration rules as these will apply at group,
parent undertaking and subsidiary undertaking levels, including those subsidiaries established outside the EEA.
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Who is in the FCA’s Certification Regime?
3.11

The FCA agrees with the PRA that the category of ‘material risk takers’ covers those individuals
who have the potential to cause significant harm to a firm, and also propose specifying
‘material risk takers’ as roles that should fall within the scope of the Certification Regime
(where individuals performing such roles are not performing an SMF). However, the FCA will
only require employees to be certified if they perform their function from an establishment
in the UK or are dealing with a client in the UK. This is because while individuals operating
overseas may be able to have an impact on the safety and soundness of the UK firm, they are
unlikely to have an impact on the FCA’s objectives if they are not dealing with UK customers
and therefore it would not be proportionate for the FCA to require them to be certified.

3.12

In addition to ‘material risk takers’ (who can cause harm to the firm and to consumers) there is
a wider population that will be in a position to cause harm to consumers only. These individuals
will also therefore fall within the FCA’s Certification Regime:
• Those individuals performing functions that would formerly have been Significant Influence
Functions that would not fall within the scope of the new SMFs. These, by definition, are
important individuals who can seriously impact the way the firm conducts its business.32
• Individuals in customer-facing roles which are subject to qualification requirements (for
example, mortgage and retail investment advisors), as set out in FCA’s Training and
Competence Sourcebook.33 These are roles where the FCA is concerned about the risk to
consumers from staff without proper qualifications, and where the FCA would want to
make sure that proper checks that these qualifications had been achieved were completed.
Ensuring that firms check that such staff are fit and proper will also support the Retail
Distribution Review and Mortgage Market Review.
• Anyone who supervises or manages a Certified Person, if they are not an SMF holder. These
individuals will clearly have a considerable influence over how their staff carry out their
roles, and as such should be subject to the same rigorous standards.

3.13

3.14

Credit unions
These rules on the scope of the FCA’s Certification Regime will generally apply in the same way
to credit unions – it is important, for example, that someone asking for mortgage advice from
a credit union is able to trust that their adviser is subject to the same rigorous tests as if they
worked for a larger deposit taker. However, we would expect the number of people in credit
unions who would fall within the criteria set out above to be relatively small.
The exception is that there will be no ‘material risk taker’ criteria for persons within the
Certification Regime for credit unions because the material risk taker concept does not apply to
these firms. The FCA notes that the PRA has created a separate definition to address this issue
– see paragraph 3.9 above – but does not think that the individuals who will be caught by this
will necessarily have an impact on the FCA’s statutory objectives. So the only individuals within
credit unions who will be FCA Certified Persons will be those falling within the categories set
out in paragraph 3.12 above.
Q16: [FCA]: Do you agree with the FCA’s proposed approach to
defining certification functions?
32 Comprising significant management functions, those proprietary traders who would currently fall under CF29, Client Assets
Sourcebook oversight functions, and benchmark submission functions.
33 www.fca.org.uk/firms/being-regulated/meeting-your-obligations/Training-and-Competence
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How will the PRA and FCA Certification Regimes work together in practice ?
3.15

The set of significant-harm functions specified by the FCA is wider than the set of functions
specified by the PRA, reflecting the different objectives of the two regulators. With the
exception of some overseas employees (see paragraph 3.11, above), all employees falling
within the PRA Certification Regime will also be within the wider FCA regime. The regulators
expect that in practice a firm will be able to put in place a single process for certifying each
employee who falls within either regulator’s regime. In all cases, the question the firm will need
to address is whether the individual is fit and proper to perform the role that brings them into
the Certification Regime.

3.16

As the PRA and FCA are taking a similar approach to the factors that they will require firms
to take into account when assessing fitness and propriety (see Chapter 4), the regulators
expect that the firm will be able to make a single assessment and issue a single certificate to
its employee in respect of a particular certification function. Where an employee performs
multiple certification functions within their role at the firm, their fitness and propriety for
each certification function needs to be assessed against the applicable standards, although
their multiple certification functions may be covered by a single certificate. The regulators
understand, based on comments from firms and industry groups, that many firms may wish
to build the annual certification process into their existing performance management process.

3.17

The requirement in FSMA, as amended by the Act, for firms to take reasonable care to ensure
that a person does not perform a certification function without having been certified as fit and
proper applies on a continuous basis. This means that when a person moves from performing
one role to a different role within the Certification Regime (including from a role which is only
in the FCA’s Certification Regime to one which is in the combined PRA and FCA Certification
Regime) the firm must first satisfy itself that the person is fit and proper to perform that new
role. The firm could not, for example, wait until the annual renewal of the person’s certificate
to assess whether he or she is fit and proper for that new role.

3.18

The regulators propose that in exceptional circumstances where a role is being performed for
less than two weeks to provide cover for a certified person whose absence was reasonably
unforeseen, it will not be treated as a certification function and the firm will not need to issue
a certificate. This exclusion for emergency appointments does not apply to FCA certification
functions if that function has a qualification requirement.34

34 In the case of the PRA’s Certification Regime, while a person is not treated as performing any certification function because they
meet the conditions for this ‘grace period’ they are also not subject to the PRA’s Conduct Rules for certified persons. In the case of
the FCA’s Certification Regime, to the extent that a person is not treated as performing any certification function because they meet
the conditions for this ‘grace period’ they will nevertheless be subject to the FCA’s Conduct Rules for certified persons as employees
of the relevant firm.
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4.
Fitness and propriety

Introduction
4.1

This chapter sets out the regulators’ proposals for how relevant firms should assess the fitness
and propriety both of applicants for, and holders of, SMFs, as well as individuals falling within
the Certification Regime. It covers both the standards of fitness and propriety required for these
roles, and the evidence the regulators expect firms to gather when making their assessment.

4.2

Building on the fundamental premise that firms must take primary responsibility for the fitness
and propriety of their employees, the Act has made changes to FSMA to impose an obligation
on relevant firms to establish that candidates for Senior Manager or certification functions are
fit and proper to perform the role for which they are applying. It also requires firms to assess
the fitness and propriety of Senior Managers and persons within the Certification Regime on at
least an annual basis. If a relevant firm believes an individual fails to meet the standard the firm
must report this to the relevant regulator in the case of Senior Managers, or refuse to renew
their certificate of fitness and propriety in the case of individuals undertaking certification
functions. If a firm refuses to renew an individual’s certificate, the firm must take reasonable
care to ensure the individual ceases to perform the certification function in question.

Standard of fitness and propriety
4.3

4.4

4.5

This section sets out the FCA’s and PRA’s approach to the standards of fitness and propriety
which Senior Managers and persons in the Certification Regime must meet, both at the point
of taking on the role and on a continuing basis.
The FCA’s approach to rules on fitness and propriety
FSMA, as amended by the Act, requires firms assessing the fitness and propriety of Senior
Managers and those within the Certification Regime to have regard to any general rules
the regulators have made around the qualifications, training, competence and personal
characteristics required by an individual in that role.
The FCA does not propose making new rules relating to these sections of FSMA. A number of
general rules relate to these considerations, made under the general rule making powers or to
implement other legislation, and these existing rules will continue to be in force.35

35 See for example the following: in the case of very senior employees, SYSC 4.2 (Persons who effectively direct the business) and
SYSC 4.3A.3 (management body); for employees of firms generally, SYSC 5.1.1 (the so-called competent employees rule); and in
relation to retail activities, see TC 2.1.12 (competence for the relevant role).
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Guidance on the FCA’s approach
These are important new duties for firms. In light of the statutory basis of these duties, and
the much wider population which firms will have to assess for fitness and propriety, the FCA is
aware that firms will welcome guidance on fulfilling these obligations.

4.7

Guidance in the FCA’s FIT Handbook sets out the factors the FCA currently considers when
assessing the fitness and propriety of Approved Persons. The FCA believes that this guidance in
FIT is equally applicable and relevant for firms assessing the fitness and propriety of both Senior
Managers and those within the Certification Regime.

4.8

The FCA proposes to make certain amendments and clarifications to the FIT guidance so
that its application and relevance for firms’ assessments is readily apparent, both for initially
employing staff in SMFs or certification functions, and for their annual appraisal of the fitness
and propriety of such staff.
Q17: [FCA]: Do you agree with the FCA’s proposed approach to
rules and guidance on fitness and propriety?

The PRA’s approach to rules on fitness and propriety
4.9

The PRA proposes to make general rules requiring that all persons within the PRA’s SMR and
Certification Regime have the personal characteristics, the necessary level of competence,
knowledge and experience and appropriate qualifications and training to enable the sound
and prudent management of the firm. This will mean that firms must have regard to these
factors when assessing an individual’s fitness and propriety to perform a SMF or a certification
function, and that the PRA may take them into account when assessing a Senior Manager’s
fitness and propriety.

4.10

The PRA does not have as many existing rules in these areas as the FCA – for example, the PRA
does not have the Training and Competence Sourcebook – and therefore the PRA considers it
is necessary to make additional rules to give effect to the new FSMA requirements. These rules
will be set out in the proposed Fitness and Propriety new Part of the PRA Rulebook.

4.11

4.12

Guidance on the PRA’s expectations
As part of the PRA’s move from legacy FSA Handbook material to a new PRA Rulebook36,
the PRA proposes to make rules to dis-apply the existing guidance in FIT for firms covered by
this consultation and replace it with new material in the form of a supervisory statement.37
The PRA’s general expectations with regard to fitness and propriety, and the factors it will
consider in making an assessment, are not changing significantly and therefore the underlying
substance of the material will not change.
The supervisory statement will provide some additional guidance about the factors the PRA
would expect firms to take into account when assessing fitness and propriety, and the type
of evidence they should gather when making this assessment. More information on evidential
requirements, including references from previous employers, is given below.
Q18: [PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed rules and
supervisory statement on standards of fitness and propriety?
36 The PRA’s approach to creating the new Rulebook is described in more detail in CP2/14: The PRA Rulebook:
www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Documents/publications/policy/2014/rulebookcon214.pdf
37 FIT will remain in place for insurers.
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The regulators’ common approach to evidence requirements
4.13

4.14

As set out above, neither regulator proposes to make fundamental changes to the standard of
fitness and propriety. However, both the PRA and FCA propose to introduce new requirements
about the evidence that relevant firms should collect as part of their process of assessing
whether candidates for SMFs or certification functions meet that standard.38
Criminal records checks for Senior Managers
Firms are already required to declare if an Approved Person candidate has a criminal record,
including any spent convictions of which the employer has a legal right to be made aware.
This requirement will continue for SMF applications. Given the risks from relying solely on the
individuals themselves to declare information that may harm their application, both regulators
propose to require firms to run a criminal records check to ensure the information the candidate
has given to the firm is accurate and complete before making such a declaration. Many firms
already do this as standard practice for all key employees, and this proposal would embed and
build on existing practice.

4.15

This proposed new requirement would mean relevant firms will have to sign up to the Disclosure
and Barring Service (DBS) to run the checks for them. Smaller firms may wish to use an umbrella
organisation to access the DBS for them.

4.16

Both regulators also propose that where a candidate has spent a considerable time working
or living outside the UK, firms should consider undertaking an equivalent check with the
appropriate regulatory body where available.

4.17

Regulatory references
There is a danger to the financial system if individuals who have been shown not to be fit and
proper for particular positions or have engaged in unacceptable conduct can simply move from
firm to firm without relevant information about them being disclosed to future employers.
Under the current Approved Persons Regime the regulators are able to refer to relevant
intelligence about candidates when considering whether they should be approved to take on
another Controlled Function with a new employer.

4.18

As is currently the case with Approved Persons applications, this information will be available
to the regulators when assessing applications for SMFs. However, individuals within the
Certification Regime will not be subject to regulatory pre-approval. Further, existing rules do
not require firms to obtain references from previous employers to find out whether an individual
has engaged in unacceptable conduct in a previous position.

4.19

The regulators therefore propose to make rules to require relevant firms seeking to appoint
someone to either an SMF or a certification function to request a reference from the candidate’s
past employer(s) covering their previous five years employment history, in order to help them
make a better informed decision. These references (where they are requested by a relevant firm
from another relevant firm) will need to disclose, if applicable:
• facts that led a previous employer to conclude that the candidate breached a Conduct Rule,
and
• a description of the basis and outcome of disciplinary action taken in relation to a breach by
the candidate of any of the Conduct Rules.

38 These tests would apply only when making an initial assessment of fitness and propriety, not for the annual reassessment.
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4.20

For relevant firms these requirements supplement, and do not replace, the existing requirement
that authorised firms provide on request from another firm all information relevant to an
individuals’ appointment to a Controlled Function. Authorised firms that are not relevant firms
will continue to be subject to the existing requirement to provide, on request of another firm,
all information relevant to an individuals’ appointment to a Controlled Function.

4.21

Any firm that is the subject of a reference request will continue to be subject to existing legal
obligations, including the need to ensure the reference is true, accurate and fair.

4.22

The proposed new rules will help relevant firms to make better informed decisions about
whether to allow an individual to take up a key post. Once the regime has commenced, relevant
firms will need to keep appropriate records for at least five years to allow them to comply
with the Conduct Rules-focused disclosure requirements. The Conduct Rules do not apply
retrospectively, so firms will not be required by the proposed rules to give such information
relating to a date before the Conduct Rules come into force.
Q19: [PRA]/FCA]: Do you agree with the FCA and PRA proposed
requirements on:
a) criminal record checks, and
b) the provision of references?
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5.
Conduct Rules

Introduction
5.1

This chapter sets out the regulators’ proposals for the scope and content of a new set of
enforceable Conduct Rules. For relevant firms, these rules will replace the existing APER
principles and guidance which currently apply to Approved Persons.

5.2

Setting expectations about standards of behaviour through rules will continue to be an important
tool for both regulators in influencing the behaviour of individuals – conduct rules are not only
relevant to the FCA’s objectives. The rules will provide a framework against which regulators
will make judgements about an individual’s actions as part of their general supervision of
firms. Through their impact on the actions of individuals, Conduct Rules can shape the culture,
standards and policies of a firm as a whole and act to promote more positive behaviours that
actively support the regulators’ statutory objectives. The possibility of enforcement should also
act as a deterrent against actions or omissions that could damage a firm’s prudential position,
harm its customers or undermine the integrity of financial markets.

5.3

The importance of such rules was highlighted by the PCBS. It recommended that the regulators
develop a new set of Banking Standards Rules that draw on the existing principles39 and apply
to a wide group of individuals.40 Following the PCBS report, the Act gave the regulators the
powers to introduce new Conduct Rules, and to apply these rules to all employees of relevant
firms (rather than just to those individuals subject to regulatory pre-approval).

5.4

For the rules to be fair and effective, they must have a clear application that covers all individuals
within relevant firms who are in a position to have an impact on the PRA’s and FCA’s statutory
objectives. Differences in the scope of the rules proposed by the two regulators reflect the
different potential impact on their respective statutory objectives.

5.5

The regulators have also taken somewhat different approaches to guidance on the Conduct
Rules, reflecting their different approaches to guidance generally and the proposed difference
in scope of the regimes.

5.6

The PRA does not propose to retain all of the guidance previously given in the Code of Practice
within APER, nor to provide as much detailed guidance as the FCA proposes. Instead, the PRA
has produced a draft supervisory statement which, along with some new text, reproduces
some of the more general guidance on the types of conduct which are likely to comply with (or
breach) the Conduct Rules, but not the more detailed examples of non-compliant behaviour,
some of which may be more appropriate to individuals who are only subject to the FCA’s
regime. This should not be taken to indicate that the PRA now disagrees with the previous
guidance; it is rather a reflection of the PRA’s general approach to producing policy material.
39 The Statements of Principles in APER which currently apply to Approved Persons (but not other employees of banks).
40 ‘Changing banking for good’ PCBS, June 2013, paragraph 634.
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The FCA proposes to support the Conduct Rules with guidance (see Annex 6). This draws on the
existing Code of Practice within APER, but has been simplified where possible, and additional text
has been added to cover those rules for which there is no direct parallel with APER.

Who is in scope of the PRA’s Conduct Rules?
5.8

The PRA proposes to apply Conduct Rules to all individuals who are approved by the PRA or FCA
as Senior Managers or who fall within the PRA’s Certification Regime.41 The PRA believes that this
is the appropriate population, as it comprises the set of individuals it has identified as being able
to cause significant prudential harm to a firm, and thus to have an impact on the PRA’s general
objective of promoting the safety and soundness of the firms it regulates. The PRA believes it is
appropriate to apply its rules also to persons performing FCA-specified SMFs, as the vast majority
of these roles would fulfil the criteria for inclusion within the PRA’s Certification Regime if they
had not been certified as SMFs by the FCA.42 This proposal also has the advantage of clarity,
as firms will already need to identify these sets of individuals, and the individuals themselves
should be well aware that they are either Senior Managers or within the Certification Regime,
given the processes associated with those regimes. Firms should not therefore need to undertake
an additional process to identify the relevant individuals, and there should be no risk that an
individual is uncertain as to whether the PRA’s Conduct Rules apply to them.

5.9

The PRA will apply certain of the Conduct Rules (SM1-SM4 on page 42) to Senior Managers
only, that is to say, persons performing an SMF which has been specified by either regulator.
Q20: [PRA]: Do you agree with the proposed scope of the PRA’s
Conduct Rules?

Who is in scope of the FCA’s Conduct Rules?
5.10

The FCA’s statutory objectives, particularly in terms of protecting consumers and market
integrity, can potentially be affected by a much broader range of staff than those of the PRA.
In light of this, the FCA proposes applying their Individual Conduct Rules43 to the large majority
of those working in relevant firms. Like the PRA, the FCA proposes to apply rules SM1-SM4 to
Senior Managers only.

5.11

The FCA intends to cover all those individuals who would be in a position to impact its statutory
objectives, but not those who have no realistic prospect of doing so. In doing this, the FCA
has sought to give a simple definition of coverage which gives clarity on who is covered and
who is not, and which represents a fair and consistent approach across the diverse types of
organisations within the relevant firm population.

5.12

So the FCA proposes that Conduct Rules will apply to:
• all individuals approved by the FCA or PRA as Senior Managers
41 It is proposed that the Conduct Rules will apply to employees who are performing an SMF or certification function specified by
the PRA, whether or not the person has been approved or the firm has actually issued a certificate, and where an employee is
performing a function that would otherwise be a controlled function under the 12-week temporary grace period.
42 Under s.63E(4)(a) FSMA, a function cannot be a certification function if it is a controlled function.
43 i.e. Individual Conduct Rules 1-5 in figure 9 on page 44.
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• all individuals covered by the FCA or PRA’s Certification Regime44, and
• all other employees other than those ancillary staff who perform a role that is not specific
to the financial services business of the firm.
5.13

This would mean that the only employees of a relevant firm who would not be caught in scope
would be those whose role would be fundamentally the same as it would be if they worked
in a non-financial services firm. To be clear about who is caught, the FCA will define this by
exception (i.e. everyone whose role is not listed below will be covered by the rule):
1.

Receptionists

2.

Switchboard operators

3.

Post room staff

4.

Reprographics/Print room staff

5.

Property/facilities management

6.

Events management

7.

Security guards

8.

Invoice processing

9.

Audio visual technicians

10. Vending machine staff
11. Medical staff
12. Archive Records management
13. Drivers
14. Corporate Social Responsibility staff
15. Data controllers and processors under the Data Protection Act
16. Cleaners
17. Catering staff
18. Personal assistants, secretaries
19. Information Technology Support (i.e. helpdesk)
20. Human Resources Administrators/processors
44 There is one exception to this. As noted in paragraph 3.11 there will be some persons based overseas who will be certified by the
PRA but not by the FCA – because they may be able to have an impact on the safety and soundness of the firm, but are unlikely to
be able to cause harm to UK consumers – because they will not be dealing with these consumers. These individuals will be covered
by the PRA’s Conduct Rules i.e. Rules 1-3 only.
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5.14

The effect of this proposal is that the rules will cover a wide population. However the FCA
believes that if relevant firms are to achieve the culture change that it is seeking there needs to
be a common understanding of what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour at all levels of
the firm. This proposal should achieve that. In addition, it mitigates the risk of ‘gaming’ which
would apply to a more narrowly defined boundary. NB the FCA is aware that some employees
carrying out some of the functions set out above (eg print room staff) may sometimes have
access to confidential and market sensitive information. It could be argued that this means that
these individuals should be brought within the scope of the Conduct Rules but, on balance,
the FCA believes that the existing civil market abuse regime in Part 8 of FSMA and the criminal
offences regarding inside information provide sufficient powers to deal with any misconduct
that might arise in these areas.

5.15

The scope of the rules will apply to credit unions in the same way. As noted in Chapter 4,
above, it is important that a consumer accessing products through a credit union can trust that
the individuals acting on behalf of the credit union they engage with are subject to the same
controls as they would be in other organisations. In enforcing the rules, the FCA will take a
proportionate approach, taking account of the position and responsibilities of the individual
before deciding whether to bring enforcement action.
Q21: [FCA]: Is this the best possible definition of scope that fulfils
the objectives set out in paragraph 5.11? Are there alternatives
that would better meet these objectives?
Q22: [FCA]: Do you believe that rules should apply to all people in
the firm who are directly involved in financial services business?
Q23: [FCA]: Are there any functions that you believe should be
added or removed from the list at 5.13 because they are roles
that are, or are not, the same as roles performed by those
working in non-financial services firms?

Rules common to both regulators
5.16

In order to be effective, the Conduct Rules must be:
• a comprehensive description of the fundamental standards the regulators expect from
those subject to them
• clear and accessible so that those subject to the rules can understand what is expected of
them, and
• fully enforceable in order to hold those who act in a way that is not compliant with them to
account, and to act as an effective deterrent.

5.17

In drawing up the new Conduct Rules, the regulators have followed the PCBS’s recommendation
that they should ‘draw on the existing principles’ by using the Statements of Principle and
Code of Practice for Approved Persons (APER) and Principles for Businesses as their foundation,
accompanied by simplified explanatory materials45, where appropriate. This means that they

45 Either FCA Guidance or PRA supervisory statements.
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build on the regulators’ experience of enforcing these standards and on existing approved
persons’ experience of complying with them.
5.18

The rules set out in figure 7 below are common to both regulators, reflecting the PRA’s and
FCA’s assessment that they are relevant to each of their respective statutory objectives. The
PRA does not propose to introduce any further rules beyond the shared rules set out below.

5.19

The rules are split into two tiers. The first tier comprises Individual Conduct Rules rules which
the regulators consider relevant across all the roles in which individuals are subject to the
Conduct Rules.46

5.20

The second tier rules only apply to Senior Managers and they reflect the management duties
they have for the specific part of the firm they are responsible for, as well as their responsibility
for the effective running of their firm as a whole.
Figure 7
First tier – Individual Conduct Rules
Rule 1: You must act with integrity.
Rule 2: You must act with due skill, care and diligence.
Rule 3: You must be open and cooperative with the FCA, the PRA and other regulators.
Second tier – Senior Manager Conduct Rules
SM1: Y
 ou must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which you are
responsible is controlled effectively.
SM2: Y
 ou must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which you are
responsible complies with relevant requirements and standards of the regulatory system.
SM3: Y
 ou must take reasonable steps to ensure that any delegation of your responsibilities is to
an appropriate person and that you oversee the discharge of the delegated responsibility
effectively.
SM4: Y
 ou must disclose appropriately any information of which the FCA or PRA would reasonably
expect notice.

5.21

The PCSB recommended that all Senior Persons should have an explicit duty to be open with
the regulators.47 Under the proposed Senior Management rule above on disclosing information
to the regulators (SM4), both the FCA and PRA would expect Senior Managers to report serious
wrongdoing to them. The regulators recognise that the wider issue of whistleblowing raises
difficult questions. The regulators will consider these further and may say more on this issue
when they publish a paper on whistleblowing later in the year.
Q24: [PRA]/[FCA]: Do you agree that these are the right Conduct
Rules for both regulators to introduce, taking into account the
objectives set out in paragraph 5.16?

46 But see footnote 45 on page 40.
47 Changing banking for good, PCBS, June 2013, paragraph 796
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Additional FCA rules
5.22

The FCA proposes to introduce two additional rules to the Conduct Rules set out above:
Figure 8
FCA only first tier – additional Individual Conduct Rules
Rule 4: You must pay due regard to the interests of customers and treat them fairly.
Rule 5: You must observe proper standards of market conduct.

5.23

These directly support the FCA’s objectives on achieving an appropriate level of protection for
consumers, and on supporting market integrity, respectively.

5.24

Both the FCA rules set out above, and the other rules referred to earlier are written at a high
level of generality. This is intentional because they will cover a very large group of people doing
a wide range of different jobs. In some cases staff may have sufficient general understanding to
recognise breaches of the rules – for example, cases involving acting without integrity – but in
other cases there will be a need for guidance – for example instances involving proper standards
of market conduct. So the FCA is consulting on guidance on these rules in this CP. This guidance
is based on, and takes account of the experience of, the guidance attached to APER.
Q25: [FCA]: Do you agree that these are the right additional
FCA-specific rules?
Q26: [FCA]: Does the guidance attached at Annex 6 give helpful
clarity on the behaviours the FCA expects under each of the
rules?

What does the regulators’ approach to the Conduct Rules mean for firms and
individuals in practice?
5.25

5.26

FCA and PRA

For individuals
The FCA’s wider scope of application of the Conduct Rules encompasses within it all individuals
who fall within the narrower PRA scope, except those persons based overseas who perform
PRA-certification functions, but not FCA–certification functions. This means that all individuals
who are within the scope of the Conduct Rules (except those persons based overseas who
perform PRA-certification functions, but not FCA–certification functions) will be subject to the
Individual Conduct Rules, including the two additional FCA rules. Those who are certified by
the PRA but not the FCA will be subject to the shared Individual Conduct Rules only.
The Conduct Rules applicable to Senior Managers will apply to all who perform an SMF
specified by either regulator.
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The combined rules are set out below:
Figure 9
First tier – Individual Conduct Rules
Rule 1: You must act with integrity.
Rule 2: You must act with due skill, care and diligence.
Rule 3: You must be open and cooperative with the FCA, the PRA and other regulators.
Rule 4: You must pay due regard to the interests of customers and treat them fairly.
Rule 5: You must observe proper standards of market conduct.
Second tier – Senior Manager Conduct Rules
SM1: Y
 ou must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which you are
responsible is controlled effectively.
SM2: Y
 ou must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which you are
responsible complies with the relevant requirements and standards of the regulatory system.
SM3: Y
 ou must take reasonable steps to ensure that any delegation of your responsibilities is to
an appropriate person and that you oversee the discharge of the delegated responsibility
effectively.
SM4: Y
 ou must disclose appropriately any information of which the FCA or PRA would reasonably
expect notice.

5.28

While the different scope of application of the PRA and FCA has limited practical effect on
which rules apply to individuals (see paragraph 5.25, above) it does mean that the scope of
enforcement powers available to the regulators will be different.

5.29

The FCA will able to enforce:
• all the Conduct Rules against all Senior Managers, and
• Individual Conduct Rules 1-5 against those within its Certification Regime and all other
employees of the relevant firm, save for those employees performing a role listed in 5.13.

5.30

The PRA will be able to enforce:
• all the Conduct Rules except Individual Conduct Rules 4-5 against all Senior Managers, and
• Individual Conduct Rules 1-3 against those within its Certification Regime

5.31

Each of the Conduct Rules applies only to a person’s conduct in relation to the activities which
that person performs in their capacity as an employee or Senior Manager of the firm.48 They do
not apply to a person’s actions in their private life if those actions are unrelated to the activities
they perform for the firm, although behaviour unrelated to these activities could be relevant for
an assessment of fitness and propriety.

48 Such actions are referred to in FSMA, as amended by the Act, as the performance of ‘qualifying functions’, see section 64A (4) – (5).
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Firms should train all of their staff who are subject to the rules so they are able to understand
them. The regulators expect this training to take account of the particular roles that individuals
carry out. So, for example, the regulators would expect all staff subject to the rules to be familiar
with what the rules say and what they mean in general terms. But certain staff should also be
given additional training on specific examples of issues that might arise in areas that are relevant
to their work eg training for traders might have a particular focus on Individual Conduct Rule 5.
For firms
The Act places three obligations on relevant firms with regard to the Conduct Rules:
• that firms make the individuals who are subject to the rules aware that this is the case, and
train them in how the rules apply to them
• that firms notify the regulators when they are aware that or suspect that a person has
breached the Conduct Rules, and
• that firms notify the regulators when they have taken formal disciplinary action49 against a
person for any reason specified by the regulator.

5.34

The regulators propose to require notification of formal disciplinary action only if that action
was taken in response to any action, failure to act or circumstance that amounts to a breach of
the Conduct Rules. So firms will have to inform the regulators:
• if they suspect or are aware that a person has breached a rule
• if, having previously notified the regulators of a known or suspected breach, they reach a
subsequent or different determination, and
• if they have issued a formal written warning to, suspended or dismissed, or reduced or
recovered remuneration from an employee as a result of conduct which amounts to a
Conduct Rule breach.

5.35

Where the breach or suspected breach of the Conduct Rule is by a Senior Manager, the regulators
propose that the firm be required to notify the regulator within seven business days of the firm
becoming aware of the matter. For other individuals, the regulators propose the notification
is made regulators on a quarterly basis, with firms compiling an aggregated list of the actual
or suspected individual breaches, the identities of those to whom the notification relates and
disciplinary action that they need to report for that quarter.50 The new notification requirements
do not change or remove firms’ obligations to report concerns regarding an individuals’ conduct
under existing rules and principles such as FCA Principle 11 or PRA Fundamental Rule 751, which
may relate to behaviour which would constitute an actual or suspected breach of a Conduct Rule.

5.36

To simplify submissions, the regulators propose that firms need only make submissions to the
FCA, and will align their forms and notification requirements to provide for this. The FCA will then
pass on the relevant information to the PRA. Changes to forms or new forms relating to these
new notification requirements will be consulted on as part of the technical CP later this year.

49 www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/33/section/31/enacted
50 Proposed reporting templates will be included in a subsequent consultation covering changes to forms
51 www.fca.org.uk/about/what/regulating/principles-for-businesses and
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Documents/publications/ps/2014/ps514.pdf
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6.
Applying the new regime to UK branches of
foreign banks

Introduction
6.1

‘Non-UK institutions’ including UK branches of overseas firms52 were not included in the
definition of a ‘Relevant Authorised Person’ in Section 71A FSMA (as amended by the Act).
However, the Act gave the Treasury powers to bring non-UK institutions into scope by Order.

6.2

Before making such an Order, the Treasury must consult the PRA, the FCA, any organisations
that appear to them to be representative of interests substantially affected by the proposals
and any other persons that they consider appropriate.

6.3

At his 2014 Mansion House Speech, the Chancellor announced his intention to extend the
regime to cover all banks that operate in this country, including the branches of foreign banks’.53
The Treasury expects to consult later this year and both regulators’ proposed application of the
regimes to branches is subject to the outcome of that consultation.

PRA approach for branches
6.4

6.5

Senior Managers Regime
In its Consultation Paper Supervising international banks: the Prudential Regulation Authority’s
approach to branch supervision (CP4/14), the PRA noted that ‘the overarching management
and governance of a third-country branch is the primary responsibility of the Home State
Supervisor (HSS).’ The PRA will, however, ‘be responsible for ensuring that branches have
individuals responsible for the oversight of the branch and ensuring compliance with UK
regulatory standards. Any senior individuals will require approval by the PRA.’
Consistent with this approach and contingent on the Treasury’s final Order, the PRA proposes
to require at least one individual per incoming non-EEA branch to be approved as an Overseas
Branch Senior Executive Manager. The PRA propose that this Senior Management Function is
defined as ‘the function of having responsibility alone or jointly with others, for the conduct
of all activities of the UK branch of an overseas firm which are subject to the UK regulatory
system.’ The individual(s) approved will typically be performing activities akin to those of a CEO
in relation to the branch. In some situations, the PRA may require a branch to put more than
one individual forward for approval, for instance where the individual originally put forward by
the firm is not the most senior individual exercising influence in relation to the branch.
52 The Act defines a UK as ‘an institution which is incorporated in, or formed under the law of any part of, the United Kingdom’
53 Annual Mansion House speech by Chancellor of the Exchequer, RT Hon George Osborne MP www.gov.uk/government/speeches/
mansion-house-2014-speech-by-the-chancellor-of-the-exchequer
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Certification Regime.
The PRA’s Certification Regime will not apply to incoming EEA branches, as the question of
the fitness and propriety of staff in those branches, insofar as it relates to prudential matters,
is reserved to the Home State Supervisor.

6.7

Subject to the Treasury’s final Order, the PRA’s Certification Regime will, however, be extended
to incoming branches of non-EEA deposit takers and PRA regulated investment firms. While
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 604/2014 does not apply to incoming non-EEA
branches, the PRA proposes to apply the criteria in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No
604/2014 to persons acting in relation to such branches.

6.8

The PRA proposes that, as at present, the new Remuneration rules will also apply to incoming
non-EEA branches, and that they will use the criteria in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU)
No 604/2014 to identify their ‘material risk takers’. Therefore, UK branches of non-EEA banks
and PRA-designated investment firms will already be familiar with these criteria. However,
there are some differences between the likely scope of the new Remuneration rules and the
Certification Regime in relation to such branches. For example, the Certification Regime excludes
an employee of a firm who is approved to perform an SMF or other controlled function for that
firm or whose functions are not related to the carrying on of a regulated activity by that firm.

FCA approach
6.9

Before the FCA can consult on how to apply the regime to branches of foreign banks, the detail
of the Treasury order and subsequent consultation mentioned in 6.3 must be confirmed. The
position in relation to conduct issues to branches of foreign banks has the potential to be more
complicated and to capture a wider group of individuals than the prudential position, and the
FCA has more powers over EEA firms than the PRA, as conduct matters are not reserved to the
Home State Supervisor. Bearing this in mind, and the requirement that the implementation of
the regime in relation to branches should be appropriate and proportionate, the FCA will only
consult once it has considered the Order and its implications in detail and conducted a full cost/
benefit analysis.

6.10

In relation to individuals falling within the SMR the FCA will consider whether it is possible to
adapt what is currently in the FCA Handbook54 on Significant-Influence Functions to Senior
Managers. The current SIFs cover FCA governing functions, required functions, systems and
controls functions and significant management functions.

6.11

In relation to individuals falling within the Certification Regime and the other Conduct Rules
staff categories, the FCA will consider whether it is possible to apply a regime that is equivalent
in effect to that which it applies to UK banks, insofar as it is consistent with Single Market
Directives for EEA branches. Such an application may conceivably only be applied by reference
to the branch, not the bank as a whole. However this would have to be subject to home state
responsibilities and also take into account the role of the home state for non-EEA branches.

54 See SUP 10A.5 in the Supervision Manual in the FCA’s Handbook
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7.
The regulatory lifecycle under the new regime

Introduction
7.1

The legislative reforms to FSMA, made by the Act, together with the proposed rules and
guidance set out in this CP, will lead to changes to the regulators’ supervision of individuals and
standards in relevant firms.

7.2

The new regimes will have practical repercussions on every aspect of the regulatory life cycle
from authorisation (for Senior Managers) to enforcement (for all employees subject to the
Conduct Rules) and, in particular, ongoing supervision.

7.3

Both the PRA and the FCA are currently considering the potential impact of the new regimes
on supervision, including the potential need to modify their respective supervisory approaches
and practices in light of the new rules, expectations and regulatory powers. In order to assist
stakeholders in understanding the implications of the regulators’ proposals, this chapter
outlines each regulator’s current intended approach to supervising the new regimes. These
approaches are, however, likely to evolve and mature once the regimes are implemented and
the description below should not therefore be treated as replacing existing statements of
supervisory approach.

PRA’s approach to the regulatory lifecycle
7.4

48

Authorisations
An important part of the PRA’s supervision of firms’ management and governance is evaluating
whether individuals who the PRA views as critical to the advancement of its objectives have the
appropriate competence, expertise and probity to carry out their roles.

7.5

Assessing these qualities at the point of application offers the earliest opportunity to stop
individuals falling below the required standards from performing a role that could pose a risk
to the firm or the PRA’s objectives. Consequently, the approval process for Senior Managers
will continue to play a key role for the PRA in mitigating risks to firms from poor management.

7.6

The process for approving individuals has already undergone a number of enhancements
since the financial crisis. The introduction of the enhanced Significance Influence Function
regime led to the introduction of interviews for individuals applying for SIF roles. Subsequent
enhancements by the PRA include strengthening the composition of the panels that hold these
interviews.

7.7

Individuals seeking approval to perform an SMF specified by the PRA will be subject to a
process similar to that outlined by the FCA in paragraphs 7.44-7.50 but, consistent with the
PRA’s general approach, includes more direct involvement from supervision who are expected
July 2014
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to lead on complex cases with support from the PRA’s Authorisations function. In summary,
this process will involve an assessment of the candidate’s:
• probity, reputation and financial soundness
• competence and capability to carry out the role, taking into account their qualifications,
training, competencies and personal characteristics, and
• understanding of the regulatory landscape and the nature of the relationship they will have
with the regulators.55
7.8

The nature and intensity of the assessment is ultimately a matter for supervisory discretion
having regard to the particular circumstances of each application. More generally, this
evaluation, including the decision to interview the candidate, will take into account the nature
of the role, the potential impact of the firm on the PRA’s objectives and the risks inherent in its
business model.

7.9

Interviews will include an assessment of the applicant’s technical and non-technical expertise
and their understanding of risks to the viability of the firm and of risks posed by the firm to the
wider financial system.

7.10

Consistent with the expectation outlined in the PRA’s Approach Document to Banking
Supervision ‘the board should have a mix and balance of skills so that collectively it can
understand the breadth of the business.’ The PRA may take into account a board’s collective
mix of skills and expertise when considering individual applications.

7.11

Given the focus of the PRA’s SMR on those individuals it deems most capable of having a direct
impact on its objectives, the PRA intends to interview a higher percentage of overall candidates
than under the current Approved Persons regime.

7.12

While the mechanics of the approval process are expected to remain essentially the same, the
PRA does expect a number of the requirements on individuals and/or firms to change under
the new SMR. These are set out below.

7.13

Due diligence requirements
The PRA currently expects firms to undertake their own due diligence on whether candidates
seeking to perform a Controlled Function have the requisite competence and capability to carry
out that function effectively.

7.14

The Act’s amendments to FSMA have turned this expectation into a legal requirement on firms
to satisfy themselves, before applying for approval on a candidate’s behalf, that the candidate
is fit and proper to perform the function to which the application relates. In doing so, firms will
be required to have regard to the PRA’s proposed rules and supervisory statement on fitness
and propriety (Annex 9).

7.15

The PRA will assess whether the firm has conducted an appropriately rigorous recruitment
process and will take into account the due diligence done by the firm on the candidate.

55 Section 61 FSMA as amended by the Act states that, in assessing the fitness and propriety of a candidate for approval, the PRA
may have regard to (among other things) qualifications, training and competence. The Act introduces ‘personal characteristics’
as a fourth category which regulators may and firms must take into account when assessing the fitness and propriety of Senior
Managers. The PRA’s rules and Supervisory Statement will include examples of what constitutes personal characteristics.
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7.16

The PRA’s expectations of fitness and propriety
The PRA’s expectations of fitness and propriety now place a greater emphasis on competencies
directly relevant to the job and personal characteristics. As noted in Chapter 4, the PRA proposes
to adopt rules requiring all persons within its Senior Managers and Certification Regimes to
have appropriate qualifications, training, competence and personal characteristics to perform
their particular functions. Firms will also be required to obtain documentary evidence including
criminal checks (for Senior Managers) and employer references to support assessments of
fitness and propriety.

7.17

In the case of Senior Managers, the PRA’s proposed list of SMFs will be more granular and
role-specific than the current list of PRA designated Controlled Functions requiring approval
by the PRA under the Approved Persons regime. Greater granularity should in turn facilitate a
more tailored assessment of candidates’ knowledge and competencies for the particular role
in question.

7.18

The Act introduces new powers for the PRA to impose conditions and/or time limits on the
approvals of Senior Managers where desirable to advance its objectives. The PRA’s draft
Statement Policy on Conditions, Time Limits and Variations of Approval in Annex 8 provides
guidance on how the PRA envisages using these powers.

7.19
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Supervision
Whether or not those managing a firm are fit and proper and equipped with a mix and balance
of skills collectively to understand and manage its business prudently is critical to determining
whether a firm meets a number of the Threshold Conditions, including those relating to
‘prudent conduct’ and ‘suitability’. Accordingly, the PRA reviews the fitness and propriety of
members of the management body of PRA-authorised firms on an ongoing basis including as
part of its supervisory assessment of whether a firm is meeting the PRA’s Threshold Conditions.

7.20

In addition to its assessment of individuals, the PRA expects firms to have clear accountability
for delegation of individual and collective responsibilities, including checks and balances to
prevent dominance by an individual. Senior individuals should remain accountable for the
actions of those to whom they delegate responsibilities, including where firms use third parties
in respect of outsourced functions.

7.21

The new Senior Managers and Certification Regimes are consistent with that expectation and
should help in supervising firms.

7.22

The PRA’s SMR will not cover all members of the board and executive committee. In particular,
the PRA will not approve non-executive directors who do not chair the board, the Audit, Risk
or Remuneration Committees or are the Senior Independent Director (Generic NEDs). Instead
the Generic NEDs will be approved as SMFs by the FCA.

7.23

Despite this narrower scope, the PRA will continue to engage with individuals outside its SMR,
including Generic NEDs, as part of its ongoing supervisory oversight of firms and in its periodic
reviews of board effectiveness. All NEDs should therefore continue to ‘stand ready to have an
open exchange of views with the PRA on the performance of senior management’ as noted in
the PRA Approach Document.

7.24

The PRA expects to look first to the chairs of the board or relevant sub-committees to
address governance concerns regarding the effectiveness of individuals on these management
bodies, consistent with the responsibilities allocated to these office holders under their Senior
Management Functions. The PRA will, however, also retain the legal authority under the
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provisions of the Act to take formal supervisory and enforcement action against Generic NEDs
and other FCA Senior Managers where this is warranted.
7.25

7.26

Statements of Responsibilities and Responsibilities Maps
The PRA expects Statements of Responsibilities and Responsibilities Maps to become an
important tool for supervising Senior Managers and assessing the overall corporate governance
of firms. Due to the statutory requirement to update and resubmit Statements of Responsibilities
whenever there is a ‘significant change’ in the relevant Senior Manager’s responsibilities, the
PRA expects the content in these documents to remain dynamic.
Supervisors are likely to refer to Statements of Responsibilities and Responsibilities Maps in a
number of scenarios, including:
• during the initial assessment for PRA approval, where they will be used to highlight the areas
which the candidate will be responsible for managing and assess his/her ability to do so
• in daily supervision, where the PRA expects to use them to:
i. identify the relevant Senior Manager to whom specific regulatory queries should be
directed
ii. understand changes to the allocation of responsibilities to individuals in response to
changes to the firm’s business model or as a result of changes in the external environment
iii. clarify which individuals are ultimately responsible for actions which supervisors expect
the firm to take, and
iv. in enforcement cases as evidence of individual responsibility for the area where the
breach occurred.

7.27

Ongoing internal assessment of individuals’ fitness and propriety by firms
In addition to the requirement to assess the fitness and propriety of prospective Senior
Managers, the Act introduces new ongoing legal requirements on firms to assess the fitness
and propriety of Senior Managers and individuals subject to the Certification Regime at least
annually.

7.28

The requirement to assess the fitness and propriety of Senior Managers also encompasses an
obligation to notify the PRA of any grounds on which the approval of a Senior Manager could
be withdrawn. The Prescribed Responsibilities in the PRA’s draft rules build on these statutory
obligations by requiring firms to allocate responsibility to a Senior Manager or Managers for the
firm’s performance of its obligations under the SMR and Certification Regimes.

7.29

These new requirements codify a longstanding regulatory expectation that firms should be
primarily responsible for assessing the fitness and propriety of their key decision-makers and
employees capable of causing significant harm to them or their customers. The PRA is unlikely
to intervene in a firm’s internal assessment of individuals subject to the Certification Regime.
Where a firm identifies possible grounds for withdrawing the approval of a Senior Manager,
the PRA will investigate these and take appropriate action.

7.30

The PRA may also test the robustness of a firm’s policies and procedures for reviewing the
fitness and propriety of relevant individuals as part of its supervision of management and
governance. Where necessary, this may result in the PRA requiring a firm to make changes to
its framework.

FCA and PRA
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7.31

7.32
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In this context, the PRA notes the Banking Standards Review Council’s intention to support
this process, ‘by acting as a clearing house for good practice when it comes to ensuring that
Certified Persons have the qualifications needed to be deemed fit and proper.’
Enforcement
As stated in the PRA Approach Document, ‘while the PRA’s preference is to use its statutory
powers to secure ex ante, remedial action, it also has a set of disciplinary powers which it will
use ex post if necessary.’56 The PRA’s powers include, among other sanctions, the ability to:
• impose penalties
• censure an individual publicly
• withdraw (and/or vary) a Senior Manager’s approvals, and
• prohibit individuals from holding SMFs in future.

7.33
7.34

In addition, the Act has conferred on the PRA the following new enforcement powers.
Presumption of responsibility
Under the new regime, FSMA will require Senior Managers to satisfy the regulators that they
took ‘reasonable steps’ to prevent stop or remedy regulatory breaches by the firm which took
place in their areas of responsibility, or face individual sanctions.

7.35

This new statutory requirement will place an evidential burden on those Senior Managers who,
by virtue of their rank and seniority, should have the knowledge and authority to prevent or
tackle regulatory failure.

7.36

This requirement does not establish a strict liability regime for Senior Managers. What
constitutes ‘reasonable steps’ will be determined by the PRA on a case-by-case basis. The
PRA recognises that reasonable steps may include the delegation of certain tasks for which
that Senior Manager remains responsible, if that delegation was appropriate and undertaken
effectively in the circumstances.

7.37

When determining what action, if any, to take against a Senior Manager in relation to a breach
in an area for which they are responsible, the PRA will take into account factors including but
not limited to:
• the nature and scale of the breach
• any specific responsibilities of other SMFs in relation to the area where the breach took
place, and
• the impact of the breach on the PRA’s statutory objectives.

7.38

7.39

Conduct Rules and notification requirements
Under the new regime, the PRA will be able to take enforcement action against all employees
covered by the PRA Conduct Rules. This will now include not only PRA and FCA approved
Senior Managers 57 but also employees subject to the PRA’s Certification Regime.
In addition, firms will be required to notify the PRA of:
56 The Prudential Regulation Authority’s approach to Banking Supervision, available at:
www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/praapproach/bankingappr1406.pdf
57 Within the meaning in section 64A(3) FSMA as amended by the Act.
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• any potential grounds on which a PRA Senior Manager’s approval could be withdrawn (and
to consider this at least annually), and
• any actual or suspected breaches of the Conduct Rules and/or formal disciplinary action
against any employee covered by them.
7.40

These requirements should enable the PRA to be made aware promptly of situations which
warrant it taking enforcement or supervisory action against firms and/or individuals.

7.41

Moreover, overlap between individuals subject to the PRA Certification Regime and individuals
subject to the proposed new remuneration rules should bring consistency and mutual reenforcement between firms’ internal disciplinary process, the PRA’s evolving requirements on
the use of malus and clawback of variable remuneration and its powers to take enforcement
action against individuals.

7.42

7.43

Criminal offence in the event of failure of the firm
As noted in paragraph 2.4 above, the Act provides that Senior Managers (other than of credit
unions) may be prosecuted by the PRA or FCA where they take decisions in certain circumstances
that cause the institution to fail.
When deciding whether to bring criminal proceedings, or to refer the matter to another
prosecuting authority, the PRA will apply the basic principles set out in the Code for Crown
Prosecutors.58

FCA’s approach to the regulatory lifecycle under the regime
7.44

Authorisations
The FCA’s regulatory philosophy places considerable emphasis on good governance and,
consequently, on the responsibilities of directors and Senior Managers of firms. A robust
gateway for both the new SMR and the Approved Persons Regime that will continue for firms
outside the relevant firm population will be a key tool in ensuring that firms have high quality
individuals in key roles to promote the right culture, governance and conduct to achieve fair
outcomes for consumers and ensure market integrity.

7.45

The FCA will assess all applications relating to a Senior Management Function. It will be the
firm’s responsibility to ensure that individuals are fit and proper and the FCA will then make
a determination as to whether it agrees. As is the case under the Approved Persons Regime,
each candidate will need to be adjudged fit and proper by the FCA in order to undertake the
role.59 The process for assessing candidates will build on the existing combination of deskbased research and in-depth interviews, but will include certain changes as a result of the
approach the FCA is taking to exercising the powers granted to the regulators under FSMA, as
amended by the Act. These are set out below.

7.46

As a key part of the enhanced process, the FCA will be scrutinising the Statement of
Responsibilities and the due diligence that firms will be required to submit with their application
to support their determination that the individual is fit and proper for the particular function.
58 www.cps.gov.uk/publications/code_for_crown_prosecutors/
59 As is currently the case, when assessing a candidate’s fitness and propriety the FCA will determine whether or not the candidate is
already (or was previously) an approved person (or SMF holder) and check for any existing negative indicators or concerns. The FCA
also carry out other ‘intelligence’ checks, such as credit checks. If necessary, we the FCA make enquiries with other regulators or law
enforcement authorities (for example, where a candidate is, or was, based overseas).
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Firms will also be required to obtain documentary evidence including criminal checks (for Senior
Managers) and employer references to support the assessment of fitness and propriety.
7.47

The proposed list of SMFs is more granular and role-specific than the current list of Controlled
Functions. This increased granularity will enable the FCA to better assess candidates against the
particular requirements of the role. This will mean in the future, for instance, that individuals
already approved in a non-executive role taking up the position of Chair of the Nomination
Committee will need a separate (and possibly further) approval from the FCA.

7.48

The requirement for firms to have in place Statements of Responsibilities and an overall
Responsibilities Map will mean the firm, the individual and the regulators all have a clear
focus on the actual responsibilities for each and every Senior Manager within the firm. This
should result in improved governance of firms and clarity on who is accountable for addressing
shortcomings; at the authorisation stage, in particular, it will mean that all parties will be better
able to judge the appropriateness of the individual to the role.

7.49

There may be instances where the FCA will decide to approve an individual even though the
interview highlighted areas of development for the candidate concerned or where there is a
need to appoint an individual for cover purposes beyond an interim period. In these instances
the FCA may grant a ‘conditional or time limited’ approval in line with the powers granted to
it under the Act. The FCA thinks it will use these powers in instances including, but not limited
to: where an individual has demonstrated they have the skills and aptitude for conducting a
function but may require particular training and coaching support to be able to discharge the
rule; or where the FCA is content to approve the individual to take on a senior function as part
of a transitional plan in the management of the firm rather than the long-term incumbent of
the role. More detail of the FCA policy on conditional and time limited approvals is in the draft
Handbook text SUP 10C.11 attached to this consultation (Annex 6).

7.50

In circumstances where the FCA decides to refuse an application, it will use the same process
as now, including the issuing of a ‘minded to refuse’ letter, the referral to the Regulatory
Transactions Committee (RTC) and the right of appeal to the Regulatory Decisions Committee
(RDC) and ultimately the Upper Tribunal (UT).

7.51

54

Supervision
The FCA’s supervision approach is already very different from that of its predecessor, the FSA.
It has been designed to be forward-looking and pre-emptive. It focuses on the big issues and
the causes of problems; it is a judgement-based approach, with the emphasis on achieving the
right outcomes.

7.52

It has published ten principles of supervision which underpin this approach. One of these is
an emphasis on individual accountability. The FCA has embedded this, for example, through
use of attestation by senior individuals and the focus on the application of malus for conduct
failings. The new regime, however, calls for the FCA to go further than its existing approach
and gives it important new capabilities to do so.

7.53

As part of the FCA’s supervision of firms subject to the new regime, it will increase its focus on
individuals, in particular how those in SMFs oversee the business activities for which they are
responsible from a conduct perspective.

7.54

The FCA will also give greater consideration to the fitness and propriety of individuals after the
authorisations gateway.
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Senior Management Regime
The FCA will seek to understand whether the SMR is being effectively used by firms and take
action where it considers it is necessary to do so. Statements of Responsibilities will be assessed
as part of the Authorisations process and subsequently, the overall Statement of Responsibilities
framework will be kept under review by Supervision.
As part of its regular interactions with senior management, the FCA will assess the effectiveness
with which they discharge their responsibilities and accountabilities. Where the FCA has
concerns, it may consider using its powers to vary an individual’s approval.
Certification Regime
The FCA will also assess the effectiveness of the Certification Regime in firms and whether it
is being operated as expected. For example, we may look at whether banks are doing enough
to ensure that Certified Persons are fit and proper and are taking appropriate action, including
withdrawal of certification if appropriate, where individuals are not meeting our standards.
Conduct Rules
The FCA will assess the effectiveness of the approach taken by the firms to implementing and
embedding the Conduct Rules, including whether effective action is taken where individuals
may fall below the standards expected.
The FCA will challenge banks’ senior management as to how they identify and follow up
underlying issues revealed by trends in disciplinary reporting.
Supervisory approach
As part of the forward-looking supervisory approach, the FCA will assess how firms have
given clarity and focus to the roles and responsibilities of individuals and how firms approach
people issues, including recruitment, remuneration, training and competence and performance
management.

7.61

The FCA will continue to focus on remuneration and performance management, including
the use of malus under the Remuneration Code, and how remuneration and performance
management schemes are constructed. The FCA will be looking to firms to give sufficient
weight to conduct risks in designing incentives, starting with the principles set by the Board
and Remuneration Committee.

7.62

Where there is a crystallised risk, specific focus will be given to identifying accountable
individuals and assessing whether senior management took reasonable steps to prevent the
failing and/or fell below the standards expected. Where it is believed that it is appropriate to do
so, the FCA will open an enforcement investigation into individuals. Where failings relate to the
implementation and use of the Certification Regime and the Conduct Rules, the FCA will seek
appropriate action from the firm and its Senior Managers.

7.63

The FCA’s thematic reviews will include a focus on the role of senior management and findings
in this regard will be included where appropriate in thematic reports.

7.64

FCA and PRA

Enforcement
The FCA has emphasised the importance of holding senior individuals to account, in order
to support its policy of credible deterrence and to bring about a change in culture at the
firms it regulates. Significant enforcement action has been taken against senior individuals in
recent years, while recognising that the complexities of large organisations mean that it is often
evidentially difficult to bring action against senior individuals.
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7.65

The FCA will use the tools provided by the Act to build on this existing focus on the accountability
of senior individuals, and to reinforce its ability to take meaningful action against those who are
responsible for wrongdoing.

7.66

The aim is to raise standards of behaviour in firms, and especially amongst Senior Managers, by
making clear there are real and meaningful consequences for poor practice. This will support
its operational objectives.

7.67

The FCA will continue its current practice of considering action against individuals throughout
all enforcement investigations. The approach taken will be judgement-based, will vary according
to the scope of an individual’s responsibilities, and will be proportionate to the risks posed to
consumers and the integrity of the financial markets.

7.68

Presumption of responsibility
Parliament implemented the PCBS recommendation on Senior Manager presumption of
responsibility. (see paragraph 2.4)

7.69

This change protects those who have properly discharged their duties while assisting the
regulators to take action against Senior Managers who have not done so. The FCA believes that
this, in combination with other aspects of the SMR, will enhance governance within deposittaking institutions and reinforce the importance of meeting regulatory obligations.

7.70

The FCA’s decisions whether to take action based on the presumption of responsibility will
be made on the basis of our published criteria in the Decision and Procedure and Penalties
Manual (DEPP). We will look at all the circumstances of the case, including the seriousness of
the breach, the relevant individual’s position, responsibilities and seniority, and the need to use
enforcement powers effectively and proportionately.

7.71

As with the current approach, sometimes it will be appropriate to take action against a Senior
Manager, sometimes against a firm, and sometimes against both. These decisions are made on
a case-by-case basis, applying the criteria set out in the DEPP.

7.72

In bringing enforcement action against Senior Managers – whether under the presumption of
responsibility or otherwise – the FCA will use the individual’s Statement of Responsibilities and
the firm’s Responsibilities Map to help inform it of the scope of the Senior Manager’s duties.

7.73

7.74

Conduct Rules
The Act enables the regulators to take disciplinary action for breach of Conduct Rules to a much
broader range of bank employees than under the approved persons regime. This will allow the
FCA to pursue wrongdoing in banks wherever it is found, without the technical restrictions that
can prevent action at present. The FCA intends to use this power proportionately, and to take
account of the position and responsibilities of the individual before deciding whether to bring
enforcement action.
Criminal offence
The Act provides that Senior Managers of banks and building societies may be prosecuted
by the PRA or FCA in some cases for taking a decision that causes the institution to fail.60
It is expected that such prosecutions will be rare, not least because changes made to the
regulatory structure since the financial crisis are designed to make the failure of banks and
building societies less likely than in the past. Decisions on whether to prosecute, and which
60 For the offence to have been committed, the senior Manager must, at the time the decision was taken, have been aware of a risk
that its implementation would cause the institution to fail. In addition, their conduct in relation to the decision must fall significantly
below what could reasonably be expected of someone in their position.
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regulator should prosecute, will be made on a case-by-case basis. When deciding whether to
bring criminal proceedings, or to refer the matter to another prosecuting authority, the FCA will
apply the basic principles set out in the Code for Crown Prosecutors.61
7.75

The changes to the FCA’s regulatory lifecycle are summarised in figure 10, below.

Focus

Figure 10
Authorisations

Supervision

Enforcement

Senior management function
applicants

How SMF’s oversee their
business activities from a
conduct perspective

All employees subject to
Conduct Rules

• Increased due diligence

• Identification of

• Senior management

requirements on firms by
way of criminal records
checks and regulatory
references

New features of the regime

• Review of firms’
Responsibilities Maps
to assess overall firm
governance

• Scrutiny of individual
Statements of
Responsibilities to better
judge the fitness of the
individual to the role

• The ability to grant
conditional or time limited
approvals to applicants

accountable individuals
following a crystallised
event, and referral to
enforcement if necessary

• Assessment of the
effectiveness with which
SMF holders discharge their
responsibilities

• Assessment of the
effectiveness of the
operation of the
Certification Regime

• Assessment of the
effectiveness of the
implementation and
embedding of Conduct
Rules, including the
adequacy of disciplinary
action as a result of
breaches

presumption of
responsibility and the ability
to fine individuals and/ or
suspend their approvals, or
grant conditional or time
limited approvals unless
they have taken adequate
steps to avoid a regulatory
breach

• Review of Statement of
Responsibilities to inform
of the scope of an SMFs
duties where required

• Ability to take disciplinary
action against a much
broader range of
individuals

• Ability of the FCA/PRA to
start criminal prosecutions
of an SMF where they take
a decision that causes an
institution to fail

• Review of trends in
disciplinary reporting

• Continuous review
of Statement of
Responsibilities framework

• Thematic reviews focussing
on the role of senior
management

61 This requires consideration as to whether there is sufficient evidence to justify a prosecution, and whether a prosecution is required
in the public interest.
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8.
Transition to the new regime

Introduction
8.1

The Treasury has made a (commencement order to bring certain of the provisions in Part 4 of
the Act (which make amendments to Part V of FSMA) into force for the purpose of allowing the
regulators to make the rules which are proposed in this CP.62 The regulators have the power,
therefore, to make these rules, but the new regime cannot fully take effect until a further
commencement order is made to bring the relevant provisions into force for all purposes. The
regulators will be discussing the timing of the full coming into force of the new regime with
the Treasury, taking into account responses to this consultation on the time needed for the
industry to implement the proposed changes. The Treasury may also need to make provision
(by statutory instrument) for transitional arrangements, to bring the various parts of the new
regime into operation in an orderly manner.

8.2

This section sets out possible transitional arrangements, and seeks views on the practicality of
the proposed timescale for introducing the new regime. It is expected that most transitional
arrangements would be common to both regulators.

8.3

Following this consultation and the consultation later this year on transitional arrangements,
the regulators are planning to publish their final Policy Statement(s), near final rules and relevant
guidance and supervisory statement around the end of this year. The rules will then come into
operation at a later date in line with a timetable determined by the Treasury commencement order
and the regulators’ rules, and will be set out in the regulators’ respective Policy Statement(s). The
regulators’ view is that a reasonable period from publishing their final Policy Statement(s) and
adopting rules to implement the new regime could be six months, but the regulators welcome
stakeholder views.

Senior Managers Regime
8.4

The new SMFs will come into effect for new applicants from the date that Treasury commences
the regime and in accordance with the regulators’ rules. However, these proposals will also
affect the very considerable number of individuals already carrying out the proposed SMFs
within their existing SIF approvals. Subject to Treasury legislation, the regulators intend to
‘grandfather’ all SIF roles to their SMF equivalents upon commencement, where applicable.
‘Grandfathering’ would mean that an individual who has been authorised under the current
Approved Persons Regime, for example as a Chief Executive (CF3), and who is not changing
their role would not need to go through the authorisations process in order to continue as
approved for the equivalent SMF. For this to happen, firms will need to notify the regulators of
a person’s existing SIF approvals and the equivalent SMF function.

8.5

The following table identifies how it is proposed that current relevant Controlled Functions
might map across to Senior Manager Functions. If an individual is intending to perform a new
62 The Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 (Commencement No. 5) Order 2014 (S.I. 2014/1819).
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function that does not map to their current Controlled Function, they will be required to get
approval from the relevant regulator(s).
Individuals may only apply to be grandfathered to the new SMF where their existing approval
permits the function they are performing prior to grandfathering. For example, an individual
serving as a Chief Risk Officer and as a Board Director could assume SMF4 (Chief Risk Function).
If the Board Director did not perform the Chief Risk Officer role prior to grandfathering, then a
new application would be required if he wished to perform the SM4 role.
Figure 11
Current controlled
function

PRA Senior Management
Functions

FCA Senior Management
Functions

Director (CF1)

Chief Finance function (SMF2)

Executive Director (SMF3)

Chief Risk function (SMF4)
Head of Internal Audit (SMF5)
Head of Key Business Area (SMF6)
Group Entity Senior Manager
(SMF7)
NED (CF2)

Group Entity Senior Manager
(SMF7)

Chair of the Nominations
Committee (SMF13)

Credit Union Senior Manager
(SMF 8)

Non-executive Director Function
(SMF 15)

Chairman (SMF9)
Chair of the Risk
Committee (SMF10)
Chair of the Audit
Committee (SMF11)
Chair of the Remuneration
Committee (SMF12)
SID (SMF14)
Chief Executive (CF3)

Chief Executive (SMF1)
Credit Union Senior Manager
(SMF 8)

Compliance oversight
(CF10)

Compliance Oversight (SMF16)

Money Laundering
reporting (CF11)

Money Laundering Reporting
(SMF17)

Systems and controls
(CF28)

Chief Finance function (SMF2)
Chief Risk function (SMF4)
Head of Internal Audit (SMF5)

Significant
management (CF29)

FCA and PRA

Head of Key Business Area (SMF6)
Group Entity Senior Manager
(SMF7)

Significant Responsibility SMF
(SMF18)

8.6

The above table is indicative only and will be subject to the more detailed transitional
consultation.

8.7

Consistent with the PRA’s and FCA’s agreed approach to overlapping Senior Management
Functions set out in paragraphs 2.48 and 2.49, individuals who are:
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• appointed to the boards of their firms
• approved accordingly as Directors (CF1s) or Non-Executive Directors (CF2) under the
Approved Persons Regime (which means that, in principle, they would grandfather to the
equivalent FCA Senior Management Functions), and
• whose existing approval also includes a function that would fall within a Senior Management
Function specified by the PRA, such as the Chief Finance function
• will be grandfathered into the relevant PRA Senior Management Function, which will be the
only function shown in the register.
8.8

While the regulators do not propose to use the notification exercise to assess the competence
of individuals to perform these roles, firms and individuals should note that the continuing
requirement to be fit and proper for any controlled function applies throughout an individual’s
tenure in a controlled function role. Consequently, the regulators will expect firms to confirm
that they and the individual remain satisfied of their suitability to transfer to the equivalent
function in the new regime.

8.9

Further details of the method of notification and the proposed transitional period to submit
notifications of which approved persons are performing one or more of the SMFs will follow in
the later consultation following the Treasury’s publication of its transitional regulations.

8.10

At the point of transition to or approval for the relevant SMF, individuals will become subject
to the requirements of the new regime. For this to occur, by the point of transition, firms will
need to have prepared:
• an attestation of how individuals who hold SIF and Controlled Function positions will map
across to their new Senior Manager Functions
• Statements of Responsibilities for each individual who will become a Senior Manager in the
new regime, and
• the firm’s initial Responsibilities Map (see Chapter 2).
Q27: [PRA]/[FCA]: Do you agree that individuals already performing
the relevant controlled functions within their existing approvals
should be grandfathered to the new SMF?
Q28: PRA]/[FCA]: How much time do you think is necessary to
implement the new SMR rules, including the preparations
of Statements of Responsibilities and Responsibilities Maps?
Please explain what activities would be required to prepare for
implementation, and the time required for each activity.

Certification Regime
8.11

60

The regulators propose that the majority of the requirements of the Certification Regime come
into effect at Commencement, alongside the introduction of the Senior Management Regime.
At this point, all individuals who are to be covered by the Certification Regime will need to
have been identified. Subject to the Treasury making the necessary provisions, the regulators
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propose that relevant firms should have a period of 12 months to issue individuals their first
certificate of fitness and propriety under the new regime, in order to accommodate all firms’
annual appraisal cycles.
Q29: [PRA]/[FCA]: How much time do you think is necessary to
implement the new Certification Regime? Please explain what
activities would be required to prepare for implementation, and
the time required for each activity.

Conduct Rules
8.12

The regulators will require Senior Managers and those within the Certification Regime to be
subject to the Conduct Rules from the initial commencement of the regimes. This will mean that
firms will need to have trained these individuals in the Conduct Rules and how they relate to
their role before commencement. A substantial number of those covered by the new Conduct
Rules will have been subject to APER in the past. In light of this, and the fact that the new
Conduct Rules build on APER, the regulators believe such a requirement will be manageable
for firms to fulfil if there was a period of six moths between adopting the Conduct Rules and
commencing the regime.

8.13

For those persons covered by Conduct Rules who are outside the Senior Management and
Certification Regimes, the FCA proposes implementing the FCA’s Conduct Rules 12 months
after initial Commencement of the regime in order to give firms time to properly train such
individuals, the majority of whom may not have been subject to Conduct Rules in the past.
Q30: [PRA]/[FCA]: In relation to the Conduct Rules, how much
time do you think is necessary for implementation? Please
explain what activities would be required to prepare for
implementation, and the time required for each activity.

FCA and PRA
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Annex 1
PRA Cost Benefit Analysis

Introduction
1.

The PRA is required to carry out and publish a cost benefit analysis (CBA) when proposing draft
rules (sections 138I and 138J refer). The PRA considers that the CBA set out below meets the
FSMA CBA requirements.

2.

Some of the cost estimates included in the analysis are drawn from the Europe Economics
report in Annex 10 commissioned by the FCA. The scope of the FCA’s proposed regime is
wider than that proposed by the PRA and the estimated costs and benefits will therefore differ.
However, to the extent that estimates provided in Annex 10 also help to inform possible costs
and benefits of the PRA proposals they are included below.

3.

Based on the figures from Annex 10 and allowing for the narrower scope of the PRA regime by
applying a fraction of between one third and one half to the total cost estimates set out in Annex 10,
the total one-off cost to in-scope firms for transition into the new regime might be around £60 million,
with a corresponding estimate of less than £10 million for ongoing compliance costs. All the cost
estimates provided in the PRA’s cost benefit analysis are based on applying this same fixed proportion
approach to the figures provided in Annex 10.

4.

Throughout, the PRA has sought to make proposals that are the least burdensome way of
achieving the desired objectives, taking into account the expected balance of associated costs
and benefits. For example, in accordance with the PRA’s competition objective and its duty to
have regard to proportionality, a lighter touch approach is proposed for credit unions, bearing
in mind that smaller credit unions are simpler in nature and in their governance arrangements,
in general. The PRA has also considered carefully the scope of the approval regime, and the
way existing approved roles would map to the new regime. The proposals have been designed
with regard to practicability and efficiency, with any expected costs of the change in approach
considered in the context of the expected benefits.

5.

The PRA expects costs and benefits may arise primarily for the reasons set out below:

Greater clarity about who is accountable for what in firms
6.

62

The introduction of Statements of Responsibilities and Responsibilities Maps for those with a
Senior Management Function is expected to reduce the risk of overlaps and underlaps in firms
by promoting greater clarity. Along with the revised remuneration rules and the enhanced
regulatory and legal powers introduced in FSMA, this should help encourage individual
accountability by facilitating the PRA’s ability to hold individuals to account where a failure
occurs. This will, in turn, help bring the benefits of an increased deterrent against negligent or
reckless management and decision making. The extent to which these benefits are realised will
depend on the effectiveness of the new criminal offence and presumption of responsibility, as
well as regulators’ enforcement actions.
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7.

Producing and maintaining a Responsibilities Map will result in some one-off administration
costs for firms (included in the table of estimates below). However, these costs do not capture
any secondary costs that might arise by firms reassigning responsibilities in light of the PRA’s
proposals and in particular the need to assign certain responsibilities to the Senior Management
Function. Such costs cannot be directly quantified as they will vary according to each firm’s
response to this requirement and the extent of any reallocation of responsibilities a firm may
choose to undertake.

8.

The proposed narrower functions may lead to a better match between senior management
functions and individuals’ skills and experience. Additionally, the requirement to seek fresh
approval when moving between these more granular functions, for example when a nonexecutive director (NED) becomes Chair of the Audit Committee, is designed to promote more
specific competence for each responsibility.

Pre-approving a narrower set of people
9.

The PRA will be expecting to pre-approve a smaller number of individuals under the new
regime, as the scope of the SMR is narrower than that of the APR. For example certain NEDs
are excluded. A total of around 500 approvals1 made during the year to end March 2014,
around 60 were for generic NEDs, which would not be required under the new regime. Firms
will not need to apply to the PRA for so many functions as now, albeit individuals will need to
seek re-approval when moving between certain roles (for example certain NED roles). However,
as the FCA will still require a wider group of individuals to seek approval, firms are unlikely to
experience a material change to the overall regulatory scope for approvals.

10.

The figures in Annex 10 give rise to the following estimated costs being broadly attributable
to the PRA’s proposals for SMFs, Statements of Responsibilities, presumption of senior
responsibility and pre-approval processes, in terms of average cost per firm for the sample
studied by Europe Economics:
Figure 12
Large
banks and
investment
firms

Small
banks and
investment
firms

Large
building
societies

Small
building
societies

Credit
unions

One-off (set up)

550

80

140

9

2.5

Ongoing

130

10

2

negligible

negligible

£000

Reducing information asymmetries between firms and prospective employees
12.

The PRA’s proposals include requiring relevant firms to provide references on a former employee
to a new relevant firm which is proposing to hire the person. This will allow new firms to obtain
better information about the person’s past conduct. Currently, the previous employer may not
have incentives to avoid bad references, or may even have incentives to hide the employee’s
misconducts, in order to get rid of the employee and avoid lawsuits. In addition, knowing that
an employer will be required to disclose the underlying facts and disciplinary action taken in
relation to Conduct Rules breaches could incentivise individuals to refrain from such behaviour
in the first place.
1

FCA and PRA

This figure excludes approvals relating to credit unions.
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13.

Certification may result in some additional costs to firms. The requirement to certify comes from
FSMA, and the rules proposed by the PRA then define the population that needs to be certified,
albeit FSMA does not allow a minimal population to be set. The scope of the PRA rules therefore
has direct impact on the associated costs. The PRA has set out a proposed scope that is intended
to be proportionate and efficient, linking it to a set of individuals the firms will anyway separately
have to identify for remuneration purposes. This should minimise costs that would arise from
having to do a separate identification exercise. There will be some one-off costs in putting a
process in place, however, and then some (negligible) continuing costs in operating the regime.
The need to take up and provide references will create some administrative costs for firms. The
PRA expects that generally firms will already have a referencing process, but they may now have
to include more information. As in the case of references for Senior Managers, disclosing adverse
information may carry some legal risk for firms, but this has been taken into account in the
proposals as to what firms will be required to disclose. Based on a proportion of the estimates
in Annex 10 the PRA proposals for certification requirements would give rise to the following
average set-up costs per firm, with negligible ongoing costs:
Figure 13

£000
One-off (set up)
costs

Large
banks and
investment
firms

Small
banks and
investment
firms

Large
building
societies

Small
building
societies

Credit
unions

16

13

76

0.6

0.01

Subjecting a wider set of individuals to Conduct Rules
14.

Applying Conduct Rules to individuals within the Certification Regime (rather than just to preapproved individuals as is currently the case) could provide incentives for a much wider set
of individuals to act in a way that is more likely to promote the safety and soundness of the
firm and the system: with greater skill and diligence, and with integrity. How great a change
is achieved in practice will depend on the extent to which these individuals believe that their
firm or the regulators are likely to take disciplinary action for any breaches. The proposed
requirement for the training of individuals subject to the Conduct Rules will help ensure that
individuals understand what the rules require of them.

15.

There will be some costs for these individuals and their firms in ensuring that the individuals
who need to comply with Conduct Rules are aware of the rules and understand what they
require (firms are required by FSMA to give training on the rules).

16.

Based on a proportion of the figures in Annex l0 the costs attributable to the PRA proposals for
Conduct Rules can be estimated as follows:
Figure 14

£000
One-off (set up)
Ongoing

64
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Large
banks and
investment
firms

Small
banks and
investment
firms

Large
building
societies

Small
building
societies

Credit
unions

1500

6

130

1

1

2

negligible

7

negligible

0.6
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The rules are written as high-level principles and do not contain technical or legalistic
requirements which would be difficult to understand. However, the high-level nature of the
requirements means they may be considered open to interpretation, and firms and individuals
will need to use their good judgement in deciding what the rules require of someone in a
particular situation.

Complying with conditions / time limits on approvals
18.

There will be some costs to firms in observing and complying with conditions attaching to
approvals. These are not reasonably practicable to quantify as the nature of the conditions
may vary considerably. In some cases, particularly where time limits are imposed, there may
be a need for reassessment; this will result in administrative costs for firms and for the PRA.
However, conditional and time limited approval could also help firms to fill some unplanned
vacancies quickly, albeit temporarily.

Impact on attracting and retaining senior individuals
19.

There is a question as to whether perceptions about the regulators’ increased ability to enforce
against Senior Managers may deter some candidates from taking up senior posts in relevant
firms. To appreciate the impact of the proposed reforms on recruitment they need to be viewed
alongside other changes, particularly recent and proposed reforms on Remuneration (both
domestic and EU). The PRA’s proposed regime is intended to be proportionate and targeted.
Firms confident in the robustness of their recruitment, vetting and ongoing management
processes need not experience material impact.

Impact on banks’ activities and their contribution to the wider economy
20.

The deterrent effect of greater sanctions could make some Senior Managers overly cautious
and the wish to document evidence of reasonable steps could distract them from other
important aspects of their role with potentially adverse effects on the business. However, the
PRA considers these risks to be outweighed by the benefits of measures that should align
Senior Managers’ interests to those of the PRA in reducing the risk of firm failure (or near
failure) and thereby avoiding the economic disruption that could ensue.

Interaction with other measures
21.

FCA and PRA

Benefits will also arise through the interaction of the PRA’s proposals in this paper with other
measures. For example, a suitably-aligned remuneration policy will help to reinforce individuals’
incentives for appropriate conduct.
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Annex 2
FCA Cost Benefit Analysis

1.

The FCA is required to carry out and publish a cost benefit analysis (CBA) when proposing draft
rules (sections 138I and 138J FSMA refer). The FCA commissioned Europe Economics (EE), a
specialist economics consultancy, to assist in assessing the likely impacts related to conduct of
the proposed new accountability regime (the “EE report”). FCA considers that the CBA set out
below, combined with the EE report in Annex 10, meets the FSMA CBA requirements.

2.

EE provided the analysis using two main sources of information:
• 20 structured interviews with a sample of different sized firms (banks, buildings societies,
investment firms and credit unions), and
• Existing literature/research, specifically price information and comparison to prior work.
As the FCA has published the full EE report alongside this CP, this CBA simply presents the key
findings.

66

3.

The EE report covered the package of proposals set out in this CP and the related Remuneration
CP [ad ref.] which have been published in parallel. The EE report assesses the incremental
impact from the status quo (i.e. the existing approved persons regime), and has not attempted
to separate the impacts of the FCA proposals from the impact of the relevant provisions in the
Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 (‘the Act’). This is because this part of the Act will
only be implemented through the FCA (and PRA) policies.

4.

The Act removes the regulators’ power to write Statements of Principle and Code of Practice
for Approved Persons (APER), and replaces this with a power to write Rules of Conduct. The
FCA does not consider it to be reasonably practicable to estimate the costs and benefits of
having no rules of conduct (or APER). This is because it is not possible to know what impact
having no conduct rules would be on firms. In practice it is likely that relevant firms would
maintain some existing procedures/costs associated with APER, in the absence of anything else,
particularly given the wider proposed changes to improve individual accountability. Although
we can’t quantify costs and benefit estimates, in qualitative terms the costs and benefits of
having conduct rules are the same as they are in the main CBA.

5.

The individual accountability proposals EE considered were illustrative, and have altered in some
areas since their analysis was conducted. The final proposals are as set out in the CP. Where
changes have been made, FCA considers these to be minor and have no significant impact on
the analysis and findings in the EE report.
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Compliance costs
6.

Policy changes may result in increased compliance costs for firms. EE has looked to quantify
the incremental compliance cost impacts by proposal and in aggregate as well as considering
up front, one-off costs and ongoing costs. Cost questions, amongst others, were included in
interviews with firms from which EE has estimated costs.

7.

The estimated direct costs of the individual accountability proposals can be found mainly in
section 3 of the EE report. The total compliance cost estimates for the proposed accountability
regime are summarised below. The EE report notes that the extent to which the compliance
costs are likely to be passed onto consumers is difficult to determine at this stage.
Figure 15
Estimated one-off cost (£millions)

Large

Small

Banks

169.9

66.7

Building Societies

17.14

2.11

Credit Unions

All firms

4.77

Estimated on-going cost

Large

Small

Banks

9.8

12.8

Building Societies

2.62

0.29

Credit Unions

All firms

1.24

8.

The FCA considers the analysis undertaken to be comprehensive, and in particular notes that
the cost data indicates (statistically, i.e. in terms of a share of annual income) a potentially
disproportionate impact on smaller firms, primarily credit unions (section 3.5 of the report).
Indeed the ‘Summary and Conclusion’, in section 6, states that:-

9.

“The share of the wider benefits of the policies is unlikely to be equal across the affected
sectors. In particular, the role of credit unions in the mis-selling scandals and systemic bank
failures which characterise much of the harm referred to in the PCBS report is extremely limited;
the same might be said of building societies. The costs of the policies are likely to affect credit
unions disproportionately (in terms of a share of annual income) The high compliance costs,
combined with the likelihood that credit union board members may be particularly unwilling to
take on the additional personal accountability implied by the regime, may have an impact on
the feasibility of some firms to remain in the market.”

Indirect costs and wider impacts
10.

FCA and PRA

The qualitative analysis of the indirect impact of the proposals (the accountability and
remuneration package combined) can be found in section 4 of the EE report. A quantitative
analysis of the indirect costs has not been undertaken as part of this exercise as it is not
considered to be reasonably practicable to do so given the high degree of complexity and
uncertainty surrounding the nature of such impacts.
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11.

The EE report identifies the following potential indirect costs of behavioural change as a result
of the proposals:• A possible increase in operational inefficiencies brought about by, for example, delays in
decision making processes and an increase in internal monitoring and control procedures.
• Adjustments to wage structures to compensate individuals for increased accountability.
• Impact on firms’ ability to hire and retain staff, or individuals more prepared to take risks
could be attracted to taking senior positions within relevant firms.
• Relevant firms disadvantaged in comparison to non UK based firms, and firms in other UK
sectors not subject to the new regime.
• The potential impacts on innovation are unclear and could be positive or negative. Positive
if, for example, it leads to a better understanding of products that cause consumer harm.
Negative if, for example, it leads to excessive product homogenisation. The survey data
suggests that it seems unlikely that homogenisation will go so far as to be significantly
detrimental to consumer choice.
• The disproportionate cost impact on credit unions and potential delays to innovation could
disadvantage small firms compared to their larger competitors.

12.

A key issue for credit unions is identified as the Senior Managers Regime, in particular assigning
individual responsibilities, which may undermine the principles of credit unions whereby all
members are able to be voted onto the Board (who are often volunteers), with Board members
collectively taking responsibility for all decisions. A further key concern is retention, given
that credit unions will not be able to compensate individuals for the increase in personal
accountability.

13.

The FCA is mindful of these potential impacts, The Act itself applies the Senior Managers
Regime to credit unions, and APER already imposes individual obligations on those performing
a significant influence function for a credit union. As set out in the CP, the FCA considers that
the proposed approach is proportionate. In addition, the proposals do not prevent collective
decision making.

14.

We note the possible impacts identified in the EE report. It may be that some or possibly most
of the concern regarding credit unions is due to a misunderstanding of the proposals or a
perception that FCA will apply the regime to credit unions in a harsh way, rather than as a result
of what the proposed rules say. In order to better understand the expected impact on credit
unions, FCA will seek to obtain additional information and clarification from this sector during
the consultation period.

FCA Costs
15.
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The proposals set out in this consultation will impact the FCA’s existing authorisations,
supervision and enforcement processes and systems. The one-off costs have been identified
and are not likely to have an impact on resources as existing capacity is likely to be deployed.
In the medium to long term we anticipate that the proposals may lead to a natural reduction
in the need for some other kinds of supervisory activity. We believe that this will result in more
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effective supervision over the longer term, resulting in better outcomes. We believe that the
proposals in this consultation paper would use our resources in an efficient manner.

Benefits
16.

The EE report discusses the benefits of the combined proposals in sections 5. The report
identifies that firms are likely to undertake more considered decision making and additional
monitoring and sign-off procedures so that both intentional and unintentional misconduct
and regulatory breaches can be identified and prevented. The policies will also provide both
regulators with greater scope for disciplinary and enforcement action.

17.

Furthermore, the EE report provides illustrative benefits in the form of reduced harm caused
by mis-selling range from £0.02 billion and £0.6 billion per year. Plus the estimated potential
saving to firms as a result in the reduction in the number of individuals requiring pre-approval
by the regulators is in the region of £2 million per year.

Conclusion

FCA and PRA

18.

Whilst mindful of the potential impact on credit unions in particular, the FCA considers
the potential benefits of the policies to be persuasive to merit consultation. The benefits
of the proposals are difficult to quantify in monetary terms but by strengthening individual
accountability mechanisms FCA considers there are likely to be beneficial changes in behaviour
across all relevant sectors and a reduction in non-compliance, misconduct and excessive risk
taking.

19.

The FCA will also have sufficient regard to the costs to firms that may result from implementing
these changes.

20.

Given the substantial costs and benefits at stake, the FCA will consider any further evidence
provided to us as part of this consultation.
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Annex 3
PRA Compatibility Statement

1.

The PRA has adhered to the regulatory principles in setting out the rules proposed in this
consultation. In particular:
(a)	The need to use the resources of each regulator in the most efficient and
economic way;
The PRA has used its internal and external resources in a way it believes to be considered
to be both effective and commensurate with the impact and magnitude of the proposals
in this CP. In particular, the PRA has relied on relevant internal data and feedback from
colleagues and internal stakeholders to inform its policy proposals.
(b)	the principle that a burden or restriction which is imposed on a person, or
on the carrying on of an activity, should be proportionate to the benefits,
considered in general terms, which are expected to result from the imposition
of that burden or restriction;
In developing its proposals, the PRA has taken into account the principle of proportionality,
especially given the significant variations in the size, nature, scope and complexity of the
activities of relevant authorised persons. Consequently, the proposed rules apply in a way
that reflects the impact of different types of firms on the PRA’s objectives.
Moreover, the PRA has given careful considerations to the relative costs and benefits of its
proposals in light of its statutory objectives.
For more information please see the CBA sections (Annexes 1 and 2)
(c)	the desirability of sustainable growth in the economy of the United Kingdom in
the medium or long term;

2.

The PRA does not consider this to be relevant for this CP.
(d) 	the general principle that consumers should take responsibility for their
decisions;

3.

The PRA does not consider this to be relevant for this CP.
(e)	the responsibilities of the senior management of persons subject to
requirements imposed by or under this Act, including those affecting
consumers, in relation to compliance with those requirements;

4.

70

The key rationale of the PRA’s proposals is to clarify, develop and entrench the responsibilities
of individual Senior Managers and enhance their accountability. This rationale has underpinned
the development of the proposed new accountability regimes.
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(f)	the desirability where appropriate of each regulator exercising its functions in
a way that recognises differences in the nature of, and objectives of, businesses
carried on by different persons subject to requirements imposed by or under
this Act [FSMA];
5.

Firms in scope of the new accountability regimes carry out a relatively a limited numbers of
PRA-regulated activities. The PRA has, however, given appropriate recognition to the varying
nature and objectives of these activities.
(g)	the desirability in appropriate cases of each regulator publishing information
relating to persons on whom requirements are imposed by or under this Act,
or requiring such persons to publish information, as a means of contributing to
the advancement by each regulator of its objectives;

6.

The PRA has the power to publish certain information relating to investigations into firms and
individuals. The Statement of the PRA’s Approach to Publicity of Regulatory Action (April 2013)
deals with the PRA’s approach to publication of disciplinary and other enforcement actions. The
proposals contained in this consultation do not provide for any changes in this regard.
(h)	the principle that the regulators should exercise their functions as transparently
as possible;

7.

FCA and PRA

The PRA has obtained industry feedback and engaged with relevant external stakeholders
to the extent permitted. This public consultation is open until 31 October 2014, and the PRA
welcomes feedback and comments.
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Annex 4
FCA Compatibility Statement

Compatibility with the FCA’s general duties
1.

This Annex follows the requirements set out in section 138I FSMA. When consulting on new
rules, we are required by section 138I FSMA to include an explanation of why we believe
making the proposed rules is compatible with our strategic objective, advances one or more or
our operational objectives, and has regard to the regulatory principles in section3B FSMA. We
are also required by section 138K(2) FSMA to state our opinion on whether the proposed rules
will have a significantly different impact on mutual societies as opposed to other authorised
persons.

2.

This Annex also sets out our view of how the proposed rules are compatible with our duty, so
far as is compatible with acting in a way which advances the consumer protection or market
integrity objectives, to discharge our general functions (which include rule-making) in a way
that promotes effective competition in the interests of consumers (section 1B(4) FSMA).

3.

For a detailed assessment of the equality and diversity implications of these proposals, see
paragraph 1.27.

The FCA’s strategic objective and regulatory principles
4.

The proposals set out in this consultation are compatible with our strategic objective of ensuring
that the relevant markets function well. They will clarify the lines of responsibility at the top of
relevant firms and enhance the regulators’ ability to hold senior and other individuals in such
firms to account. This should, over time, result in improved governance within this sector of
the industry.

5.

In preparing the proposals set out in this consultation, we have had regard to the regulatory
principles set out in s.3B FSMA. We set out below how our proposals demonstrate such regard
for each of the regulatory principles.

6.

72

The need to use our resources in the most efficient and economic way
The proposals set out in this consultation will impact the FCA’s existing authorisations,
supervision and enforcement processes and systems. The one-off costs have been identified
and are not likely to have an impact on resources as existing capacity is likely to be deployed.
In the medium to long term we anticipate that the proposals may lead to a natural reduction
in the need for some other kinds of supervisory activity. We believe that this will result in
more effective supervision over the longer term, resulting in better outcomes. We believe
that the proposals in this consultation paper would use our resources in an efficient manner.
The introduction of the Certification Regime removes a large number of individuals from the
regulatory approval process; as well as placing more responsibility on relevant firms for the
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fitness and propriety of their staff, this also frees up more regulatory resource to focus on the
key decision makers in the SMR.
The principle that a burden or restriction should be proportionate to the benefits
The proposals set out in this consultation paper seek to enhance individual accountability and so
advance our strategic objective and operational objectives. The proposals are intended to result
in beneficial changes in behaviour and reduce non-compliance, misconduct and excessive risk
taking. Firms are likely to incur both direct and indirect compliance costs, but our Cost Benefit
Analysis shows that these are not excessive, compared to the potential benefits to consumers.
We therefore believe the proposals in this consultation paper are proportionate to the benefits.

7.

The desirability of sustainable growth in the economy of the United Kingdom in the
medium or long term
The Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards stated, “Banks in the UK have failed in
many respects. They have failed taxpayers, who had to bail out a number of banks including
some major institutions, with a cash outlay peaking at £133 billion, equivalent to more than
£2,000 for every person in the UK.”2 The costs to the economy of the UK were significant. Our
proposals have regard to the desirability of sustainable growth in the medium and long term.
The proposed changes are intended to have a positive impact on the behaviour and culture of
the firms in question, which will contribute the advancement of this objective. The Cost Benefit
Analysis that accompanies this consultation examines possible direct and indirect costs and
benefits of the proposals in this consultation.

8.

The general principle that consumers should take responsibility for their decisions
The proposals we have made concern the internal organisation of firms and requirements
applying to their staff. These are not matters over which consumers can have any influence, and
they simply have to accept the institution they deal with as it is. Insofar as these requirements
apply to the deposit taking sector as a whole, and to PRA regulated investment firms consumers
can be confident that whatever firm they chose to deal with, the new requirements will apply
to all.

9.

The responsibilities of senior management
The main objective of the proposals contained in this consultation paper is to ensure that senior
managers within relevant firms are clear about the responsibilities they hold and can therefore
be more effectively held accountable for the performance of these responsibilities.

10.

The desirability of exercising our functions in a way that recognises differences in
the nature and objectives of businesses carried on by different persons
We believe our proposals do not undermine this principle. In considering the SMR, we have
been mindful of the need to consider the impact on building societies and credit unions. The
Banking Reform Act made clear that the main elements of the new regime (i.e. the Senior
Managers Regime, the Certification Regime and the Conduct Rules) should apply to all relevant
firms. The question that we had to decide was the extent to which they should apply. Broadly
speaking, we decided that these should apply in the same manner to all relevant firms. This is
because the risks to consumers in dealing with a badly governed building society or credit union
could be just as great, from the consumer’s point of view, as if they dealt with a badly governed
bank. Having said this, although our proposals are designed to lead to similar outcomes for
consumers, regardless of the firm they deal with, they do allow firms flexibility in how to achieve
these. So the senior management regime is designed to avoid imposing a uniform governance
structure that applies to all firms, although all firms will need clear lines of accountability within

11.

2
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House of Lords, House of Commons, Changing banking for good, Report of the Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards,
12 June 2013, p. 82, para. 1.
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whatever structure they use. The Code of Conduct is also written at a reasonably high level,
which allows it to be applied so as to reflect the differing levels of complexity and riskiness of
different firms’ businesses.

12.

13.

14.

The desirability of publishing information relating to persons on whom
requirements are imposed by or under FSMA
We have the power to publish information relating to investigations into firms and individuals.
However, as set out in the Enforcement Guide, we will not normally make public the fact that
we are or are not investigating a particular matter or any of our findings or conclusions of
an investigation public except in the circumstances described in chapter 6 of the Guide. The
proposals contained in this consultation paper do not provide for any changes in this regard.
We have the power to require relevant persons to publish information about their compliance
with our rules. In this case we will be able to see compliance with the rules either from
the information that the relevant persons provide us e.g. statements of responsibilities and
responsibilities maps, or we will be able to see compliance by means of making a supervisory
visit to the relevant person e.g. the operation of the certification regime. We see no additional
benefit to our objectives by requiring relevant persons to publish information about this.
The principle that we should exercise our functions as transparently as possible
We are an open and transparent regulator. The FCA has obtained industry feedback during the
pre-consultation stage and engaged with relevant external stakeholders. The FCA will continue
to actively engage with relevant stakeholders throughout the consultation process.

The FCA’s operational objectives
15.

16.
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Consumer Protection and Market Integrity
The objective of the proposals contained in this consultation paper is to ensure that Senior
Persons within relevant firms are held accountable for the roles they perform. This is intended
to create a structure that will make it more likely that individuals and roles are appropriately
matched and that high standards of conduct are observed. We therefore consider that these
aims and objectives support our Consumer Protection and Market Integrity objectives.
Promoting Competition
In preparing the proposals as set out in this consultation, we have had regard to our duty to
promote effective competition in the interests of consumers under section 1B(4) FSMA. The
proposals contained in this consultation paper seek to implement the Financial Services (Banking
Reform) Act 2013 which sets out the firms to be affected. We have kept the competition
objective in mind when framing how these proposals should be implemented, with a particular
focus on whether there is a risk of weakening competitive pressure, disadvantaging smaller
firms or potential new entrants. The Europe Economics Cost Benefit Report at paragraph 4.7
noted that, “Competition in the sector may also be affected by policy proposals. In particular,
there may be aspects of the regulation that impose disproportionately large costs on small
firms relative to large firms (or vice versa.)” During the consultation period we will explore
whether there would be an adverse effect, what it might be if that were to be the case, and
what might be done further to mitigate it.
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Expected effect on mutual societies
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17.

In considering the Senior Managers Regime the FCA has been mindful of the need to consider
the impact on building societies and credit unions. Insofar as our proposals introduce new
requirements we believe that these should apply to building societies in much the same way
as they apply to banks. So far as credit unions are concerned, the Europe Economics Cost
Benefit Report stated at section 6.4, “The share of the wider benefits of the policies is unlikely
to be equal across the affected sectors. In particular, the role of credit unions in the mis-selling
scandals and systemic bank failures which characterise much of the harm referred to in the
PCBS report is extremely limited; the same might be said of building societies. The costs of
the policies are likely to affect credit unions disproportionately (in terms of a share of annual
income). The high compliance costs, combined with the likelihood that credit union board
members may be particularly unwilling to take on the additional personal accountability implied
by the regime, may have an impact on the feasibility of some firms to remain in the market.”

18.

A key issue for credit unions is identified as the Senior Managers Regime, in particular assigning
individual responsibilities, which may undermine the principles of credit unions whereby all
members are able to be voted onto the Board (who are often volunteers), with Board members
collectively taking responsibility for all decisions. A further key concern is retention, given
that credit unions will not be able to compensate individuals for the increase in personal
accountability.

19.

The Act itself applies the Senior Managers Regime to credit unions, and APER already imposes
individual obligations on those performing a significant influence function for a credit union.

20.

We note the possible impacts identified in the EE report. It may be that some or possibly most
of the concern regarding credit unions is due to a misunderstanding of the proposals or a
perception that FCA will apply the regime to credit unions in a harsh way, rather than as a result
of what the proposed rules say. In order to better understand the expected impact on credit
unions, the FCA will seek to obtain additional information and clarification from this sector
during the consultation period.
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Annex 5
List of questions

PRA Questions
Q1:

[PRA]: Does the proposed list of PRA Senior Management
Functions capture the appropriate set of roles? If not,
• are there any other roles which the PRA should consider
specifying as SMFs?
• are there any proposed SMFs which the PRA should
consider excluding?

Q2:

[PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposal that firms should
not be required to have individuals approved to perform
specific SMFs where these relate to committees or functions
which they are not required to have and have elected not to
have?

Q3:

[PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed quantitative
criteria to identify the Head of Key Business Area function?

Q4:

[PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed list of Prescribed
Responsibilities?

Q5:

[PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed approach to the
allocation of responsibilities?

Q13: [PRA]: Do you agree with the proposals set out in the PRA’s
proposed Statement of Policy on the ‘Draft statement of
the PRA’s policy on conditions, time limits and variations of
approval?’
Q15: [PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed approach to
defining certification functions?
Q18: [PRA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s proposed rules and
supervisory statement on standards of fitness and propriety?
Q20: [PRA]: Do you agree with the proposed scope of the PRA’s
Conduct Rules?
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FCA Questions
Q6:

[FCA]: Does the proposed list of FCA SMFs capture the
appropriate set of roles? If not
• are there any other roles which the FCA should consider
specifying as SMFs?
• are there any proposed SMFs which the FCA should
consider excluding?

Q7:

[FCA]: Does the proposed list of Key Functions adequately
cover those likely to be carried out by relevant firms? Which
functions should be added or removed?

Q9:

[FCA]: Do you agree with the FCA’s proposed approach to the
allocation of responsibilities?

Q14: [FCA]: Do you agree with the proposals set out in the FCA’s
proposed statements of policy contained in draft chapters SUP
10C and DEPP 8?
Q16: [FCA]: Do you agree with the FCA’s proposed approach to
defining certification functions?
Q17: [FCA]: Do you agree with the FCA’s proposed approach to
rules and guidance on fitness and propriety?
Q21: [FCA]: Is this the best possible definition of scope that fulfils
the objectives set out in paragraph 5.11? Are there alternatives
that would better meet these objectives?
Q22: [FCA]: Do you believe that rules should apply to all people in
the firm who are directly involved in financial services business?
Q23: [FCA]: Are there any functions that you believe should be
added or removed from the list at 5.13 because they are roles
that are, or are not, the same as roles performed by those
working in non-financial services firms?
Q25: [FCA]: Do you agree that these are the right additional
FCA-specific rules?
Q26: [FCA]: Does the guidance attached at Annex 6 give helpful
clarity on the behaviours the FCA expects under each of the
rules?

FCA and PRA
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PRA AND FCA Questions (Please send your response to both regulators)
Q8:

[PRA/FCA]: Do the combined FCA and PRA proposed SMFs
cover the key decision makers in relevant firms?

Q10: [PRA/FCA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s and FCA’s proposals
on Statements of Responsibilities?
Q11: [PRA & FCA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s and FCA’s proposal
to require firms to produce a Responsibilities Map?
Q12: [PRA & FCA]: Do you agree with the PRA’s and FCA’s
proposed approach to handover arrangements?
Q19: [PRA & FCA]: Do you agree with the FCA and PRA proposed
requirements on:
a) criminal record checks?
b) the provision of references?
Q24: [PRA & FCA]: Do you agree that these are the right Conduct
Rules for both regulators to introduce, taking into account the
objectives set out in paragraph 5.16?
Q27: [PRA & FCA]: Do you agree that individuals already performing
the relevant controlled functions within their existing approvals
should be grandfathered to the new SMF?
Q28: [PRA & FCA]: How much time do you think is necessary to
implement the new SMR rules, including the preparations
of Statements of Responsibilities and Responsibilities Maps?
Please explain what activities would be required to prepare for
implementation, and the time required for each activity.
Q29: [PRA & FCA]: How much time do you think is necessary to
implement the new Certification Regime? Please explain what
activities would be required to prepare for implementation, and
the time required for each activity
Q30: [PRA & FCA]: In relation to the Conduct Rules, how much
time do you think is necessary for implementation? Please
explain what activities would be required to prepare for
implementation, and the time required for each activity.
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FCA Draft Handbook Text
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INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTABILITY INSTRUMENT [YEAR]

Powers exercised
A.

The Financial Conduct Authority makes this instrument in the exercise of the
following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (“the Act”):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

B.

section 59 (Approval for particular arrangements);
section 60 (Applications for approval);
section 63C (Statement of policy);
section 63ZD (Statement of policy relating to conditional approval and
variation);
section 63E (Certification of employees by relevant authorised persons);
section 64A (Rules of conduct);
section 69 (Statement of policy);
section 137A (The FCA’s general rules);
section 137T (General supplementary powers);
section 139A (Power of the FCA to give guidance); and
section 395 (The FCA’s and PRA’s procedures).

The rule-making powers listed above are specified for the purpose of section 138G
(Rule-making instruments) of the Act.

Commencement
C.

This instrument comes into force on [date].

Making the Code of Conduct sourcebook (C-CON)
D.

The Financial Conduct Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in Annex A
to this instrument.

Amendments to the Handbook
E.

The modules of the FCA’s Handbook of rules and guidance listed in column (1)
below are amended in accordance with the Annexes to this instrument listed in
column (2) below:
(1)
Glossary of definitions
Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and Controls sourcebook
(SYSC)
The Fit and Proper test for Approved Persons (FIT)
Supervision manual (SUP)
Decision Procedure and Penalties manual (DEPP)

(2)
Annex B
Annex C
Annex D
Annex E
Annex F

Amendments to the material outside the Handbook
F.

The Enforcement Guide (EG) is amended in accordance with Annex G to this
instrument.

Citation
G.

This instrument may be cited as the Individual Accountability Instrument [Year].

By order of the Board
date

Annex A
Making of the Code of Conduct sourcebook (C-CON)
Insert the following new sourcebook after the Senior Management Arrangements, Systems
and Controls sourcebook (SYSC) in the block of the Handbook titled ‘High Level Standards’.
All the text is new and is not underlined.
1

Application and purpose

1.1

Application

1.1.1

G

Under section 64A of the Act, the FCA may make rules about the conduct
of approved persons and persons who are employees of relevant
authorised persons.

To whom does it apply?
1.1.2

R

(1)

(2)

C-CON applies to:
(a)

an SMF manager;

(b)

an employee of a relevant authorised person who:
(i)

performs the function of an SMF manager;

(ii)

is not an approved person to perform the function in
question; and

(iii)

is required to be an approved person at the time he
performs that function;

(c)

a certification employee employed by a relevant authorised
person; and

(d)

any other employee of a relevant authorised person except
an employee whose role is listed under C-CON 1.1.2R(2) .

C-CON does not apply to an employee who only performs
functions falling within the scope of the following roles:
(a)

receptionists;

(b)

switchboard operators;

(c)

post room staff;

(d)

reprographics/print room staff;

(e)

property/facilities management;

(f)

events management;

(g)

security guards;

(h)

invoice processing;

(i)

audio visual technicians;

(j)

vending machine staff;

(k)

medical staff;

(l)

archive records management;

(m)

drivers;

(n)

corporate social responsibility staff;

(o)

data controllers or processors under the Data Protection Act
1998;

(p)

cleaners;

(q)

catering staff;

(r)

personal assistant, secretary;

(s)

information technology support (ie helpdesk); and

(t)

human resources administrators /processors.

1.1.3

R

Rules 1 to 5 in C-CON 2.1 apply to all conduct rules staff.

1.1.4

R

Rules SM1 to SM4 in C-CON 2.2 apply to all SMF managers and to
employees who perform the function of an SMF manager as specified in
C-CON 1.1.2R(1)(b).

1.1.5

G

The guidance in C-CON 2.3 applies to relevant authorised persons.

To what conduct does it apply?
1.1.6

R

In the case of a person (P) who is an SMF manager, C-CON applies to the
conduct of P in relation to the performance by P of functions relating to
the carrying on of activities (whether or not regulated activities) by the
relevant authorised person on whose application approval was given to P.

1.1.7

R

In the case of a person (P) subject to C-CON who is not an SMF manager,
C-CON applies to the conduct of P in relation to the performance by P of
functions relating to the carrying on of activities (whether or not regulated
activities) by P’s employer.

Where does it apply?
1.1.8

R

C-CON applies to the conduct of an SMF manager (and to the conduct of

employees who perform the function of an SMF manager as specified in
C-CON 1.1.2R(1)(b)) wherever it is performed.
1.1.9

R

C-CON only applies to the conduct of persons other than an SMF
manager (or an employee who performs the function of an SMF manager
as specified in C-CON 1.1.2R(1)(b)) if that conduct:
(a)

is performed from an establishment maintained by that person’s
employer in the United Kingdom; or

(b)

involves dealing with a client in the United Kingdom from an
establishment overseas.

1.1.10

G

The FCA interprets the phrase ‘dealing with’ in C-CON 1.1.9R as
including having contact with customers and extending beyond ‘dealing’
as used in the phrase ‘dealing in investments’. ‘Dealing in’ is used in
Schedule 2 to the Act to describe in general terms the regulated activities
which are specified in Part II of the Regulated Activities Order.

1.1.11

G

A person will not be subject to C-CON to the extent that it would be
contrary to the UK's obligations under a Single Market Directive or the
auction regulation.

Purpose
1.1.12

G

The purpose of this chapter is to set out rules about the conduct of SMF
managers, certification employees and other conduct rules staff and to
provide guidance to relevant authorised persons in relation to the conduct
rules.

2

The conduct rules

2.1

Individual conduct rules

2.1.1

R

Rule 1: You must act with integrity.

2.1.2

R

Rule 2: You must act with due skill, care and diligence.

2.1.3

R

Rule 3: You must be open and cooperative with the FCA, the PRA and
other regulators.

2.1.4

R

Rule 4: You must pay due regard to the interests of customers and treat
them fairly.

2.1.5

R

Rule 5: You must observe proper standards of market conduct.

2.2

Senior manager conduct rules

2.2.1

R

SM1: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the
firm for which you are responsible is controlled effectively.

2.2.2

R

SM2: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the
firm for which you are responsible complies with the relevant
requirements and standards of the regulatory system.

2.2.3

R

SM3: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that any delegation of
your responsibilities is to an appropriate person and that you oversee the
discharge of the delegated responsibility effectively.

2.2.4

R

SM4: You must disclose appropriately any information of which the FCA
or PRA would reasonably expect notice.

2.3

Firms: training and breaches

2.3.1

G

2.3.2

G

Under section 64B of the Act, a relevant authorised person must:
(1)

ensure that all persons subject to the rules in C-CON are notified of
the rules that apply in relation to them; and

(2)

take all reasonable steps to ensure that those persons understand
how the rules in C-CON apply to them.

(1)

The steps that a relevant authorised person must take to secure that
its SMF managers, certified employees and other conduct rules
staff understand how the rules in C-CON apply to them includes
the provision of suitable training.

(2)

Suitable training should always ensure that those who are subject
to the rules in C-CON have an awareness and broad understanding
of all of the rules in C-CON, and that they also have a deeper
understanding of the practical application of the specific rules
which are relevant to their work.

(3)

For example:
(a)

for individuals who trade in the markets, rule 5 in C-CON
2.1.5R may apply in various circumstances arising in the
individual’s day-to-day activities, and additional training
may be appropriate to ensure that the individual knows how
that rule applies to those activities in those various
circumstances; or

(b)

for individuals who deal directly with customers, rule 4 in
C-CON 2.1.4R may apply in many and various
circumstances making additional training appropriate for
such individuals.

2.3.3

G

3.1

General factors for assessing compliance

3.1.1

G

Where descriptions of conduct are provided in this chapter which
exemplify breaches of the rules in C-CON, they are not intended to be an
exhaustive list of the kind of conduct that may contravene the relevant
rule.

3.1.2

G

In assessing compliance with or a breach of a rule in C-CON, the FCA
will have regard to the context in which a course of conduct was
undertaken, including:

3.1.3

3.1.4

3.1.5

G

G

G

Section 64B(5) of the Act requires a relevant authorised person to notify
the FCA if it knows or suspects that any of its SMF managers,
certification employees or other conduct rules staff has failed to comply
with any of the rules in C-CON. Further rules and guidance on
notifications to the FCA by a relevant authorised person can be found in
SUP 15.11(Notification of C-CON breaches and disciplinary action).

(1)

the precise circumstances of the individual case;

(2)

the characteristics of the particular function performed by the
individual in question; and

(3)

the behaviour expected in that function.

Without prejudice to section 66A of the Act, a person will only be in
breach of any of the rules in C-CON where they are personally culpable.
Personal culpability arises where:
(1)

a person's conduct was deliberate; or

(2)

the person's standard of conduct was below that which would be
reasonable in all the circumstances.

In determining whether or not the particular conduct of a person complies
with the rules in C-CON, factors the FCA would expect to take into
account include:
(1)

whether that conduct relates to activities that are subject to other
provisions of the Handbook;

(2)

whether that conduct is consistent with the requirements and
standards of the regulatory system relevant to the person’s firm.

In determining whether or not the conduct of an SMF manager complies
with rules SM1 to SM4 in C-CON, factors the FCA would expect to take
into account include:
(1)

whether they exercised reasonable care when considering the

information available to him;
(2)

whether they reached a reasonable conclusion upon which to act;

(3)

the nature, scale and complexity of the firm's business;

(4)

their role and responsibility as determined by reference to the
relevant [statement of responsibility];

(5)

the knowledge they had, or should have had, of regulatory
concerns, if any, relating to his role and responsibilities.

3.1.6

G

In assessing whether an SMF manager may have breached a rule in CCON, the nature, scale and complexity of the business and the role and
responsibility of the individual undertaking the activity in question within
the firm will be relevant in assessing whether that person's conduct was
reasonable. For example, the smaller and less complex the business, the
less detailed and extensive the systems of control need to be.

3.1.7

G

UK domestic firms listed on the London Stock Exchange are subject to the
UK Corporate Governance Code, whose internal control provisions are
amplified in the publication entitled ‘Internal Control: Revised Guidance
for Directors on the Combined Code (October 2005)’ issued by the
Financial Reporting Council. Therefore, firms in this category will be
subject to that code as well as to the rules in C-CON. In forming an
opinion whether an SMF manager has complied with the rules in C-CON,
the FCA will give due credit if they followed corresponding provisions in
the UK Corporate Governance Code and related guidance.

4.1

More specific guidance regarding individual conduct rules
Rule 1: You must act with integrity

4.1.1

G

The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of conduct that would
be in breach of this rule.
(1)

Misleading (or attempting to mislead) by act or omission:
(a)

a client; or

(b)

the firm for whom the person works (or its auditors); or

(c)

the FCA or;

(d)

the PRA.

(2)

Falsifying documents.

(3)

Misleading a client about the risks of an investment.

(4)

Misleading a client about the charges or surrender penalties of
products.

(5)

Misleading a client about the likely performance of products by
providing inappropriate projections of future returns.

(6)

Misleading a client by informing him that products require only a
single payment when that is not the case.

(7)

Mismarking the value of investments or trading positions.

(8)

Procuring the unjustified alteration of prices on illiquid or offexchange contracts, or both.

(9)

Misleading others within the firm about the credit-worthiness of a
borrower.

(10)

Providing false or inaccurate documentation or information,
including details of training, qualifications, past employment
record or experience.

(11)

Providing false or inaccurate information to the firm (or to the
firm's auditors).

(12)

Providing false or inaccurate information to the FCA or the PRA.

(13)

Destroying, or causing the destruction of, documents (including
falsified documentation), or tapes or their contents, relevant to
misleading (or attempting to mislead) a client, his firm, or the
FCA or the PRA.

(14)

Failing to disclose dealings where disclosure is required by the
firm's personal account dealing rules.

(15)

Misleading others in the firm about the nature of risks being
accepted.

(16)

Recommending an investment to a customer, or carrying out a
discretionary transaction for a customer where the person knows
that they are unable to justify its suitability for that customer.

(17)

Failing to inform, without reasonable cause:
(a)

a customer; or

(b)

his firm (or its auditors); or

(c)

the FCA or;

(d)

the PRA;

of the fact that their understanding of a material issue is incorrect,

despite being aware of their misunderstanding, including, but not
limited to, deliberately:

(18)

(19)

(20)

(i)

failing to disclose the existence of falsified
documents; and

(ii)

failing to rectify mismarked positions
immediately.

Preparing inaccurate or inappropriate records or returns,
including, but not limited to:
(a)

preparing performance reports for transmission to
customers which are inaccurate or inappropriate (for
example, by relying on past performance without
appropriate warnings);

(b)

preparing inaccurate training records or inaccurate details
of qualifications, past employment record or experience;
and

(c)

preparing inaccurate trading confirmations, contract notes
or other records of transactions or holdings of securities
for a customer, whether or not the customer is aware of
these inaccuracies or has requested such records.

Misusing the assets or confidential information of a client or of
their firm including, but not limited to, deliberately:
(a)

front running client orders;

(b)

carrying out unjustified trading on client accounts to
generate a benefit (whether direct or indirect) to the person
(that is, churning);

(c)

misappropriating a client's assets, including wrongly
transferring to personal accounts cash or securities
belonging to clients;

(d)

wrongly using one client's funds to settle margin calls or to
cover trading losses on another client's account or on firm
accounts;

(e)

using a client's funds for purposes other than those for
which they were provided;

(f)

retaining a client's funds wrongly; and

(g)

pledging the assets of a client as security or margin in
circumstances where the firm is not permitted to do so.

Designing transactions to disguise breaches of requirements and

standards of the regulatory system.
(21)

Not paying due regard to the interests of a customer.

(22)

Acts, omissions or business practices that could be reasonably
expected to cause customer detriment.

Rule 2: You must act with due skill, care and diligence
4.1.2

G

Due skill, care and diligence are required especially where activities might
affect customers or affect the integrity of the financial system.

Examples of acting with due skill, etc
4.1.3

G

The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of conduct by any
conduct rules staff that would be in breach of this rule.
(1)

Failing to inform:
(a)

a customer; or

(b)

his firm (or its auditors);

of material information in circumstances where he was aware, or
ought to have been aware, of such information, and of the fact
that he should provide it, including the following:
(i)

failing to explain the risks of an investment to a
customer;

(ii)

failing to disclose to a customer details of the
charges or surrender penalties of investment
products;

(iii)

mismarking trading positions;

(iv)

providing inaccurate or inadequate information to
a firm or its auditors;

(v)

failing to disclose dealings where disclosure is
required by the firm's personal account dealing
rules.

(2)

Recommending an investment to a customer, or carrying out a
discretionary transaction for a customer, where they do not have
reasonable grounds to believe that it is suitable for that customer.

(3)

Undertaking, recommending or providing advice on transactions
without a reasonable understanding of the risk exposure of the
transaction to a customer, including recommending transactions
in investments to a customer without a reasonable understanding
of the liability (either potential or actual) of that transaction.

(4)

Undertaking transactions without a reasonable understanding of
the risk exposure of the transaction to the firm, including trading
on the firm's own account without a reasonable understanding of
the liability (either potential or actual) of the transaction.

(5)

Failing to provide adequate control over a client's assets,
including:

(6)

(a)

failing to segregate a client's assets; and

(b)

failing to process a client's payments in a timely manner;

Continuing to perform a function having failed to meet the
standards of knowledge and skill set out in the Training and
Competence sourcebook (TC) for that function.

Acting with due skill, etc as a manager
4.1.4

G

It is important for a manager to understand the business for which they are
responsible. A manager is unlikely to be an expert in all aspects of a
complex financial services business. However, they should understand and
inform themselves about the business sufficiently to understand the risks
of its trading, credit or other business activities.

4.1.5

G

It is important for a manager to understand the risks of expanding the
business into new areas and, before approving the expansion, they should
investigate and satisfy themselves, on reasonable grounds, about the risks,
if any, to the business.

4.1.6

G

Where unusually profitable business is undertaken, or where the profits
are particularly volatile or the business involves funding requirements on
the firm beyond those reasonably anticipated, a manager should require
explanations from those who report to him. Where those explanations are
implausible or unsatisfactory, they should take steps to test the veracity of
those explanations.

4.1.7

G

Where a manager is not an expert in a business area, they should consider
whether they (or those with whom they work) have the necessary expertise
to provide an adequate explanation of issues within that business area. If
not, they should seek an independent opinion from elsewhere within or
outside the firm.

4.1.8

G

The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of conduct by a
manager that would be in breach of this rule.
(1)

Failing to take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the
firm for which he has responsibility:
(a)

is controlled effectively;

(b)

complies with the relevant requirements and standards of

the regulatory system applicable to that area of the
business; and
(c)

(2)

(3)

is conducted in such a way to ensure that any delegation of
responsibilities is to an appropriate person and is overseen
effectively.

Failing to take reasonable steps to adequately inform themselves
about the affairs of the business for which they are responsible,
including:
(a)

permitting transactions without a sufficient understanding
of the risks involved;

(b)

permitting expansion of the business without reasonably
assessing the potential risks of that expansion;

(c)

inadequately monitoring highly profitable transactions or
business practices or unusual transactions or business
practices;

(d)

accepting implausible or unsatisfactory explanations from
subordinates without testing the veracity of those
explanations; and

(e)

failing to obtain independent, expert opinion where
appropriate.

Failing to take reasonable steps to maintain an appropriate level
of understanding about an issue or part of the business that he has
delegated to an individual or individuals (whether in-house or
outside contractors).

Rule 3: You must be open and cooperative with the FCA, the PRA and other
regulators
4.1.9

G

For the purpose of rule 3 in C-CON 2.1.3R, regulators other than the FCA
and the PRA are those which have recognised jurisdiction in relation to
activities to which C-CON applies and a power to call for information
from the firm, or from individuals performing certain functions in
connection with those regulated activities. This may include an exchange
or an overseas regulator.

4.1.10

G

There is no duty on a person to report information directly to the regulator
concerned unless they are one of the persons responsible within the firm
for reporting matters to the regulator concerned. However, if a person
takes steps to influence the decision not to report to the regulator
concerned or acts in a way that is intended to obstruct the reporting of the
information to the regulator concerned, then the appropriate regulator
will, in respect of that information, view them as being one of those within
the firm who has taken on responsibility for deciding whether to report

that matter to the regulator concerned.
4.1.11

4.1.12

G

G

The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of conduct that would
be in breach of this rule.
(1)

Failing to report promptly in accordance with his firm's internal
procedures (or, if none exist, direct to the regulator concerned),
information in response to questions from the FCA, the PRA, or
both the PRA and the FCA.

(2)

Failing without good reason to:
(a)

inform a regulator of information of which the approved
person was aware in response to questions from that
regulator;

(b)

attend an interview or answer questions put by a regulator,
despite a request or demand having been made; and

(c)

supply a regulator with appropriate documents or
information when requested or required to do so and
within the time limits attaching to that request or
requirement.

For the purposes of C-CON 4.1.12G(2), good reasons could include,
where applicable, a right to preserve legal professional privilege, a right to
avoid self-incrimination, complying with an order of a court, or complying
with an obligation imposed by law or by a regulator.

Rule 4: You must pay due regard to the interests of customers and treat them
fairly.
4.1.13

G

Rule 4 in C-CON 2.1.4R applies to all conduct rules staff, regardless of
whether that person has direct contact or dealings with customers of the
firm. Persons subject to the rules in C-CON should consider how their
actions (or their failure to act) can affect the interests of customers or
result in customers being treated unfairly.

4.1.14

G

The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of conduct that would
be in breach of this rule.
(1)

Failing to inform a customer of material information in
circumstances where they were aware, or ought to have been aware,
of such information, and of the fact that they should provide it,
including the following:
(a)

failing to explain the risks of an investment to a customer;

(b)

failing to disclose to a customer details of the charges or
surrender penalties of investment products; and

(c)

providing inaccurate or inadequate information to a customer
about a product or service.

(2)

Recommending an investment to a customer, or carrying out a
discretionary transaction for a customer, where they do not have
reasonable grounds to believe that it is suitable for that customer.

(3)

Undertaking, recommending or providing advice on transactions
without a reasonable understanding of the risk exposure of the
transaction to a customer, including recommending transactions in
investments to a customer without a reasonable understanding of
the liability (either potential or actual) of that transaction.

(4)

Failing to provide adequate control over a client's assets, including:
(a)

failing to segregate a client's assets; and

(b)

failing to process a client's payments in a timely manner.

(5)

Providing a customer with a product which is other than the one
applied for by that customer, unless the customer understands the
differences and understands the product they have purchased.

(6)

Failing to acknowledge or to seek to resolve mistakes in dealing
with customers.

(7)

Failing to provide terms and conditions to which a product or
service is subject in a way which is clear and easy for the customer
to understand.

Rule 5: You must observe proper standards of market conduct.
4.1.15

G

A general consideration about whether or not a person's conduct complies
with the relevant requirements and standards of the market, is whether
they, or the firm, complies with the Code of Market Conduct (MAR 1) or
relevant market codes and exchange rules. Compliance with the Code of
Market Conduct (MAR 1) or relevant market codes and exchange rules
will tend to show compliance with rule 5 in C-CON 2.1.5R.

4.1.16

G

Manipulating or attempting to manipulate a market, such as a foreign
exchange market, exemplifies failing to observe proper standards of
market conduct.

4.2

More specific guidance regarding senior manager conduct rules
SM1: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for
which you are responsible is controlled effectively

4.2.1

G

An SMF manager’s role and responsibilities are set out in the statement of

responsibilities.
4.2.2

G

Strategy and plans will often dictate the risk which the business is
prepared to take on and high level controls will dictate how the business is
to be run. If the strategy of the business is to enter high-risk areas, then the
degree of control and strength of monitoring reasonably required within
the business will be high. In organising the business for which they are
responsible, an SMF manager should bear this in mind.

4.2.3

G

To comply with the obligations of rule SM1 in C-CON 2.2.1R, an SMF
manager may find it helpful to review whether each area of the business
for which they are responsible has been clearly assigned to a particular
individual or individuals.

4.2.4

G

The organisation of the business and the responsibilities of those within it
should be clearly defined. Reporting lines should be clear to staff. Where
staff have dual reporting lines there is a greater need to ensure that the
responsibility and accountability of each individual line manager is clearly
set out and understood.

4.2.5

G

Where members of staff have particular levels of authorisation, these
should be clearly set out and communicated to staff. It may be appropriate
for each member of staff to have a job description of which they are
aware.

4.2.6

G

An SMF manager should take reasonable steps to satisfy themselves, on
reasonable grounds, that each area of the business for which they are
responsible has appropriate policies and procedures for reviewing the
competence, knowledge, skills and performance of each individual
member of staff.

4.2.7

G

If an individual's performance is unsatisfactory, then the relevant SMF
manager should review carefully whether to allow that individual to
continue in their position. In particular, if they are aware of concerns
relating to the compliance with requirements and standards of the
regulatory system (or internal controls) of the individual concerned, or of
staff reporting to that individual, the SMF manager should take care not to
give undue weight to the financial performance of the individual or group
concerned when considering whether any action should be taken. An
adequate investigation of the concerns should be undertaken (including,
where appropriate, adherence to internal controls). The SMF manager
should be satisfied, on reasonable grounds, that the investigation is
appropriate, the results are accurate and that the concerns do not pose an
unacceptable risk to compliance with the requirements and standards of
the regulatory system.

4.2.8

G

As part of organising the business, an SMF manager should ensure that
there is an orderly transition when another SMF manager under his
oversight or responsibility ceases to perform that function and someone
else takes up that function. It would be appropriate for the individual
vacating such a position to prepare a comprehensive set of handover-notes

for his successor. Those notes should at a minimum specify for the
successor any matter that is ongoing which the successor would
reasonably expect to be aware to:
(1)

perform their function effectively;

(2)

ensure compliance with the requirements and standards of the
regulatory system; and

(3)

ensure that the individual with overall responsibility for that part of
the business of the firm maintains effective control.

4.2.9

G

In organising the business, an SMF manager should pay attention to any
temporary vacancies which exist. They should take reasonable steps to
ensure that suitable cover for responsibilities is arranged. This could
include taking on temporary staff or external consultants. The SMF
manager should assess the risk that is posed to compliance with the
requirements and standards of the regulatory system as a result of the
vacancy, and the higher the risk the greater the steps he should take to fill
the vacancy. It may be appropriate to limit or suspend the activity if
adequate cover for responsibilities cannot be arranged. To the extent that
those vacancies are in respect of controlled functions, they may only be
filled by persons approved for that function.

4.2.10

G

The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of conduct that would
be in breach of this rule.
(1)

Failing to take reasonable steps to apportion responsibilities for all
areas of the business under the approved person's control.

(2)

Failing to take reasonable steps to apportion responsibilities clearly
among those to whom responsibilities have been delegated,
including the following:

(3)

(a)

implementing confusing or uncertain reporting lines;

(b)

implementing confusing or uncertain authorisation levels;
and

(c)

implementing confusing or uncertain job descriptions and
responsibilities.

In the case of a manager who is responsible for dealing with the
apportionment of responsibilities, failing to take reasonable care to
maintain a clear and appropriate apportionment of responsibilities,
including the failure:
(a)

to review regularly the responsibilities which have been
apportioned; and

(b)

to act where that review shows that those responsibilities

have not been clearly apportioned.
(4)

Failing to take reasonable steps to ensure that suitable individuals
are responsible for those aspects of the business under the control
of the individual performing a senior management function,
including the following:
(a)

failing to review the competence, knowledge, skills and
performance of staff to assess their suitability to fulfil their
duties, despite evidence that their performance is
unacceptable;

(b)

giving undue weight to financial performance when
considering the suitability or continuing suitability of an
individual for a particular role; and

(c)

allowing managerial vacancies which put at risk compliance
with the requirements and standards of the regulatory system
to remain, without arranging suitable cover for the
responsibilities.

SM2: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for
which you are responsible complies with the relevant requirements and
standards of the regulatory system
4.2.11

G

An SMF manager must take reasonable steps both to ensure his firm's
compliance with the relevant requirements and standards of the regulatory
system and to ensure that all staff are aware of the need for compliance.

4.2.12

G

An SMF manager need not themself put in place the systems of control for
the business. Whether they do this depends on their role and
responsibilities. However, they should take reasonable steps to ensure that
the business for which they are responsible has operating procedures and
systems which include well-defined steps for complying with the detail of
relevant requirements and standards of the regulatory system and for
ensuring that the business is run prudently. The nature and extent of the
systems of control that are required will depend upon the relevant
requirements and standards of the regulatory system, and the nature, scale
and complexity of the business.

4.2.13

G

Where an SMF manager becomes aware of actual or suspected problems
that involve possible breaches of relevant requirements and standards of
the regulatory system falling within his area of responsibility, then they
should take reasonable steps to ensure that they are dealt with in a timely
and appropriate manner. This may involve an adequate investigation to
find out whether any systems or procedures may have failed and why.
They may need to obtain expert opinion on the adequacy and efficacy of
the systems and procedures

4.2.14

G

If an issue raises questions of law or interpretation, an SMF manager may
need to take legal advice. If appropriate legal expertise is not available in-

house, they may need to consider appointing an appropriate external
adviser.
4.2.15

G

Where independent reviews of systems and procedures have been
undertaken and result in recommendations for improvement, the SMF
manager responsible for that business area should ensure that, unless there
are good reasons not to, any reasonable recommendations are
implemented in a timely manner. What is reasonable will depend on the
nature of the inadequacy and the cost of the improvement. It will be
reasonable for the SMF manager to carry out a cost benefit analysis when
assessing whether the recommendations are reasonable.

4.2.16

G

The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of conduct that would
be in breach of this rule.
(1)

Failing to take reasonable steps to implement (either personally
or through a compliance department or other departments)
adequate and appropriate systems of control to comply with the
relevant requirements and standards of the regulatory system in
respect of the activities of the firm in question.

(2)

Failing to take reasonable steps to monitor (either personally or
through a compliance department or other departments)
compliance with the relevant requirements and standards of the
regulatory system in respect of the activities of the firm in
question.

(3)

Failing to take reasonable steps adequately to inform themselves
about the reason why significant breaches (whether suspected or
actual) of the relevant requirements and standards of the
regulatory system in respect of the activities of the firm in
question may have arisen (taking account of the systems and
procedures in place) including failing to investigate whether
systems or procedures may have failed and, where appropriate,
failing to obtain expert opinion on the adequacy of the systems
and procedures.

(4)

Failing to take reasonable steps to ensure that procedures and
systems of control are reviewed and, if appropriate, improved,
following the identification of significant breaches (whether
suspected or actual) of the relevant requirements and standards of
the regulatory system relating to the activities of the firm in
question including:
(a)

unreasonably failing to implement recommendations for
improvements in systems and procedures; and

(b)

unreasonably failing to implement recommendations for
improvements to systems and procedures in a timely
manner.

(5)

In the case of a manager who has responsibility for overseeing
the establishment and maintenance of appropriate systems and
controls or the apportionment of responsibilities, failing to take
reasonable care, to ensure that these obligations are discharged
effectively.

(6)

In the case of a proprietary trader, failing to maintain and
comply with appropriate systems and controls in relation to that
activity.

(7)

In the case of the money laundering reporting officer, failing to
discharge the responsibilities imposed on them by the firm for
oversight of its compliance with the FCA's rules on systems and
controls against money laundering.

(8)

In the case of an SMF manager who is responsible for the
compliance function failing to ensure that:
(a)

the compliance function has the necessary authority,
resources, expertise and access to all relevant information;

(b)

a compliance officer is appointed and is responsible for the
compliance function and for any reporting as to
compliance;

(c)

the persons involved in the compliance functions are not
involved in the performance of services or activities they
monitor;

(d)

the method of determining the remuneration of the persons
involved in the compliance function does not compromise
their objectivity; and

(e)

the method of determining the remuneration complies,
where applicable, with the Remuneration Code.

SM3: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that any delegation of your
responsibilities is to an appropriate person and that you oversee the discharge of
the delegated responsibility effectively
4.2.17

G

An SMF manager may delegate the investigation, resolution or
management of an issue or authority for dealing with a part of the business
to individuals who report to them or to others.

4.2.18

G

An SMF manager should have reasonable grounds for believing that the
delegate has the competence, knowledge, skill and time to deal with the
issue. For instance, if the compliance department only has sufficient
resources to deal with day-to-day issues, it would be unreasonable to
delegate to it the resolution of a complex or unusual issue without
ensuring it had sufficient capacity to deal with the matter adequately.

4.2.19

G

The FCA recognises that an SMF manager will have to exercise their own
judgement in deciding how issues are dealt with and sometimes that
judgement will, with the benefit of hindsight, be shown to have been
wrong. The SMF manager will not be in breach of rule SM3 in C-CON
2.2.3R unless they fail to exercise due and reasonable consideration before
they delegate the resolution of an issue or authority for dealing with a part
of the business and fails to reach a reasonable conclusion. If they are in
doubt about how to deal with an issue or the seriousness of a particular
compliance problem, then, although they cannot delegate to the FCA the
responsibility for dealing with the problem or issue, they can speak to the
FCA to discuss his approach.

4.2.20

G

An SMF manager will not always manage the business on a day-to-day
basis themselves. The extent to which they do so will depend on a number
of factors, including the nature, scale and complexity of the business and
their position within it. The larger and more complex the business, the
greater the need for clear and effective delegation and reporting lines,
which may involve documenting the scope of that delegation and the
reporting lines in writing. The FCA will look to the SMF manager to take
reasonable steps to ensure that systems are in place which result in issues
being addressed at the appropriate level. When issues come to their
attention, they should deal with them in an appropriate way.

4.2.21

G

Delegating the authority for dealing with an issue or a part of the business
to an individual or individuals (whether in-house or outside contractors)
without reasonable grounds for believing that the delegate had the
necessary capacity, competence, knowledge, seniority or skill to deal with
the issue or to take authority for dealing with part of the business
exemplifies a failure to comply with rule SM3 in C-CON 2.2.3R.

4.2.22

G

Although an SMF manager may delegate the resolution of an issue, or
authority for dealing with a part of the business, they cannot delegate
responsibility for it. It is that person’s responsibility to ensure that they
receive reports on progress and questions those reports where appropriate.
For instance, if progress appears to be slow or if the issue is not being
resolved satisfactorily, then the SMF manager may need to challenge the
explanations he receives and possibly take action personally to resolve the
problem. This may include increasing the resource applied to it,
reassigning the resolution internally or obtaining external advice or
assistance. Where an issue raises significant concerns, an SMF manager
should act clearly and decisively. If appropriate, this may be by
suspending members of staff or relieving them of all or part of their
responsibilities.

4.2.23

G

The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of conduct that would
be in breach of this rule.
(1)

Failing to take reasonable steps to maintain an appropriate level
of understanding about an issue or part of the business that he has
delegated to an individual or individuals (whether in-house or

outside contractors) including:

(2)

4.2.24

G

(a)

disregarding an issue or part of the business once it has
been delegated;

(b)

failing to require adequate reports once the resolution of
an issue or management of part of the business has been
delegated; and

(c)

accepting implausible or unsatisfactory explanations from
delegates without testing their veracity.

Failing to supervise and monitor adequately the individual or
individuals (whether in-house or outside contractors) to whom
responsibility for dealing with an issue or authority for dealing
with a part of the business has been delegated including:
(a)

failing to take personal action where progress is
unreasonably slow, or where implausible or unsatisfactory
explanations are provided; and

(b)

failing to review the performance of an outside contractor
in connection with the delegated issue or business.

In determining whether or not the conduct of an SMF manager complies
with rule SM3 in C-CON 2.2.3R, the factors which the FCA would expect
to take into account include:
(1)

the competence, knowledge or seniority of the delegate; and

(2)

the past performance and record of the delegate.

SM4: You must disclose appropriately any information of which the FCA or
PRA would reasonably expect notice
4.2.25

G

For the purpose of rule SM4 in C-CON 2.2.4R, regulators in addition to
the FCA and the PRA are those which have recognised jurisdiction in
relation to activities to which C-CON applies and a power to call for
information from the relevant person in connection with their function or
in connection with the business for which they are responsible. This may
include an exchange or an overseas regulator.

4.2.26

G

SM4 applies to an SMF manager in addition to rule 3 in C-CON 2.1.3R.
Although, the rules have some overlap, they are different. Rule 3 normally
relates to responses from individuals to requests from the regulator,
whereas SM4 imposes a duty on SMF managers to disclose appropriately
any information of which the appropriate regulator would reasonably
expect, including making a disclosure in the absence of any request or
enquiry from the appropriate regulator. By virtue of his position, an SMF
manager is likely both to have access to greater amounts of information of
potential regulatory importance and to have the expertise to recognise
when this may be something of which the appropriate regulator would

reasonably expect notice.
4.2.27

G

Where a person is, or is one of the persons performing a senior
management function who is responsible within the firm for reporting
matters to the regulator, failing promptly to inform the regulator
concerned of information of which they are aware and which it would be
reasonable to assume would be of material significance to the regulator
concerned, whether in response to questions or otherwise, constitutes a
breach of rule SM4 in C-CON 2.2.4R.

4.2.28

G

If an SMF manager were to come across a piece of information that was
something in relation to which they thought the FCA or PRA could
reasonably expect notice, they should determine whether that information
falls within the scope of their responsibilities by virtue of his statement of
responsibilities. If it does, then they should ensure that, if it otherwise
appropriate to do so, it is disclosed to the appropriate regulator. If it does
not fall within the scope of their responsibilities, then in the absence of
any reason to the contrary, they might reasonably assume that the matter
of its disclosure to the appropriate regulator was being dealt with by the
SMF manager who has responsibility for dealing with information of that
nature. If an SMF manager was not sure that the matter was being dealt
with by another SMF manager, or if they were not sure whether this was
in their area or not, then the FCA would expect them to make enquiries to
inform themselves, rather than disregard the matter.

4.2.29

G

In determining whether or not a person's conduct complies with rule SM4
in C-CON 2.2.4R, the factors which the FCA would expect to take into
account include:
(1)

the likely significance to the regulator concerned of the
information which it was reasonable for the individual to assume;

(2)

whether the information related to the individual themselves or to
their firm; and

(3)

whether any decision not to report the matter was taken after
reasonable enquiry and analysis of the situation.

Annex B
Amendments to the Glossary of definitions

In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text,
unless otherwise stated.
Insert the following new definitions in the appropriate alphabetical position. The text is not
underlined.

certification employee

(as described in more detail in section 63E(1) of the Act
(Certification of employees by relevant authorised person)) an
employee (as defined) of a relevant authorised person who has a
valid certificate issued by that relevant authorised person.

C-CON

the Code of Conduct for Staff sourcebook, part of the Handbook in
High Level Standards.

chair of the
nomination committee
function

FCA controlled function SMF13 in Part 1 of the table in SUP
10C.4.3R (Table of FCA controlled functions for relevant
authorised persons), described more fully in SUP 10C.5.3R.

conduct rules staff

any persons who are subject to C-CON, as set out in C-CON 1
(Application).

designated senior
management function

a controlled function that has been designated by the FCA or the
PRA as a senior management function under section 59 of the Act
(Approval for particular arrangements).

employer

(for the purposes of SUP 15.11 (Notification of conduct rule
breaches and disciplinary action), SYSC 5.3 (References and
accurate information) and C-CON, and as defined in more detail in
section 64A of the Act (Rules of conduct)), means the person
described as the “employer” in paragraph (4) of the Glossary
definition of employee.

FCA-approved SMF
manager

an SMF manager whose approval to perform a designated senior
management function is from the FCA.

FCA designated senior
management function

an FCA controlled function that is a designated senior management
function.

FCA-specified
significant-harm
function

a specified significant-harm function that has been specified under
section 63E of the Act (Certification of employees by relevant
authorised persons) by the FCA.

management
responsibilities map

the document describing the management arrangements of a
relevant authorised person required by SYSC 4.5.7R.

other conduct rules
staff

conduct rules staff who fall into C-CON 1.1.2R(1)(b) and (d) and
are, with certain exceptions, conduct rules staff who are not
approved persons or certification employees.

PRA controlled
functions for RAPs
instrument

the part of the PRA’s rulebook titled “Senior Management
Functions”, which specifies controlled functions.

PRA designated senior
management function

a PRA controlled function that is a designated senior management
function.

relevant authorised
person

has the meaning in section 71A of the Act (Meaning of “relevant
authorised person”) which, in summary, is an institution that meets
the following conditions:
(1)

it is incorporated in, or formed under the law of any part of,
the United Kingdom; and

(2)

it does not have permission for effecting contracts of
insurance or carrying out contracts of insurance; and

(3)

it meets one of the following conditions:
(a)

its Part 4A permission includes accepting deposits; or

(b)

it meets all the following conditions:
(i)

the institution is an investment firm; and

(ii)

its Part 4A permission covers dealing in
investments as principal; and

(iii)

when carried on by it, that activity is a PRAregulated activity.

[Non-UK country branches to follow]
relevant senior
management
application

has the meaning in section 61(1)(b) of the Act (Determination of
applications) which, in summary, is an application for approval to
perform a designated senior management function in relation to the
carrying on of a regulated activity by a relevant authorised person.

senior management
function

a function defined in section 59ZA of the Act (Senior management
functions) which means, in summary (in relation to the carrying on
of a regulated activity by a firm), a function that meets the
following conditions:
(1)

it will require the person performing it to be responsible for
managing one or more aspects of the firm’s affairs, so far as
relating to the activity; and

(2)

those aspects involve, or might involve, a risk of serious

consequences:

significant-harm
function

(a)

for the firm; or

(b)

for business or other interests in the United Kingdom.

a function defined in section 63E(5) of the Act (Certification of
employees by relevant authorised persons) which is, in summary (in
relation to the carrying on of a regulated activity by a relevant
authorised person), a function that meets the following conditions:
(1)

it will require the person performing it to be involved in one
or more aspects of the relevant authorised person's affairs, so
far as relating to the activity; and

(2)

those aspects involve, or might involve, a risk of significant
harm to the relevant authorised person or to anyone who is
using, or who is or may be contemplating using, any of the
services provided by the relevant authorised person.

significant
responsibility function

FCA controlled function SMF18 in Part 1 of the table in SUP
10C.4.3R (Table of FCA controlled functions for relevant
authorised persons), described more fully in SUP 10C.7.1R.

SMF manager

(in relation to a relevant authorised person) a person who has
approval under section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular
arrangements) to perform a designated senior management function
in relation to the carrying on by that relevant authorised person of a
regulated activity.

specified significantharm function

a significant-harm function that has been specified by the FCA or
the PRA further to section 63E(2) of the Act (Certification of
employees by relevant authorised persons).

staff being assessed
under FIT

(in FIT and in relation to a relevant authorised person) any of the
following:

statement of
responsibilities

(1)

an FCA-approved SMF manager or a candidate for an FCA
designated senior management function whose fitness is
being assessed by the FCA or the relevant authorised person;
or

(2)

a person whose fitness to perform an FCA-specified
significant harm function is being assessed by the relevant
authorised person under section 63F of the Act (Issuing of
certificates), whether or not that person is already a
certification employee in relation to that FCA-specified
significant harm function.

a statement provided under section 60(2A) of the Act (Applications
for approval), including a statement revised under section 62A of

the Act (Changes in responsibilities of senior managers).

Amend the following definitions as shown.

compliance oversight
function

(in the FCA Handbook):
(1)

(in the case of relevant authorised persons) FCA controlled
function SMF16 in Part 1 of the table in SUP 10C.4.3R
(Table of FCA controlled functions for relevant authorised
persons), described more fully in SUP 10C.6.1R; and

(2)

(in the case of other firms) FCA controlled function CF10 in
Parts 1 and 2 of the table of FCA controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10A.7.8R.

controlled function

a function, relating to the carrying on of a regulated activity by a
firm, which is specified by either the FCA (in the table of FCA
controlled functions or in the table in SUP 10C.4.3R (Table of FCA
controlled functions for relevant authorised persons)) or the PRA (in
the table of PRA controlled functions or the PRA controlled
functions for RAPs instrument), under section 59 of the Act
(Approval for particular arrangements).

director

(1)

…
(c)

employee

(1)

(in SYSC, MIPRU 2 (Insurance mediation activity:
responsibility, knowledge, ability and good repute), and
SUP 10A (FCA Approved persons) and SUP 10C (FCA
approved persons regime for relevant authorised
persons) …

(for all purposes except those in (2), (3) and (4)):
…

(2)

…

(3)

(for the purposes of SYSC 5.2 (Certification regime) and the
definition of certification employee) has the meaning in
section 63E(9) of the Act (Certification of employees by
relevant authorised persons) which, in summary, says an
employee of a person (“A”) includes a reference to a person
who:
(a)

personally provides, or is under an obligation personally
to provide, services to A under an arrangement made
between A and the person providing the services or
another person, and

(b) is subject to (or to the right of) supervision, direction or
control by A as to the manner in which those services
are provided.
(4)

(for the purposes of SUP 15.11 (Notification of conduct rule
breaches and disciplinary action), SYSC 5.3 (References and
accurate information ) and C-CON) has the meaning in
section 64A(6) of the Act (Rules of conduct) which, in
summary, says an employee of a person (the “employer”)
includes a reference to a person who:
(a)

personally provides, or is under an obligation personally
to provide, services to the employer under an
arrangement made between the employer and the person
providing the services or another person; and

(b) is subject to (or to the right of) supervision, direction or
control by the employer as to the manner in which those
services are provided.
However, where SUP 15.11 refers to certification employees,
the definition in (3) applies.
FCA controlled
function

a controlled function which is specified by the FCA under section
59 of the Act (Approval for particular arrangements) in the table of
FCA controlled functions or in the table in SUP 10C.4.3R (Table of
FCA controlled functions for relevant authorised persons).

FCA governing
function

any of the following FCA controlled functions:
(1) (in the case of relevant authorised persons) FCA
controlled functions SMF3, SMF13 and SMF15 in Part
1 of the table in SUP 10C.4.3R (Table of FCA
controlled functions for relevant authorised persons);
and
(2) (in the case of other firms) FCA controlled functions 1
to 6 in Part 1 of the table of FCA controlled functions.

FCA required
functions

money laundering

any of the following FCA controlled functions:
(1)

(in the case of relevant authorised persons) FCA controlled
functions for relevant authorised persons SMF16 and SMF17
in Part 1 of the table in SUP 10C.4.3R (Table of FCA
controlled functions for relevant authorised persons); and

(2)

(in the case of other firms) FCA controlled functions 8 to 11
in Part 1 or Part 2 of the table of FCA controlled functions.

(in the FCA Handbook):

reporting function

(1) (in the case of relevant authorised persons) FCA
controlled function SMF17 in Part 1 of the table in SUP
10C.4.3R (Table of FCA controlled functions for
relevant authorised persons), described more fully in
SUP 10C.6.2R; and
(2) (in the case of other firms) FCA controlled function
CF11 in Parts 1 and 2 of the table of FCA controlled
functions, described more fully in SUP 10A.7.10R.

non-executive director
function

(1)

(in the FCA Handbook):
(a)

(in the case of relevant authorised persons) FCA
controlled function SMF15 in Part 1 of the table in SUP
10C.4.3R, described more fully in SUP 10C.5.2R; and

(b) (in the case of other firms) FCA controlled function CF2
in Part 1 of the table of FCA controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10A.6.12R and SUP
10A.6.13R.
…
PRA controlled
function

a controlled function which is specified by the PRA under section
59 of the Act (Approval for particular arrangements) in the table of
PRA controlled functions or the PRA controlled functions for RAPs
instrument.

Annex C
Amendments to the Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and Controls
sourcebook (SYSC)
In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text,
unless otherwise stated.

SYSC 1
Annex 1

Detailed application of SYSC

…
Part 2

Application of the common platform requirements (SYSC 4 to 10)
Who?

…
2.15

R

The common platform requirements, except the common platform recordkeeping requirements, apply to a firm in relation to activities carried on by it
from an establishment in the United Kingdom. However, SYSC 4.5 (Senior
management responsibilities for relevant authorised persons), SYSC 5.2
(Certification regime) and SYSC 5.3 (References and accurate information)
apply in accordance with the rules in those sections.

R

The common platform organisational requirements, except the common
platform requirements on financial crime, also apply in a prudential context
to a UK domestic firm and to an overseas firm (other than an incoming EEA
firm or an Incoming Treaty firm) with respect to activities wherever they are
carried on. However, SYSC 4.5 (Senior management responsibilities for
relevant authorised persons), SYSC 5.2 (Certification regime) and SYSC 5.3
(References and accurate information) apply in accordance with the rules in
those sections.

...
2.18

…
…

Provision

COLUMN A

COLUMN A+

COLUMN A++

COLUMN B

SYSC 4

Application to a
common
platform firm
other than to a
UCITS

Application to a
UCITS
management
company

Application to a
full-scope UK
AIFM of an
authorised AIF

Application to all
other firms apart
from insurers,
managing agents
the Society, and

investment firm

full-scope UK
AIFMs of
unauthorised AIFs

..
SYSC 4.5

Whole section
applies to
relevant
authorised
persons only

Not applicable

Not applicable

Whole section
applies to relevant
authorised
persons only

Provision

COLUMN A

COLUMN A+

COLUMN A++

COLUMN B

SYSC 5

Application to a
common
platform firm
other than to a
UCITS
investment firm

Application to a
UCITS
management
company

Application to a
full-scope UK
AIFM of an
authorised AIF

Application to all
other firms apart
from insurers,
managing agents
the Society, and
full-scope UK
AIFMs of
unauthorised AIFs

SYSC 5.2

Whole section
applies to
relevant
authorised
persons only.
All rules apply
as rules and not
as guidance.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Whole section
applies to relevant
authorised
persons only. All
rules apply as
rules and not as
guidance.

SYSC 5.3

Whole section
applies to
relevant
authorised
persons only.
All rules apply
as rules and not
as guidance.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Whole section
applies to relevant
authorised
persons only. All
rules apply as
rules and not as
guidance.

…

…

…
Insert SYSC 4.5 as a new section. All the text is new and is not underlined.

4.5

Senior management responsibilities for relevant authorised persons
Application

4.5.1

R

This section applies to relevant authorised persons.

4.5.2

G

There is no territorial limitation on the application of SYSC 4.5.

4.5.3

G

SYSC 4.5 is not limited to regulated activities or other specific types of
activities.

4.5.4

R

[EEA service providers]

4.5.5

R

[EEA incoming branches]

4.5.6

R

[Third country branches]

General rule about the management responsibilities map
4.5.7

R

A firm must, at all times, have a comprehensive and up-to-date document (the
management responsibilities map) that describes its management and
governance arrangements, including:
(1)

details of the reporting lines and the lines of responsibility; and

(2)

reasonable details about the persons who are part of those
arrangements and their responsibilities.

(See further requirements in SYSC 4.5.11R.)
4.5.8

R

Where responsibilities covered by a firm’s management responsibilities map
have been allocated to more than one person, the firm's management
responsibilities map must show clearly how those responsibilities are shared
or divided between the persons concerned.

4.5.9

R

A management responsibilities map must be a single document.

4.5.10

G

One purpose of the management responsibilities map is to help the firm and
the FCA satisfy themselves that the firm has a clear organisational structure
(as required by SYSC). It also helps the FCA to identify who it needs to speak
to about particular issues and who is accountable if something goes wrong.

Specific requirements of the management responsibilities map
4.5.11

R

A management responsibilities map must include:
(1)

the names of all the firm’s approved persons (including PRA
approved persons), senior management and senior personnel and
details of the responsibilities which they hold; and

(2)

all responsibilities described in any current statement of
responsibilities; and

(3)

details of the management and governance arrangements relating to:
(a)

the functions of managing and supervising the business areas
and activities and the internal management functions set out in
SUP 10C Annex 1R (The main business areas and
management functions of a relevant authorised person); and

(b)

the functions defined as prescribed responsibilities and credit
union prescribed responsibilities in the part of the PRA
rulebook titled “Allocation of responsibilities”; and

(c)

each of the functions in the table in SYSC 4.5.16R (Senior
management responsibilities); and

(4)

which of the functions in SUP 10C Annex 1R the firm has, and details
about whether and how they are shared or divided up; and

(5)

details of the risks referred to in Part Two of the table in SYSC
4.5.16R; and

(6)

details of the functions allocated under SYSC 4.5.25R, including the
identity of the persons to whom they are allocated; and

(7)

matters reserved to the governing body (including its committees); and

(8)

how the firm’s management and governance arrangements fit together
with those of its group, and the extent to which the firm’s
management and governance arrangements are provided by or shared
with other members of its group; and

(9)

details of the reporting lines and the lines of responsibility (if any) to:

(10)

(11)

(a)

other members of its group or other third parties; or

(b)

persons acting as employees or officers of, or otherwise acting
for, anyone in (a); or

(c)

committees or other bodies of anyone in (a); and

reasonable details about the persons described or identified in the
management responsibilities map, including:
(a)

whether they are employees of the firm and, if not, by whom
they are employed;

(b)

whether they are certification employees of the firm;

(c)

the responsibilities they have in relation to other group
members; and

details of how the things in (1) to (10) fit together and fit into the

firm’s management and governance arrangements as a whole.
4.5.12

R

SYSC 4.5.11R(1) does not require the firm to include the names of approved
persons under SUP 10C.1.11R (Appointed representatives).

4.5.13

G

The management responsibilities map should be consistent with the
statements of responsibilities. The statements of responsibilities and the
management responsibilities map should all be prepared in a way that makes
it simple to see how the responsibilities allocated in a particular statement of
responsibilities fit into the overall system of management and governance of
the firm.

4.5.14

G

The management responsibilities map should include functions that are
included in a PRA controlled function under SUP 10C.8 (Minimising overlap
with the PRA approved persons regime).

4.5.15

G

The management responsibilities map should include functions that are
excluded from the significant responsibility function under SUP 10C.7.1R(2)
(Exclusion for approved person with approval to perform other controlled
functions).

4.5.16

R

Table: Senior management responsibilities

Senior management responsibility

Explanation
Part One

(1) Ensuring the firm’s performance
of its obligations under the senior
management regime, including
implementation and oversight

The senior management regime means the
requirements of the regulatory system
applying to relevant authorised persons
insofar as they relate to approved persons
performing designated senior management
functions, including SUP 10C (FCA
approved persons regime for relevant
authorised persons).
This includes:
(1) oversight of compliance with conditions
and time limits on approval; and
(2) compliance with the requirements about
the statements of responsibilities (but not
the allocation of responsibilities recorded in
them); and
(3) ensuring that the firm has complied with
its obligations under section 60A of the Act
(Vetting of candidates by relevant

authorised persons).
(2) Ensuring the firm’s performance
of its obligations under the
employee certification regime,
including implementation and
oversight

The employee certification regime means
the requirements of sections 63E and 63F
of the Act (Certification of employees) and
all other requirements of the regulatory
system about the matters dealt with in those
sections, including SYSC 5.2 (Certification
Regime).

(3) Compliance with the
requirements of the regulatory
system about the management
responsibilities map

This does not include allocating
responsibilities recorded in it

(4) Ensuring the induction, training
and professional development of all
persons performing designated
senior management functions on
behalf of the firm and all members
of the firm’s management body
(5) Ensuring and overseeing the
integrity and independence of the
audit function in accordance with
SYSC 6.2 (Internal Audit)
(6) Ensuring and overseeing the
integrity and independence of the
compliance function in accordance
with SYSC 6.1 (Compliance)
(7) Ensuring and overseeing the
integrity and independence of the
risk function in accordance with
SYSC 7.1.21R and SYSC 7.1.22R
(Risk control)
(8) Maintaining the independence,
integrity and effectiveness of the
firm’s policies and procedures on
whistleblowing and for ensuring
staff who raise concerns are
protected from detrimental
treatment
Part Two
The following functions:
(1) The function of having overall

The risks are the risks the firm has

responsibility for any part of the
risks referred to in the right hand
column of this Part of this table.

identified under the following
requirements:

(2) The function of having overall
(1)
responsibility for each of the
business areas and activities and
management functions in SUP 10C
Annex 1R (The main business areas
and management functions of a
relevant authorised person), so far
as applicable to the firm.

Rule 3.1. of the PRA’s Internal
Capital Adequacy Assessment section
of the CRR firms rulebook (which
implements article 73 of the CRD);

(3) The function of having overall
responsibility for any other
activities, business areas or
management functions of the firm.

(2)

SYSC 4.1.1R (governance, including
effective processes to identify,
manage, monitor and report the risks
it is or might be exposed);

(3)

SYSC 7.1.2R (risk management
policies);

(4)

SYSC 7.1.3R (mechanisms to manage
risk);

(5)

SYSC 7.1.4R (management body
review of strategies and policies in
relation to the risks a firm is, or might
be, exposed to); and

(6)

SYSC 7.1.17R (management body has
overall responsibility for risk
management).

(7)

SYSC 7.1.21R (Risk function)

Guidance on senior management responsibilities and how they apply to the
approved persons regime
4.5.17

G

(1)

The division of activities in the table of senior management
responsibilities in SYSC 4.5.16R is not just important for the
management responsibilities map. It is also important for the
allocation of responsibilities among a firm’s senior management and
for the approved persons regime. The table in SYSC 4.5.18G
summarises this. The table concentrates on the four main types of
function for these purposes.

(2)

The table also gives guidance about the activities in the table in SYSC
4.5.16R.

4.5.18

G

Table: Guidance on the management responsibilities map and the allocation
of senior management responsibilities

Functions

Purpose

(1) The functions
in Part One of the
table of senior
management
responsibilities in
SYSC 4.5.16R

(1) These functions relate to specific requirements of the Act
and the FCA about a firm’s senior management
arrangements.
(2) These functions are also included in the list of the PRA’s
prescribed responsibilities in the part of the PRA rulebook
titled “Allocation of responsibilities”.
(3) Anyone performing one of these functions should be an
SMF manager, but not someone who is only approved to
perform the significant responsibility function (see SYSC
4.5.25R).

(2) The functions
in Part Two of the
table of senior
management
responsibilities in
SYSC 4.5.16R

(1) Part Two of the table of senior management
responsibilities in SYSC 4.5.16R covers anyone with overall
responsibility for any of the activities, business areas, risks
or management functions of a firm.
(2) This will include anyone with overall responsibility for
any of the functions described in Part Three of this table.
However, as the FCA does not impose a single model of
how firms should organise themselves, Part Three of this
table may not catch every activity of a firm. Part Two of the
table of senior management responsibilities in SYSC 4.5.16R
also captures those with overall responsibility for these other
activities.
(3) Anyone having overall responsibility for any function of
a firm will be performing an FCA controlled function, as
explained in SYSC 4.5.26G.

(3) The business
areas and activities
and the internal
management
functions set out in
SUP 10C Annex
1R

(1) These are key functions that the FCA thinks are likely to
apply to most firms, although the FCA does not require firms
to organise themselves in this way.
(2) Most or all of these functions will normally apply to a
complex firm. Many of them may not apply to a noncomplex firm.
(3) These functions are not used directly for the approved
persons regime. The head of one of these functions will not
be performing an FCA controlled function unless he has
overall responsibility for it, as described in paragraph (4) of

this part of this table.
(4) If a business area or management function to which SUP
10C Annex 1R refers is applicable to the firm, the firm
should allocate overall responsibility for it to someone. That
person will be performing a designated senior management
function and will also fall into Part Two of the table of
senior management responsibilities in SYSC 4.5.16R. See
Part Two of this table and SYSC 4.5.26G for more about this.
(5) A function in SUP 10C Annex 1R is inapplicable to a
firm if it relates to an activity the firm does not carry out. For
example, if a firm does not deal with retail customers, the
functions relating to retail customers will not be applicable
to it. The firm’s management responsibilities map should
note that these functions have not been allocated because
they do not apply to the firm.
(4) PRA prescribed (1) This refers to the responsibilities defined as prescribed
responsibilities
responsibilities and credit union prescribed responsibilities
in the part of the PRA rulebook titled “Allocation of
responsibilities”.
(2) It is important that the FCA understands the firm’s
arrangements for these functions but this section does not
have any additional specific requirements about them.
(3) Some of these PRA responsibilities are also reflected in
the responsibilities described in Part One of this table. This
section does have specific requirements about the functions
described in Part One of this table.
Note 1: See SYSC 4.5.19G to SYSC 4.5.24G for what overall responsibility means.
Note 2: The functions described in this table may overlap. For example, the
functions described in Parts Three and Four may overlap. The different activities
and functions in SUP 10C Annex 1R (referred to in Part Three of this table) may
also overlap with each other.
Note 3: Although this section does not impose a single model of how firms should
organise themselves, other parts of the Handbook and PRA requirements may
impose more detailed requirements.

Meaning of overall responsibility
4.5.19

G

When SYSC 4.5 refers to a person having overall responsibility for a function
it means a person who has:

(1)

ultimate responsibility (under the governing body) for managing or
supervising that function; and

(2)

primary responsibility for briefing and reporting to the governing body
about that function and putting matters for decision about that
function to the governing body.

4.5.20

G

Having overall responsibility for a matter does not mean having ultimate
authority over it. The ultimate decision-making body of a firm is its
governing body, acting collectively.

4.5.21

G

(1)

A person with overall responsibility for a matter will either be a
member of the governing body or will report directly to the governing
body for that matter.

(2)

For example, a firm appoints A to be head of sales. A is not on the
governing body. A reports to an executive director (B) and B reports
to the governing body about the sales function. In this example B,
rather than A, has overall responsibility for sales.

(3)

B’s role is included in Part Two of the table of senior management
responsibilities in SYSC 4.5.16R.

(4)

A’s role should be included in the management responsibilities map.

(5)

The treatment of the roles of A and B under the approved persons
regime is explained in SYSC 4.5.26G.

(1)

A person who reports to another may still have overall responsibility
for a function.

(2)

For example, a head of compliance may report direct to the governing
body but be subject to performance appraisal by the chief executive. In
this example, the head of compliance will still have overall
responsibility for compliance.

(3)

If a person (A):

4.5.22

G

(a)

reports directly to the firm’s governing body about a particular
matter; but

(b)

is not a member of the governing body; and

(c)

reports to a member of the governing body (B) about that
matter;

B has overall responsibility for that matter.
(4)

A member of the governing body who reports to the chief executive
may still have overall responsibility for a function.

4.5.23

G

When SYSC 4.5 refers to a person having overall responsibility for a function,
it does not mean that that person has day-to-day management control of that
function.

4.5.24

G

Overall responsibility for a risk means having responsibility for the function
of identifying, assessing, managing, monitoring and mitigating that risk.

Management functions for which responsibility must be allocated and link to the
senior management regime
4.5.25

R

(1)

A firm must allocate each of the functions in Part One of the table in
SYSC 4.5.16R (Senior management responsibilities) to one or more
SMF managers of the firm other than someone who is only approved
to perform the significant responsibility function.

(2)

A firm must allocate each of the functions in Part Two of the table in
SYSC 4.5.16R (Senior management responsibilities) to one or more
approved persons.

(3)

A firm must make the allocations in (1) and (2) in such a way that it is
clear who has which of those responsibilities.

(4)

This rule does not require a firm to allocate overall responsibility for:
(a)

the functions defined as prescribed responsibilities and credit
union prescribed responsibilities in the part of the PRA
rulebook titled “Allocation of responsibilities; or

(b)

a function in Part One of the senior management
responsibilities table in SYSC 4.5.16R;

even if having overall responsibility for that function also falls into
Part Two of that table.
4.5.26

G

(1)

The purpose of SYSC 4.5.25R is to help to ensure that there is at least
one approved person who has overall responsibility for each activity
of a firm, except for those in Part One of the table in SYSC 4.5.16R
(Senior management responsibilities) and the PRA’s “prescribed
responsibilities” and “credit union prescribed responsibilities”.

(2)

Having overall responsibility for such activities requires approval as
an approved person. This is because a person who has overall
responsibility for one of those functions (see SYSC 4.5.19G to SYSC
4.5.24G) will either be:
(a)

a member of the firm’s governing body (which involves
performing either an FCA governing function or a PRA
controlled function); or

(b)

performing another controlled function, which will be the
significant responsibility function if the person is not approved

for another controlled function.

4.5.27

G

(3)

The significant responsibility function applies because having such a
responsibility falls into Part Two of the senior management
responsibilities table in SYSC 4.5.16R. SYSC 4.5.25R requires such
functions to be allocated. The significant responsibility function is
defined to cover anyone performing a function allocated under SYSC
4.5.25R (if the manager in question is not approved to perform
another controlled function).

(4)

The sales function can be used as an example of how SYSC 4.5.25R
and SUP 10C Annex 1R (The main business areas and management
functions of a relevant authorised person) work together.

(5)

Many firms will have a head of sales who is not a member of the
governing body and does not report to it. If the firm has such an
arrangement, it should appoint a member of its governing body, or a
person who reports directly to it, to be responsible to the governing
body for the sales function. This responsibility should be included in
the statement of responsibilities of the approved person carrying out
this oversight role.

(6)

Therefore, taking the example in SYSC 4.5.21G, SYSC 4.5.25R does
not cover the role of the head of sales (A) but it does cover the role of
the person with overall responsibility for the sales function (B).

(7)

A will not be performing a controlled function but B will be.

(8)

See Part Three of the table in SYSC 4.5.18G for guidance on SUP
10C Annex 1R.

(1)

There is no requirement that an approved person must have overall
responsibility for the activities in Part One of the table in SYSC
4.5.16R (Senior management responsibilities) or for the PRA’s
“prescribed responsibilities” or “credit union prescribed
responsibilities”. Instead, the policy is that these functions should be
performed by approved persons.

(2)

SYSC 4.5.25R says that a function in Part One of the senior
management responsibilities table in SYSC 4.5.16R should be
allocated to certain types of SMF managers. (See Part One of the table
in SYSC 4.5.18G for guidance on these functions.)

(3)

The PRA requires its “prescribed responsibilities” and “credit union
prescribed responsibilities” to be allocated to certain types of SMF
managers. The details can be found in the part of the PRA’s rulebook
titled “Allocation of Responsibilities”. (See Part Four of the table in
SYSC 4.5.18G for guidance on these prescribed responsibilities.)

Who functions should be allocated to

4.5.28

G

The FCA expects a firm to allocate all the functions in SYSC 4.5.25R to an
individual and not to a legal person.

4.5.29

G

The FCA would not consider it unusual if a person who has overall
responsibility for a particular function and reports directly to the firm’s
governing body was not a member of the governing body. For example, in
some firms, the head of compliance reports directly to the governing body.

4.5.30

G

(1)

A person may have overall responsibility for a matter without being a
member of the firm’s governing body, which means that (ignoring (2))
a relatively junior person could have overall responsibility for an
activity of a firm.

(2)

However, the FCA expects that anyone who has overall responsibility
for a matter will be sufficiently senior to be able to exercise his
management and oversight responsibilities effectively.

(1)

This section allows a firm to divide overall responsibility for its
activities between members of its governing body and exclude persons
who are not members.

(2)

It will be common for a small non-complex firm to divide overall
responsibility for its activities between members of its governing body
and not to assign overall responsibility for any activity to someone
who is not a member.

(3)

However, when deciding how to divide up overall responsibility for
its activities, a firm should avoid assigning such a wide range of
responsibilities to a particular person that the person is not able to
carry out those responsibilities effectively.

(4)

Therefore, in a large or complex firm, the FCA will expect the overall
responsibility for some functions to be assigned to persons in the layer
of management below the governing body. Anyone in that layer
having overall responsibility for an activity will be performing a
designated senior management function (see SYSC 4.5.26G).

4.5.31

G

Dividing management functions between different people
4.5.32

R

If a firm allocates responsibility for a function in Part One of the table in
SYSC 4.5.16R (Senior management responsibilities) to more than one person
jointly or divides overall responsibility for it between different persons, the
management responsibilities map must record why this has been done.

4.5.33

G

The FCA would expect that a function in Part One of the table in SYSC
4.5.16R (Senior management responsibilities) would normally be allocated to
one person or to two or more persons jointly as part of a job share or where
departing and incoming senior managers work together temporarily as part of
a handover.

4.5.34

G

(1)

Some firms may divide functions in SUP 10C Annex 1R (The main

business areas and management functions of a relevant authorised
person) between several persons. For example, retail sales may be
divided between several people on the basis of product lines.

4.5.35

G

(2)

This section does not prevent such arrangements, but the management
responsibilities map should describe them clearly.

(3)

This section does not require overall responsibility for a particular
business area in that annex to be allocated to a single person.

(4)

See Part Three of the table in SYSC 4.5.18G for guidance on SUP 10C
Annex 1R.

(1)

The FCA expects a firm to divide overall responsibility for the firm’s
activities and management functions so that responsibility for each
key activity and risk to which it is potentially exposed is allocated to a
single approved person.

(2)

The FCA expects that responsibilities will only be shared where they
are generic to the office, such as a non-executive director.

(3)

A responsibility may also be shared as part of a job share or where
departing and incoming senior managers work together temporarily as
part of a handover

(4)

However, as explained in SYSC 4.5.34G, this does not mean that the
FCA expects there to be one person with overall responsibility for a
particular business area in the table in SUP 10C Annex 1R (The main
business areas and management functions of a relevant authorised
person). Instead, a firm should judge which areas should be grouped
together for the purpose of allocating overall responsibility.

(5)

The firm should make that judgement in the light of the way that the
firm is organised, the business it carries out and the need not to
allocate too many responsibilities to one individual (see SYSC
4.5.31G).

Group management arrangements and outsourcing
4.5.36

G

A firm may rely on an employee of a company in the same group to perform a
function in its management responsibilities map. If the firm does arrange
itself in this way the management responsibilities map should make this clear.
SYSC 4.5.37G and SYSC 4.5.38G explain how these sorts of arrangement fit
into the approved persons regime.

4.5.37

G

A firm has two choices about how the requirements in SYSC 4.5.25R
(Allocation of senior management responsibilities) can be applied to the
allocation of overall responsibility for the firm’s activities in group
arrangements of this kind.
(1)

The group employee is appointed by the firm’s governing body to
perform the function. This means that the firm will have entered into

an arrangement with that person. As explained in SUP 10C.3.6G, an
arrangement with the firm is one of the factors that makes the
approved persons regime apply.
(2)

The result is that the group official will be performing a controlled
function and will be an SMF manager.

(3)

The second approach is for the firm to appoint someone (A) to oversee
what the group employee does (so far as it concerns the firm) and to
take overall responsibility for the function.

(4)

The result is that A will be performing a controlled function and will
be an SMF manager.

4.5.38

G

A firm may rely on an employee of a company in the same group to perform a
function in Part One of the table in SYSC 4.5.16R (Senior management
responsibilities). However, SYSC 4.5.25R(1) (Allocation of senior
management functions) requires this to be arranged in such a way that the
person performing the function is approved as an approved person of the
firm.

4.5.39

G

SYSC 4.5.36G to SYSC 4.5.38G also apply to a firm that outsources functions
to a third party.

Handover certificates and other handover material
4.5.40

R

A firm must take all reasonable steps to ensure that:
(1)

a person who is becoming an SMF manager; and

(2)

an SMF manager whose responsibilities are being changed; and

(3)

anyone who has management or supervisory responsibilities for the
SMF manager in (1) or (2);

has, when the SMF manager starts to perform his new or revised
responsibilities, all information and material that a person in (1) to (3) could
reasonably expect to have to perform his responsibilities as a new SMF
manager (or the responsibilities in (2) or (3)) effectively and in accordance
with the requirements of the regulatory system.
4.5.41

4.5.42

R

G

(1)

A firm must have a policy about how it complies with SYSC 4.5.40R,
including the systems and controls it uses.

(2)

A firm must make and maintain adequate records of the steps taken to
comply with SYSC 4.5.40R.

The information and material in SYSC 4.5.40R that should be made available
includes details about unresolved or possible breaches of the requirements of
the regulatory system and of any unresolved concerns expressed by the FCA,
the PRA or another regulatory body.

4.5.43

G

The main purpose of SYSC 4.5.40R is to help the SMF manager with his new
or revised responsibilities and to help the SMF manager’s managers. It should
be a practical and helpful document and not just a record. The material should
include an assessment of what issues should be prioritised and judgment and
opinion, not just facts and figures.

4.5.44

G

Where the responsibilities in SYSC 4.5.40R are being taken over from another
person, the firm should have arrangements for an orderly transition. As part
of these arrangements, it should take reasonable steps to ensure that the
predecessor contributes to the information and material in SYSC 4.5.40R all
that it would be reasonable to expect the predecessor to know and consider
relevant, including the predecessor’s opinions. One way of doing this would
be for the predecessor to prepare a handover certificate.

4.5.45

G

A firm should consider whether to apply the procedures in SYSC 4.5.40R and
SYSC 4.5.41R to other parts of its management.

Annual certificate of compliance
4.5.46

R

(1)

Once every 12 months, a firm must certify in writing to the FCA
whether or not it has complied with this section and the guidance in
this section.

(2)

If it has not complied with them, the certificate must give details of
that non-compliance.

(3)

The firm’s governing body must approve the issue of the certificate of
compliance and what it says.

(4)

The certificate must be signed on behalf of the governing body.

4.5.47

G

The certificate should specifically confirm that there are no gaps in the
allocation of overall responsibilities in accordance with this section.

4.5.48

G

The certificate should cover the period since the period covered by the last
certificate.

Records
4.5.49

G

A firm should consider past versions of a firm’s management responsibilities
map and statements of responsibilities as an important part of its records and
as an important resource for the FCA in supervising the firm.

4.5.50

G

Past versions of a firm’s management responsibilities map and statements of
responsibilities form part of its records under SYSC 9.1 (General rules on
record-keeping).

5.2

Certification Regime

Purpose and application
5.2.1

G

Under section 63E(1) of the Act, a relevant authorised person must take
reasonable care to ensure that no employee of the firm performs an FCA
specified significant-harm function under an arrangement entered into by the
firm in relation to the carrying on by that firm of a regulated activity, unless the
employee has a valid certificate issued by that firm to perform the function to
which certificate relates.

5.2.2

G

The purpose of this section is to specify ‘FCA specified significant-harm
functions’ and provide guidance in respect of those functions.

5.2.3

R

This section applies to a relevant authorised person.

5.2.4

G

This section is also relevant to employees of relevant authorised persons
performing functions specified as ‘FCA specified significant-harm functions’.

The certification regime under the Act
5.2.5

G

Under section 63F of the Act, a relevant authorised person may issue a
certificate to a person only if the firm is satisfied that the person is a fit and
proper person to perform the FCA specified significant-harm function to which
the certificate relates.

5.2.6

G

Under section 63F of the Act, in assessing whether a person is a fit and proper
person to perform an FCA specified significant-harm function, a relevant
authorised person must have regard, in particular, to whether that person:
(1)

has obtained a qualification;

(2)

has undergone, or is undergoing, training;

(3)

possesses a level of competence; or

(4)

has the personal characteristics,

required by general rules made by the FCA.
5.2.7

G

FIT 1.3. provides guidance to relevant authorised persons about the criteria that
the FCA would expect the firm to consider in assessing whether a person is a fit
and proper person to perform an FCA specified significant-harm function.

5.2.8

G

SYSC 5.3 (References and accurate information) requires a relevant authorised
person to seek a reference from a previous employer of a person seeking to
perform a specified significant harm function as part of its assessment on
whether that person is fit and proper.

5.2.9

G

The meaning given to ‘employee’ under the Act and the obligation under section
63E(1) of the Act require a relevant authorised person to take reasonable care to
ensure that if a contractor performs an FCA specified significant-harm function

for the firm, the contractor in question has a valid certificate issued by the firm
to perform the function to which the certificate relates.
5.2.10 G

5.2.11 G

5.2.12 G

(1)

In deciding whether a person seconded from a contractor is fit and proper
the firm may take into account information and references from the
contractor.

(2)

In deciding how much reliance to put on the contractor, the firm should
take into account:
(a)

the familiarity of the contractor with the obligations of firms under
SYSC 5.2;

(b)

whether the reference directly addresses the criteria in FIT; and

(c)

the degree to which the firm believes it can rely on the contractor’s
judgment about this and the grounds of that belief.

Under section 63F of the Act, a certificate issued by a relevant authorised
person to a person must:
(1)

state that the firm is satisfied that the person is a fit and proper person to
perform the function to which the certificate relates; and

(2)

set out the aspects of the affairs of the firm in which the person will be
involved in performing the function.

Under section 63F of the Act, if, after having considered whether a person is a
fit and proper person to perform an FCA specified significant-harm function, a
relevant authorised person decides not to issue a certificate to that person, the
firm must give the person a notice in writing stating:
(1)

what steps (if any) the firm proposes to take in relation to the person as a
result of the decision; and

(2)

the reasons for proposing to take those steps.

5.2.13 G

If, after having considered whether a person is a fit and proper person to
perform an FCA specified significant-harm function, a relevant authorised
person decides not to issue a certificate to that person, it should consider
whether the circumstances warrant making a notification to the FCA for a
breach of the rules in C-CON pursuant to section 64B(5) of the Act.

5.2.14 G

Under section 63F of the Act, a relevant authorised person must maintain a
record of every employee who has a valid certificate issued by it.

Scope
5.2.15 R

A function is an FCA specified significant-harm function only if, in relation to
the carrying on of regulated activity by a relevant authorised person:
(1)

the function is not a controlled function in relation to the carrying on of

that regulated activity by that relevant authorised person; and
(2)

5.2.16 R

the function will require the person performing it to be involved in one or
more aspects of the firm’s affairs, so far as relating to that regulated
activity.

A function is an FCA specified significant-harm function only to the extent:
(1)

it is either performed by a person from an establishment maintained by a
relevant authorised person (or by its appointed representative) in the
United Kingdom; or

(2)

the person performing that function is dealing with a client in the United
Kingdom from an establishment overseas.

5.2.17 R

The FCA interprets the phrase "dealing with" in SYSC 5.2.16R as including
having contact with customers and extending beyond "dealing" as used in the
phrase "dealing in investments". "Dealing in" is used in Schedule 2 to the Act to
describe in general terms the regulated activities which are specified in Part II
of the Regulated Activities Order.

5.2.18 G

This section does not apply to an arrangement which allows an employee to
perform a function if the question of whether the employee is a fit and proper
person to perform the function is reserved under any of the Single Market
Directives or the auction regulation to an authority in a country or territory
outside the United Kingdom.

5.2.19 R

This section does not apply to a function performed by:
(1)

a person acting as an insolvency practitioner within the meaning of
section 388 of the Insolvency Act 1986;

(2)

a person acting as a nominee in relation to a voluntary arrangement under
Part I (Company Voluntary Arrangements) of the Insolvency Act 1986;

(3)

a person acting as an insolvency practitioner within the meaning of article
3 of the Insolvency (Northern Ireland) Order 1989; or

(4)

a person acting as a nominee in relation to a voluntary arrangement under
Part II (Company Voluntary Arrangements) of the Insolvency (Northern
Ireland) Order 1989.

FCA specified significant-harm functions
5.2.20 R

In accordance with section 63E(3) of the Act, the following are FCA specified
significant-harm functions:
(1)

CASS oversight:
(a)

in relation to a CASS medium firm and a CASS large firm (other
than a CASS large debt management firm), the function of acting in
the capacity of a person to whom is allocated the function set out in

CASS 1A.3.1AR (oversight of operational effectiveness);
(b)

(2)

(3)

Benchmark submission and administration:
(a)

the function of acting in the capacity of a person to whom is
allocated the function set out in MAR 8.2.3R(1) (benchmark
manager);

(b)

the function of acting in the capacity of a person to whom is
allocated the function set out in MAR 8.3.5 R (1) (benchmark
administration manager).

Proprietary trader:
(a)

(4)

the function of acting as a senior manager, with significant
responsibility for a significant business unit that does one or more
of the following:
(i)

carries on designated investment business or other activities
not falling within (ii), (iii) or (iv);

(ii)

carries on credit-related regulated activity;

(iii)

makes material decisions on the commitment of a firm's
financial resources, its financial commitments, its assets
acquisitions, its liability management and its overall cash
and capital planning;

(iv)

processes confirmations, payments, settlements, client
money and similar matters.

Functions requiring qualifications:
(a)

(6)

the function of acting as a proprietary trader whose activity
involves, or might involve, a risk of significant harm to the firm or
any of its customers.

Significant management:
(a)

(5)

in relation to a CASS large debt management firm, the function of
acting in the capacity of a person to whom is allocated the function
in CASS 11.3.4R (oversight of operational effectiveness).

each function involving an activity for which there is an appropriate
qualification requirement as specified in TC APP 1.1.1R (Activities
and Products / Sectors to which TC applies).

Managers of certification employees:
(a)

the function of managing or supervising a certification employee,
whether directly or indirectly.

(7)

Functions that have a material impact on risk:
(a)

each function performed by an employee that:
(i)

has a material impact on the risk profile of the firm; and

(ii)

involves, or might involve, a risk of significant harm to the
firm or any of its customers.

5.2.21 R

A function has a material impact on the risk profile of the firm for the purposes
of SYSC 5.2.20R(7)(a)(i) if that employee’s professional activities are deemed
to have a material impact on the firm’s risk profile in accordance with the
criteria set out in articles 3 and 4 of Regulation (EU) No 604/2014 (and where
the value of remuneration awarded to that employee is calculated in accordance
with article 5 of that Regulation).

5.2.22 G

An FCA specified significant-harm function does not cease to be a specified
significant-harm function if the PRA also specifies that function as a specified
significant-harm function.

5.2.23 R

The function of managing or supervising a certification employee does not fall
within SYSC 5.2.20R(6) in relation to a firm if it is performed by an approved
person in relation to that firm.

Significant management
5.2.24 G

A senior manager carrying on the significant management function under SYSC
5.2.20R(4) could, for example, be the head of a unit carrying on the activities
of: retail banking, personal lending, corporate lending, salvage or loan recovery,
or proprietary trading, or a member of a committee (that is, a person who,
together with others, has authority to commit the firm) making decisions in
these functions.

5.2.25 G

For the purposes of the description of the significant management functions, the
following additional factors about the firm should be considered:

5.2.26 G

(1)

the size and significance of the firm's business in the United Kingdom. For
example, a firm carrying on designated investment business may have a
large number of SMF managers (for example, in excess of 100
individuals);

(2)

the number of regulated activities carried on, or proposed to be carried
on, by the firm and (if relevant) other members of the group;

(3)

its group structure (if it is a member of a group);

(4)

its management structure (for example, matrix management); and

(5)

the size and significance of its international operations, if any.

When considering whether a business unit is significant for the purposes of
SYSC 5.2.20R(4), the firm should take into account all relevant factors in the

light of the firm's current circumstances and its plans for the future, including:
(1)

the risk profile of the unit;

(2)

its use or commitment of a firm's capital;

(3)

its contribution to the profit and loss account;

(4)

the number of employees or SMF managers in the unit;

(5)

the number of customers of the unit; or

(6)

any other factor which makes the unit significant to the conduct of the
firm's affairs so far as relating to the regulated activity.

Emergency appointments
5.2.27 R

If a firm wishes to appoint an individual to perform any of the functions
specified in SYSC 5.2.20R (1), (2), (3), (4), (6), or (7), and the appointment is:
(1)

to provide cover for a certification employee whose absence is reasonably
unforeseen; and

(2)

for less than two weeks,

then the performance by that individual of such function does not constitute an
FCA specified significant harm function.
5.2.28 G

5.3

SYSC 5.2.27R does not apply to SYSC 5.2.20R(5) (Functions requiring
qualifications). Where the rule in SYSC 5.2.27R does not apply and there is an
unforeseen absence of an employee performing a function for which there is a
qualification requirement:
(1)

the firm must take reasonable care to ensure that no employee of that
firm performs an FCA specified significant-harm function without a
valid certificate; and

(2)

the certificate must be issued before the person starts to perform the
function.

References and accurate information
Scope

5.3.1

R

SYSC 5.3 applies only to relevant authorised persons.

5.3.2

G

There is no territorial limitation on the application of SYSC 5.3 but there is a
territorial limitation to the rules set out in C-CON (see C-CON 1.1.8R and CCON 1.1.9R).

5.3.3

G

For firms (other than relevant authorised persons), SUP 10A.15 (References and
accurate information) applies instead of this section but SYSC 5.3.4 to SYSC
5.3.7 may be of interest to such firms as they set out the rules and guidance
applicable to a relevant authorised person when requested to provide a reference
or other information by a firm.

References
5.3.4

R

(1)

If a firm (A):
(a)

is considering appointing a person to perform any FCA controlled
function;

(b)

requests a relevant authorised person (B), as a current or former
employer of that person, for a reference or other information in
connection with that appointment; and

(c)

indicates to B the purpose of the request;

B must, as soon as reasonably practicable, give to A all relevant
information of which it is aware.
(2)

When giving the information to A under (1), B must have regard to the
purpose of the request and, in particular, to:
(a)

any outstanding liabilities of that person from commission
payments;

(b)

any relevant outstanding or upheld complaint from an eligible
complainant against that person;

(c)

section 5 of the relevant [Form A in SUP 10C Annex 4] (Application
to perform controlled functions under approved persons regime);

(d)

FIT 2 (Main assessment criteria); and

(e)

if SUP 16.8.1G(1) (Persistency reports from insurers) applies to B,
the persistency of any life policies sold by that person.

5.3.5

G

The requirement in SYSC 5.3.4R(1) for a relevant authorised person (B) to give
to firm (A) all relevant information it has concerning a person firm A is
considering appointing to perform any of the FCA controlled functions, also
applies where firm A has outsourced the collection of that information to another
(unregulated) third party, where the relevant authorised person B has been made
aware that the unregulated third party is acting on behalf of firm A.

5.3.6

G

(1)

A relevant authorised person supplying a reference in accordance with
SYSC 5.3.4R owes a duty to its former employee and the recipient firm to
exercise due skill and care in the preparation of the reference.

(2)

The reference should be accurate and based on documented fact.

(3)

The relevant authorised person may give frank and honest views, but only
after taking reasonable care both as to factual content, and as to the
opinions expressed, and verifying the information upon which they are
based.

The need for complete and accurate information
5.3.7

G

The obligations to supply information to another firm under SYSC 5.3.4R apply
notwithstanding any agreement (for example, a 'COT 3' Agreement settled by
the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS)) or any other
arrangements entered into by a firm and an employee upon termination of the
employee's employment. A firm should not enter into any such arrangements or
agreements that could conflict with its obligations under this section.

Obligation on relevant authorised person to request a reference
5.3.8

R

If a relevant authorised person:
(a)

is considering appointing a person to perform a designated senior
management function or a specified significant-harm function; and

(b)

such person is, or would be, a member of the conduct rules staff of the
relevant authorised person,

the relevant authorised person must, prior to the appointment of such person,
use reasonable efforts to obtain a reference in connection with that appointment
from any current or previous employer of such person during the past five years.
5.3.9

R

If a relevant authorised person (A) is required under SYSC 5.3.8R to obtain a
reference from a current or previous employer (B) in respect of a person (P) and
B is also a relevant authorised person, A must request B to disclose in the
reference:
(1)

where B has concluded that P was in breach of C-CON and made a
notification to the FCA of such a breach in the five years before the
request for a reference, the facts which led B to that conclusion; and

(2)

where B, in relation to a breach by P of C-CON, also took and made a
notification to the FCA in the five years before the request for a reference
of, disciplinary action against P resulting in:
(a)

the issuing of a formal written warning;

(b)

the suspension or dismissal of P; or

(c)

the reduction or recovery of any of P’s remuneration;

a description of the basis and outcome of the disciplinary action.

5.3.10 G

SUP15.11 (Notification of C-CON breaches and disciplinary action) applies to
notifications to the FCA under section 64B and section 64C of the Act relating to
C-CON compliance failures by, and disciplinary actions against, conduct rules
staff.

Obligation on relevant authorised person to provide a reference
5.3.11 R

(1)

(2)

This rule applies when:
(a)

a relevant authorised person (A) in connection with the
appointment of a person (P) to a designated senior management
function or a specified significant-harm function requests a
reference from a current or previous employer (B) in respect of P;
and

(b)

B is a relevant authorised person.

B must, as soon as reasonably practicable, provide such reference and
must disclose in the reference:
(a)

where B has concluded that P was in breach of C-CON, the facts
which led B to that conclusion; and

(b)

where B, in relation to a breach by P of C-CON, also took
disciplinary action of the type set out in SYSC 5.3.9R(2) against
P, a description of the basis and outcome of the disciplinary
action.

5.3.12 R

The obligation under SYSC 5.3.11R to disclose relevant facts and disciplinary
action in relation to a breach of C-CON only applies if the relevant authorised
person requested to provide the reference made a notification to the FCA in
relation to the relevant matter in the five years before the request for a reference.

5.3.13 G

SUP15.11 (Notification of C-CON breaches and disciplinary action) applies to
notifications to the FCA under section 64B and section 64C of the Act relating to
C-CON compliance failures by, and disciplinary actions against, conduct rules
staff.

Additional guidance for relevant authorised persons
5.3.14 G

C-CON sets out rules and guidance made by the FCA about the conduct of
conduct rules staff.

5.3.15 G

Relevant authorised persons are reminded that the rules and guidance in SYSC
5.3.2G to SYSC 5.3.7G apply to a relevant authorised person that is required to
provide a reference pursuant to SYSC 5.3.11R.

5.3.16 G

Subsequent to:
(1)

concluding that a person who is the subject of the reference was in
breach of C-CON; or

(2)

taking any disciplinary action against a person who is the subject of the
reference for a breach of C-CON where the sole reason for taking the
disciplinary action was the breach of C-CON,

if a relevant authorised person providing a reference under SYSC 5.3.11R
becomes aware of facts or matters causing it to conclude that the person who is
the subject of the reference did not breach C-CON, it does not need to disclose
its original conclusion or the disciplinary action that had been taken, as
applicable, in the reference.
5.3.17 G

If a relevant authorised person is required to obtain a reference pursuant to
SYSC 5.3.8R from a current or previous employer of a person but is unsure
whether such current or previous employer is a relevant authorised person, it
should in its request for a reference make it clear that the current or previous
employer is only required to disclose the matters set out under SYSC 5.3.9R if it
is a relevant authorised person.

5.3.18 G

A relevant authorised person should have procedures for the retention of records
in place to enable it to respond to any requests for references pursuant to SYSC
5.3.11R.

6

Compliance, internal audit, financial crime

6.1

Compliance

…
6.1.4-C

6.2
…

G

(1)

This guidance is relevant to a relevant authorised person required to
appoint a compliance officer under SYSC 6.1.4R.

(2)

Taking account of the nature, scale and complexity of its activities,
the firm should have appropriate procedures to ensure that the
removal or any other disciplinary sanctioning of the compliance
officer does not undermine the independence of the compliance
function.

(3)

In the FCA’s view, it will be appropriate, in many cases, for the
removal or any other disciplinary sanctioning of the compliance
officer to require the approval of a majority of the management
body, including at least a majority of its members who do not
perform any executive function in the firm.

Internal audit

6.2.1B

G

(1)

This guidance is relevant to a relevant authorised person required to
establish and maintain an internal audit function under SYSC 6.2.1R.

(2)

Taking account of the nature, scale and complexity of its activities,
the firm should have appropriate procedures to ensure that the
removal or any other disciplinary sanctioning of the head of the
internal audit function does not undermine the independence of the
internal audit function.

(3)

In the FCA’s view, it will be appropriate, in many cases, for the
removal or any other disciplinary sanctioning of the head of the
internal audit function to require the approval of a majority of the
management body, including at least a majority of its members who
do not perform any executive function in the firm.

7

Risk control

7.1

Risk control

…
7.1.22A

G

(1)

This guidance is relevant to a relevant authorised person that has
appointed a head of the risk management function.

(2)

Taking account of the nature, scale and complexity of its activities,
the firm should have appropriate procedures to ensure that the
removal or any other disciplinary sanctioning of the head of the risk
management function does not undermine the independence of the
risk management function.

(3)

In the FCA’s view, it will be appropriate, in many cases, for the
procedures in (2) to include that any approval for the removal of the
head of the risk management function requires the approval of a
majority of the management body, including at least a majority of its
members who do not perform any executive function in the firm.

(4)

Similarly, in the FCA’s view, it will also be appropriate, in many
cases, for any other disciplinary sanctioning of the head of the risk
management function to require the approval of a majority of the
management body, including at least a majority of its members who
do not perform any executive function in the firm.

…

21

Risk control: additional guidance

21.1

Risk control: guidance on governance arrangements

…
21.1.4A

G

(1)

This guidance is relevant to a relevant authorised person that has
appointed a chief risk officer.

(2)

Taking account of the nature, scale and complexity of its activities,
the firm should have appropriate procedures to ensure that the
removal or any other disciplinary sanctioning of the chief risk officer
does not undermine the independence of the chief risk officer.

(3)

In the FCA’s view, it will be appropriate, in many cases, for the
procedures in (2) to include that any approval for the removal of the
chief risk officer requires the approval of a majority of the
governing body, including at least a majority of its members who do
not perform any executive function in the firm.

(4)

Similarly, in the FCA’s view, it will also be appropriate, in many
cases, that any other disciplinary sanctioning of the chief risk officer
to require the approval of a majority of the governing body,
including at least a majority of its members who do not perform any
executive function in the firm.

Annex D
Amendments to the Fit and Proper test for Approved Persons (FIT)
In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text,
unless otherwise stated.
[Editor’s note: The text in this section is meant to illustrate how the guidance in FIT would
be amended (in line with the consultation) to apply to relevant authorised persons; it is not
meant to suggest or imply any changes by either the FCA or the PRA for firms other than
relevant authorised persons. Insofar as the instrument applies to relevant authorised persons,
it is FCA guidance only (ie, not shared with the PRA). The final rule-making instrument will,
however, reflect the existing shared provisions currently in FIT and any new non-shared FCA
provisions applicable to relevant authorised persons which are made following consultation.
If, in the future, the FCA proposes to change the guidance in FIT as it applies to firms other
than relevant authorised persons, the proposed changes would be the subject of a separate
consultation paper.]
The Fit and Proper test for Approved Persons and Specified significant-harm functions
1

General

1.1

Application and purpose

1.1.1

G

FIT applies to:
(1)

a firm (including a relevant authorised person);

(2)

an applicant for Part 4A permission;

(3)

[and EEA firm, a Treaty firm or a UCITS qualifier that wishes to
establish a branch into the United Kingdom using EEA rights, Treaty
rights or UCITS directive rights (see SUP 10A.1.10 G and SUP
10B.1.10 G1 and1 SUP 10A.1.11 R and SUP 10B.1.11 R1) , or
apply for a top-up permission (see SUP 10A.1.13 R SUP 10B.1.12
R1);]
[EEA provisions to follow in separate consultation]

1.1.2

G

(4)

an approved person; and

(5)

a candidate;

(6)

a certification employee performing an FCA specified significantharm function; and

(7)

a person whom a firm is proposing to certify to perform an FCA
specified significant-harm function.

The purpose of FIT is to set out and describe the criteria that: the
appropriate regulator will consider when assessing the fitness and propriety

of a candidate for a controlled function (see generally SUP 10A and SUP
10B on approved persons). The criteria are also relevant in assessing the
continuing fitness and propriety of approved persons.
(1)

(2)

a relevant authorised person should consider when:
(a)

assessing the fitness and propriety of a candidate whom the
firm is proposing to put forward for approval as an FCAapproved SMF manager;

(b)

assessing the continuing fitness and propriety of a person
approved to perform the function of an FCA-approved SMF
manager, including for formulating an opinion about whether
there are any grounds on which the regulator could withdraw
the approval given to that individual to perform that function
under section 63(2A) of the Act;

(c)

assessing the fitness and propriety of a person whom the firm
is proposing to certify to perform an FCA specified
significant-harm function; and

(d)

assessing the continuing fitness and propriety of a person
whom the firm has certified to perform an FCA specified
significant-harm function; and

the FCA will consider when assessing the fitness and propriety of a
candidate for a controlled function, including a designated senior
management function (see generally SUP 10A, SUP 10B and SUP
10C on approved persons), and may consider when assessing the
continuing fitness and propriety of approved persons.

1.2

Introduction

1.2.-1

G

Under section 60A(1) of the Act, before a relevant authorised person may
make an application for the FCA’s approval of a designated senior
management function, the FCA must be satisfied that the person for whom
the application is made is a fit and proper person to perform that function.

1.2.1

G

Under section 61(1) of the Act (Determination of applications), the
appropriate regulator FCA may grant an application for approval made
under section 60 (Applications for approval) only if it is satisfied that the
candidate is fit and proper to perform the controlled function to which the
application relates.

1.2.1A

G

Under section 63F of the Act, a relevant authorised person may issue a
certificate to a person to perform a specified significant-harm function only
if it is satisfied that the person is a fit and proper person to perform the
function to which it relates.

1.2.1B

G

Under sections 60A and 63F of the Act, in assessing whether a person is a fit
and proper person to perform an FCA designated senior management
function or an FCA specified significant-harm function, a relevant
authorised person must have particular regard to whether that person:
(1)

has obtained a qualification;

(2)

has undergone, or is undergoing, training;

(3)

possesses a level of competence; or

(4)

has the personal characteristics,

required by general rules made by the FCA.
1.2.1C

G

The key general rules relating to the criteria listed in FIT 1.2.1B include:
(1)

in the case of very senior employees, SYSC 4.2 (persons who
effectively direct the business) and SYSC 4.3A.3R (management
body);

(2)

for employees of firms generally, SYSC 5.1.1R (the competent
employees rule); and

(3)

in relation to retail activities, TC 2.1.12R (employees' competence).

…
1.2.4

G

The Act does not prescribe the matters which the appropriate regulator FCA
should take into account when determining fitness and propriety. However,
section 61(2) states that the appropriate regulator FCA may have regard
(among other things) to whether the candidate or approved person: is
competent to carry out a controlled function.
(1)

has obtained a qualification;

(2)

has undergone, or is undergoing, training;

(3)

possesses a level of competence; or

(4)

has the personal characteristics,

required by general rules made by the FCA.

1.3

Assessing fitness and propriety of approved persons and certification
employees

1.3.1

G

The FCA will have regard to a number of factors when assessing the fitness
and propriety of a person to perform a particular controlled function, as
more particularly described in FIT 2 (Main assessment criteria). The most

important considerations will be the person's:
(1)

honesty, integrity and reputation;

(2)

competence and capability; and

(3)

financial soundness.

1.3.1A

G

The FCA would expect firms that are required to assess the fitness and
propriety of staff being assessed under FIT to have regard to substantially
the same factors as those outlined in FIT 2.

1.3.1B

G

In the FCA’s view, the most important considerations will be the person's:
(1)

honesty, integrity and reputation;

(2)

competence and capability; and

(3)

financial soundness.

1.3.2

G

In assessing fitness and propriety, the appropriate regulator FCA will also
take account of the activities of the firm for which the controlled function is
or is to be performed, the permission held by that firm and the markets
within which it operates.

1.3.2A

G

A relevant authorised person assessing the fitness and propriety of staff
being assessed under FIT should consider:
(1)

the nature, scale and complexity of its business, the nature and range
of financial services and activities undertaken in the course of that
business; and

(2)

whether the candidate or person has the knowledge, skills and
experience to perform the specifc role that the candidate or person is
intended to perform.

1.3.2B

G

A relevant authorised person is reminded that, in assessing a candidate for a
position within the management body of the firm, SYSC 4.3A.3R(3) requires
the firm to ensure that the management body, as a collective, possesses
adequate knowledge, skills and experience to understand the firm’s
activities.

1.3.3

G

The criteria listed in FIT 2.1 to FIT 2.3 are guidance and will be applied in
general terms when the appropriate regulator FCA is determining a person's
fitness and propriety. It would be impossible to produce a definitive list of
all the matters which would be relevant to a particular determination. A
relevant authorised person assessing the fitness and propriety of staff being
assessed under FIT should be guided by substantially the same criteria in
FIT 2.1 to FIT 2.3 (to the extent applicable to the firm), recognising that this
is not intended to be a definitive list of matters to be considered.

1.3.4

G

If a matter comes to the appropriate regulator’s FCA 's attention which

suggests that the person might not be fit and proper, the appropriate
regulator FCA will take into account how relevant and how important it is.
In the same way, if a matter comes to the attention a relevant authorised
person which suggests that any staff being assessed under FIT might not be
fit and proper, the firm should take into account how relevant and how
important that matter is.
1.3.4A

G

A relevant authorised person assessing the continuing fitness and propriety
of an approved person is required to notify the FCA under section 63(2A) of
the Act if it forms the opinion that there are grounds on which the FCA could
withdraw its approval (see SUP 10C12.28R). In discharging its obligation to
notify the FCA, a relevant authorised person should take into account how
relevant and how important the matter is that comes to its attention which
suggests an approved person might not be fit and proper before determining
that a notification should be made.

1.3.4B

G

A relevant authorised person assessing the continuing fitness and propriety
of staff being assessed under FIT should assess the role that the individual is
actually performing at the time the assessment is done. For this purpose, the
assessor(s) should be provided with an up-to-date job description for that
individual in advance of the assessment.

1.3.5

G

During the application process for a controlled function, the appropriate
regulator FCA may discuss the assessment of the candidate's fitness and
propriety informally with the firm making the application and may retain
any notes of those discussions.

2

Main assessment criteria

2.1

Honesty, integrity and reputation

2.1.1

G

In determining a person's honesty, integrity and reputation, the appropriate
regulator FCA will have regard to all relevant matters including, but not
limited to, those set out in FIT 2.1.3G which may have arisen either in the
United Kingdom or elsewhere. The appropriate regulator FCA should be
informed of these matters (see SUP 10A.14.17R and SUP 10C12.7R), but
will consider the circumstances only where relevant to the requirements and
standards of the regulatory system. For example, under FIT 2.1.3 G(1),
conviction for a criminal offence will not automatically mean an application
will be rejected. The appropriate regulator FCA treats each candidate's
application on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the seriousness of,
and circumstances surrounding, the offence, the explanation offered by the
convicted person, the relevance of the offence to the proposed role, the
passage of time since the offence was committed and evidence of the
individual's rehabilitation.

2.1.1A

G

A relevant authorised person determining the honesty, integrity and
reputation of staff being assessed under FIT, should consider all relevant
matters, including those set out in FIT 2.1.3G, which may have arisen either

in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. Firms should inform themselves of
relevant matters, including checking for convictions for criminal offences
(where possible) and contacting previous employers who have employed
that candidate or person. If any staff being assessed under FIT has a
conviction for a criminal offence, the firm should consider the seriousness of
and circumstances surrounding the offence, the explanation offered by that
person, the relevance of the offence to the proposed role, the passage of time
since the offence was committed and evidence of the individual's
rehabilitation.
2.1.2

G

In considering the matters in FIT 2.1.1G, the appropriate regulator FCA
will look at whether the person's reputation might have an adverse impact
upon the firm for which the controlled function is or is to be performed and
at the person's responsibilities.

2.1.2A

G

In considering the reputation of staff being assessed under FIT 2.1.1AG a
relevant authorised person should have regard to whether that person's
reputation might have an adverse impact upon the firm for which the
function is to be performed and the person's responsibilities.

2.1.3

G

The matters referred to in FIT 2.1.1G to which the appropriate regulator
FCA will have regard, and to which a relevant authorised person should also
have regard, include, but are not limited to:
…

2.2

Competence and capability

2.2.1

G

2.2.1A

G

In determining a person's competence and capability, the FCA will have
regard, to all relevant matters including but not limited to:
(1)

whether the person satisfies the relevant FCA training and
competence requirements in relation to the controlled function the
person performs or is intended to perform;

(2)

whether the person has demonstrated by experience and training that
the person is they are suitable , or will be suitable if approved to
perform the controlled functionto perform the controlled function;

(3)

whether the person has adequate time to perform the controlled
function and meet the responsibilities associated with that function.

In determining a person's competence and capability to perform an FCA
designated senior management function or an FCA-specified significantharm function, a relevant authorised person should have regard to all
relevant matters including but not limited to:
(1)

whether the person satisfies any applicable training and competence
requirements (in relation to the function that the person performs or

is intended to perform);
(2)

whether the person has demonstrated by experience and training that
they are suitable to perform the function they are intended to
perform;

(3)

whether the person has adequate time to perform the function in
question and meet the responsibilities associated with that function.

2.2.2

G

A person may have been convicted of, or dismissed or suspended from
employment for, drug or alcohol abuses or other abusive acts. This will be
considered by the FCA only in relation to a person's continuing ability to
perform the particular controlled function for which the person is or is to be
employed.

2.2.2A

G

The FCA would expect a relevant authorised person determining the
competence and capability of staff being assessed under FIT to consider
convictions, dismissals and suspensions from employment for drug or
alcohol abuses or other abusive acts only in relation to a person's continuing
ability to perform the particular FCA designated senior management
function or an FCA-specified significant-harm function for which the person
is, or is to be, employed.

2.3

Financial soundness

2.3.1

G

In determining a person's financial soundness, the appropriate regulator
FCA will have regard, and a relevant authorised person should also have
regard, to any factors including, but not limited to:
…

2.3.2

G

The appropriate regulator FCA will not normally require the a candidate to
supply a statement of assets or liabilities. The fact that a person may be of
limited financial means will not, in itself, affect his their suitability to
perform a controlled function. Similarly, the FCA would expect a relevant
authorised person to take a similar view in assessing whether staff being
assessed under FIT, are fit and proper.

Annex E
New Chapter 10C of the Supervision manual (SUP)
In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text,
unless otherwise stated.
After SUP 10B insert the following new section. The text is not underlined.
[Note: The material relating to forms is provisional. Square brackets have been used to show
incomplete text. There will be a further consultation on forms.]

10C

FCA approved persons regime for relevant authorised persons

10C.1

Application
General

10C.1.1

R

This chapter applies to every relevant authorised person.

10C.1.2

G

This chapter is also relevant to every FCA-approved person of a relevant
authorised person.

10C.1.3

G

The rules in this chapter specify descriptions of FCA controlled functions
under section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular arrangements) in relation
to relevant authorised persons.

10C.1.4

G

The directions in this chapter relate to the manner in which a firm must apply
for the FCA’s approval under section 59 of the Act and other procedures.

Overseas firms: UK services
10C.1.5

R

[To follow]

Overseas firms: UK establishments
10C.1.6

R

[To follow]

Incoming EEA firms and incoming Treaty firms
10C.1.7

R

[To follow]

Incoming EEA firms: passported activities from a branch
10C.1.8

R

[To follow]

Incoming EEA firms etc with top-up permission activities from a UK branch
10C.1.9

R

[To follow]

UK firm with overseas branches or providing services on a cross-border basis
10C.1.10 G

There are no territorial limitations to SUP 10C in relation to the overseas
branches of UK firms or UK firms providing services into or out of the United
Kingdom on a cross-border basis.

Appointed representatives
10C.1.11 R

[To follow]

Insolvency practitioners
10C.1.12 R

This chapter does not apply to a function performed by:
(1)

a person acting as an insolvency practitioner within the meaning of
section 388 of the Insolvency Act 1986; or

(2)

a person acting as a nominee in relation to a voluntary arrangement
under Parts I (Company Voluntary Arrangements) and VIII
(Individual Voluntary Arrangements) of the Insolvency Act 1986; or

(3)

a person acting as an insolvency practitioner within the meaning of
Article 3 of the Insolvency (Northern Ireland) Order 1989; or

(4)

a person acting as a nominee in relation to a voluntary arrangement
under Parts II (Company Voluntary Arrangements) and VIII
(Individual Voluntary Arrangements) of the Insolvency (Northern
Ireland) Order 1989.

10C.2

Purpose

10C.2.1

G

The immediate purpose of SUP 10C.3 to SUP 10C.8 is to specify, under
section 59 of the Act, descriptions of the FCA controlled functions in relation
to relevant authorised persons which are listed in SUP 10C.4.3R. The
underlying purpose is to establish, and mark the boundaries of, the "FCAapproved persons regime" for relevant authorised persons.

10C.2.2

G

SUP 10C does not deal with the PRA’s approved persons regime. The key
parts of its regime can be found in the parts of its rulebook titled “Senior
Management Functions” and “Allocation of Responsibilities”).

10C.2.3

G

The FCA has certain powers in relation to PRA-approved persons, such as the
requirement to give its consent in certain cases to the PRA granting approval
for the performance of a PRA controlled function. SUP 10C does not deal
with these, except as explained in SUP 10C.11.1G (Conditional and timelimited approvals).

10.3

General
Purpose of this section

10C.3.1

G

This section has general provisions that apply to the definition of all
controlled functions.

Types of controlled function
10C.3.2

G

All the controlled functions that the FCA has specified in this chapter are
designated senior management functions. The FCA has not used its power to
specify controlled functions that are not designated senior management
functions.

Definition of FCA controlled function: Arrangements
10C.3.3

R

A function is an FCA controlled function only to the extent that it is
performed under an arrangement entered into by:
(1)

a firm; or

(2)

a contractor of the firm;

in relation to the carrying on by the firm of a regulated activity.
10C.3.4

G

Section 59(1) and (2) of the Act provide that approval is necessary for an FCA
controlled function which is performed under an arrangement entered into by
a firm, or its contractor (typically an appointed representative), in relation to
a regulated activity.

10C.3.5

G

Arrangement is defined in section 59(10) of the Act as any kind of
arrangement for the performance of a function which is entered into by a firm
or any of its contractors with another person and includes the appointment of
a person to an office, his becoming a partner, or his employment (whether
under a contract of service or otherwise).

10C.3.6

G

If a firm is a member of a group and the arrangements for the performance of
an FCA controlled function of the firm are made by, eg, the holding company,
the person performing the function will only require approval if there is an
arrangement (under section 59(1)) or a contract (under section 59(2)) between
the firm and holding company permitting this. This need not be a written
contract but could arise by conduct, custom and practice.

Definition of FCA designated senior management function
10C.3.7

R

Each FCA designated senior management function is one which comes within
the definition of a senior management function.

10C.3.8

G

Section 59ZA(2) of the Act says that a function is a “senior management
function”, in relation to the carrying on of a regulated activity by a firm, if:

10C.3.9

G

(1)

the function will require the person performing it to be responsible for
managing one or more aspects of the firm’s affairs, so far as relating to
the activity, and

(2)

those aspects involve, or might involve, a risk of serious
consequences:
(a)

for the firm; or

(b)

for business or other interests in the United Kingdom.

Section 59ZA(2) of the Act also states that “managing” includes, for these
purposes, taking decisions, or participating in the taking of decisions, about
how one or more aspects of the firm’s affairs should be carried on.

The 12-week rule
10C.3.10 R

If:
(1)

a firm appoints an individual to perform a function which, but for this
rule, would be an FCA controlled function;

(2)

the appointment is to provide cover for an approved person whose
absence is:

(3)

(a)

temporary; or

(b)

reasonably unforeseen; and

the appointment is for less than 12 weeks in a consecutive 12-month
period;

the description of the relevant FCA controlled function does not relate to
those activities of that individual.
10C.3.11 G

SUP 10C.3.10R enables cover to be given for (as an example) holidays and
emergencies and avoids the need for the precautionary approval of, for
example, a deputy. However, as soon as it becomes apparent that a person
will be performing an FCA controlled function for more than 12 weeks, the
firm should apply for approval. Please see SUP 10C.11.7G to SUP
10C.11.15G (time-limited approvals) for more information about temporary
appointments.

10C.4

Specification of functions

10C.4.1

R

Each of the functions described in SUP 10C.4.3R is an FCA controlled
function and an FCA designated senior management function.

10C.4.2

R

Part 1 of the table in SUP 10C.4.3R applies in relation to UK domestic firms.

[Material on overseas firms to follow]
10C.4.3

R

Table of FCA controlled functions for relevant authorised persons
Part One: (FCA controlled functions for UK relevant authorised persons)

Type

SMF

Description of FCA controlled
function

FCA governing functions

SMF 3

Executive director function

SMF 13

Chair of the nomination committee
function

SMF 15

Non-executive director function

SMF 16

Compliance oversight function

SMF 17

Money laundering reporting function

SMF 18

Significant responsibility function

FCA required functions

Significant responsibility
function

Part 2 ([Non-UK firms – to follow])
Type

10C.5

CF

Description of FCA controlled
function

FCA governing functions
Executive director function (SMF3)

10C.5.1

R

The executive director function is the function of acting in the capacity of a
director (other than a non-executive director) of a firm.

Non-executive director function (SMF15)
10C.5.2

R

The non-executive director function is the function of acting in the capacity
of a non-executive director of a firm.

Chairman of the nomination committee function (SMF13)
10C.5.3

R

If the firm has a nomination committee, the chair of the nomination
committee function is the function of acting in the capacity as the chairman of
that committee.

10C.5.4

G

See SYSC 4.3A (CRR firms) for material about nomination committees.
Please note that the chair of the nomination committee function still applies if
the firm is not a CRR firm.

10C.5.5

G

(1)

If the chairman of the nomination committee is also a non-executive
director, they will need approval to perform both the non-executive
director function and the chair of the nomination committee function.

(2)

In some firms the chairman of the nomination committee is also
chairman of the governing body. Because being chairman of the
governing body is a PRA controlled function, the chairman may not
need approval to perform either the non-executive director function or
the chair of the nomination committee function but instead just need
PRA approval for being chairman of the governing body. See SUP
10C.8 (Minimising overlap with the PRA approved persons regime)
for an explanation of when PRA approval means that FCA approval is
not needed.

Insurance mediation
10C.5.6

G

A firm carrying on insurance mediation activity, other than a sole trader,
must allocate to a director or senior manager the responsibility for the firm’s
insurance mediation activity (MIPRU 2.2.1R). MIPRU 2.2.2R(1) provides
that the firm may allocate this responsibility to one or more of the persons
performing an FCA governing function [(other than the non-executive
director function) - to be reviewed in a later consultation)].

10C.5.7

G

Where a person performing a governing function is also responsible for the
firm’s insurance mediation activity, the words “(insurance mediation)” will
be inserted after the relevant FCA controlled function (see MIPRU 2.2.5G).

10C.6

FCA required functions
Compliance oversight function (SMF16)

10C.6.1

R

The compliance oversight function is the function of acting in the capacity of
a director or senior manager who is allocated the function set out in SYSC
6.1.4R(2).

Money laundering reporting function (SMF17)
10C.6.2

R

The money laundering reporting function is the function of acting in the
capacity of the money laundering reporting officer of a firm.

10C.6.3

G

A firm’s obligations in respect of its money laundering reporting officer are
set out elsewhere in the Handbook (see SYSC 6.3.9R and, for their scope, see
the application provisions in SYSC 1 Annex 1).

10C.7

Significant responsibility function (SMF18)

10C.7.1

R

A person performs the significant responsibility function in relation to a firm
if that person:
(1)

is performing a function allocated under SYSC 4.5.25R(2) (Allocation
of certain senior management responsibilities) in relation to the firm);
and

(2)

does not have an approval to perform any other controlled function in
relation to the firm.

10C.7.2

G

The table in SUP 10C.7.3G gives examples of how SUP 10C.7.1R(2) works.

10C.7.3

G

Table: Examples of how the significant responsibility function applies

Example

Comments

(1) “A” is appointed to perform the
executive director function and to
perform a potential significant
responsibility function for the same firm

A only needs approval to perform the
executive director function.

(2) “A” is approved to perform the
significant responsibility function.
Later, A is appointed to perform the
executive director function for the same
firm.

A requires approval for the significant
responsibility function when A is first
appointed. When A is later approved to
perform the executive director
function, A stops performing the
significant responsibility function. The
firm should use Form E to apply for
approval for A to perform the executive
director function.

(3) “A” is appointed to perform the
PRA’s Head of Key Business Area
controlled function and to a perform a
potential significant responsibility
function for the same firm

A only needs approval to perform the
PRA’s Head of Key Business Area
function. It does not make any
difference whether the potential
significant responsibility function that
A performs is connected to the PRA’s
Head of Key Business Area controlled
function.

(4) “A” is approved to perform the
significant responsibility function.
Later, A is appointed to perform the
PRA’s Head of Key Business Area
controlled function for the same firm.

A requires approval for the significant
responsibility function when he is first
appointed. When A is later approved to
perform the PRA’s Head of Key
Business Area controlled function, A
stops performing the significant
responsibility function.

(5) “A” is appointed to perform the
compliance oversight function for one
firm in a group and to perform a
function coming within the scope of the
significant responsibility function for
another firm in the same group.

A needs approval to perform the
compliance oversight function and the
significant responsibility function.

(6) “A” is appointed to be head of sales
and to report directly to the firm’s
governing body about this. This
function also comes within the PRA’s
Head of Key Business Area controlled
function.

A only needs approval to perform the
PRA’s Head of Key Business Area
controlled function.

(7) “A” is appointed to take on some
functions that come within the
significant responsibility function.
Later, A is appointed as chief risk
officer.

On A’s first appointment, A will need
to be approved to perform the
significant responsibility function.
On being appointed as chief risk
officer, the answer for example (6)
applies because being chief risk officer
is a PRA controlled function. A will
stop performing the significant
responsibility function.

(8) “A” is appointed to a role that comes The answer for example (7) applies.
within the significant responsibility
function. Later, the firm reorganises and
A’s role becomes the PRA’s Head of
Key Business Area controlled function.
(9) “A” is appointed to a role that comes
within the PRA’s Head of Key Business
Area controlled function. It is also a
potential significant responsibility
function. Later, the firm reorganises—
A’s role stays the same but now it falls
outside the PRA’s Head of Key
Business Area controlled function.

On A’s first appointment, A only needs
approval to perform the PRA’s Head of
Key Business Area controlled function.
Following the reorganisation, the firm
has three months to get approval for A
to perform the significant responsibility
function. This three-month period
applies because the relevant PRA rules
keep the PRA’s Head of Key Business
Area controlled function in place,
which means that the significant
responsibility function does not apply
during that period.
The relevant PRA rules can be found in
Chapter 2 of the part of the PRA
rulebook titled “Senior Management
Functions”.

Note (1): A potential significant responsibility function means a function that
would have come within the significant responsibility function but is excluded by
SUP 10C.7.1R(2).
Note (2): A potential significant responsibility function should be recorded in A’s
statement of responsibilities and in the firm’s management responsibilities map.

10C.8

Minimising overlap with the PRA approved persons regime
Introduction

10C.8.1

G

SUP 10C.8 deals with how the FCA’s approved persons regime interacts with
the PRA’s approved persons regime.

10C.8.2

G

Both the FCA and the PRA may specify a function as a designated senior
management function in relation to a PRA-authorised person.

10C.8.3

G

Therefore, if a person’s job for a firm involves:
(1)

an FCA designated senior management function, the firm should
apply to the FCA for approval;

(2)

a PRA designated senior management function, the firm should apply
to the PRA for approval;

(3)

both an FCA designated senior management function and a PRA
designated senior management function, the firm should apply to both
the FCA and the PRA for approval (the purpose of SUP 10C.8 is to cut
down the need for this sort of dual approval).

FCA controlled functions absorbed into PRA controlled functions
10C.8.4

G

The FCA is under a duty under section 59A of the Act (Specifying functions
as controlled functions: supplementary) to exercise the power to specify any
senior management function as an FCA designated senior management
function in a way that it considers will minimise the likelihood that approvals
need to be given by both the FCA and the PRA for the performance by a
person of senior management functions in relation to the same PRAauthorised person.

10C.8.5

G

The FCA and PRA have coordinated their approved persons regimes to
reduce the amount of overlap.

10C.8.6

G

(1)

SUP 10C.8.8R applies when a firm is seeking approval from the PRA
for a candidate to perform a PRA controlled function and the intention
is that the candidate will also perform what would otherwise be an
FCA governing function once the PRA gives its approval. SUP
10C.8.8R works by disapplying that FCA governing function.

(2)

10C.8.7

G

Where (1) applies, the activities within that FCA governing function
are included in the PRA controlled function for which the person has
approval. Chapter Two of the part of the PRA’s rulebook titled
“Senior Management Functions” deals with this.

SUP 10C.8.9G gives some examples of how SUP 10C.8.8R works.

The main rule
10C.8.8

10C.8.9

R

G

A person (referred to as “A” in this rule) is not performing an FCA governing
function (referred to as the “particular” FCA governing function in this rule)
in relation to a PRA-authorised person (referred to as “B” in this rule), at a
particular time, if:
(1)

A has been approved by the PRA to perform any PRA controlled
function in relation to B;

(2)

throughout the whole of the period between the time of the PRA
approval in (1) and the time in question, A has been the subject of a
current PRA approved person approval to perform a PRA controlled
function in relation to B;

(3)

at the time of the PRA approval referred to in (1), A was not subject to
a current FCA approved person approval to perform the particular
FCA controlled function in relation to B;

(4)

as part of the application for the PRA approval referred to in (1), B
notified the PRA that A would start to perform what would otherwise
have been the particular FCA governing function (referred to as the
“potential” FCA governing function in this rule) at or around the time
of the PRA approval in (1); and

(5)

A started to perform the potential FCA governing function at or
around the time of the PRA approval in (1) and has continued to
perform it up to the time in question.

Table: Examples of how the need for dual FCA and PRA approval in relation
to PRA-authorised persons is reduced
Example

Whether FCA
approval
required

Whether PRA
approval
required

(1) A is appointed
as chief risk officer
and a director.

No. He is not
treated as
performing the
executive
director
function.

Yes

Comments

Chief risk officer is a
PRA controlled function.
A’s functions as a
director will be included
in the PRA controlled
function. To avoid the
need for FCA approval,

Example

Whether FCA
approval
required

Whether PRA
approval
required

Comments

A’s appointment as
director should not take
effect before PRA
approval for the chief
risk officer role.
(2) Same as
No
example (1), except
that A will take up
the role as a
director slightly
later because the
approval of the
firm’s shareholders
or governing body
is needed.

Yes

The answer for (1)
applies. The
arrangements in this
section apply if the
application to the PRA
says that A will start to
perform the potential
FCA governing function
around the time of the
PRA approval as well as
at that time.

(3) Same as
Yes
example (1) but the
application to the
PRA does not
mention that it is
also intended that
A is to be a director

Yes

SUP 10C.8.8R does not
apply if the application
for PRA approval does
not say that A will also
be performing what
would otherwise be an
FCA governing function.

(4) A is to be
appointed as chief
executive and a
director

Yes

Being a chief executive
is a PRA controlled
function. A’s functions
as a director will be
included in the PRA
controlled function.

Yes, when A
takes up the
chief risk
officer role.

SUP 10C.8.8R does not
apply because, when the
firm applied for
approval for A to
perform the PRA chief
risk officer controlled
function, there was no
plan for A also to
perform the executive
director function.

Yes, when A is Yes, when A
appointed as
takes up the
chief risk

When A is appointed as
chief risk officer, A is
still treated as carrying

No. A is not
treated as
performing the
executive
director
function.

(5) A is appointed
Yes, when A
as chief risk
takes up the
officer. Later, A is director role
appointed as a
director while
carrying on as chief
risk officer.

(6) A is appointed
as an executive
director. Later, A

Example

Whether FCA
approval
required

Whether PRA
approval
required

director.

officer role

on the executive director
function. A retains the
status of an FCAapproved person.

(7) A is appointed
Yes, when A is
as chief risk
appointed as
officer. A then
director.
stops performing
that role and for a
while does not
perform any
controlled function.
Later, A is
appointed as a
director with the
same firm.

Yes, when A
takes up the
chief risk
officer role

SUP 10C.8.8R does not
apply because there is
no current PRA approval
when A is being
appointed as a director.

(8) A is appointed
No
as a non-executive
director and chair
of the remuneration
committee.

Yes

Being a non-executive
director who is chair of
the remuneration
committee is a PRA
controlled function. A’s
other functions as a nonexecutive director will
be included in the PRA
controlled function.

(9) A is appointed
as a non-executive
director. Later, A
becomes chair of
the remuneration
committee.

Yes, before A
is appointed as
a nonexecutive
director.

Yes, before A
becomes chair
of the
committee.

On appointment as
chair, A is still treated as
carrying on the nonexecutive director
function. A retains the
status of an FCA
approved person.

(10) A is appointed
as director and
chief risk officer at
the same time.
Later, A gives up
the role as chief
risk officer but
remains as a
director.

No, on A’s
first
appointment,
But when A
gives up the
role as chief
risk officer,
FCA approval
is needed to
perform the

Yes, on A’s
first
appointment

When A stops being a
chief risk officer, A
stops performing a PRA
controlled function.
However, being a
director requires FCA
approval. A does not
have that approval
because A did not need
it when A was first

takes on the chief
risk officer
function.

Comments

Example

Whether FCA
approval
required

Whether PRA
approval
required

Comments

executive
director
function.

appointed.

Form E should
be used. The
application
should state
that it is being
made as a
result of A
ceasing to
perform a PRA
controlled
function.

The combined effect of
SUP 10C.8.8R and the
relevant PRA rules is
that the firm has three
months to secure
approval by the FCA.
During that interim
period, A keeps the
status of a PRA
approved person
performing the director
element of the PRA
chief risk controlled
function - which is
included in that function
under relevant PRA
rules. The relevant PRA
rules say that, during
this transitional period,
A is still treated as
performing the PRA
chief risk controlled
function and SUP
10C.8.8R says that, for
as long as A is
performing a PRA
controlled function, A
does not perform the
executive director
function.

Form A should
be used if there
have been
changes in
fitness of the
approved
person (SUP
10A.10.4D(4))

(11) A is appointed No
as a non-executive
director and chair
of remuneration
committee at the
same time. Later, A
switches to being
chair of the risk
committee while
remaining as a nonexecutive director.

Yes

The arrangements in
SUP 10C.8.8R continue
to apply, even though A
switches between PRA
controlled functions
after the PRA’s first
approval.

Example

Whether FCA
approval
required

Whether PRA
approval
required

(12) A is appointed
to be head of sales
and to report
directly to the
firm’s governing
body about this.
This function
comes within the
PRA’s Head of Key
Business Area
controlled function.

No. A does not
perform the
significant
responsibility
function.

Yes

SUP 10C.8.8R does not
apply. See the table in
SUP 10C.7.3G for an
explanation.

Yes, as chief
risk officer.

On first appointment A
will need to be approved
to perform the
significant responsibility
function.

(13) A is appointed Yes, on A’s
to take on some
first
functions that come appointment.
within the
significant
responsibility
function. Later, A
is appointed as
chief risk officer.

Comments

On being appointed as
chief risk officer, the
answer for example (12)
applies.

(14) A is appointed Yes, when A is Yes, when the
to a role that comes first appointed. firm
within the
reorganises.
significant
responsibility
function. Later the
firm reorganises.
A’s role comes
within the PRA’s
Head of Key
Business Area
controlled function.

The answer for example
(13) applies.

(15) A is appointed Yes, when the
to a role that comes firm
within the PRA’s
reorganises.
Head of Key
Business Area
controlled function.
It is also a potential
significant
responsibility
function. Later, the

SUP 10C.8.8R does not
apply. See the table in
SUP 10C.7.3G for an
explanation.

Yes, on A’s
first
appointment.

Example

Whether FCA
approval
required

Whether PRA
approval
required

Comments

(16) A is appointed
chief risk officer
and a director. A
goes on temporary
sick leave. A takes
up their old job
when he comes
back.

No, neither on
A’s first
appointment
nor when A
comes back
from sick
leave.

Yes

SUP 10C.8.8R still
applies on A’s return
because A does not stop
performing either the
PRA’s chief risk
function or what would
otherwise have been the
executive director
function just because A
goes on temporary sick
leave.

(17) A is appointed
to be chairman of
the governing
body, chairman of
the nomination
committee and as a
non-executive
director at the
same time.

No. A does
not need
approval to
perform either
the nonexecutive
director
function or the
chair of the
nomination
committee
function.

Yes, on first
appointment.

Being chairman of the
governing body is a PRA
controlled function.
Therefore, the answer
for example (8) applies.

(18) A is appointed
as a non-executive
director. Later, A
is promoted to be
chairman of the
governing body and
chairman of the
nomination
committee.

Yes, before A
is appointed as
a nonexecutive
director.

Yes, before A
becomes
chairman.

On appointment as
chair, A is still treated as
carrying on the nonexecutive director
function. A retains the
status of an FCA
approved person.
However, A does not
need approval to

firm reorganises—
A’s role stays the
same but now falls
outside the PRA’s
Head of Key
Business Area
controlled function
and comes within
the significant
responsibility
function.

Example

Whether FCA
approval
required

Whether PRA
approval
required

Comments

perform the chair of the
nomination committee
function.
Note: The relevant PRA rules can be found in Chapter 2 of the part of the PRA
rulebook titled “Senior Management Functions”

10C.8.10 G

The activities for which A is responsible that are taken out of being an FCA
controlled function should be recorded in A’s statement of responsibilities
and in the firm’s management responsibilities map.

Further guidance on the arrangements between the FCA and PRA about approvals
10C.8.11 G

The PRA cannot give its approval for the performance of a PRA designated
senior management function without the consent of the FCA. The firm does
not need to apply to the FCA for that consent.

10C.8.12 G

Under section 59B of the Act (Role of FCA in relation to PRA decisions), the
FCA may arrange with the PRA that, in agreed cases, the PRA may give
approval without obtaining the consent of the FCA. No such arrangements are
currently in force.

10C.9

Procedures relating to FCA-approved persons
Forms

10C.9.1

G

The forms listed in SUP 10C.9.2G are referred to in SUP 10C.9 (Procedures
relating to FCA-approved persons) to SUP 10C.12 (Changes to an FCAapproved person’s details).

10C.9.2

G

Table: FCA approved persons forms

Form
the relevant Form
A

SUP 10C Annex
4D (See Note)

Purpose
Application to
perform controlled
functions under the
approved persons
regime

Handbook
requirement
SUP 10C.10.3D

Form B

SUP 10C Annex
5R

Notice to withdraw
an application to
perform controlled
functions under the
approved persons
regime

SUP 10C.10.36R

Form C

SUP 10C Annex
6R

Notice of ceasing
to perform
controlled
functions

SUP 10C.12.5R

Form D

SUP 10C Annex
7R

Notification of
changes in
personal
information or
application details

SUP 10C.12.13R

Form E

SUP 10C Annex
8D (See Note)

Internal transfer of
an approved
person

SUP 10C.10.4D

[Other forms to
follow]
Note: The form in the SUP annex shown is to be used by credit unions and by
other firms only if there is a failure of the information technology systems used by
the FCA. See the relevant “Handbook requirement”

10C.9.3

G

A summary of the forms and their purposes is in SUP 10C Annex 2G.

10C.9.4

G

Unless the context otherwise requires, in SUP 10C.9 (Procedures relating to
FCA-approved persons) to SUP 10C.12 (Changes to an FCA-approved
person’s details) where reference is made to a firm, this includes an
applicant for Part 4A permission and other persons seeking to carry on
regulated activities as an authorised person.

10C.9.5

G

Forms B, C, D, E and [to follow] can only be submitted in respect of an
FCA-approved person by the firm that submitted the FCA-approved
person’s original application (the relevant Form A).

10C.9.6

G

Copies of Forms A, B, C, D, E and [to follow] may be obtained from the
FCA website. Credit unions can obtain copies from the FCA’s Firm Contact
Centre. To contact the FCA’s Customer Contact Centre for approved
persons enquiries:
(1)

telephone 0845 606 9966; or

(2)

e-mail firm.queries@fca.org.uk; or

(3)

fax 020 7066 0017; or

(4)

write to:
Customer Contact Centre
The Financial Conduct Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
LONDON E14 5HS.

How to apply for approval and give notifications: firms other than credit unions
10C.9.7

10C.9.8

10C.9.9

D

R

G

(1)

This direction applies to an application under Form A or Form E and
to the submission of a revised statement of responsibilities under
section 62A of the Act (see SUP 10C.12.18G for revised statements of
responsibilities).

(2)

This direction does not apply to a credit union (SUP 10C.9.11D
applies instead).

(3)

An application or submission by a firm must be made by submitting
the form or revised statement of responsibilities online at fca.org.uk
[using (in the case of applications) the form specified on the FCA’s
and PRA’s [to follow] system].

(4)

If the information technology systems used by the FCA fail and online
submission is unavailable for 24 hours or more, until such time as
facilities for online submission are restored, a firm must:
(a)

[(for applications)] use the form in SUP 10C Annex 4D or
SUP 10C Annex 8D; and

(b)

submit the form and any revised statement of responsibilities
in the way set out in SUP 15.7.4R to SUP 15.7.9G (Form and
method of notification).

(1)

This rule applies to a notification under Form C, Form D or Form [to
follow ].

(2)

This rule does not apply to a credit union (SUP 10C.9.12R applies for
credit unions).

(2)

A notification must be made in accordance with SUP 10C.9.7D.

(3)

The forms for the notification are found in SUP 10C Annex 6R or
SUP 10C Annex 7R and [to follow ].

If the information technology systems used by the FCA fail and online

submission is unavailable for 24 hours or more, the FCA and PRA will
endeavour to publish a notice on their websites confirming that:

10C.9.10

G

(1)

online submission is unavailable; and

(2)

the alternative methods of submission in SUP 10C.9.7D(4) and SUP
15.7.4R to SUP 15.7.9G (Form and method of notification) should
be used.

Where SUP 10C.9.7D(4) or the equivalent situation under SUP 10C.9.8R
applies to a firm, GEN 1.3.2R (Emergency) does not apply.

How to apply for approval and give notifications: Credit unions
10C.9.11

10C.9.12

10C.10

D

R

(1)

An application by a credit union under Form A or Form E must be
made using the form in SUP 10C Annex 4D or SUP 10C Annex 8D.

(2)

An application and any revised statement of responsibilities (see
SUP 10C.12.18G for revised statements of responsibilities) must be
submitted in the way set out in SUP 15.7.4R to SUP 15.7.9G (Form
and method of notification).

(1)

This rule applies to a notification by a credit union under Form C,
Form D or Form [to follow].

(2)

A notification must be made in accordance with SUP 10C.9.11D.

(3)

The forms for the notification are found in SUP 10C Annex 6R or
SUP 10C Annex 7R and [to follow ].

Application for approval and withdrawing an application for approval
When to apply for approval

10C.10.1

G

In accordance with section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular
arrangements), where a candidate will be performing one or more FCA
controlled functions, a firm must take reasonable care to ensure that the
candidate does not perform these functions unless he has prior approval
from the FCA.

Failure to apply for approval
10C.10.2

G

If a person performs an FCA controlled function without approval, it is not
only the firm that is accountable. Under section 63A of the Act (Power to
impose penalties), if the FCA is satisfied that:
(1)

a person (“P”) has at any time performed an FCA controlled function
without approval; and

(2)

at that time P knew, or could reasonably be expected to have known,

that P was performing an FCA controlled function without approval;
it may impose a penalty on P of such amount as it considers appropriate.
How to apply for approval
10C.10.3

D

An application by a firm for the FCA’s approval under section 59 of the Act
(Approval for particular arrangements) must be made by completing Form
A (except where SUP 10C.10.4D requires Form E).

10C.10.4

D

(1)

A firm must use Form E where an approved person is both ceasing
to perform one or more controlled functions and needs to be
approved in relation to one or more FCA controlled functions within
the same firm or group.

(2)

A firm must not use Form E if the approved person has never before
been approved to perform a designated senior management function
for any firm.

(3)

A firm must not use Form E if the approved person has not been
subject to a current approved person approval from the FCA or PRA
to perform a designated senior management function in relation to
any firm for more than six months.

(4)

A firm must not use Form E if:
(a)

a notification has been made or should be made to the FCA
under SUP 10C.12.23R (Changes in fitness to be notified
under Form D) or to the PRA under any equivalent PRA rule;
or

(b)

a notification has been made or should be made to the FCA or
PRA under any of the following:
(i)

section 63(2A) of the Act (Duty to notify regulator of
grounds for withdrawal of approval);

(i)

section 64B(5) (Notification of non-compliance with CCON or equivalent PRA rules); or

(iii)

section 64C of the Act (Requirement for relevant
authorised persons to notify regulator of disciplinary
action); or

(c)

a notification has been made or should be made to the PRA
under Chapter 11 of the part of the PRA rulebook titled
“Notifications” (Conduct Rules: Notifications); or

(d)

any of the circumstances in SUP 10C.12.7R (Qualified Form
C) apply;

in relation to any controlled functions which that person is ceasing to

perform (as referred to in (1)) or any controlled function that they are
continuing to perform for that firm or a firm in the same group.
10C.10.5

G

SUP 10C.9.7D explains how applications should be submitted. For credit
unions, SUP 10C.9.11D applies instead.

Statements of responsibility and other material included in an application
10C.10.6

D

An application by a firm for the FCA’s approval under section 59 of the Act
(Approval for particular arrangements) must be accompanied by a statement
of responsibilities.

10C.10.7

G

A statement of responsibilities should be:
(1)

drafted to clearly show how the responsibilities that the candidate will
perform as part of the candidate’s controlled function fit in with the
firm’s overall governance and management arrangements; and

(2)

consistent with the firm’s management responsibilities map.

See SYSC 4.5.13G for more about this.
10C.10.8

G

(1)

SYSC or another part of the regulatory system will generally impose
requirements (referred to as “prescribed requirements” in this
paragraph) that relate to a particular post or set of responsibilities.

(2)

For instance, there are particular responsibilities that go with the FCA
required functions. The PRA’s requirements about the allocation of
“prescribed responsibilities” and “credit union prescribed
responsibilities” in the part of the PRA rulebook titled “Allocation of
responsibilities” are another example.

(3)

The allocation of responsibilities under a statement of responsibilities
should not reduce or alter the scope of any applicable prescribed
requirements.

(4)

If the responsibilities that the candidate is to carry out as described in
the statement of responsibilities go beyond the prescribed
requirements, those additional responsibilities should not reduce or
alter the scope of the prescribed requirements.

10C.10.9

G

A firm should include, in an application, any handover certificate and a
reasonable summary of any other handover material referred to in SYSC
4.5.40R to SYSC 4.5.44G (Handover certificates and other handover
material) that relates to the responsibilities that the candidate is to perform.

10C.10.10

G

A statement of responsibilities should include functions that are included in
a PRA controlled function under SUP 10C.8 (Minimising overlap with the
PRA approved persons regime) or would have come within the significant
responsibility function but are excluded under SUP 10C.7.1R(2) (Exclusion
for approved person with approval to perform other controlled functions).

Who should make the application?
10C.10.11

10C.10.12

G

G

(1)

In accordance with section 60 of the Act (Applications for approval),
applications must be submitted by, or on behalf of, the firm itself, not
by:
(a)

the FCA candidate; or

(b)

(where the FCA candidate works for the firm’s parent
undertaking or holding company) by the firm’s parent
undertaking or holding company.

(2)

Under (1), this will usually be the firm that is employing the FCA
candidate to perform the FCA controlled function. (SUP 10C.10.12G
describes some common situations.)

(3)

Where a firm has outsourced the performance of an FCA controlled
function, the details of the outsourcing determine where
responsibility lies and whom the FCA anticipates will submit the
FCA-approved persons application forms.

(4)

The firm which is outsourcing is referred to as "A" and the person to
whom the performance of the FCA controlled function has been
outsourced, or which makes the arrangement for the FCA controlled
function to be performed, is referred to as "B". In each situation, A
must take reasonable care to ensure that, in accordance with section
59(2) of the Act, no person performs an FCA controlled function
under an arrangement entered into by its contractor in relation to the
carrying on by A of a regulated activity, without approval from the
FCA.

Outsourcing arrangements

Outsourcing
arrangements
Firm A to firm B

Explanation

Submitting form

The FCA will consider
A to have taken
reasonable care if it
enters into a contract
with B under which B is
responsible for ensuring
that the relevant FCA
controlled functions are
performed by FCAapproved persons, and
that it is reasonable for
A to rely on this.

Firm B submits FCAapproved persons
forms on behalf of firm
A.

Outsourcing by A to B
(both being a member of
the same United Kingdom
group and each having its
registered office in the
United Kingdom)

See SUP 10C.3.6G

Either A or B may
submit FCA-approved
persons forms on
behalf of firms in the
group (see SUP
15.7.8G).

(i) A to B, where B:

Responsibility for (as
opposed to the
performance of) any
activity outsourced to B
will remain with A. See
SYSC 8.

A ensures that an
individual approved by
the FCA or the PRA to
perform a significant
management function
has responsibility for
the outsourced
arrangement and A
submits a form in
relation to that
individual.

(a) is not an authorised
person;
(b) is not part of the same
group as A; or
(ii) A to B, where A is a
branch of an overseas firm
in the United Kingdom,
and B is an overseas
undertaking of the same
group; or
(iii) A to B, where A is a
UK authorised subsidiary
of an overseas firm and B
is an overseas undertaking
of the same group.

10C.10.13

G Where the notification of an appointed representative (SUP 12.7.1R) is
linked to an application for approval, any delay in receiving the notification
under SUP 12.7.1R may delay the FCA’s approval of the individuals
employed by that appointed representative who will be performing FCA
controlled functions for the firm.
Vetting of candidates by the firm

10C.10.14

G Under section 60A of the Act, before a firm makes an application for
approval, it should be satisfied that the candidate is a fit and proper person
to perform the function to which the application relates. In deciding that
question, the firm should have particular regard to whether the candidate, or
any person who may perform a function on the candidate’s behalf:
(1)

has obtained a qualification; or

(2)

has undergone, or is undergoing, training; or

(3)

possesses a level of competence; or

(4)

has the personal characteristics;

required by FCA rules in relation to persons performing functions of the
kind to which the application relates.
10C.10.15

G For guidance on criteria that a firm should use for assessing whether an FCA
candidate is fit and proper, see FIT.
Criminal records checks and verifying fitness and properness

10C.10.16

R A firm must (as part of its assessment of whether a candidate is a fit and
proper person to perform an FCA controlled function and to verify the
information contained in the application to carry out the controlled function)
obtain the fullest information that it is lawfully able to obtain about the
candidate under Part V of the Police Act 1997 (Certificates of Criminal
records, etc) and related subordinated legislation of the UK or any part of the
UK before making the application.

10C.10.17

G (1)

In England and Wales a firm should get an application form from the
Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) or an umbrella body (a
registered body that gives access to DBS checks).

(2)

The firm should ask the candidate to fill in and return the form to the
firm. The firm should then send the completed application form to
DBS or the firm’s umbrella body.

(3)

The firm should then ask the candidate to show the firm the
certificate when the candidate receives it from the DBS.

(4)

There is an equivalent procedure in Scotland (involving Disclosure
Scotland) and Northern Ireland (involving AccessNI).

10C.10.18

G The firm should not send a copy of the certificate to the FCA.

10C.10.19

G If the candidate is employed by a contractor the firm may ask the contractor
to obtain the certificate.

10C.10.20

G A firm should also check the Financial Services Register as part of its
assessment of whether a candidate is fit and proper and to verify the
information contained in the application for approval.

10C.10.21

G If appropriate, a firm should carry out a criminal record check in a
jurisdiction outside the UK and check any equivalent of the Financial
Services Register in an overseas jurisdiction. This may be appropriate if the
candidate has spent a considerable time working or living in that
jurisdiction.

10C.10.22

G A firm should consider whether it should take additional steps to verify any
information contained in an application to carry out an FCA controlled
function or that it takes into account in its assessment of whether a candidate
is a fit and proper person.
Application for approval: References

10C.10.23

G Please see SYSC 5.3 (References and accurate information) about the
requirement for a firm to ask for references from previous employers.
Processing an application

10C.10.24

G The Act sets out the time that the FCA has to consider an application and
come to a decision.

10C.10.25

G In any case where the application for approval is made by a person applying
for a Part 4A permission, the FCA has until the end of whichever of the
following periods ends last:
(1)

the period within which an application for that permission must be
determined; and

(2)

the period of three months from the time it receives a properly
completed application.

10C.10.26

G In any other case, it is the period of three months from the time it receives a
properly completed application.

10C.10.27

G The FCA will deal with cases more quickly than this whenever
circumstances allow and will try to meet the standard response times
published on the website and in its Annual Report. However, the processing
time will be longer than the published standard response times if:

10C.10.28

(1)

an application is incomplete when received; or

(2)

the FCA has knowledge that, or reason to believe that, the
information is incomplete.

G Before making a decision to grant the application or give a warning notice,
the FCA may ask the firm for more information about the FCA candidate. If
it does this, the three-month period in which the FCA must determine a
completed application:
(1)

will stop on the day the FCA requests the information; and

(2)

will start running again on the day on which the FCA finally receives
all the requested information.

10C.10.29

G If there is a delay in processing the application within the standard response
time, the FCA will tell the firm making the application as soon as this
becomes apparent.

10C.10.30

G (1)

(2)

Application forms must always be completed fully and honestly.
Further notes on how to complete the form are contained in each
form.
If forms are not completed fully and honestly, applications will be
subject to investigation and the FCA candidate’s suitability to be
approved to undertake an FCA controlled function will be called into

question.
(3)

A person who provides information to the FCA that is false or
misleading may commit a criminal offence and could face
prosecution under section 398 of the Act, regardless of the status of
their application.

10C.10.31

G The FCA may grant an application only if it is satisfied that the FCA
candidate is a fit and proper person to perform the FCA controlled function
stated in the application form. Responsibility lies with the firm making the
application to satisfy the FCA that the FCA candidate is fit and proper to
perform the FCA controlled function applied for.

10C.10.32

G For further guidance on criteria for assessing whether an FCA candidate is
fit and proper for the purposes of SUP 10C.3.31G, see FIT.
Decisions on applications

10C.10.33

G The FCA must either:
(1)

grant the application; or

(2)

grant the application subject to conditions or limitations (see SUP
10C.11 for more information); or

(3)

refuse the application.

10C.10.34

G Whenever it grants an application, the FCA will confirm this in writing to all
interested parties.

10C.10.35

G If the FCA proposes to take the steps in SUP 10C.10.33G(2) or (3) in
relation to one or more FCA controlled functions, it must follow the
procedures for issuing warning and decision notices to all interested parties.
The requirements relating to warning and decision notices are in DEPP 2.
Withdrawing an application for approval

10C.10.36

R A firm applying to withdraw an application for approval must notify the
FCA, using Form B in SUP 10C Annex 5R.

10C.10.37

G Under section 61(5) of the Act (Determination of applications), the firm may
withdraw an application only if it also has the consent of:

10C.11

(1)

the candidate; and

(2)

the person by whom the candidate is or would have been employed,
if this is not the firm making the application.

Conditional and time-limited approvals

Purpose
10C.11.1

10C.11.2

G (1)

SUP 10C.11 describes the regime for conditional and time-limited
approvals.

(2)

In particular, it sets out the FCA’s policies on giving of approval
under section 59 subject to conditions or for a limited period only
and on variation of approvals at the request of a firm, as required by
section 63ZD of the Act (Statement of policy relating to conditional
approval and variation).

(3)

The policies described in SUP 10C.11 also apply when the FCA is
considering whether to give its consent to an application made to the
PRA for approval.

(4)

The FCA’s policy on variations of approval on the FCA’s initiative is
in DEPP 8.

G The power to grant an approval subject to conditions or for a limited period
only applies to senior management functions. However, as all FCA
controlled functions are senior management functions, this means that this
power applies to all FCA controlled functions.
Qualified approval on initial application: general

10C.11.3

G The FCA may:
(1)

grant an application for approval subject to any conditions that the
FCA considers appropriate; and

(2)

grant the application so as to give approval only for a limited period.

10C.11.4

G The FCA may use this power only if it appears to the FCA that it is desirable
to do so to advance one or more of its operational objectives.

10C.11.5

G Factors that the FCA will take into account include:
(1)

(2)
10C.11.6

those relating to the firm at the time of the application, such as:
(a)

its size, scale and complexity; and

(b)

its plans and prospects; and

those relating to the candidate and, in particular, the candidate’s
fitness and properness.

G The FCA expects that the commonest uses of the power to give qualified
approvals would be:
(1)

time-limited approvals;

(2)

a competency-related condition;

(3)

a role-limited condition; and

(4)

a time limitation in relation to an ongoing or prospective
enforcement investigation.

Qualified approval on initial application: time-limited approval
10C.11.7

G An example of a time-limited approval is where a firm needs to appoint the
candidate on an interim basis while the firm seeks to appoint a permanent
candidate. The FCA may approve the interim appointee on a time-limited
basis.

10C.11.8

G The FCA would not generally impose a time limitation in these
circumstances for a period of less than 12 weeks. The FCA would expect the
firm to use the 12-week rule in SUP 10C.3.10R.

10C.11.9

G An example of when the FCA may approve an individual on a time-limited
basis is where, following a sudden or unexpected departure:
(1)

a firm needs to fill an FCA designated senior management function
vacancy immediately; but

(2)

it is likely to take longer than 12 weeks to recruit a permanent
replacement; and

(3)

there is an individual at the firm not currently approved to perform
the relevant FCA designated senior management function whom the
firm and the FCA think capable of fulfilling the role on an interim,
provisional basis but not necessarily on a permanent basis.

10C.11.10

G Generally, the FCA would not impose a time limitation of this type for
longer than 12 to 18 months.

10C.11.11

G The FCA would consider using this power for a person who is in the running
for the long-term appointment.

10C.11.12

G (1)

An example of how the FCA could deal with a person who is in the
running for the long-term appointment is this.

(2)

The head of compliance resigns unexpectedly from a firm. The firm
wishes to appoint one of the deputies. The FCA and the firm believe
the deputy to be capable of running the firm’s compliance function
on a day-to-day ‘business as usual basis’ but the deputy has no
experience developing a long-term, firm-wide strategy. The firm
estimates that it could take up to a year to recruit a permanent head
of compliance. It also believes that the deputy could be the ideal
candidate if the deputy could outline a viable compliance strategy for
the firm.

(3)

In this situation, it may be appropriate to approve the deputy as head
of compliance subject to a 12-month time limit.

(4)

Before the end of that period, the deputy would have to prepare a
new compliance strategy and the deputy’s ability to do so would be
taken into account when deciding whether to approve the deputy on
a permanent basis.

10C.11.13

G In deciding whether a candidate is fit and proper, the FCA will take into
account the role that the candidate is going to perform. The standard for a
person who is appointed on a temporary basis may be different from a
person appointed on a permanent basis.

10C.11.14

G The FCA may impose a condition on the approval, as well as a time
limitation. For example, in the example in SUP 10C.11.12G, the FCA may
impose a condition prohibiting the candidate from significantly amending
the management structure of the department.

10C.11.15

G The other main examples of a time limited approval are:
(1)

a time limitation used in conjunction with a competence condition
(see SUP 10C.11.26G);

(2)

an enforcement action time limited approval (see SUP 10C.11.16G);
and

(3)

a time limitation in relation to the scale of a role (see SUP
10C.11.35G).

Qualified approval on initial application: enforcement action time limited
10C.11.16

G An enforcement action time-limited approval relates to a case in which there
is an enforcement investigation ongoing, or in prospect, the results of which
may call into question the candidate’s fitness and properness, but at the time
of application there are no or insufficient grounds to refuse approval. The
candidate may or may not be a subject of that investigation.

10C.11.17

G The FCA will limit an enforcement action time-limited approval for a period
long enough to allow the investigation to be completed so far as relevant to
the candidate. Imposing a time limitation on approval would allow the FCA
to look at the situation in more detail after approval, with the benefit of all
the facts arising from the investigation.

10C.11.18

G The policy on the length of time-limited approvals in SUP 10C.11.8G does
not apply to time limitations of this type.
Qualified approval on initial application: Competence and related conditions

10C.11.19

G The FCA may take the view that a candidate would meet the fit and proper
requirement with an approval subject to either, or both, of the following:
(1)

one or more conditions;

(2)

a time limitation;

who would not have met that requirement without the qualification.
10C.11.20

G Firms should not see the power to give approval on this basis as an
opportunity to put forward sub-standard candidates in the knowledge that
they are unlikely to gain unconditional approval but may scrape through by
way of a qualified approval.

10C.11.21

G The FCA is likely only to give a qualified approval on the basis described in
SUP 10C.11.19G in limited circumstances. Generally, the FCA would only
use this power in place of rejection where the deficiency is in only a
relatively small proportion of the required job competencies. Lack of
technical knowledge is more likely to be easier to remedy than a problem
with personal characteristics. The FCA is only likely to give its approval on
this basis when the candidate has fallen short of the required standard by a
reasonably small margin (a “near miss”).

10C.11.22

G One example of a conditional approval based on the competence of the
candidate would be where the candidate would have met the fitness and
properness standard but for a shortfall in the candidate’s technical
knowledge and the shortfall is in a relatively narrow and specific area.

10C.11.23

G The FCA does not see this as being a probationary or standalone measure.
The competency-related limitation would be time specific and linked to
something that the FCA would wish to re-examine after the period has
expired.

10C.11.24

G Where there is a shortfall, approval will only be granted on the condition
that the candidate is required to undertake training or receive mentoring so
as to eliminate the knowledge shortfall.

10C.11.25

G An example of where a qualified approval based on competence may be
used is for a candidate with proven management skills who is new to the
role or the industry and requires some new technical knowledge for the new
role. For instance, a candidate for the role of a senior manager may have a
proven track record as a senior manager but may lack detailed knowledge of
a specific area, such as money laundering or of the technical details of
prudential capital requirements. A competence condition would require the
candidate to undertake training in the area of shortfall after appointment.

10C.11.26

G A competency-related approval is likely to be linked with a time-limited
approval. Under an approval of this kind, the candidate will be required to
undertake the necessary training or other remedial measures. The time for
which the approval will last would be set to give the firm and the candidate
a reasonable time to complete the measures. At the end of the period, the
firm would need to apply to the FCA to appoint the candidate on a
permanent basis.

10C.11.27

G The FCA would only be likely to consider a qualified approval based on
competence if it was sure that the candidate could achieve the required level
of competence within a specified period, which is unlikely to be more than

12 to 18 months.
10C.11.28

G The FCA may give a conditional approval instead of rejection in cases
where the condition does not relate to the candidate’s abilities. For example,
the FCA may consider that the candidate is suitable only if the candidate
refrains from, or ceases undertaking, certain actions and make the approval
conditional on that basis. The FCA may require the candidate to go beyond
the regulatory requirements in a given area.

10C.11.29

G An example of SUP 10C.11.28G is a firm that wishes to appoint someone as
a non-executive director who has a number of other non-executive
directorships. The FCA may be concerned about the potential impact of
these other commitments on that individual’s ability to devote sufficient
time to his proposed role with the firm. In this situation, it might be
appropriate to attach a condition to the individual’s approval requiring him
to resign from some of his other non-executive directorships.
Qualified approval on initial application: role-limited

10C.11.30

G A role-limited approval means a time limited approval or condition relating
to the nature or scope of the candidate’s role.

10C.11.31

G One example of a role-limited approval relates to the fact that the size,
nature, scope and complexity of a firm’s activities can change over time. An
individual may be fit and proper to perform a senior management function at
a certain firm at a point in time but the FCA may wish to re-assess him if the
firm’s situation changes.

10C.11.32

G It is not FCA policy to impose role-limited approvals routinely for all firms
or for a certain category of firm. For example, there is no blanket policy that
approval of a candidate for a post in a small firm would be subject to a
qualification based on the firm remaining small.

10C.11.33

G Where a firm is expanding or transforming its business model or its risk
profile and there are identifiable upcoming milestones, the FCA may wish to
link the duration of a candidate’s approval to these milestones.

10C.11.34

G If the change is likely to occur in the near future and the details are clear, the
FCA may consider its approval of the application in the light of this
proposed change.

10C.11.35

G Very often it will be uncertain whether a change in circumstances will
happen at all, the details may not yet be known or the timing may be
uncertain. In that case, the FCA may make its judgement based on the
candidate’s proposed role without taking into account the possible change.
This reflects the fact that the judgement of whether a candidate is fit and
proper takes into account the role that he is actually going to play. However,
to reflect the possible change, the FCA would give a time-limited approval
that would come to an end on the occurrence of the milestone. The firm
could then apply for a new and possibly unqualified approval.

10C.11.36

G An example under SUP 10C.11.35G is as follows.
(1)

(2)

In this example:
(a)

an individual is to perform an FCA designated senior
management function in an unlisted firm which currently
operates only in the UK; and

(b)

the firm is planning a listing and a string of acquisitions
which are projected to treble the size of its balance sheet and
give it a global footprint over the next three years, but the
candidate has never worked for an institution as large or as
complex.

In this situation:
(a)

it may be appropriate to limit the candidate’s approval to a
specified period. If the projected time for completing the
transactions is three years then the approval would be for
three years; or

(b)

it may instead be appropriate to draft the time limitation by
reference to the milestone. For example, the approval might
be expressed to come to an end at the point at which the
firm’s balance sheet exceeds a certain size.

10C.11.37

G The policy on the length of time-limited approvals in SUP 10C.11.8G does
not apply to time limitations of this type.

10C.11.38

G Another way of dealing with a firm that plans to reorganise itself but has not
made a firm decision to do so or worked out the details, is to make the
approval subject to the condition that the nature or scope of the candidate’s
role should not change. The firm could apply for the condition to be
removed once the plans are ready to be carried out.

10C.11.39

G Another example of a limited-role approval is where a candidate is not
competent to carry out all the functions that are capable of falling within the
FCA designated senior management function for which approval is sought
but the candidate will be fit to carry out most of them and the firm has
adequate arrangements to deal with the other aspects. In such circumstances,
the condition would be that the candidate does not get involved in the
aspects of the role for which he is not competent, as specified in the
condition.
Qualified approval on initial application: condition not based on fitness

10C.11.40

G The power to impose a conditional or time-limited approval does not depend
on the candidate being unfit without that condition or limit. The FCA can
impose a condition or limit even if the candidate would still be fit and
proper without it.

10C.11.41

G One example of a conditional approval when the candidate is fit and proper
is to support supervisory action in relation to the firm. So, if a firm is
running a remedial programme, it may be a condition of the candidate’s
approval that the candidate takes responsibility for aspects of that
programme.

10C.11.42

G Although it is not general FCA policy to use the power to give qualified
approval as a probationary measure, there may be circumstances where a
firm wants to appoint a candidate to perform an FCA designated senior
management function who, although fit and proper, may, in his role, be
responsible for the firm’s approach to dealing with particularly unusual or
severe challenges in the near future. In this situation, it might be appropriate
to approve the candidate subject to a time limit with a view to reassessing
him for a permanent position in due course.

10C.11.43

G In this scenario, the time-limited approval may be accompanied by a
condition requiring the candidate to:
(1)

complete an action or deliverable on or before the end of the time
limit, eg, a requirement on the acting Head of Sales to produce a
revised strategy for treating customers fairly within the next six
months; and

(2)

refrain from taking specific actions or decisions associated with the
role until he receives permanent approval, eg, a requirement not to
introduce a new sales channel until he receives permanent approval.

Effects of a breach of condition
10C.11.44

G Under section 59 of the Act, a firm must take reasonable care to ensure that
no person performs a controlled function unless that person is acting in
accordance with an approval given by the appropriate regulator.

10C.11.45

G Under section 63A of the Act, if the FCA is satisfied that:
(1)

a person (“P”) has at any time performed a controlled function
without approval; and

(2)

at that time P knew, or could reasonably be expected to have known,
that P was performing a controlled function without approval;

the FCA may impose a penalty on P of such amount as it considers
appropriate.
10C.11.46

G For the purpose of section 63A of the Act, a person performs a controlled
function without approval if that person is not acting in accordance with an
approval given under section 59 (Approval for particular arrangements).

10C.11.47

G Sections 59 (see SUP 10C.11.44G) and 63A (see SUP 10C.11.45G) apply
not only to the performance of a controlled function by someone who has
not been approved to perform that function at all but also to the performance

of a controlled function for which the person has been approved in breach of
a condition or time limitation.
10C.11.48

10C.11.49

G Sections 59 (see SUP 10C.11.44G) and 63A (see SUP 10C.11.45G) show
that failure to observe a condition does not in itself invalidate an approval.
Instead, both the firm and the approved person may be subject to a penalty
for breach of the Act. Such a failure may also:
(a)

involve a breach of FCA rules by the firm and a breach by the
approved person of C-CON; and

(b)

call into question the fitness of the individual.

G So for example, if an approved person is subject to a role-limited condition
under which the approved person is not allowed to carry out certain
specified aspects of the FCA designated senior management function but the
approved person goes ahead and carries out those aspects, the approved
person’s approval does not automatically come to an end. Instead, both the
firm and the approved person may be subject to a fine.
Variation of a conditional approval at the request of the firm: general description

10C.11.50

G A firm may apply to the FCA to change a conditional approval. The changes
for which a firm may apply are:
(1)

a variation of the condition;

(2)

removal of the condition; and

(3)

the imposition of a new condition.

10C.11.51

G If a firm is applying for a change of the type described in SUP
10C.11.50G(1) or (2) the firm should apply to the FCA if the FCA imposed
that condition, even if the approval was given by the PRA. If the firm is
applying for the imposition of a new condition, the firm should apply to the
FCA if the approval to which the application relates was given by the FCA.

10C.11.52

G The power to apply for a variation does not apply to a time limitation.
Variation of a conditional approval at the request of the firm: process

10C.11.53

10C.11.54

D An application by a firm to the FCA under section 63ZA of the Act
(Variation of senior manager's approval at request of relevant authorised
persons) must be:
(1)

made by completing Form [to follow] in the form set out in [to
follow]; and

(2)

accompanied by a statement of responsibilities for the approved
person concerned.

G SUP [to follow] explains how applications for conditional approval should

be submitted.
10C.11.55

G The FCA has until the end of the period of three months from the time it
receives a properly completed application to consider the application and
come to a decision.

10C.11.56

G The FCA must either grant the application or, if it proposes not to grant an
application, issue a warning notice (see DEPP 2).

10C.11.57

G The FCA may refuse an application if it appears to the FCA that it is
desirable to do so to advance one or more of its operational objectives.

10C.11.58

G Before making a decision to grant the application or give a warning notice,
the FCA may ask the firm for more information. If it does this, the threemonth period in which the FCA must determine a completed application:
(1)

will stop on the day the FCA requests the information; and

(2)

will start running again on the day on which the FCA finally receives
all the requested information.

10C.11.59

G Whenever it grants an application, the FCA will confirm this in writing to all
interested parties.

10C.11.60

G If the FCA proposes to refuse an application, it must follow the procedures
for issuing warning notices and decision notices to all interested parties.
The requirements relating to warning and decision notices are in DEPP 2.

10C.11.61

R A firm applying to withdraw an application for variation of an approval must
notify the FCA, using Form [to follow], in [to follow].

10C.11.62

G [to follow] explains how applications should be submitted.

10C.11.63

G Under section 61(5) of the Act (Determination of applications), as applied by
section 63ZA(8) of the Act (Variation of senior manager’s approval at
request of relevant authorised person), the firm may withdraw an application
only if it also has the consent of:
(1)

the approved person; and

(2)

the person by whom the approved person is employed if this is not
the firm making the application.

Variation of a conditional approval at the request of the firm: policy
10C.11.64

G The FCA’s policy on approving or refusing a request for a variation is the
same as it is for imposing conditions on approval.

10C.11.65

G An example of a situation in which the FCA would consider varying a
condition would be a competency-related condition which required a
training course to be completed. If the firm later concludes that a different
course would be better, the firm may apply for a variation of the condition.

10C.11.66

G Another example of a situation in which the FCA would consider varying a
condition would be a condition relating to a remedial plan (see SUP
10C.11.41). If the remedial plan is changed, it may be appropriate to change
the condition.

10C.11.67

G Examples of where the FCA may agree to removing a condition are where
the approved person’s role has changed so that the reason for the condition
originally being imposed no longer applies, or where new information has
come to light that removes any doubt about the approved person’s
competence so a condition is no longer necessary. For example, the FCA
may agree to removing a condition about the scope of the approved person’s
role of the type described in SUP 10C.11.39G.

10C.11.68

G See SUP 10C.11.38G for another example of a case where the FCA may
agree to removing a condition (condition imposed pending reorganisation).
Variation of a conditional approval: action at the initiative of the FCA

10C.11.69

G Under section 63ZB of the Act (Variation of senior manager's approval on
initiative of regulator), the FCA may vary an approval given by the FCA or
the PRA for the performance of a designated senior management function if
the FCA considers that it is desirable to do so to advance one or more of its
operational objectives.

10C.11.70

G The FCA may vary an approval by:
(1)

imposing a condition;

(2)

varying a condition;

(3)

removing a condition; or

(4)

limiting the period for which the approval is to have effect.

10C.11.71

G More information about the FCA’s powers to vary a condition, including its
policy on using these powers, can be found in DEPP 8.

10C.12

Changes to an FCA-approved person’s details
Moving within a firm

10C.12.1

G (1)

An FCA-approved person’s job may change from time to time as a
result, for instance, of a change in personal job responsibilities or a
firm’s regulated activities.

(2)

Where the changes will involve the person performing one or more
FCA controlled functions different from those for which approval
has already been granted, an application must be made to the FCA
for approval for the person to perform those FCA controlled

functions.

10C.12.2

(3)

The firm must take reasonable care to ensure that an individual does
not begin performing an FCA controlled function until the FCA has
granted FCA-approved person status to that individual in respect of
that FCA controlled function.

(4)

Similarly, a firm must get the FCA’s approval if a person is to start
performing an FCA controlled function in relation to that firm when
he already has the PRA’s approval to perform a PRA controlled
function in relation to that firm.

G (1)

A firm should generally use Form E where an approved person is
both ceasing to perform one or more controlled functions and needs
to be approved in relation to one or more FCA controlled functions
within the same firm or group.

(2)

In certain cases a firm should use Form A.

(3)

The details can be found in SUP 10C.10.3D to SUP 10C.10.4D.

Moving between firms
10C.12.3

G If it is proposed that an FCA-approved person:
(1)

will no longer be performing an FCA controlled function under an
arrangement entered into by one firm or one of its contractors; but

(2)

will be performing the same or a different FCA controlled function
under an arrangement entered into by a new firm or one of its
contractors (whether or not the new firm is in the same group as the
old firm);

the new firm will be required to make a fresh application for the
performance of the FCA controlled function by that person.
10C.12.4

G In certain circumstances, when the FCA already has the information it would
usually require, a shortened version of the relevant Form A may be
completed. See the notes relevant to each form for full details.
Ceasing to perform an FCA-controlled function

10C.12.5

R (1)

A firm must notify the FCA no later than seven business days after
an FCA-approved person ceases to perform an FCA controlled
function.

(2)

It must make that notification by submitting to the FCA a completed
Form C in SUP 10C Annex 6R.

(3)

If:
(a)

a firm is also making an application for approval for that

approved person to perform a controlled function; and
(b)

ceasing to perform the controlled function in (1) has
triggered a requirement to make that application:
(i)

to the FCA using Form E (rather than a Form A)
under SUP 10C.10.4D; or

(ii)

to the PRA using the PRA’s Form E in accordance
with the corresponding PRA requirements;

it may make the notification under (1) using that Form E.
10C.12.6

G SUP 10C.9.8R explains how notifications should be submitted. For credit
unions, SUP 10C.9.12R applies instead.

10C.12.7

R (1)

(2)

10C.12.8

G (1)

A firm must notify the FCA as soon as practicable after it becomes
aware, or has information which reasonably suggests, that it will
submit a qualified Form C for an FCA-approved person.
Form C is qualified if the information it contains:
(a)

relates to the fact that the firm has dismissed, or suspended,
the FCA-approved person from its employment; or

(b)

relates to the resignation by the FCA-approved person while
under investigation by the firm, the FCA or any other
regulatory body; or

(c)

otherwise reasonably suggests that it may affect the FCA’s
assessment of the FCA-approved person’s fitness and
propriety.

Notification under SUP 10C.12.7R may be made by telephone, email
or fax and should be made, where possible, within one business day
of the firm becoming aware of the information.

(2)

Oral notifications should be given directly to the firm’s usual
supervisory contact at the FCA. An oral notification left with
another person or left on a voicemail, or other automatic messaging
service, is unlikely to have been given appropriately.

(3)

If the firm does not submit Form C, it should inform the FCA in due
course of the reason. This could be done using Form D, if
appropriate.

10C.12.9

G A firm is responsible for notifying the FCA if any FCA-approved person has
ceased to perform an FCA controlled function under an arrangement entered
into by its appointed representative or former appointed representative

10C.12.10

G (1)

A firm can submit Form C or Form E to the FCA in advance of the
cessation date.

(2)
10C.12.11

G (1)

(2)

10C.12.12

If the actual cessation date turns out to be different from the one
notified in advance, the firm should notify the FCA.
When a person ceases the arrangement under which he performs an
FCA controlled function, he will automatically cease to be an FCAapproved person in relation to that FCA controlled function.
A person can only be an FCA-approved person in relation to a
specific FCA controlled function. Therefore, a person is not an FCAapproved person during any period between ceasing to perform one
FCA controlled function (when he is performing no other FCA
controlled function) and being approved for another FCA controlled
function.

G Sending forms promptly will help to ensure that any fresh application can be
processed within the standard response times.
Changes to an approved person's personal details

10C.12.13

R If an FCA-approved person’s title, name or national insurance number
changes, the firm for which the person performs an FCA controlled function
must notify the FCA on Form D in SUP 10C Annex 7R, of that change
within seven business days of the firm becoming aware of the matter.

10C.12.14

G The duty to notify in SUP 10C.12.13R does not apply to changes to an FCAapproved person’s private address.
Changes to arrangements

10C.12.15

R (1)

If, in relation to a firm which has completed the relevant Form A
(SUP 10C Annex 4D), any of the details relating to arrangements
and FCA controlled functions are to change, the firm must notify the
FCA on Form D (SUP 10C Annex 7R).

(2)

The notification under (1) must be made as soon as reasonably
practicable after the firm becomes aware of the proposed change.

(3)

This also applies in relation to an FCA controlled function for which
an application was made using Form E.

(4)

This rule also applies to a firm for an approved person to whom the
grandfathering arrangements relating to the coming into force of the
Act applied as if the firm had completed the relevant Form A for that
person.

10C.12.16

G SUP 10C.9.8R explains how notifications should be submitted. For credit
unions, SUP 10C.9.12R applies instead.

10C.12.17

G An example of where a firm should use Form D is when an individual who
is appointed by one appointed representative becomes employed by another
but continues to perform the controlled function for the firm. The firm

should notify the FCA by completing section 1.07 of Form D.
Revised statements of responsibilities and changes in responsibilities
10C.12.18

G Under section 62A of the Act a firm must provide the FCA with a revised
statement of responsibilities if there has been any significant change in
responsibilities of an FCA-approved SMF manager. More precisely:
(1)

if a firm has made an application (which was granted) to the FCA for
approval for a person to perform an FCA designated senior
management function; and

(2)

the application contained, or was accompanied by, a statement of
responsibilities; and

(3)

since the granting of the application, there has been any significant
change in the aspects of the firm’s affairs which the FCA-approved
SMF manager is responsible for managing in performing the
function;

the firm should provide the FCA with a revised statement of responsibilities.
10C.12.19

G SUP 10C.9.7D explains how any revised statement of responsibilities under
section 62A of the Act (Changes in the responsibilities of senior managers)
should be submitted. For credit unions, SUP 10C.9.11D applies instead.

10C.12.20

R A firm must, at all times, have a complete set of current statement of
responsibilities for all its SMF managers.

10C.12.21

G (1)

10C.12.22

A complete set of current statement of responsibilities means all
statements of responsibilities that the firm has provided to the FCA
or PRA as revised under section 62A of the Act.

(2)

A statement of responsibilities is not current if the person in question
no longer performs any of the controlled function to which it relates.

G (1)

A firm should notify the FCA if there is any significant change to the
allocation of any of the responsibilities referred to in a current
statement of responsibilities that does not trigger a requirement for
that statement of responsibilities to be revised under section 62A of
the Act.

(2)

This notification should be within one month of the change taking
place.

(3)

Such notification is required under Principle 11 and SUP 15.3.7G
(Communication with the appropriate regulator in accordance with
Principle 11).

Notifications about fitness, disciplinary action and breaches of C-CON
10C.12.23

R If a firm becomes aware of information which would reasonably be material

to the assessment of an FCA-approved person’s, or a FCA candidate’s,
fitness and propriety (see FIT), it must inform the FCA either:
(1)

on Form D; or

(2)

if it is more practical to do so and with the prior agreement of the
FCA, by e-mail or fax, as soon as practicable.

10C.12.24

G SUP 10C.9.7D applies to the submission of Form D. For credit unions, SUP
10C.9.11D applies instead.

10C.12.25

G Failing to disclose relevant information to the FCA may be a criminal
offence under section 398 of the Act.

10C.12.26

G The duty to notify in SUP 10C.12.23R extends to any circumstances that
would normally be declared when giving the information required for
section 5 of Form A or matters considered in FIT 2.

10C.12.27

G Section 63(2A) of the Act (Duty to notify regulator of grounds for
withdrawal of approval) states that, at least once a year, each firm must, in
relation to every SMF manager for whom an approval has been given on the
application of that firm:
(1)

consider whether there are any grounds on which the FCA could
withdraw the approval; and

(2)

if the firm is of the opinion that there are such grounds, notify the
FCA of those grounds.

10C.12.28

G The duty to notify the FCA, described in SUP 10C.12.27G(2), applies in
relation to PRA-approved persons as well as FCA-approved persons.

10C.12.29

G FIT sets out guidance on the factors a firm should take into account when
assessing the fitness and propriety of an approved person.

10C.12.30

G As explained in SUP 15.11 (Notification of C-CON breaches and
disciplinary action), section 64B(5) of the Act (Breach of conduct rules)
states, among other things, that if a firm knows or suspects that an approved
person has failed to comply with C-CON, the firm should notify the FCA of
that fact.

10C.12.31

G As explained in SUP 15.11 (Notification of C-CON breaches and
disciplinary action), section 64C of the Act (Requirement for relevant
authorised persons to notify regulator of disciplinary action) says, among
other things, that if:
(1)

a firm takes disciplinary action in relation to an approved person;
and

(2)

the reason, or one of the reasons, for taking that action is a reason
specified in SUP 15.11.6R;

the firm should notify the FCA of that fact.
10C.12.32

R If a firm is required to notify the FCA under any of the following:
(1)

section 63(2A) of the Act (Duty to notify regulator of grounds for
withdrawal of approval); or

(2)

section 64B(5) of the Act (Breach of conduct rules); or

(3)

section 64C of the Act (Requirement for relevant authorised persons
to notify regulator of disciplinary action);

it must give that notification:
(4)

under SUP 10C.12.5R(2) (Form C) or SUP 10C.12.7R (Qualified
Form C) if either of those rules apply; or

(5)

(in any other case) under SUP 10C.12.23R (Form D).

10C.12.33

G An example of when a notification should be made using Form C is when a
firm is required to notify the FCA under section 64C of the Act that it has
dismissed an SMF manager.

10C.12.34

G (1)

When considering how to notify the FCA under SUP 10C.12.23R or
SUP 10C.12.32R, a firm should have regard to the urgency and
significance of a matter and, if appropriate, should also notify its
usual supervisory contact at the FCA by telephone or by other
prompt means of communication, before submitting a written
notification.

(2)

Oral notifications should be given directly to the firm’s usual
supervisory contact at the FCA. An oral notification left with
another person or left on a voicemail, or other automatic messaging
service, is unlikely to have been given appropriately.

The need for complete and accurate information
10C.12.35

G (1)

The obligations to supply information to the FCA under:
(a)

SUP 10C; or

(b)

section 63(2A) of the Act (Duty to notify regulator of grounds
for withdrawal of approval); or

(c)

section 64B(5) of the Act (Breach of conduct rules); or

(d)

section 64C of the Act (Requirement for relevant authorised
persons to notify regulator of disciplinary action);

apply notwithstanding any agreement (for example a 'COT 3'
Agreement settled by the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration
Service (ACAS)) or any other arrangements entered into by a firm

and an employee upon termination of the employee’s employment.
(2)
10C.12.36

A firm should not enter into any such arrangements or agreements
that could conflict with its obligations under this section.

G Failing to disclose relevant information to the FCA may be a criminal
offence under section 398 of the Act.
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Annex 1R authorised person

Business areas and
management functions

Explanation

(1) Establishing and operating
systems and controls in
relation to financial crime
(2) Safekeeping and
administration of assets of
clients

This includes oversight of the firm's operational
compliance with CASS. In particular, it includes
the function set out in CASS 1A.3.1AR or CASS
11.3.4R. However, this item applies even if
those rules do not apply.

(3) Payment services

This means:
(1) payment services;
(2) issuing and administering other means of
payment (for example, cheques and bankers'
drafts);
(3) issuing electronic money; and
(4) current accounts.

(4) Settlement

This means clearing and settlement of any
transactions described in row (12) in this annex
and of transactions in those products for its own
account

(5) Investment management

This has the same meaning as managing
investments with the following adjustments:
(a)

it covers all types of assets; and

(b)

the exclusions in the Regulated Activities
Order do not apply.

It also covers fund management, including:
(c)

establishing, operating or winding up a
collective investment scheme; and

(d)

managing a UCITS; and

(e)

managing an AIF.

(6) Financial or investment
advice

This includes advising on investments.

(7) Mortgage advice

This has the same meaning as advising on
regulated mortgage contracts but is expanded to
cover land outside the United Kingdom and to
cover security of any kind.

(8) Corporate investments

This means acquiring, holding, managing and
disposing a firm’s investments made for its own
account.

(9) Wholesale sales

This means the selling of any investment to a
person other than a retail customer

(10) Retail sales

This means the selling of any investment to a
retail customer. It includes savings accounts.

(11) First line quality
assurance of sales

This means independent quality assurance
checking of sales or advice, undertaken within
the firm but not by the compliance or audit
functions.

(12) Trading for clients

This means dealing in investments as agent and
execution of orders on behalf of clients but the
list of products includes money market
instruments and foreign exchange.
It includes market making as defined by MIFID.

(13) Investment research
(14) Origination/syndication
and underwriting

Origination includes:
(1) entering into or acquiring (directly or
indirectly) any commitment or investment with
a view to transferring some or all of it to others,
or with a view to others investing in the same
transaction;
(2) sub-participation;
(3) any transaction described in the Glossary
definition of originator.
Underwriting includes underwriting that is not
on a firm commitment basis.

This activity also includes the provision of
services relating to such transactions.
(15) Retail lending decisions

Deciding whether and on what terms to lend to
retail customers.
Lending includes granting credit, leasing and
hire (including finance leasing).

(16) Wholesale lending
decisions

Deciding whether and on what terms to lend to
persons who are not retail customers.
Lending includes granting credit, leasing and
hire (including finance leasing).

(17) Design and
manufacturing of products
intended for wholesale
customers

Wholesale customers mean persons who are not
retail customers

(18) Design and manufacture
of products intended for retail
customers
(19) Production and
distribution of marketing
materials and
communications

This includes financial promotions

(20) Customer service

This means dealing with clients after the point
of sale, including queries and fulfilment of
client requests

(21) Customer complaints
handling

This includes oversight of the firm’s compliance
with DISP.
It also includes:
(1) oversight of any similar procedures relating
to activities that do not come under the
jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman
Service;
(2) activities that take place outside the UK; and
(3) activities that are not subject to any
ombudsman service.

(22) Collection and
“Customer” means any person falling into any
recovering amounts owed to a of the definitions of client in the Glossary so far
firm by its customers
as they apply to the FCA’s Handbook. The

Dealing with customers in
arrears

definition is extended to cover services provided
by the firm that are not provided in the course of
carrying on a regulated activity or an ancillary
service.

(23) Middle office

This means risk management and controls in
relation to, and accounting for, transactions in
securities or derivatives

(24) The firm’s information
technology

10C
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(25) Business continuity
planning

This means the functions described in SYSC
4.1.6R and SYSC 4.1.7R

(26) Human resources

This includes recruitment, training and
competence and performance monitoring

(27) Incentive schemes for
the firm’s staff

This is not limited to schemes based on sales.

Approved person regime: summary of forms and their use for applications
for approval to perform an FCA-controlled function

Function

Form

Submission

(1) Person about to perform an FCA
controlled function if he has never been
approved by the FCA or PRA before.

A

Submitted by the firm making
the application before activities
requiring approval commence.

(2) The candidate is to perform an FCA
designated senior management function
and either:

Shortened
Form

Submitted by the firm making
the application before activities
requiring approval commence.

A
(a) has current approval to perform an FCA
designated senior management function or if
conditions
a PRA designated senior management
met
function; or
(b) has had such an approval within the
previous six months.
(3) Candidate ceased to be an approved
person more than six months ago.

A

Submitted by the firm making
the application before activities
requiring approval commence.

(4) Either:

A

Submitted by the firm making
the application before activities
requiring approval commence.

(5) Firm applying for an outstanding
application to perform an FCA controlled
function to be withdrawn.

B

Submitted by the firm: signed by
all interested parties.

(6) Person ceasing to perform an FCA
controlled function.

C (unless it
should be
notified
under Form
E)

Submitted by the firm within
seven business days of approved
person ceasing to perform
controlled function(s).

(7) Either:

D

Submitted by firm within seven
business days of the firm
becoming aware of the matter.

(a) candidate is seeking to perform an FCA
designated senior management function for
the first time and has never been approved
to perform a PRA designated senior
management function before; or
(b) candidate ceased to have approval from
the FCA or PRA to perform a designated
senior management function more than six
months ago.

(a) an FCA-approved person’s title, name
or national insurance number changes; or
(b) there is information which may be
material to the continuing assessment of an
approved person’s fitness and propriety.
(8) Firm obliged to notify the FCA under:

Form D.

Form C to
be used
instead
where the
(b) section 64B(5) of the Act (Breach of
person is
conduct rules); or
ceasing to
perform a
(c) section 64C of the Act (Requirement for controlled
relevant authorised persons to notify
function
regulator of disciplinary action).
(a) section 63(2A) of the Act (Duty to
notify regulator of grounds for withdrawal
of approval); or

(9) Person remaining with the same firm
but changing FCA controlled functions.

E

Submitted by firm to the FCA
before changes take place.

(10) Person remaining with the same firm
but giving up a PRA controlled function

E

Submitted by firm to the FCA

and taking up an FCA controlled function.

before changes take place.

(11) Person remaining with the same firm
in the circumstances described in example
10 in the table in SUP 10C.8.10G (giving
up a PRA controlled function triggering
need for FCA approval).

E

Submitted by firm to the FCA in
hard copy in advance of giving
up the PRA controlled function.

(12) Person remaining with the same firm
but giving up an FCA designated senior
management function and taking up a PRA
designated senior management function.

E

Submitted by firm to the PRA
before changes take place (see
the PRA’s requirements).

(13) Firm applying for the variation of a
conditional approval

[To follow]

(14) Firm applying for an outstanding
application to vary a conditional approval
to be withdrawn.

[To follow]

[Other examples to cover moving from
firms in other sectors]

[To follow]

Amend the following provisions as shown.

15

Notifications to the FCA or PRA

15.1

Application

…
Relevant authorised persons
15.1.7

15.2

R

The following apply only to relevant authorised persons:
(1)

SUP 15.2.5G and SUP 15.2.6G (Purpose);

(2)

SUP 15.11 (Notification of C-CON breaches and disciplinary
action); and

(3)

SUP 15.12 (Ongoing alerts for retail adviser complaints).

Purpose

…
15.2.5

G

SUP 15.11(Notification of C-CON breaches and disciplinary action)

provides rules and guidance on notifications to the FCA by a relevant
authorised person where it knows or suspects that any conduct rules staff
has failed to comply with C-CON or it takes disciplinary action in relation to
any conduct rules staff and the reason(s) for taking that action is a reason
specified in rules made by the FCA. These are requirements imposed under
sections 64B and 64C of the Act.
15.2.6

G

SUP 15.3 (Ongoing alerts for retail adviser complaints) sets out rules and
guidance on a relevant authorised person’s obligation to notify the FCA of
complaints against an employee acting as a retail investment adviser.

The following text is new and is not underlined.

15.11

Notification of C-CON breaches and disciplinary action
Reasons for making a notification to the FCA

15.11.1

G

Under section 64A of the Act, the FCA may make rules about the conduct of
approved persons and persons who are employees of relevant authorised
persons.

15.11.2

G

C-CON sets out rules and guidance about the conduct of conduct rules staff.

15.11.3

G

Under section 64B of the Act, if a firm knows or suspects that any conduct
rules staff has failed to comply with C-CON, it must notify the FCA.

15.11.4

G

Under section 64C of the Act, a firm must notify the FCA if it takes
disciplinary action against any conduct rules staff and the reason(s) for this
action is a reason specified in rules made by the FCA in SUP 15.11.6R.

15.11.5

G

Disciplinary action is defined in section 64C of the Act as the issuing of a
formal written warning, the suspension or dismissal of a person who is
member of a relevant authorised person’s conduct rules staff or the
reduction or recovery of any of such person’s remuneration.

15.11.6

R

If a reason for taking the disciplinary action is any action, failure to act or
circumstance that amounts to a breach of C-CON, then the firm is required
to notify the FCA of the disciplinary action.

15.11.7

G

A firm should make a separate notification about a person under section 64C
of the Act where:
(1)

it has made a notification to the FCA about a person pursuant to
section 64B of the Act; and

(2)

15.11.8

G

it subsequently takes disciplinary action against the person for the
action, failure to act, or circumstance, that amounted to a breach of
C-CON.

If, after a firm has made a notification for a person (A) pursuant to:
(1)

section 64B of the Act; or

(2)

section 64C of the Act,

it becomes aware of facts or matters which cause it to change its view that A
had breached C-CON or cause it to determine that A had breached a
provision of C-CON other than the provision to which the notification
related, the firm should inform the FCA of such facts and matters and its
revised conclusion in line with a firm’s obligation to comply with Principle
11.
15.11.9

G

A firm that is considering whether to make a notification in respect of a
suspected breach of C-CON should satisfy itself that it has reasonable
grounds for such a suspicion prior to making the notification. If a firm has
made a notification about a person pursuant to section 64B of the Act based
on a suspicion, the firm should inform the FCA of any subsequent
determination it makes in relation to that matter.

15.11.10

G

A firm should make a notification pursuant to section 64B of the Act even if
the matter giving rise to the notification relates to a person who is no longer
a member of the conduct rules staff of the firm, including where such person
is no longer an employee of the firm.

15.11.11

G

In relation to any conduct rules staff, the FCA does not expect a firm to
notify it pursuant to section 64B or section 64C of the Act if the known or
suspected breach of C-CON occurred prior to the application of C-CON to
that firm.

Timing and form of notifications: SMF managers
15.11.12

G

Where a firm is required to notify the FCA pursuant to section 64B or
section 64C of the Act and such notification relates to a SMF manager, SUP
10C sets out how and when the notification must be made and the relevant
notification rules in SUP 10C apply.

Timing and form of notifications: certification employees and other conduct rules
staff
15.11.13

R

A firm must make any notifications required pursuant to section 64B or
section 64C of the Act relating to a certification employee or other conduct
rules staff quarterly.

15.11.14

R

A firm must make any notifications required pursuant to section 64B or
section 64C of the Act relating to a certification employee or other conduct
rules staff on the form specified in [to follow].

15.11.15

R

A firm must make notifications pursuant to section 64B or section 64C of
the Act relating to a certification employee or other conduct rules staff in
accordance with the rules and guidance in SUP 15.7.

General guidance on notifications of rule breaches and disciplinary action
15.11.16

G

The obligation to notify pursuant to section 64B or section 64C of the Act
does not replace or limit a firm’s obligation to comply with Principle 11.

15.11.17

G

When considering whether to make a notification pursuant to section 64B or
section 64C of the Act, a firm should also consider whether a notification
should be made under any notification rules, including, without limitation,
any notification rules that require a notification to be made to the PRA.

15.11.18

G

The obligations to make a notification pursuant to section 64B or section
64C of the Act apply notwithstanding any agreement (for example a 'COT 3'
Agreement settled by the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service
(ACAS)) or any other arrangements entered into by a firm and an employee
upon termination of the employee's employment. A firm should not enter
into any such arrangements or agreements that could conflict with its
obligations under this section.

15.11.19

G

Failing to disclose relevant information to the FCA may be a criminal
offence under section 398 of the Act.

15.12

Ongoing alerts for retail adviser complaints

15.12.1

R

15.12.2

G

(1)

A firm must notify the FCA, in the form in [SUP 10 Annex 9R],
where:
(a)

in any 12-month period, it has upheld three complaints about
matters relating to activities carried out by any one employee
when acting as a retail investment adviser; or

(b)

it has upheld a complaint about matters relating to activities
carried out by any one employee when acting as a retail
investment adviser, where the redress paid exceeds £50,000.

(2)

A notification made under (1)(a) must be made by the end of the
period of 20 business days, beginning on the day in which the firm
has upheld the third complaint.

(3)

A notification made under (1)(b) must be made by the end of the
period of 20 business days, beginning on the day in which the firm
has upheld the complaint.

For the purpose of SUP 15.12.1R:
(1)

when calculating the number of complaints in SUP 15.12.1R(1)(a),

the firm should exclude complaints previously notified to the FCA
under this rule;
(2)

(3)

redress, under SUP 15.12.1R(1)(b), should be interpreted to include
an amount paid, or cost borne, by the firm, where a cash value can be
readily identified, and should include:
(a)

amounts paid for distress and inconvenience;

(b)

a free transfer out to another provider which transfer would
normally be paid for;

(c)

goodwill payments and gestures;

(d)

interest on delayed settlements;

(e)

waiver of an excess on an insurance policy; and

(f)

payments to put the consumer back into the position the
consumer should have been in had the act or omission not
occurred; and

the amount of redress paid under SUP 15.12.1R(1)(b) should not
include repayments or refunds of premiums which had been taken in
error (for example, where a firm had been taking, by direct debit,
twice the actual premium amount due under a policy) and the refund
of the overcharge would not count as redress.

[Note: See DISP 1.10.2AR for the duty to notify complaints under the
complaints reporting rules]
15.12.3

R

Notifications under SUP 15.12.1R must be made electronically using a
method of notification prescribed by the FCA.

Annex F
Amendments to the Decision Procedure and Penalties manual (DEPP)
In this Annex, unless otherwise indicated, underlining indicates new text and striking through
indicates deleted text.

1.1

Application and Purpose
Application

1.1.1

G

This manual (DEPP) is relevant to firms, approved persons and other
persons, whether or not they are regulated by the FCA. It sets out:
…
(4)

the FCA’s policy regarding the variation of an SMF manager’s
approval on the FCA’s initiative under section 63ZB of the Act (see
DEPP 8).

Purpose
1.1.2

G

The purpose of DEPP is to satisfy the requirements of sections 63C(1),
63ZD(1), 69(1), 88C(1), 89S(1), 93(1), 124(1), 131FA, 131J(1), 169(9),
192N(1), 210(1), 312J(1), 345D(1) and 395 of the Act that the FCA publish
the statements of procedure or policy referred to in DEPP 1.1.1G.

G

Section 395 of the Act also requires the FCA to publish a statement of its
procedure for decisions which gives rise to an obligation for the PRA to
include a statement under section 387(1A) in a warning notice or a
statement under section 388(1A) in a decision notice as follows:

…
1.2.4A

(1)

Section 387(1A) provides that where the FCA proposes to refuse
consent for the purposes of section 55F, 55I or 59 of the Act, or to
give conditional consent as mentioned in section 55F(5), or 55I(8) or
61(2D), the warning notice given by the PRA must (a) state that fact,
and (b) give the reasons for the FCA's proposal.

(2)

Section 388(1A) provides that where the FCA has decided to refuse
consent for the purposes of section 55F, 55I or 59 of the Act, or to
give conditional consent as mentioned in section 55F(5), or 55I(8),
or 61(2D), the decision notice given by the PRA must (a) state that
fact, and (b) give the reasons for the FCA's decision.

…
1.2.4D

G

Where an application to perform a controlled function is made to the PRA as
the appropriate regulator, the PRA can only approve a person to perform a

controlled function with the consent of the FCA (section 59(4)(b)) of the
Act. Where the application is a relevant senior management application,
FCA consent can be conditional on the PRA imposing conditions, or the
PRA giving approval only for a limited period.
…

2

Statutory notices and the allocation of decision making

…
2.5

Provision for certain categories of decision

…
2.5.3

G

FCA staff under executive procedures will take the decision to give a
warning notice if the FCA proposes to:
…
4A

grant a relevant senior manager application, subject to any
conditions or approved only for a limited period;

4B

refuse an application to vary an approval under section 59 of the Act
that was granted subject to conditions;

…
2.5.5

G

If representations are made in response to a warning notice proposing the
action set out at DEPP 2.5.3G(1), DEPP 2.5.3G(4), DEPP 2.5.3G(4A),
DEPP 2.5.3G(4B) or DEPP 2.5.3G(5), then the RDC will take the decision
to give a decision notice.

…
Decisions relating to applications for PRA authorisation or approval
2.5.6A

G

FCA staff under executive procedures will take the decision where the FCA
is proposing or deciding to:
…
(3)

…
2.5.8

G

…

refuse its consent to the granting by the PRA of an application to
perform a controlled function, or give its consent subject to
conditions.

FCA’s power to vary SMF manager’s approval on its own initiative
2.5.8A

G

The RDC will take the decision under section 63ZB of the Act to vary an
approval given to an SMF manager (by imposing a condition, varying a
condition, removing a condition or limiting the period for which the
approval is to have effect).

2.5.8B

G

Notwithstanding DEPP 2.5.7G, FCA staff under executive procedures will
be the decision maker whenever all of the interested parties (as defined by
section 63ZC(6) of the Act) agree not to contest the FCA’s exercise of its
power under section 63ZB of the Act.

2.4.8C

G

The FCA’s statement of policy on the use of the power to vary an SMF
manager’s approval on its own initiative is set out in DEPP 8.

…
2 Annex
1G

Warning notices and decision notices under the Act and certain other
enactments
…
Section of
the Act

Description

Handbook
reference

Decision
maker

…
62(2)

when the FCA is proposing to
SUP 10A and Executive
refuse an application for approval SUP 10C
procedures
of a person performing a
controlled function or to grant the
application subject to conditions or
for a limited period (or both)

62(3)

when the FCA is deciding to refuse SUP 10A and
SUP 10C
an application for approval of a
person performing a controlled
function or to grant the application
subject to conditions or for a
limited period (or both)

RDC or
executive
procedures
See DEPP
2.5.5G

when the FCA is proposing to
refuse an application for variation
of an approval granted to an SMF
manager, subject to conditions

Executive
procedures

…
63ZA(4)(b)
and 62(2)

SUP 10C

63ZA(8) and when the FCA is deciding to refuse SUP 10C
62(3)
an application for variation of an

RDC or
executive

approval granted to an SMF
manager, subject to conditions

procedures
See DEPP
2.5.5G

67(1)/(4)

when the FCA is proposing or
deciding to take action against an
approved person individual by
exercising the disciplinary powers
conferred by section 66*

RDC

when the FCA is proposing or
deciding to take action against a
person under section 142S*

RDC

…
142T(1)/ (4)

…

2 Annex
2G

Supervisory notices

Section of
the Act

Description

Handbook
reference

Decision
maker

…
63ZC(4)
63ZC(8)
63ZC(9)(b)

when the FCA is exercising its
power to vary, on its own
initiative, an approval granted to
an SMF manager

RDC or
executive
procedures
See DEPP
2.5.8AG and
DEPP
2.5.8BG

…
…

6

Penalties

…
6.2.3

G

…

Action against approved persons individuals under section 66 of the Act

6.2.4

G

The primary responsibility for ensuring compliance with a firm's regulatory
obligations rests with the firm itself. However, the FCA may take
disciplinary action against an approved person where there is evidence of
personal culpability on the part of that approved person. Personal culpability
arises where the behaviour was deliberate or where the approved person's
standard of behaviour was below that which would be reasonable in all the
circumstances at the time of the conduct concerned. Disciplinary action
against senior managers of firms and other individuals is one of the FCA’s
key tools in deterring firms and individuals from committing breaches.

6.2.5

G

In some cases it may not be appropriate to take disciplinary measures
against a firm for the actions of an approved person individual (an example
might be where the firm can show that it took all reasonable steps to prevent
the breach). In other cases, it may be appropriate for the FCA to take action
against both the firm and the approved person individual. For example, a
firm may have breached the rule requiring it to take reasonable care to
establish and maintain such systems and controls as are appropriate to its
business (SYSC 3.1.1R or SYSC 4.1.10R), and an approved person
individual may have taken advantage of those deficiencies to front run
orders or misappropriate assets.

6.2.6

G

In addition to the general factors outlined in DEPP 6.2.1G, there are some
additional considerations that may be relevant when deciding whether to
take action against an approved person pursuant to individual under section
66 of the Act. This list of those considerations is non-exhaustive. Not all
considerations below may be relevant in every case, and there may be other
considerations, not listed, that are relevant.

6.2.6A

G

(1)

The approved person’s individual’s position and responsibilities.
The FCA may take into account the responsibility of those exercising
significant influence functions or designated senior management
functions in the firm for the conduct of the firm. The more senior the
approved person individual responsible for the misconduct, the more
seriously the FCA is likely to view the misconduct, and therefore the
more likely it is to take action against the approved person
individual.

(2)

Whether the most appropriate regulatory response would be
disciplinary action against the firm, rather than the approved person
would be a more appropriate regulatory response individual or both.

(3)

Whether disciplinary action would be a proportionate response to the
nature and seriousness of the breach by the approved person
individual.

DEPP 6.2.6BG to DEPP 6.2.9G apply to action taken by the FCA under
section 66 of the Act, save for action taken by virtue of section 66A(5).
DEPP 6.2.9-AG and DEPP 6.2.9-BG apply only to action taken by virtue of
section 66A(5).

6.2.6B

G

The FCA may take disciplinary action against an individual where there is
evidence of personal culpability on the part of that individual. Personal
culpability arises where the behaviour was deliberate or where it was below
the standard which would be reasonable in all the circumstances at the time
of the conduct concerned.

6.2.7

G

The FCA will not discipline approved persons individuals on the basis of
vicarious liability (that is, holding them responsible for the acts of others),
provided appropriate delegation and supervision has taken place (see APER
4.6.13G, and APER 4.6.14G, and C-CON 4.1.9G to C-CON 4.1.12G). In
particular, disciplinary action will not be taken against an approved person
performing a significant influence function simply because a regulatory
failure has occurred in an area of business for which he is responsible. The
FCA will consider that an approved person performing a significant
influence function may have breached Statements of Principle 5 to 7, or that
an SMF manager may have breached Rules SM1 to SM4 in C-CON 2.2,
only if his conduct was below the standard which would be reasonable in all
the circumstances at the time of the conduct concerned (see also APER
3.1.8AG and C-CON 3.1.6G).

6.2.8

G

An approved person individual will not be in breach if he has exercised due
and reasonable care when assessing information, has reached a reasonable
conclusion and has acted on it.

6.2.9

G

Where disciplinary action is taken against an approved person individual the
onus will be on the FCA to show that the approved person individual has
been guilty of misconduct.

Action against an SMF manager further to section 66A(5) of the Act
6.2.9-A

G

6.2.9-B

The FCA is able to take action against an SMF manager further to section
66A(5) of the Act where:
(1)

there has been (or continued to be) a contravention of a relevant
requirement by the SMF manager’s firm;

(2)

at the time of the contravention, the SMF manager was responsible
for the management of any of the firm’s activities in relation to
which the contravention occurred; and

(3)

the SMF manager does not satisfy the FCA that they had taken such
steps as a person in their position could reasonably be expected to
take to avoid the contravention by the firm occurring (or continuing).

When deciding whether to take action further to section 66A(5) of the Act,
the FCA will follow the approach in DEPP 6.2.1G and DEPP 6.2.6G.
Action under section 63A of the Act against persons that perform a controlled
function without approval

6.2.9A

G

…

(2)

The extent to which the person could reasonably be expected to have
known that he was performing a controlled function without
approval. The circumstances in which the FCA would expect to be
satisfied that a person could reasonably be expected to have known
that he was performing a controlled function without approval
include:
…
(e)

the person had, at any time, been aware that their approval
was subject to a condition or was granted for a limited period,
and they failed to act in accordance with that condition or
time limitation.

…

6.5B

The five steps for penalties imposed on individuals in non-market abuse cases

…
6.5B.2

G

…
(9)

Factors relating to the nature of a breach by an individual include:
…
(r)

in relation to a contravention of section 63A of the Act, the
extent to which the individual could reasonably be expected
to have known that he was performing a controlled function
without approval. The circumstances in which the FCA
would expect to be satisfied that a person could reasonably
be expected to have known that he was performing a
controlled function without approval include:
…
(v)

the person had, at any time, been aware that his
approval was subject to a condition or was granted
for a limited period, and he failed to act in accordance
with that condition or time limitation.

…

6.6
…

Financial penalties for late and incomplete submission of reports

6.6.3

G

In addition, in appropriate cases, the FCA may bring disciplinary action
against the approved persons individuals within the firm's management who
are ultimately responsible for ensuring that the firm's reports are completed
and returned to the FCA.

…

6.7

Discount for early settlement

6.7.1

G

Persons subject to enforcement action may be prepared to agree the amount
of any financial penalty, or the length of any period of suspension, or
restriction, condition or limitation (see DEPP 6A), and other conditions
which the FCA seeks to impose by way of such action. Such conditions
might include, for example, the amount or mechanism for the payment of
compensation to consumers. The FCA recognises the benefits of such
agreements, in that as they offer the potential for securing earlier redress or
protection for consumers and the a cost saving of cost to the person
concerned and to the FCA itself in contesting the financial penalty or other
disciplinary action, suspension or restriction. The penalty that might
otherwise be payable, or the length of the period of suspension, or restriction
or condition that might otherwise be imposed, in respect of for a breach by
the person concerned will therefore be reduced to reflect the timing of any
settlement agreement.

…
6.7.5

…
The settlement discount scheme applied to suspensions, and restrictions and
conditions

6.7.6

G

The settlement discount scheme which applies to the amount of a financial
penalty, described in DEPP 6.7.2G to DEPP 6.7.5G, also applies to the
length of the period of a suspension, or restriction or condition, having
regard to the FCA's statement of policy as set out in DEPP 6A.3. The
settlement discount scheme does not apply to the length of the period for
which approvals under section 59 of the Act have effect as a result of a
limitation, as different considerations apply to determining the appropriate
length of this period: see DEPP 6A.1.5G and DEPP 6A.3AG. However, the
FCA will take into account that the approved person is willing to enter into a
settlement agreement when determining the appropriate period.

6A

The power to impose a suspension, or restriction, condition or limitation

6A.1

Introduction

6A.1.1

G

DEPP 6A sets out the FCA's statement of policy with respect to the

imposition of suspensions or restrictions under sections 88A, 89Q and 206A
of the Act, and the period for which those suspensions or restrictions are to
have effect, under the Act, as required by sections 69(1), 88C(1), 89S(1) and
210(1) of the Act. It also sets out the FCA's statement of policy on the
imposition of suspensions, conditions or limitations under section 66 of the
Act, the period for which suspensions or conditions are to have effect, and
the period for which approvals under section 59 have effect as a result of a
limitation, as required by section 69(1).
6A.1.2

G

(1)

For the purposes of DEPP 6A, …

(2)

"restriction" refers to limitations or other restrictions in relation to:
…
(b)

the performance by an approved person of any function to
which any approval relates (under section 66 of the Act),
[deleted]

…

6A.1.3

G

(3)

“condition” refers to a condition imposed in relation to any approval
of the performance by an approved person of any function to which
the approval relates (under section 66 of the Act); and

(4)

“limitation” refers, save in DEPP 6A.1.2G(2), to a limitation of the
period for which any approval of the performance by an approved
person of any function to which the approval relates is to have effect
(under section 66 of the Act).

The power to impose a suspension, or a restriction, condition or limitation is
a disciplinary measure which the FCA may use in addition to, or instead of,
imposing a financial penalty or issuing a public censure. The principal
purpose of imposing a suspension or a restriction such a measure is to
promote high standards of regulatory and/or market conduct by deterring
persons who have committed breaches from committing further breaches,
helping to deter other persons from committing similar breaches, and
demonstrating generally the benefits of compliant behaviour. Suspensions
and restrictions These measures are therefore tools that the FCA may
employ to help it to achieve its statutory objectives. Examples of restrictions
measures that we may impose include:
(1)

we may limit restrict an authorised person's carrying on of a
regulated activity so that they can only sell certain products or
provide certain services;

(2)

we may restrict place a condition on an approved person's
performance of their controlled functions so that they can only give
advice to consumers or deal in certain products if they are
appropriately supervised.

6A.1.4

G

The powers to impose a suspension, or a restriction, condition or limitation
in relation to authorised persons and approved persons are disciplinary
measures; where the FCA considers it necessary to take action, for example,
to protect consumers from an authorised person, the FCA will seek to cancel
or vary the authorised person's permissions. If the FCA has concerns with a
person's fitness to be approved, and considers it necessary to take action, the
FCA will seek to prohibit the approved person or withdraw their its
approval. For an SMF manager, the FCA may instead vary their approval by
imposing one or more conditions, if the FCA is satisfied that they would be
a fit and proper person to perform functions in relation to regulated
activities if the conditions are imposed, and that it is appropriate to do so.
While the powers to impose a suspension or a restriction in relation to
sponsors and primary information providers under sections 88A(2)(b)/(c)
and 89Q(2)(b)/(c) of the Act are disciplinary measures, the FCA can impose
suspensions, limitations or other restrictions in relation to sponsors and
primary information providers in other circumstances.

6A.1.5

G

The FCA expects to impose a limitation in two situations. The FCA may
impose a limitation where it considers it appropriate for an approval to cease
to have effect:
(1)

after a certain period, unless the approved person demonstrates
during the period of limitation that it is appropriate for him to be
reapproved without the limitation;

(2)

after a short period, without giving the approved person the
opportunity to demonstrate that he should be re-approved.

The imposition of a limitation in (2) is equivalent to a withdrawal of
approval, save that it is carried out for disciplinary reasons and the FCA will
have made no finding of lack of fitness or propriety. The FCA recognises
that the use of this power will have serious consequences for the approved
person concerned; therefore, it will exercise its power in a proportionate
manner. The FCA’s policy on determining the length of the limitation is set
out in DEPP 6A.3AG.

6A.2

Deciding whether to take action

6A.2.1

G

The FCA will consider the full circumstances of each case and determine
whether it is appropriate to impose a suspension, or a restriction, condition
or limitation. The FCA will usually make this decision at the same time as it
determines whether or not to impose a financial penalty or a public censure.

6A.2.2

G

The FCA will take into account relevant factors in deciding whether it is
appropriate to impose a suspension, or a restriction, condition or limitation.
These may include factors listed in DEPP 6.2. There may also be other
factors, not listed in DEPP 6.2, that are relevant.

6A.2.3

G

The FCA will consider it appropriate to impose a suspension, or a
restriction, condition or limitation where it believes that such action will be a
more effective and persuasive deterrent than the imposition of a financial
penalty alone. This is likely to be the case where the FCA considers that
direct and visible action in relation to a particular breach is necessary.
Examples of circumstances where the FCA may consider it appropriate to
impose a suspension or restriction take such action include:
…
(7)

6A.2.4

G

where, in view of the nature and seriousness of an approved person’s
misconduct, the FCA considers it appropriate to impose a limitation
on part or all of his approval.

The FCA expects usually to suspend or restrict a person from carrying out
impose a suspension, restriction, condition or limitation in relation to
activities directly linked to the breach. However, in certain circumstances
the FCA may also suspend or restrict a person from carrying out impose a
suspension, restriction, condition or limitation in relation to activities that
are not directly linked to the breach, for example, where an authorised
person's relevant business area no longer exists or has been restructured.

…

6A.3

Determining the appropriate length of the period of suspension, or restriction
or condition

6A.3.1

G

The FCA will consider all the relevant circumstances of a case when it
determines the length of the period of suspension, or restriction or condition
(if any) that is appropriate for the breach concerned, and is also a sufficient
deterrent. Set out below is a list of factors that may be relevant for this
purpose. The list is not exhaustive: not all of these factors may be applicable
in a particular case, and there may be other factors, not listed, that are
relevant.

6A.3.2

G

The following factors may be relevant to determining the appropriate length
of the period of suspension, or restriction or condition to be imposed on a
person under the Act:
(1)

Deterrence
When determining the appropriate length of the period of
suspension, or restriction or condition, the FCA will have regard to
the principal purpose for which it imposes sanctions, namely to
promote high standards of regulatory and/or market conduct by
deterring persons who have committed breaches from committing
further breaches and helping to deter other persons from committing
similar breaches, as well as demonstrating generally the benefits of

compliant business.
…
(4)

The impact of suspension, or restriction or condition on the person in
breach
The following considerations may be relevant to the assessment of
the impact of suspension or restriction on an authorised person,
sponsor or primary information provider:
…
(e)

whether the suspension or restriction would cause the
authorised person , sponsor or primary information provider
serious financial hardship.
The following considerations may be relevant to the
assessment of the impact of suspension or condition
restriction on an approved person:

…
…

6A.3A

Determining the appropriate length of the period of limitation for approvals
under section 59 of the Act

6A.3A.1

G

The FCA will consider all the relevant circumstances when it determines the
period of limitation. Set out below is a list of factors that may be relevant for
this purpose. The list is not exhaustive: not all of these factors may be
applicable and there may be other factors, not listed, that are relevant.

6A.3A.2

G

The following factors may be relevant to determining the period of
limitation:

6A.4

(1)

whether the FCA may be minded to reapprove the approved person
in the future, for instance if the approved person takes action
specified by the FCA during the period of limitation;

(2)

the approved person's expected lost earnings if the FCA imposes a
short period of limitation;

(3)

whether imposing a short period of limitation would cause the
approved person serious financial hardship.

The interaction between the power to impose suspensions, or restrictions,
conditions and limitations and the power to impose penalties or public

censures
6A.4.1

G

The deterrent effect and impact on a person of a suspension, or restriction,
condition or limitation by itself or in combination with a financial penalty,
may be greater than where only a financial penalty is imposed. The FCA will
consider the overall impact and deterrent effect of the sanctions it imposes
when determining the level of penalty and the length of suspension, or
restriction, condition or limitation.

6A.4.2

G

The FCA expects usually to take the following approach in respect of the
interaction between a suspension, or restriction, condition or limitation and a
financial penalty or public censure:
…

6A.4.3

G

(3)

If the FCA, following the approach set out in DEPP 6A.2, considers
it appropriate to impose a suspension, or restriction, condition or
limitation, it will calculate the appropriate length of the period of
suspension or restriction this measure, following the approach set out
in DEPP 6A.3 or DEPP 6A.3A, as appropriate.

(4)

Where the FCA considers it appropriate to impose both a financial
penalty and a suspension, or restriction, condition or limitation, it
will decide whether the combined impact on the person is likely to
be disproportionate in respect to the breach and the deterrent effect
of the sanctions.

(5)

If the FCA considers the combined impact on the person is likely to
be disproportionate, it will decide whether to reduce the period of
suspension, or restriction, or condition, the amount of the financial
penalty or both, so that the combined impact of the sanctions is
proportionate in relation to the breach and the deterrent effect of the
sanctions. The FCA will decide which sanction to reduce after
considering all the circumstances of the case.

(6)

In deciding the final level of the financial penalty and the length of
the period of suspension, or restriction, condition or limitation, the
FCA will also take into account any representations by the person
that the combined impact will cause them serious financial hardship.
The FCA will take the approach set out in DEPP 6.5D in assessing
this.

The FCA may depart from the approach set out in DEPP 6A.4.2G. For
example, the FCA may at the outset consider that a financial penalty is the
only appropriate sanction for a breach but, having determined the
appropriate level of financial penalty, may consider it appropriate to reduce
the amount of the financial penalty for serious financial hardship reasons. In
such a situation, the FCA may consider it appropriate to impose a
suspension, or restriction, condition or limitation even if the FCA at the
outset did not consider such a sanction to be appropriate. The FCA will take
into account whether the person would suffer serious financial hardship in

deciding the length of the period of suspension, or restriction, condition or
limitation and may decide not to impose a suspension or restriction such a
measure if it considers such action would result in serious financial
hardship.
…

Insert the following new chapter after DEPP 7. This text is not underlined.

8

Variation of SMF managers’ approval on the FCA’s own initiative

8.1

Introduction

8.1.1

G

DEPP 8 sets out the FCA's statement of policy on the exercise of its power
under section 63ZB of the Act to vary, on its own initiative, an approval
given by the FCA or the PRA for the performance of a designated senior
management function in relation to the carrying on of a regulated activity by
a relevant authorised person. The FCA is required to publish this statement
of policy by section 63ZD of the Act.
[Note: the FCA’s statement of policy on the exercise of its power under
section 63ZA of the Act to vary an approval at the request of a relevant
authorised person is set out in SUP 10C]

8.1.2

G

In DEPP 8, the power under section 63ZB of the Act described in DEPP
8.1.1G is referred to as the FCA’s “own-initiative variation of approval
power”.

8.2

Use of the own-initiative variation of approval power: general

8.2.1

G

The FCA may use the own-initiative variation of approval power where it
considers that it is desirable to do so to advance one or more of its
operational objectives. The FCA will assess this on a case-by-case basis,
taking into account the specific circumstances of the firm and the SMF
manager.

8.2.2

G

When considering the use of this power to deal with a particular concern,
the FCA will have regard to the range of regulatory tools that are available.
The FCA will consider dealing with any concerns informally through
discussion and agreement with the firm and the SMF manager, instead of
using the own-initiative variation of approval power.

8.2.3

G

The power to impose a conditional or time-limited approval does not depend
on the SMF manager being unfit without that condition or time limitation.
The FCA can impose a condition or time limitation even if the candidate
would still be fit and proper without it. Conversely, where an SMF manager

is not fit and proper but might be if a condition or time limitation is
imposed, the FCA is not obliged to impose a condition or time limitation,
and may take the view that a prohibition order or withdrawal of approval is
the appropriate course of action.
8.2.4

G

The FCA may vary an approval by:
(1)

imposing a condition;

(2)

varying a condition;

(3)

removing a condition; or

(4)

limiting the period for which the approval is to have effect.

8.2.5

G

The FCA may use the own-initiative variation of approval power in a wide
range of circumstances. A number of examples are set out in DEPP 8.3.
These are not exhaustive.

8.2.6

G

The circumstances which may lead to a condition or time limitation being
imposed on a candidate for an SMF manager role may, where appropriate,
also lead to an incumbent SMF manager’s approval being varied. SUP 10C
is, therefore, relevant to the FCA’s use of the own-initiative variation of
approval power.

8.3

Use of the own-initiative variation of approval power: specific examples

8.3.1

G

Examples of situations where the FCA may use the own-initiative variation
of approval power are where:
(1)

it has concerns about an SMF manager’s fitness to remain approved
in relation to the performance of a designated senior management
function but, in all the circumstances, it considers it appropriate to
vary their approval by imposing one or more conditions or a time
limitation, rather than making a prohibition order or withdrawing
approval;

(2)

the nature or scope of the SMF manager’s role has changed, for
instance where they have taken on additional or different
responsibilities. In this situation, the FCA may consider it
appropriate to impose a condition that they undertake training to
enhance their competency and capability regarding their new
responsibilities, or a condition that they receive mentoring;

(3)

the size, nature, scope or complexity of the firm’s activities has
significantly changed since the SMF manager was first approved;

(4)

the SMF manager is required to personally support supervisory
action in relation to the firm. For instance, where a firm is running a
remedial programme the FCA may impose a condition that the SMF

manager take responsibility for managing or overseeing delivery of
aspects of that programme;
(5)

it is appropriate to use the own-initiative variation of approval power
as a matter of urgency (see DEPP 8.4);

(6)

the SMF manager’s approval is subject to an existing condition but
the FCA considers that that condition is insufficient to mitigate the
risk in respect of which it was imposed. In this case, the FCA will
vary the condition to make it more effective. The FCA may also, or
instead, limit the period of the approval.
[Note: The FCA expects that removal of a condition, or varying a
condition to make it less onerous, will normally occur on the
application of the firm (see SUP 10C).]

8.4

Use of the own-initiative variation of approval power in urgent cases

8.4.1

G

The FCA may impose a variation of approval to take effect immediately, or
on a specified date, if it reasonably considers that this is necessary having
regard to the reasons for which it is exercising the own-initiative variation of
approval power.

8.4.2

G

The FCA will consider exercising its own-initiative variation of approval
power as a matter of urgency where:
(1)

the information available to it indicates serious concerns about the
SMF manager or his firm that need to be addressed immediately; and

(2)

circumstances indicate that it is appropriate to use statutory powers
immediately to require and/or prohibit certain actions by the SMF
manager to ensure these concerns are addressed.

8.5

Effects of a breach of condition or time limitation

8.5.1

G

The effects of breaching a condition or time limitation are set out in SUP
10C.

…

Sch 4

Powers Exercised

Sch 4.1

G
…

The following powers and related provisions in or under the Act have been
exercised by the FCA to make the statements of policy in DEPP:

Section 63ZD (Statement of policy relating to conditional approval and
variation)
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Amendments to the Enforcement Guide
In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text.

1

Introduction

…
1.2

2

In the areas set out below, the Act expressly requires the FCA to prepare and
publish statements of policy or procedure on the exercise of its enforcement and
investigation powers and in relation to the giving of statutory notices.
(1)

…

(1-A)

section 63ZD requires the FCA, among other things, to publish a
statement of its policy on the exercise of its power to vary an approval
under section 63ZB.

(1A)

sections 69 and 210 require the FCA to publish statements of policy on
the imposition of financial penalties, suspensions, or restrictions,
conditions or limitations on firms, approved persons individuals and
unauthorised persons to whom section 404C applies, the amount of
financial penalties imposed, and the period for which suspensions, or
restrictions or conditions are to have effect, and the period for which
approvals under section 59 are to have effect as a result of a limitation;

The FCA’s approach to enforcement

…
Case selection: Firms and approved persons individuals, market abuse cases and
listing matters
2.5

Other than in the area of a firm's failure to satisfy the FCA's Threshold
Conditions for authorisation (as to which, see paragraph 2.11), the selection
method for cases involving firms and approved persons individuals, market abuse
and listing matters (for example, breaches of the listing, prospectus or disclosure
rules) occurs at two main levels:
…

…
Senior management responsibility
2.31

The FCA is committed to ensuring that senior managers of firms fulfil their

responsibilities. The FCA expects senior management to take responsibility for
ensuring firms identify risks, develop appropriate systems and controls to manage
those risks, and ensure that the systems and controls are effective in practice.
The FCA will not pursue senior managers where there is no personal culpability.
However, where Where senior managers have failed to meet our standardsare
themselves responsible formisconduct, the FCA will, where appropriate, bring
cases against individuals as well as, or instead of, firms. The FCA believes that
deterrence will most effectively be achieved by bringing home to such
individuals the consequences of their actions. The FCA's policy on disciplinary
action against senior management and against other approved persons individuals
under section 66 of the Act is set out in DEPP 6.2.4G to DEPP 6.2.9-BG. The
FCA's policy on prohibition and withdrawal of approval is set out in chapter EG
9 of this guide.
…

4

Conduct of investigations

…
4.9

Firms, and approved persons and conduct rules staff have an obligation to be
open and co-operative with the FCA (as a result of Principle 11 for Businesses,
and Statement of Principle 4 for Approved Persons and Rule 3 of C-CON
2.1respectively). The FCA will make it clear to the person concerned whether it
requires them to produce information or answer questions under the Act or
whether the provision of answers is purely voluntary. The fact that the person
concerned may be a regulated person does not affect this.

4.10

The FCA will not bring disciplinary proceedings against a person under the
above Principles for failing to be open and co-operative with the FCA simply
because, during an investigation, they choose not to attend or answer questions at
a purely voluntary interview. However, there may be circumstances in which an
adverse inference may be drawn from the reluctance of a person (whether or not
they are a firm or approved person individual) to participate in a voluntary
interview. If a person provides the FCA with misleading or untrue information,
the FCA may consider taking action against them.

4.11

If a person does not comply with a requirement imposed by the exercise of
statutory powers, they may be held to be in contempt of court. The FCA may also
choose to bring proceedings for breach of Principle 11, or Statement of Principle
4 or Rule 3 of C-CON 2.1 as this is a serious form of non-cooperation.
Scoping discussions

4.12

For cases involving firms, or approved persons or employees of relevant
authorised persons, the FCA will generally hold scoping discussions with the
firm or individuals concerned close to the start of the investigation (and may do
so in other cases). The purpose of these discussions is to give the firm or
individuals concerned in the investigation an indication of: why the FCA has

appointed investigators (including the nature of and reasons for the FCA's
concerns); the scope of the investigation; how the process is likely to unfold; the
individuals and documents the team will need access to initially and so on. There
is a limit, however, as to how specific the FCA can be about the nature of its
concerns in the early stages of an investigation. The FCA team for the purposes
of the scoping discussions will normally include the nominated supervisor if the
subject is a fixed portfolio firm.
…

5

Settlement

…
The settlement discount scheme
5.14

The settlement discount scheme allows a reduction in a financial penalty or,
period of suspension, or period of restriction or condition that would otherwise be
imposed on a person according to the stage at which the agreement is reached.
Full details of the scheme are set out in DEPP 6.7.

…
5.16

The scheme does not apply to civil or criminal proceedings brought in the courts,
or to public censure, prohibition orders, withdrawal of authorisation or approval,
limitations of the period for which any approval is to have effect, or the payment
of compensation or redress.

…
5.19A

The procedure for the settlement discount scheme where the outcome is
potentially a financial penalty, described in paragraphs 5.14 to 5.19, will also
apply where the outcome is potentially a suspension, or restriction or condition.

…

6

Publicity

…
Warning notice statements
6.7B

The FCA may publish information about warning notices which fall within
section 391(1ZB) of the Act. These are essentially disciplinary warning notices,
for example, where the FCA is proposing to censure, fine, suspend or restrict or
impose a suspension, restriction, condition or limitation on a firm or individual.
The power to publish information does not apply, for example, to warning
notices which only propose to prohibit an individual, withdraw the approval of an

individual or cancel the permission of a firm.
…
6.7G

If, after consulting the persons to whom the notice is given or copied, the FCA
still considers it is appropriate to publish information about a warning notice, it
will publish this information in a statement (a warning notice statement). This
will ordinarily include a brief summary of the facts which gave rise to the
warning notice to enable consumers, firms and market users to understand the
nature of the FCA’s concerns. Where the FCA considers it appropriate to
identify the subject of the warning notice, it will also include details of:
…
(3)

in the case of an approved person or employee of a relevant authorised
person, his or her employer at the relevant time.

…
Supervisory notices varying a firm's Part 4A permission, or imposing a
requirement or varying an approval on the FCA’s own initiative (see chapter EG
8 of this guide and DEPP 8)
…
6.12

Publishing It is important that the FCA maintains an accurate public record,
including by publishing the reasons for variations of Part 4A permission, the
imposition of requirements, and variations of the approval of SMF managers. and
maintaining an accurate public record, are important elements of the FCA's
approach to its statutory objectives. The FCA will always aim to balance both the
interests of consumers and the possibility of unfairness to the person subject to
the FCA's action. The FCA will publish relevant details of both fundamental and
non-fundamental variations of Part 4A permission and requirements which it
imposes on firms, and variations of approval of SMF managers. But it will use its
discretion not to do so if it considers this to be unfair to the person on whom the
variation is imposed, prejudicial to the interests of consumers, or detrimental to
the stability of the UK financial system. Publication will generally include
placing the notice on the FCA website and this may be accompanied by a press
release. As with warning notice statements, decision notices and final notices,
supervisory notices and related press releases that are published on the FCA's
website will be reviewed upon request. The FCA will determine at that time
whether continued publication is appropriate, or whether notices and related press
releases should be removed or amended. The FCA expects usually to conclude
that supervisory notices and related press releases that have been published for
less than six years should not be removed from the website.

6.12A

The FCA will amend the Financial Services Register to reflect a firm’s actual
Part 4A permission or the terms of an SMF manager’s actual approval under
section 59 of the Act following any variation.

…

7

Financial penalties, suspensions and public censures and other disciplinary
sanctions

7.1

Financial penalties, suspensions, restrictions, conditions, limitations and public
censures are important regulatory tools. However, they are not the only tools
available to the FCA, and there will be many instances of non-compliance which
the FCA considers it appropriate to address without the use of financial penalties,
suspensions or public censures formal disciplinary sanctions. Having said that
However, the effective and proportionate use of the FCA's powers to enforce the
requirements of the Act, the rules, C-CON and the Statements of Principle for
Approved Persons (APER) will play an important role in the FCA’s pursuit of its
statutory objectives. Imposing financial penalties, suspensions and public
censures disciplinary sanctions shows that the FCA is upholding regulatory
standards and helps to maintain market confidence and deter financial crime. An
increased public awareness of regulatory standards also contributes to the
protection of consumers.

7.2

The FCA has the following powers to impose a financial penalty and to publish a
public censure.
(1)

It may publish a statement:
(a)

against an approved person or an employee of a relevant
authorised person under section 66 of the Act;

…
(2)

It may impose a financial penalty:
…
(aa)

on an approved person or an employee of a relevant authorised
person, under section 66 of the Act;

…
(3)

It may impose a suspension, limitation or other restriction:
(a)

on an approved person under section 66 of the Act; [deleted]

…
(4)
…

It may impose a suspension, condition or limitation on an approved
person under section 66 of the Act;

Alternatives to financial penalties and public censures
7.3

The FCA also has measures, available to it where it considers it is appropriate to
take protective or remedial action. These include:
(1)

where a firm's continuing ability to meet the threshold conditions or
where an approved person's or other individual’s fitness and propriety to
perform the controlled functions to which his approval relates are called
into question:
…

(1A)

where it is desirable to do so in order to advance one or more of its operational
objectives, the FCA may vary the approval of an SMF manager (see DEPP 8);

…
FCA’s statements of policy
7.4

The FCA's statement of policy in relation to on the imposition of financial
penalties is set out in DEPP 6.2 (Deciding whether to take action), DEPP 6.3
(Penalties for market abuse) and DEPP 6.4 (Financial penalty or public censure).
The FCA's statement of policy in relation to on the amount of a financial penalty
is set out in DEPP 6.5 to DEPP 6.5D. The FCA's statement of policy in relation
to on financial penalties for late submission of reports is set out in DEPP 6.6. The
FCA’s statement of policy in relation to on the imposition of suspensions, or
restrictions, conditions and limitations is set out in DEPP 6A (The power to
impose a suspension, or restriction, condition or limitation). The FCA’s statement
of policy on the variation of an SMF manager’s approval on its own initiative is
set out in DEPP 8.

…
7.13

Generally, the FCA would expect to use private warnings in the context of firms,
and approved persons and employees of relevant authorised persons. However,
the FCA may also issue private warnings in circumstances where the persons
involved may not necessarily be authorised or approved. For example, private
warnings may be issued in potential cases of market abuse; cases where the FCA
has considered making a prohibition order or a disapplication order; or cases
involving breaches of provisions imposed by or under Part VI of the Act (Official
Listing).

7.14

In each case, the FCA will consider the likely impact of a private warning on the
recipient and whether any risk that person poses to the statutory objectives
requires the FCA to take more serious action. Equally, where the FCA gives a
private warning to an approved person or employee of a relevant authorised
person, the FCA will consider whether it would be desirable and appropriate to
inform the approved person's firm (or employer, if different) of the conduct
giving rise to the warning and the FCA's response.

…

9

Prohibition Orders and withdrawal of approval

…
Prohibition orders and withdrawal of approval – approved persons
…
9.9

When it decides whether to make a prohibition order against an approved person
and/or withdraw its their approval, the FCA will consider all the relevant
circumstances of the case. These may include, but are not limited to those set out
below.
…
(10)

Where the approved person is an SMF manager, whether they would
be a fit and proper person to perform functions in relation to regulated
activities if the FCA varied their approval by imposing one or more
conditions. If so, whether it is appropriate for the FCA to exercise its
power to impose such conditions, instead of making a prohibition order
or withdrawing the approved person’s approval.

…
Applications for variation or revocation of prohibition orders
…
9.21

If the individual applying for a revocation or variation of a prohibition order
proposes to take up an offer of employment at a relevant authorised person or to
perform a controlled function, the approved persons regime will also apply to
him the FCA will take this into account in considering whether to grant or refuse
the application. In these cases, the firm concerned will be required to apply to the
FCA for approval of that individual's employment in that capacity. The FCA will
assess the individual's fitness and propriety to perform controlled functions on the
basis of the criteria set out in FIT 2.1 (Honesty, integrity and reputation); FIT 2.2
(Competence and capability) and FIT 2.3 (Financial soundness).

9.22

The FCA will not generally grant an application to vary or revoke a prohibition
order unless it is satisfied that: the proposed variation will not result in a
reoccurrence of the risk to consumers or confidence in the financial system that
resulted in the order being made; and the individual is fit to perform functions in
relation to regulated activities generally, or to those specific regulated activities
in relation to which the individual has been prohibited. The FCA will assess the
individual's fitness and propriety to perform these functions on the basis of the
criteria in FIT 2.1 (Honesty, integrity and reputation), FIT 2.2 (Competence and
capability) and FIT 2.3 (Financial soundness).

…

12

Prosecution of Criminal Offences

…
FCA cautions
…
12.6

Where the FCA decides to administer a formal caution, a record of the caution
will be kept by the FCA and on the Police National Computer. The FCA will not
publish the caution, but it will be available to parties with access to the Police
National Computer. The issue of a caution may influence the FCA and other
prosecutors in their decision whether or not to prosecute the offender if he
offends again. If the offender is a firm or an approved person, a A caution given
by the FCA will form part of the firm's or approved person's regulatory record for
the purposes of DEPP 6.2.1G(3). If relevant, the FCA will take the caution into
account in deciding whether to take disciplinary action for subsequent regulatory
misconduct by the firm or the approved person. The FCA may also take a caution
into account when considering a person's honesty, integrity and reputation and
his fitness or propriety to perform controlled or other functions in relation to
regulated activities (see FIT 2.1.3G).

…

Annex 2 - Guidelines on investigation of cases of interest or concern to the Financial
Conduct Authority and other prosecuting and investigating agencies
…
Indicators for deciding which agency should take action
9

The following are indicators of whether action by the FCA or one of the other
agencies is more appropriate. They are not listed in any particular order or ranked
according to priority. No single feature of the case should be considered in
isolation, but rather the whole case should be considered in the round.
(a)

Tending towards action by the FCA
…
 Where the likely defendants are authorised persons, or approved
persons or employees of relevant authorised persons.

…

APPENDIX TO THE GUIDELINES ON INVESTIGATION OF CASES OF
INTEREST OR CONCERN TO THE FINANCIAL CONDUCT
AUTHORITY AND OTHER PROSECUTING AND INVESTIGATING
AGENCIES
…
1.4

The FCA has the power to take the following enforcement action:
•
…

discipline authorised firms under Part XIV of the 2000 Act and approved
persons and other individuals under s.66 of the 2000 Act;
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PRA RULEBOOK: GLOSSARY AMENDMENTS INSTRUMENT [NUMBER] [YEAR]
Powers exercised
A. The Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) makes this instrument in the exercise of the following
powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

section 59 (Approval for particular arrangements);
section 60A (Vetting of candidates by relevant authorised persons);
section 61 (Determination of applications);
section 63E (Certification of employees by relevant authorised persons);
section 63F (Issuing of certificates);
section 64A (Rules of conduct);
section 64C (Requirement for relevant authorised persons to notify regulator of disciplinary
action);
(8) section 137G (The PRA’s general rules); and
(9) section 137T (General supplementary powers).
B. The rule-making powers referred to above are specified for the purpose of section 138G(2) (Rulemaking instrument) of the Act.
Pre-conditions to making
C. In accordance with section 138J of the Act (Consultation by the PRA), the PRA consulted the
Financial Conduct Authority. After consulting, the PRA published a draft of proposed rules and
had regard to representations made.
PRA Rulebook: Glossary Amendments Instrument [NUMBER] [YEAR]
D. The PRA makes the rules in Annex A to this instrument.
Commencement
E. This instrument comes into force on [DATE].
Citation
F. This instrument may be cited as the PRA Rulebook: Glossary Amendments Instrument
[NUMBER] [YEAR].
By order of the Board of the Prudential Regulation Authority
[DATE]
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Annex A
Amendments to the Glossary
In the Glossary Part of the PRA Rulebook, insert the following new definitions:
certificate
means a certificate issued under section 63F of FSMA (Issuing of certificates).
certification function
has the meaning given in Certification 2.2 – 2.4.
certified employee
means an employee (within the meaning in section 63E(9) of FSMA (certification of
employees by relevant authorised persons)) of a firm who has a valid certificate
issued by that firm.
FCA controlled function
means a controlled function specified by the FCA.
FCA Handbook
means the FCA’s Handbook of rules and guidance
PRA approved person
means a person approved by the PRA under section 59 of FSMA (Approval for
particular arrangements) to perform a PRA senior management function.
PRA senior management function
means a function specified as a controlled function in Senior Management Functions
2 in relation to the carrying on of a regulated activity by a firm.
small credit union
means a credit union which has average total gross assets of £25 million or less,
determined on the basis of the annual average amount of gross assets calculated
across a rolling period of five years or, if it has been in existence for less than five
years, across the period during which it has existed (in each case, calculated with
reference to the firm’s annual accounting reference date).
In the Glossary Part of the PRA Rulebook, make the following amendments. New text is
underlined and deleted text is struck through.
regulatory system
means the arrangements for regulating a firm or other person in or under FSMA, the
Bank of England Act 1998 and the Banking Act 2009, including the threshold
conditions, the Fundamental Rules and other rules rules, the Statements of Principle,
codes and guidance guidance given by the PRA, the Bank of England or the FCA and
including any relevant directly applicable provisions of an EU Directive or Regulation
including those specified under section 204A(2) of FSMA.
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PRA RULEBOOK: CRR FIRMS: SENIOR MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS INSTRUMENT [YEAR]
Powers exercised
A. The Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) makes this instrument in the exercise of the following
powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”):
(1) section 59 (approval for particular arrangements).
(2) section 137G (the PRA’s general rules);
(3) section 137T (general supplementary powers); and
B. The rule-making powers referred to above are specified for the purpose of section 138G (2)
(Rule-making instrument) of the Act.
Pre-conditions to making
C. In accordance with section 138J of the Act (Consultation by the PRA), the PRA consulted the
Financial Conduct Authority. After consulting, the PRA published a draft of proposed rules and
had regard to representations made.
PRA Rulebook: Senior Management Functions Instrument [YEAR]
D. The PRA makes the rules in the Annex to this instrument.
Commencement
E. This instrument comes into force on [DATE].
Citation
F. This instrument may be cited as the PRA Rulebook: CRR Firms: Senior Management Functions
Instrument [Year].
By order of the Board of the Prudential Regulation Authority
[DATE]
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Annex
In this Annex, the text is all new and is not underlined.
Part

SENIOR MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS
Chapter content
1. APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS
2. GENERAL
3. EXECUTIVE
4. OVERSIGHT
5. GROUP ENTITIES
6. CREDIT UNIONS
7. COMBINATION OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS
8. TRANSITIONALS

Links
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1

APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS

1.1

Unless otherwise stated, this Part applies to every firm that is:

1.2

(1)

a CRR firm; or

(2)

a credit union.

In this Part, the following definitions shall apply:
FCA approval
means at any time an approval granted and in effect to a person by the FCA under
section 59 of FSMA (Approval for particular arrangements) for the performance of a
controlled function specified by the FCA.
FCA governing function
means a controlled function specified by the FCA as an FCA governing function in
SUP 10C.4.3 R of the FCA Handbook.
FCA responsibilities
means any of the functions referred to in
(1)

SYSC 4.5.16 R (Table of senior management responsibilities); and

(2)

SUP 10C Annex 1 (The main business areas and management functions of a
relevant authorised person),

of the FCA Handbook.
2

GENERAL

2.1

Each of the functions in 3- 6 is a controlled function.

2.2

(1)

(2)

2.3

A firm (other than a small credit union) must ensure that one or more person performs
each of the following PRA senior management functions on its behalf:
(a)

the Chief Executive function;

(b)

the Chief Finance function; and

(c)

the Chairman function.

If a vacancy arises in respect of one or more of the PRA senior management
functions set out in (1), a firm must ensure that it appoints a person to fill that vacancy
as soon as practicable.

To the extent that,
(1)

a firm appoints a person to perform a function which, but for this rule, would be a PRA
senior management function;

(2)

the appointment is solely to provide cover for a PRA approved person whose
absence is:
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(3)

(a)

temporary; or

(b)

reasonably unforeseen; and

the appointment is for less than 12 weeks in a consecutive 12-month period,

the description of that PRA senior management function does not relate to those activities of
that person.
2.4

2.5

2.6

If a person has been approved to perform a PRA senior management function in relation to a
firm and also performs a function which would, except for SUP10C.8 8R of the FCA
Handbook, be an FCA governing function (such function, the FCA activities) performance of
the PRA senior management function will include the performance of those FCA activities,
provided the following conditions are met:
(1)

the PRA’s approval to perform a PRA senior management function has been granted
and continues in force;

(2)

at the time of approval being granted by the PRA, that person was not subject to an
FCA approval to perform that particular FCA governing function;

(3)

the firm made the notification required by SUP10.8.8 R (4) of the FCA Handbook; and

(4)

that person performs and is continuing to perform those FCA activities.

If a PRA approved person who has been performing a PRA senior management function
which includes FCA activities in the circumstances set out in 2.4, ceases to perform a PRA
senior management function but continues to perform the FCA activities, 2.4 will continue to
apply in respect of the performance of the FCA activities until the earlier of:
(1)

approval by the FCA in respect of the performance by that person of those FCA
activities as an FCA governing function in relation to the firm; or

(2)

three months from the time that the person ceased to perform that PRA senior
management function.

If a PRA approved person:
(1)

(other than in the circumstances set out in 2.4), performs one or more FCA
responsibilities allocated under SYSC 4.5.25 R(2) of the FCA Handbook;

(2)

ceases to perform any PRA senior management function; and

(3)

that person does not have an FCA approval to perform an FCA controlled function in
relation to that firm

the functions in (1) will continue to be part of the PRA senior management function which the
person most recently performed for that firm) until the earlier of:

2.7

(1)

approval by the FCA in respect of the performance by that person of an FCA
controlled function in relation to the firm; or

(2)

three months from the time that the person ceased to perform that PRA senior
management function.

(1)

A firm must take all reasonable steps to ensure that before a person:
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(a)

begins to perform a PRA senior management function; or

(b)

begins to perform new or revised responsibilities in performance of a PRA
senior management function

that person is provided with all of the information and materials that the person may
reasonably expect in order to perform that PRA senior management function or those
new or revised responsibilities effectively and in accordance with the regulatory
system.
(2)

3

A firm must have a policy about how it complies with (1) including the systems and
controls it uses and must maintain adequate records of the steps taken to comply with
(1).

EXECUTIVE

3.1

This Chapter does not apply to a small credit union.

3.2

The Chief Executive function (SMF1) is the function of having responsibility, under the
immediate authority of the management body, alone or jointly with others, for carrying out the
management of the conduct of the whole of the business (or relevant activities) of a firm.

3.3

The Chief Finance function (SMF2) is the function of having responsibility for management of
the financial resources of a firm and reporting directly to the management body of the firm in
relation to its financial affairs.

3.4

The Chief Risk function (SMF4) is the function of having responsibility for overall
management of the risk controls of a firm, including the setting and managing of its risk
exposures, and reporting directly to the management body of the firm in relation to its risk
management arrangements.

3.5

The Chief Internal Audit function (SMF5) is the function of having responsibility for
management of the internal audit function of a firm and for reporting directly to the
management body of the firm on the internal audit function.

3.6

The Head of Key Business Area function (SMF6) is the function of having responsibility, for
management of a business area or division of a firm, where:
(1)

(2)

that business or division:
(a)

has gross total assets equal to or in excess of £10 billion; and /or

(b)

either
(i)

accounts for more than 20% of the firm’s gross revenue; or

(ii)

where the firm is part of a group, accounts for more than 20% of the
total gross revenue of the group; and

the person performing that function does not report to a person performing the Head
of Key Business Area function in respect of that same business area or division of the
firm.

For the purposes of this rule, the gross total assets of the firm or the percentage of the gross
revenue of the firm or group shall be determined on the basis of either:
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(1)

the assets and /or revenues for the firm and/or group, as the case may be, for the
firm’s financial year immediately preceding that in which the person is allocated with
the specified responsibilities; or,

(2)

if the threshold amount is not met for that period, on the basis of the annual average
amount calculated across a rolling period of five years (calculated by reference to the
firm’s annual accounting date). Where the firm and/or the business line or division has
been in existence for less than five years, the calculation will be made on the basis of
the annual average amount for the period during which the firm and/or that business
line or division has existed (calculated by reference to the firm’s annual accounting
date).

4

OVERSIGHT

4.1

This Chapter does not apply to a small credit union.

4.2

The Chairman function (SMF9) is the function of having responsibility for chairing, and
overseeing the performance of the role of, the management body of a firm.

4.3

The Chairman of Audit Committee function (SMF10) is the function of having responsibility for
chairing, and overseeing the performance of the role of, the audit committee of a firm.

4.4

The Chairman of Risk Committee function (SMF11) is the function of having responsibility for
chairing, and overseeing the performance of the role of, the risk committee of a firm.

4.5

The Chairman of Remuneration Committee function (SMF12) is the function of having
responsibility for chairing, and overseeing the performance of the role of, the remuneration
committee of a firm.

4.6

The Senior Independent Director function (SMF14) is the function of performing the role of a
senior independent director, and having particular responsibility for leading the assessment of
the performance of the person performing the Chairman function.

5

GROUP ENTITIES

5.1

This Chapter does not apply to a small credit union.

5.2

The Group Entity Senior Manager function (SMF7) is the function of having a significant
influence on the management or conduct of one or more aspects of the affairs of a firm in
relation to its regulated activities (other than in the course of the performance of another PRA
senior management function) and which is performed by a person employed by, or an officer
of:
(1)

a parent undertaking or holding company of a firm; or

(2)

another undertaking which is a member of the firm’s group.

6

CREDIT UNIONS

6.1

This Chapter applies only to small credit unions.

6.2

The Credit Union Senior Executive Manager function (SMF8) is the function of having
responsibility for the conduct of, and/or chairing the committee of management of a small
credit union.
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6.3

(1)

A small credit union must ensure that at least one person performs the Credit Union
Senior Executive Manager Function on its behalf.

(2)

If a vacancy arises in respect of the PRA senior management functions set out in (1),
a firm must ensure that it appoints a person to fill that vacancy as soon as practicable.

7

COMBINATION OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

7.1

Except as otherwise provided in this Chapter, a person may perform more than one PRA
senior management function on behalf of a firm.

7.2

A firm must ensure that a person who performs the Chairman function on its behalf does not
simultaneously perform the Chief Executive function within the same firm.
[Note: Art. 88(1)(e) of CRD]

8

TRANSITIONALS [TBD]
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PRA RULEBOOK: CRR FIRMS: ALLOCATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES INSTRUMENT [YEAR]
Powers exercised
A. The Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) makes this instrument in the exercise of the following
powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”):
(1) section 137G (the PRA’s general rules); and
(2) section 137T (general supplementary powers).
B. The rule-making powers referred to above are specified for the purpose of section 138G (2)
(Rule-making instrument) of the Act.
Pre-conditions to making
C. In accordance with section 138J of the Act (Consultation by the PRA), the PRA consulted the
Financial Conduct Authority. After consulting, the PRA published a draft of proposed rules and
had regard to representations made.
PRA Rulebook CRR Firms: Allocation of Responsibilities Instrument [YEAR]
D. The PRA makes the rules in the Annex to this instrument.
Commencement
E. This instrument comes into force on [DATE].
Citation
F. This instrument may be cited as the CRR Firms: Allocation of Responsibilities Instrument [YEAR].
By order of the Board of the Prudential Regulation Authority
[DATE]
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1

APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS

1.1

Unless otherwise stated, this Part applies to every firm that is:

1.2

(1)

a CRR firm; or

(2)

a credit union.

In this Part, the following definitions shall apply:
ancillary activity
means an activity which is not a regulated activity but which is:
(1)

carried on in connection with a regulated activity; or

(2)

held out as being for the purposes of a regulated activity.

ancillary services
means any of the services listed in Section B of Annex I to MiFID.
certification rules
means the rules set out in Certification of Employees.
Chairman function
has the meaning given in Senior Management Functions 4.2.
Chief Risk function
has the meaning given in Senior Management Functions 3.3.
credit union prescribed responsibility
means the responsibilities in 5.2.
Credit Union Senior Executive function
has the meaning given in Senior Management Functions 6.2.
FCA approved person
means a person approved to perform an FCA controlled function by the FCA under
section 59 of FSMA.
FCA Chairman of nominee committee function
means an FCA controlled function specified in SUP 10C.5.3 R of the FCA Handbook.
FCA designated senior management function
means an FCA controlled function specified in SUP 10C.4.3R of the FCA Handbook;
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FCA significant responsibility senior management function
means the FCA controlled function specified in SUP10C.7.1 R of the FCA Handbook.
FCA non-executive director function
means the FCA controlled function specified in SUP10C.5.2 R of the FCA Handbook.
FCA business functions
means any of the functions set out in SUP10C Annex 1R of the FCA Handbook.
FCA responsibilities
means any of the functions set out in
(1)

SYSC 4.5.16 R (Table of senior management responsibilities); and

(2)

SUP 10C Annex 1 (The main business areas and management functions of a
relevant authorised person),

of the FCA Handbook.
Group Entity Senior Manager function
has the meaning given in Senior Management Functions 5.2.
management responsibilities map
has the meaning given in 6.
oversight PRA senior management function
means a PRA senior management function set out in Senior Management Functions
4.
prescribed responsibility
means the responsibilities in 4.
proprietary trading
means the regulated activity of dealing in investments as principal as specified in
Article 14 of the Regulated Activities Order (Dealing in investments as principal),
disregarding the exclusion in Article 15 of the Regulated Activities Order (Absence of
holding out etc.), ancillary activities and (in relation to MiFID business) ancillary
services.
recovery plan
has the meaning given in Recovery and Resolution Rules 1.2.
resolution pack
has the meaning given in Recovery and Resolution Rules 1.2.
Senior Independent Director function
has the meaning given in Senior Management Functions 4.6.
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senior personnel
has the meaning given in the Glossary of the FCA Handbook.
senior management regime
means the requirements of the regulatory system applying to relevant authorised
persons insofar as they relate to approved persons performing PRA senior
management functions and FCA designated senior management functions, including
Senior Management Functions and Allocation of Responsibilities.
statement of responsibilities
means a statement of the affairs of a relevant authorised person for which it is
intended that a person who performs (or is subject to an application to perform) a
PRA senior management function is (or will be) responsible.
2

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

2.1

A firm must ensure that any application it makes for the approval of a person to perform a
PRA senior management function is accompanied by a statement of responsibilities.

2.2

A firm must ensure that the statement of responsibilities accompanying an application for
approval to perform a PRA senior management function in relation to it includes any
prescribed responsibilities, credit union prescribed responsibilities, FCA responsibilities
allocated to, and which are to form part of the responsibilities of, that person.

2.3

A firm must ensure that any responsibilities allocated to, and that form part of the
responsibilities of, a person who performs a PRA senior management function in relation to
it are consistent with the scope of that PRA senior management function and of any
prescribed responsibilities, credit union prescribed responsibilities and FCA responsibilities
allocated to that person.

3

ALLOCATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1

A firm (other than a small credit union) must allocate each of the prescribed responsibilities
set out in Chapter 4 (other than 4.1(5) to (8) and 4.1 (20)) to one or more persons who
perform:

3.2

3.3

(1)

a PRA senior management function; or

(2)

subject to 3.4, an FCA designated senior management function.

A firm (other than a small credit union) must allocate each of the prescribed responsibilities in
4.1(5) to (8) and 4.1 (20) to one or more persons who perform:
(1)

an oversight PRA senior management function;

(2)

the FCA non-executive director function; or

(3)

the FCA Chairman of nominee committee function.

A small credit union must allocate each of the credit union prescribed responsibilities to one
or more persons who perform:
(1)

the Credit Union Senior Executive function; or
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(2)

subject to 3.4, an FCA designated senior management function.

3.4

A firm must not allocate a prescribed responsibility (or in the case of a small credit union, a
credit union prescribed responsibility) to a person who performs an FCA significant
responsibility senior management function.

4

PRESCRIBED RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1

Each of the responsibilities set out in this rule is a prescribed responsibility:
(1)

responsibility for the firm’s performance of its obligations under the senior
management regime, including implementation and oversight;

(2)

responsibility for the firm’s performance of its obligations under the certification rules;

(3)

responsibility for compliance with the firm’s obligations in relation to its management
responsibilities map;

(4)

responsibility for the induction, training and professional development of all persons
performing PRA senior management functions on behalf of the firm and all members
of the firm’s management body;

(5)

responsibility for ensuring and overseeing the integrity and independence of the
internal audit function in accordance with SYSC 6.2 (Internal audit) of the PRA
Handbook;

(6)

responsibility for ensuring and overseeing the integrity and independence of the
compliance function in accordance with SYSC 6.1 (Compliance) of the PRA
Handbook;

(7)

responsibility for ensuring and overseeing the integrity and independence of the risk
function in accordance with SYSC 7.1.21 R and SYSC 7.1.22 R (Risk control) of the
PRA Handbook;

(8)

responsibility for maintenance of the independence ,integrity and effectiveness of the
firm’s policies and procedures on whistleblowing and for ensuring staff who raise
concerns are protected from detrimental treatment;

(9)

responsibility for the allocation of all prescribed responsibilities in accordance with
3.1;

(10)

responsibility for leading the development of the firm’s culture and standards in
relation to the carrying on of its business and the behaviours of its staff;

(11)

responsibility for embedding the firm’s culture and standards in relation to the carrying
on of its business and the behaviours of its staff in the day-to-day management of the
firm;

(12)

responsibility for the development and maintenance of the firm’s business model;

(13)

responsibility for management of the allocation and maintenance of capital, funding
and liquidity;

(14)

responsibility for the firm’s treasury management functions;

(15)

responsibility for the production and integrity of the firm’s financial information and its
regulatory reporting in respect of its regulated activities;
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(16)

responsibility for the firm’s recovery plan and resolution pack and for overseeing the
internal processes regarding their governance;

(17)

if the firm carries out proprietary trading, responsibility for the firm’s proprietary trading
activities;

(18)

if the firm does not have a person who perform the Chief Risk function, responsibility
for overseeing and demonstrating that the risk management policies and procedures
which the firm has adopted in accordance with SYSC 7.1.2 R to SYSC 7.1.5 R of the
PRA Handbook satisfy the requirements of those rules and are consistently effective
in accordance with SYSC 4.1.1R of the PRA Handbook;

(19)

if the firm outsources its internal audit function, responsibility for taking reasonable
steps to ensure that every person involved in the performance of that function is
independent from the persons who perform external audit, including:

(20)

(a)

supervision and management of the work of outsourced internal auditors; and

(b)

management of potential conflicts of interest between the provision of
external audit and internal audit services;.

if the firm does not have a person who performs the Senior Independent Director
function, responsibility for:
(a)

carrying out oversight of the person who performs the Chairman function; and

(b)

oversight of the adequacy and quality of the resources available to the office
of that person to enable the role to be fulfilled within the firm.

5

PRESCRIBED RESPONSIBILITIES: CREDIT UNIONS

5.1

This Chapter applies only to small credit unions.

5.2

Each of the responsibilities listed in this rule is a credit union prescribed responsibility:
(1)

responsibility for providing the committee of management with an up-to-date business
plan and all relevant management information;

(2)

responsibility for management of the small credit union’s financial resources;

(3)

responsibility for ensuring the committee of management is informed of its legal and
regulatory obligations; and

(4)

responsibility for oversight of systems and controls proportionate to the nature, scale,
and complexity of the risks inherent in the business model of the small credit union's
activities

6

RECORDS

6.1

A firm must at all times have a comprehensive and up-to-date single document (a
management responsibilities map) that describes the firm’s management and governance
arrangements including:
(1)

details of the reporting lines and the lines of responsibility; and

(2)

reasonable details about the persons who are part of these arrangements;
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(3)

the responsibilities of those persons.

6.2

Where responsibilities covered by a firm’s management responsibility map have been
allocated to more than one person, the firm must show clearly how those responsibilities are
shared or divided between the persons concerned in its management responsibilities map.

6.3

A management responsibilities map must in particular include:
(1)

the names of all the firm’s approved persons (including FCA approved persons),
senior management and senior personnel and the responsibilities held by each;

(2)

all responsibilities included in any current statement of responsibilities;

(3)

details of the management and governance arrangements relating to all of the
prescribed responsibilities (or in the case of a small credit union, the credit union
prescribed responsibilities);

(4)

the FCA business functions the firm has and details of the persons performing them
and the persons having overall responsibility for them;

(5)

details of any other FCA responsibilities allocated by the firm and of the persons to
whom they are allocated;

(6)

matters reserved to the management body (including its committees);

(7)

where the firm is a member of a group;
(a)

how the firm’s management and governance arrangements fit together with
those of its group and the extent to which the firm’s management and
governance arrangements are provided by or shared with other members of
its group; and

(b)

details of the reporting lines and the lines of responsibility (if any) to persons
who are employees or officers of other group members or to committees or
other bodies of the group or of other group members;

(8)

reasonable details about the persons described or identified in the management
responsibilities map, including whether they are employees of the firm, whether they
perform a certification function for the firm and the responsibilities they have in
relation to other group members; and

(9)

details of how the matters set out in (1) to (8) fit into the firm’s management and
governance arrangements as a whole.

6.4

If a firm assigns responsibility for any of the prescribed responsibilities or overall responsibility
for an FCA business function to more than one person jointly or divides overall responsibility
for it between different persons, the firm must record in its management responsibilities map
how and why this has been done.

6.5

If the content of a statement of responsibilities is modified or revised, a firm must send a copy
of that revised statement of responsibilities to the PRA as soon as possible.

6.6

A firm must retain a copy of each version of:
(1)

its management responsibilities map; and
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(2)

the statement of responsibilities for each person who performs or has performed a
PRA senior management function for the firm

for a period of ten years from the date on which the management responsibilities map or the
statement of responsibilities, as the case may be, is superseded by a more up-to-date
version.
6.7

At least once every twelve months, a firm must certify in writing to the PRA whether or not it
has complied with this Part. If it has not done so, the certificate must give details of that noncompliance. A firm must ensure that its management body approves the content and issue of
the certificate and that the certificate is signed on behalf of the management body.

7

CHAIRMAN’S OFFICE

7.1

A firm must ensure that the office of the Chairman function has resources that are adequate
as to both quality and quantity to enable it to fulfil its role within the firm.

8

TRANSITIONALS [TBD]
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PRA RULEBOOK: CERTIFICATION OF EMPLOYEES INSTRUMENT [DATE]
Powers exercised
A. The Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) makes this instrument in the exercise of the following
powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”):
(1) section 63E (Certification of employees by relevant authorised persons);
(2) section 137G (The PRA’s general rules); and
(3) section 137T (General supplementary powers).
B. The rule-making powers referred to above are specified for the purpose of section 138G(2) (Rulemaking instrument) of the Act.
Pre-conditions to making
C. In accordance with section 138J of the Act (Consultation by the PRA), the PRA consulted the
Financial Conduct Authority. After consulting, the PRA published a draft of proposed rules and
had regard to representations made.
PRA Rulebook: Certification of Employees Instrument [Date]
D. The PRA makes the rules in Annex A to this instrument.
Commencement
E. This instrument comes into force on [DATE].
Citation
F. This instrument may be cited as the PRA Rulebook: Certification of Employees Instrument
[YEAR].
By order of the Board of the Prudential Regulation Authority
[DATE]
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Annex A
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Part

CERTIFICATION
Chapter content
1. APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS
2. PERFORMANCE OF CERTIFICATION FUNCTIONS

Links
Material Risk Takers Regulation
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1

APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS

1.1

Unless otherwise stated, this Part applies to every firm that is:

1.2

1.3

(1)

a CRR firm; or

(2)

a credit union.

This Part does not apply to a function performed by:
(1)

a person acting as an insolvency practitioner within the meaning of section 388 of the
Insolvency Act 1986;

(2)

a person acting as a nominee in relation to a voluntary arrangement under Part I
(Company Voluntary Arrangements) of the Insolvency Act 1986;

(3)

a person acting as an insolvency practitioner within the meaning of Article 3 of the
Insolvency (Northern Ireland) Order 1989; or

(4)

a person acting as a nominee in relation to a voluntary arrangement under Part II
(Company Voluntary Arrangements) of the Insolvency (Northern Ireland) Order 1989.

In this Part, the following definitions shall apply:
employee
in relation to a firm, includes any person within the description set out in section
63E(9) of FSMA.
Material Risk Takers Regulation
means Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 604/2014 of 4 March 2014
supplementing Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
with regard to regulatory technical standards with respect to qualitative and
appropriate quantitative criteria to identify categories of staff whose professional
activities have a material impact on an institution's risk profile.
significant risk taker
means:
(1)

any employee of a CRR firm who meets any of the criteria set out in Articles 3
to 5 of the Material Risk Takers Regulation; or

(2)

any employee of a credit union who:
(a)

is a member of the management body;

(b)

is a member of the senior management;

(c)

is responsible and accountable to the management body for the
activities of the independent risk management function, compliance
function or internal audit function; or
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(d)

heads a function responsible for legal affairs, finance including
taxation and budgeting, human resources, remuneration policy,
information technology or economic analysis.

2

PERFORMANCE OF CERTIFICATION FUNCTIONS

2.1

A firm must take reasonable care to ensure that none of its employees performs a certification
function under an arrangement entered into by the firm in relation to the carrying on by the
firm of a regulated activity, unless the employee has a valid certificate issued by the firm.

2.2

For the purposes of this Part, any function that is performed by a significant risk taker for a
firm is a certification function to the extent that the function requires the significant risk taker to
be involved in one or more aspects of the firm’s affairs, so far as relating to a regulated
activity carried on by the firm.

2.3

However, a significant risk taker does not perform a certification function for a firm under 2.2 if
the significant risk taker is performing any controlled function for that firm.

2.4

To the extent that:
(1)

a firm appoints a person to perform a function which, but for this rule, would be a
certification function;

(2)

the appointment solely is to provide cover for a certified employee whose absence is
reasonably unforeseen; and

(3)

the appointment is for less than 2 weeks;

such a person does not perform a certification function.
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PRA RULEBOOK: CRR FIRMS: FITNESS AND PROPRIETY INSTRUMENT [DATE]
Powers exercised
A. The Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) makes this instrument in the exercise of the following
powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

section 60A (Vetting candidates by relevant authorised persons);
section 61 (Determination of applications);
section 63F (Issuing of certificates);
section 137G (the PRA’s general rules); and
section 137T (general supplementary powers);

B. The rule-making powers referred to above are specified for the purpose of section 138G(2) (Rulemaking instrument) of the Act.
Pre-conditions to making
C. In accordance with section 138J of the Act (consultation by the PRA), the PRA consulted the
Financial Conduct Authority. After consulting, the PRA published a draft of proposed rules and
had regard to representations made.
PRA Rulebook: CRR Firms: Fitness and Propriety Instrument [Date]
D. The PRA makes the rules in Annex A to this instrument.
Commencement
E. This instrument comes into force on [DATE].
Citation
F. This instrument may be cited as the PRA Rulebook: Fitness and Propriety Instrument [Date].
By order of the Board of the Prudential Regulation Authority
[DATE]
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FITNESS AND PROPRIETY
Chapter content
1. APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS
2. FITNESS AND PROPRIETY ASSESSMENTS BY FIRMS
3. REGULATORY REFERENCES
Links
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1

APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS

1.1

Unless otherwise stated, this Part applies to every firm that is:
(1)

a CRR firm; or

(2)

a credit union.

1.2

The matters referred to in 2 are relevant to the PRA’s determination of whether a person to
whom a senior management application relates is fit and proper.

1.3

In this Part, the following definitions shall apply:
certification function
has the meaning given in the Certification Part.
certificate
means the certificate referred to in section 63F(1) of FSMA.
senior management application
means an application for the PRA’s approval under section 59 of FSMA.

2

FITNESS AND PROPRIETY ASSESSMENTS BY FIRMS

2.1

(1)

A firm must not make a senior management application in relation to a person unless
it is satisfied that person is fit and proper to perform the PRA senior management
function to which the application relates.

(2)

A firm must not issue a certificate in relation to a person, unless it is satisfied that
person is fit and proper to perform the certification function to which the certificate
relates.

(3)

In deciding whether a person is fit and proper, a firm must be satisfied that person:
(a)

has the personal characteristics (including being of good repute and
integrity);

(b)

possesses the level of competence, knowledge and experience;

(c)

has the qualifications; and

(d)

has undergone or is undergoing all training,

required to enable such person to perform his or her function effectively and in
accordance with any relevant regulatory requirements, including those under the
regulatory system, and to enable sound and prudent management of the firm.
(4)

Before deciding the whether a person is fit and proper, a firm must take reasonable
steps to obtain appropriate references from that person’s previous employers
covering at least the past 5 years.

(5)

In deciding whether a person (P) is fit and proper in connection with a senior
management application, a firm must:
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(a)

obtain P’s consent for the firm to request the fullest information in relation to
P that it is lawfully able to request under the Police Act 1997 (Certificates of
Criminal records, etc) and related subordinated legislation of the UK or any
part of the UK;

(b)

if P has lived or worked outside the UK for a material time in the previous
five years, obtain P’s consent for the firm to request the fullest information in
relation to P that it is lawfully able to request under equivalent overseas
legislation; and

(c)

request, and have regard to, such information.

3

REGULATORY REFERENCES

3.1

(1)

If a firm (A), including a firm that is not a CRR firm or a credit union:
(a)

is considering issuing a certificate to, or making a senior management
application in respect of, a person (P);

(b)

makes a request, for a reference or other information in respect of P from a
firm to which this Part applies (B), in B’s capacity as P’s current or former
employer; and

(c)

indicates to B the purpose of the request,

B must, as soon as reasonably practicable, give to A all information of which B is
aware that is relevant to A’s assessment of whether P is fit and proper.
(2)

When giving information to A under (1), B must in particular disclose:
(a)

where B has concluded that P:
(i)

was in breach of the Conduct Rules Part and has made a notification
to the PRA of such a breach; or

(ii)

was not fit and proper to perform any function;

in the 5 years before the request for a reference, the facts which led B to that
conclusion;
(b)

where B, following a finding that P:
(i)

was in breach of the Conduct Rules Part, which breach B has notified
to the PRA; or

(ii)

was not fit and proper;

has taken, in the 5 years before the request for a reference, disciplinary
action, a description of the basis for, and outcome of, the disciplinary action.
(3)

A firm must provide the information in (2)(b) regarding disciplinary action that resulted
in:
(a)

the issue of a formal written warning; or
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(b)

the suspension or dismissal of P; or

(c)

the reduction or recovery of any of P’s remuneration.
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PRA RULEBOOK: CRR FIRMS: CONDUCT RULES AND NOTIFICATIONS INSTRUMENT [DATE]
Powers exercised
A. The Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) makes this instrument in the exercise of the following
powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”):
(1) section 64A (rules of conduct);
(2) section 64C (requirement for relevant authorised persons to notify regulator of disciplinary
action);
(3) section 137G (the PRA’s general rules); and
(4) section 137T (general supplementary powers).
B. The rule-making powers referred to above are specified for the purpose of section 138G(2) (Rulemaking instrument) of the Act.
Pre-conditions to making
C. In accordance with section 138J of the Act (Consultation by the PRA), the PRA consulted the
Financial Conduct Authority. After consulting, the PRA published a draft of proposed rules and
had regard to representations made.
PRA Rulebook: CRR FIRMS: Conduct Rules and Notifications Instrument [Date]
D. The PRA makes the rules in Annex A and Annex B to this instrument.
Commencement
E. This instrument comes into force on [DATE].
Citation
F. This instrument may be cited as the PRA Rulebook: CRR FIRMS: Conduct Rules and
Notifications Instrument [Date].
By order of the Board of the Prudential Regulation Authority
[DATE]
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Chapter content
1. APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS
2. INDIVIDUAL CONDUCT RULES
3. SENIOR MANAGER CONDUCT RULES

Links
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1
1.1

APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS
(1) This Part applies to every function a person (P) performs in relation to a firm (A) that is a
CRR firm or credit union.
(2) This Part only applies if P:
(a)

is approved under section 59 of FSMA to perform a PRA senior
management function or an FCA senior management function in relation to A;

(b)

is an employee of A that should have been so approved;

(c)

is an employee who is performing a function that would have been a
controlled function but for Senior Management Functions 2.3; or

(d)

performs a certification function in relation to A.

(3) Chapter 3 only applies to a person in (2)(a) or (b).
1.2

In this Part, the following definitions shall apply:
employee
has the meaning given in Certification 1.3.
FCA senior management function
means an FCA controlled function specified in SUP 10C.4.3R of the FCA Handbook.
senior management function
means either a PRA senior management function or an FCA senior management
function.

2

INDIVIDUAL CONDUCT RULES

2.1

Individual Conduct Rule 1: You must act with integrity.

2.2

Individual Conduct Rule 2: You must act with due skill, care and diligence.

2.3

Individual Conduct Rule 3: You must be open and co-operative with the FCA, the PRA and
other regulators.

3

SENIOR MANAGER CONDUCT RULES

3.2

Senior Manager Conduct Rule 1: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business
of the firm for which you are responsible is controlled effectively.

3.3

Senior Manager Conduct Rule 2: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that the business
of the firm for which you are responsible complies with the relevant requirements and
standards of the regulatory system

Annex 7.6

3.4

Senior Manager Conduct Rule 3: You must take reasonable steps to ensure that any
delegation of your responsibilities is to an appropriate person and that you oversee the
discharge of the delegated responsibility effectively.

3.5

Senior Manager Conduct Rule 4: You must disclose appropriately any information of which the
FCA or PRA would reasonably expect notice.

Annex 7.6

Annex B
Amendments to Notifications Part
In the Amendments Part of the PRA Rulebook, insert the following new chapter 11. In this Annex, the
text is all new and is not underlined.
11

CONDUCT RULES: NOTIFICATIONS

11.1

This Chapter applies to every firm that is a CRR firm or credit union.

11.2

In this Chapter, the following definitions shall apply:
disciplinary action
has the meaning given in FSMA section 64C.
conduct rules
means the rules in the Conduct Rules Part.

11.3

If a firm knows or suspects that a person has failed to comply with any conduct rules it must
notify the PRA.

11.4

If a firm is required to notify the PRA in compliance with 11.3 based on a suspicion, it must
notify the PRA of any subsequent determination it makes in relation to that matter.

11.5

If a firm is required to notify the PRA in compliance with 11.3 – 11.4 based on a
determination, it must notify the PRA of any different determination it subsequently makes in
relation to that matter.

11.6

If a firm takes disciplinary action against a person relating to any action, failure to act, or
circumstance that amounts to a breach of any conduct rule it must notify the PRA.

11.7

If a firm is required to notify the PRA under this Chapter in respect of persons performing
1
certification functions, it must do so quarterly by submitting Form [ ] .

11.8

If a firm is required to notify the PRA under this Chapter in respect of a person performing a
senior management function, it must do so within seven business days of becoming aware
2
of the matter by submitting Form D .

11.9

A firm other than a credit union must submit the forms referred to in this Chapter using the
[FCA ONA/INTACT system].

1

The PRA and FCA will consult on the certification function notifications form at a future date.
The PRA and FCA will consult on amendments to Form D necessary to accommodate FSMA
64B/64C notifications at a future date.
2
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Introduction
1. This statement of policy is issued by the Prudential
Regulation Authority (PRA) in accordance with the
requirements of section 63ZD of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) as amended by the Financial
Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 (‘the Act’). This section
requires the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the PRA
(‘the regulators’) to issue a statement of their respective
policies on:

7. These recommendations sought to address what the PCBS
described as the ‘all or nothing’ nature of the approval process
under the Approved Persons Regime and to respond to
feedback from regulators suggesting that time limits and
conditions on approval ‘would enable them to formally
identify actions which they require members of management
to undertake’.

Statutory framework

• giving an approval under section 59 subject to conditions or
for a limited period only; and

8. Section 61 of FSMA allows the PRA to approve applications
to perform a Senior Management Function (SMF) under
section 59:

• variation of an approval under section 63ZA or 63ZB given
under section 59.

• subject to any conditions that [it] considers appropriate;
and/or

2. The PRA and the FCA must consult each other and the
general public before issuing their respective Statements of
Policy.(1) The regulators may also alter or replace the
Statements at any time after publication subject to the above
consultation requirements.

• only for a limited period;

3. The PRA has worked closely with the FCA to develop its
Statements of Policy. Both regulators are mindful of the
importance of minimising divergence in this area and have
sought, wherever possible, to agree a co-ordinated approach
and principles. Differences in policy or practice may, however,
arise due to the different objectives of each regulator.
4. In discharging its general functions, the PRA must, so far as
is reasonably possible, act in a way that advances its statutory
objectives.(2) The PRA is also required to have regard to certain
regulatory principles.(3)
5. The PRA invites comments on this Statement of Policy by
electronic submission using the details given in CP14/14.(4)
Comments are requested by 31 October 2014.

Background
6. The final report of the Parliamentary Commission on
Banking Standards (PCBS) recommended that under the
proposed new Senior Persons Regime regulators should be:
• ‘…able to make approval of an individual Senior Person
subject to conditions, for example where it is felt that
they need to acquire a certain skill to carry out the job well’;
and
• ‘given clear discretionary powers to review the assignment of
responsibilities to a particular individual and require the
redistribution of certain responsibilities or the addition of
certain conditions’.(5)

and in either case, only
• where it appears to the PRA that it is desirable to do so in
order to advance any of its objectives.
9. Similarly, sections 63ZA and 63ZB of FSMA allow the PRA
to vary approvals granted under section 59 for the
performance of a SMF, including at its own initiative, where:
• the PRA gave the approval; or
• the FCA gave the approval and the ‘relevant authorised
person’(6) is PRA-authorised; and
• the PRA considers that it is desirable to do so in order to
advance any of its objectives.
10. Variations of approval may include imposing, varying or
removing conditions and/or time limits on the approval.
11. Before exercising its power under section 63ZB, the PRA
will be required to consult with the FCA. Moreover, where the
PRA intends for an own initiative variation of approval to take
place immediately, it must comply with the requirements in
section 63ZC of FSMA, which include a right on the individual
and the firm to make representations.
(1) The duty of the FCA to consult the PRA under the Act applies only in so far as the
statement of policy applies to persons whose approval under section 59 relates to the
performance of a function designated by the FCA as an SMF under section 59(6A) in
relation to the carrying on by PRA-authorised persons of regulated activities.
(2) As set out in sections 2B and 2C of FSMA.
(3) As set out in sections 2G and 3B of FSMA.
(4) FCA/PRA Consultation Paper CP14/14, ‘Strengthening accountability in banking’,
July 2014; www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Pages/publications/cp/2014/cp1414.aspx.
(5) ‘Changing banking for good’, Report of the PCBS,
www.parliament.uk/documents/banking-commission/Banking-final-report-vol-ii.pdf.
(6) The Act uses the phrase ‘relevant authorised person’ as an umbrella term for all firms
in scope of the new regime namely deposit-takers and PRA-designated investment
firms.
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General approach

to predict or develop expectations on the likely outcome of a
given application.

12. The new statutory powers will give the regulators greater
flexibility to address circumstances and issues which can arise
when considering applications for approval to perform an SMF
or assessing incumbent Senior Managers.
13. However, the new powers under sections 61, 63ZA and
63ZB can only be used if it appears to the PRA that it is
desirable to do so in order to advance any of its objectives.
This will be assessed on a case-by-case basis and take into
account the specific circumstances of the firm and the
individual.
14. Moreover, the new powers will complement but not
replace the PRA’s ability to:
• discuss informally with firms their shortlists of candidates
(without in any way detracting from the firms’ obligations to
vet candidates under section 60A);
• make non-binding recommendations on issues such as
candidates’ learning and development, both at the point of
approval and on an ongoing basis;
• reject or remove candidates who do not meet its standards
of fitness and propriety; or
• approve applications unconditionally.

Time-limited approvals
Temporary vacancies
19. The PRA will retain its approach to temporary vacancies
under the Senior Managers Regime. Consequently, to the
extent that:
(1) a firm appoints a person to perform a function which, but
for this rule, would be a PRA senior management function;
(2) the appointment is solely to provide cover for a PRA
approved person whose absence is:
(a) temporary; or
(b) reasonably unforeseen; and
(3) the appointment is for less than twelve weeks in a
consecutive twelve-month period,
the description of that PRA senior management function does
not relate to those activities of that person.(2)
20. However, as soon as it becomes apparent that the
individual will be performing a PRA-specified Senior
Management Function for more than twelve weeks, the firm
will be required to apply for approval.

15. Similarly, under section 63ZA the PRA may refuse an
application by a firm under that section if it appears to the PRA
that it is desirable to do so in order to advance any of its
objectives.

21. The use of time-limited approvals will therefore only apply
to applications to perform an SMF on an interim, provisional or
temporary basis for a period exceeding or likely to exceed
twelve weeks in a consecutive twelve-month period.

16. As noted in the PRA’s Approach Document,(1) the PRA will
engage with the boards and senior management of firms in
forming its decisions relating to the imposition of conditions
and time limits on approvals. However, firms should not view
conditions as a way of enabling the approval of individuals who
fail to meet minimum standards of fitness and propriety.

22. An example of where the PRA may approve an individual
on a time-limited basis is where there is a sudden or
unexpected departure from the firm and it needs to fill an
SMF vacancy immediately. It is likely to take longer than
twelve weeks to recruit a permanent replacement and there is
an individual at the firm not currently approved to perform the
relevant SMF who the firm and the PRA deem capable of
fulfilling the role on an interim, provisional basis but not
necessarily on a permanent basis.

17. Similarly, while the PRA will continue relying in part on
supervisory dialogue in seeking to ensure that Senior Managers
address risks to firms’ safety and soundness on an ex-ante
basis, it will reserve the right to use its own-initiative variation
of approvals powers to impose conditions requiring individuals
to take ex-post action where warranted.
18. The remainder of this Statement of Policy sets out, for
illustrative purposes, a series of non-binding, non-exhaustive
circumstances where the PRA may use its new statutory
powers. As noted above, each application will be assessed on a
case-by-case basis, so firms should not rely on these examples

23. There will be no formal upper limit on the duration of
time-limited approvals, which will be set on a case-by-case
basis. However, where the aim of the approval is to provide
temporary cover, it will typically be granted for a finite amount
of time.
(1) The PRA’s approach to banking supervision, paragraphs 42 and 193
www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/praapproach/
bankingappr1304.pdf.
(2) Rule 2.3 of the rules on Senior Management Functions in the PRA Rulebook.
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Probationary time limits
24. There may be circumstances where a firm wants to
appoint a candidate to perform an SMF who, although fit and
proper may, in their role, be responsible for the firm’s approach
to dealing with particularly unusual or severe challenges in the
near future. In this situation, it might be appropriate to
approve the candidate subject to a time limit with a view to
reassessing them for a permanent position in due course.
25. In this scenario, the time-limited approval may be
accompanied by a condition requiring an individual to:
• Complete an action or deliverable on or before the end of
the time limit, eg a requirement on the acting Head of
Internal Audit to produce a revised Audit Plan for the firm
within the next six months.
• Refrain from taking specific actions or decisions associated
with the role until permanent approval is granted, eg a
requirement on the interim Chief Risk Officer (CRO) not to
review the firm’s risk appetite until permanent approval is
granted.
26. A possible example could be where the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of a large retail bank resigns unexpectedly. The
firm wants to appoint the Head of Retail Banking, which is the
bank’s largest and most significant business line, as acting
CEO. Supervisors believe him capable of running the firm on a
day-to-day ‘business as usual basis’ but note that he has no
experience developing a long-term, firm-wide strategy. The
Chairman and Head of HR estimate that it could take up to a
year to recruit a permanent CEO. They also believe that the
Head of Retail Banking could be the ideal candidate if he could
outline a viable five-year plan. In this situation, it may be
appropriate to approve the Head of Retail Banking as CEO
subject to a twelve-month time limit. On or before that time,
as they would have to prepare a five-year plan for the firm and
their ability to do so would be taken into account when
considering whether to grant approval on a permanent basis.
27. Once a time limit is imposed, FSMA does not allow the
regulator to remove or reduce it before it lapses.
Consequently, where a time limit is imposed in conjunction
with a condition, fulfilment of the condition will not
automatically cause the time limit to lapse. In this situation,
when the time limit lapses, the regulator will re-examine the
individual’s circumstances, including fulfilment of any
conditions, and if it deems it appropriate, will grant a fresh
approval not subject to a time limit.

being assessed in line with the size, nature, scope and
complexity of a firm’s activities. However, given that a firm’s
size, nature, scope and complexity can change over time, the
PRA may wish to reassess the individual to ensure they
continue to be competent and capable in light of these
changes.
29. Where a firm is expanding, transforming its business
model or its risk profile and there are identifiable upcoming
milestones, the PRA may wish to link the duration of one or
more Senior Managers’ approvals to these milestones.
30. This is without prejudice to the obligations that may arise
on a firm in these circumstances under section 62A, to provide
the PRA with a revised Statement of Responsibilities for the
Senior Manager(s) and to meet any information or verification
requirements imposed by the PRA under that section.
31. By way of illustration, an individual is approved to perform
the Chief Finance function of an unlisted bank which currently
operates only in the United Kingdom. The firm is planning an
initial public offering and a string of acquisitions which are
projected to treble the size of its balance sheet and give it a
global footprint over the next three years. The Chief Finance
function holder has never managed the financial resources of
an institution as large or as complex. In this situation, it may
be appropriate to either limit the individual’s approval to three
years (the projected time for completing the transactions), or
to certain expected future milestones, ie the point at which
the firm’s balance sheet exceeds a certain size, at which point
they would be reassessed.

Performing an SMF after a time limit lapses
32. Should an individual continue to perform an SMF
following expiry of a time-limited approval, it is considered
that the individual will be performing an SMF without approval
and, therefore, may be liable to penalties under section 63A of
the Act.(1)
33. The firm may also be liable under section 59(1) of the Act
for failing to take reasonable care to ensure that the individual
does not perform an SMF without approval.
34. Likewise, the Senior Manager responsible for managing or
overseeing the firm’s compliance with the Senior Managers
Regime, may be guilty of misconduct under section 66B(5) in
this scenario (although a Senior Manager is not guilty if they
are able to satisfy the PRA that they took responsible steps to
avoid the contravention of section 59 occurring or continuing).

Role-scale limited approvals
28. The assessment of whether an individual is considered fit
and proper is made at any given point in time with the
individuals competence and capability in performing the role

(1) The PRA’s approach to enforcement: statutory statements of policy and procedure
sets out the PRA’s policy on the imposition and amount of penalties under inter alia
sections 63A of the FSMA.
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35. Section 66B(3) also provides that any person knowingly
concerned in any breach by the firm of section 59(1) is also
guilty of misconduct (where the person is either an approved
Senior Manager in relation to the firm, or is an employee of
the firm).

appropriate to attach a condition to the individual’s approval
requiring they resign from one or both of the other
non-executive directorships.

36. Firms must remain aware of the expiry of all time limited
approvals and promptly inform the regulator of any additional
steps they intend, or may be required, to take ahead of their
expiry.

Conditional approvals

42. The PRA recognises that there are circumstances where
conditions imposed on an individual’s approval could also be
imposed on the firm using the PRA’s own initiative
requirements power under section 55M of FSMA. An example
of this might be a condition requiring a Senior Manager taking
over a Business Unit to produce a plan within a specified time
period setting out the process by which the Business Unit
intends to rectify deficiencies in prudential systems and
controls that have been identified by the PRA.

37. Conditional approvals will be granted in cases where a
candidate has been deemed fit and proper overall but,
typically, where the assessment has unveiled an action or
development point whose completion would advance the
PRA’s objectives.

43. In considering whether to impose such a condition on
approval, or instead (or additionally) to impose a requirement
under section 63ZB, the PRA would expect to take account of
a number of factors, including the extent to which:

38. Before imposing certain conditions, the PRA may
undertake an interview to assess the candidate’s competency
and capability relating to the role to be performed. However,
it may also impose conditions without a prior interview.

• the proposed condition could more appropriately be
imposed on the firm itself as a requirement under
section 55M (for example because it is a matter which is
explicitly reserved to the firm’s governing body);

39. The PRA may ask a candidate to undertake training to
enhance their competency and capability in a specific area,
where this is desirable to advance the PRA’s objectives.
Fulfilment of conditions may be subject to a deadline (which
would differ from any statutory time limits on the individual’s
approval).
40. An example could be where a bank is looking to appoint
its Head of Credit Risk as CRO and have them approved as the
Chief Risk function. The candidate has substantial experience
in credit and operational risk but their knowledge of market
risk, which accounts for a significant but not major part of the
firm’s risk profile, is out-of-date. In this situation, it might be
appropriate to attach a condition to the individual’s approval
requiring them to undertake training to update their
knowledge of market risk by a specified date.
41. In some circumstances conditions may require a candidate
to refrain from or cease undertaking, certain actions. They
may also require the candidate to go beyond the regulatory
requirements in a given area. For example, a systemically
significant bank that is seeking approval for their proposed new
Chairman. The candidate is a non-executive director on the
board of two non-financial firms, which is within the
directorship limits imposed under CRD IV. However,
supervisors are concerned about the potential impact of these
other commitments on his ability to devote sufficient time to
his proposed Chairman role which, for a firm of this size and
complexity, would typically be expected to require a near
full-time commitment. In this situation, it might be

• the subject matter of the condition already forms part of a
Senior Manager’s Statement of Responsibility; and
• the outcome the condition is seeking is under the control of
the Senior Manager concerned (including through any direct
reports for which they are responsible).

Failure to observe a condition
44. Individual Senior Managers should, in conjunction with the
firm, take ownership of fulfilling any conditions which the PRA
may impose on their approval. However, the ultimate
responsibility for ensuring that the completion of any
conditions imposed on individual Senior Managers have been
met, continues to lie with the firm.
45. Failure to observe a condition by the set deadline does not
in itself invalidate an approval granted under section 59 of the
FSMA Act but — depending on the facts and circumstances —
may constitute a breach of a number of regulatory
requirements by the firm and/or the relevant individual. These
may include (without limitation):
•
•
•
•

Section 63A(2)(b) of FSMA.
Fundamental Rules 1, 2, 6 and 7.(1)
Conduct Rules 1 & SM4.(2)
SYSC 4.3A.1(5)(R), SYSC 4.3A.3 and SYSC 4.3A.4(R).

(1) PRA Policy Statement PS5/14, ‘The PRA Rulebook’, June 2014;
www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Documents/publications/ps/2014/ps514.pdf.
(2) FCA/PRA Consultation Paper CP14/14, ‘Strengthening accountability in banking’,
July 2014; www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Pages/publications/cp/2014/cp1414.aspx.
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46. Moreover, non-fulfilment or late fulfilment of a condition
may be deemed to constitute a failure by a Senior Manager to
observe minimum standards of fitness and propriety and may
trigger disciplinary action, including, withdrawal of approval.

Variations of approval
47. The circumstances which may lead to a time limit or
condition being imposed on a prospective Senior Manager may
also lead to incumbent Senior Managers’ approval being
varied, either at the firm’s or the PRA’s initiative.
48. In addition, the PRA may vary an individual’s approval to
give explicit responsibility for managing or overseeing delivery

of a specific and potentially ad hoc and time-limited,
regulatory requirement or remedial action.
49. For example, a UK-regulated firm has just entered into a
three-year deferred prosecution agreement (DPA) with
overseas authorities after being accused of local market
misconduct. Breach of the DPA could seriously imperil the
firm’s safety and soundness, eg through fines and/or loss of
key local authorisations. The PRA may vary the approvals of
one or more Senior Managers so as to make them explicitly
responsible for ensuring and overseeing compliance with the
terms of the agreement, in order to further the firm’s safety
and soundness.

FCA CP14/13
PRA CP14/14
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Annex 9.1
Draft supervisory statement: the PRA Senior
Managers Regime
1

Introduction

1.1 This supervisory statement applies to all ‘relevant
authorised persons’ as defined in section 71A of FSMA namely:
•
•
•
•

banks;
PRA-designated investment firms;
building societies; and
credit unions.(1)

1.2 The statement sets out the PRA’s expectations of how
these firms should comply with the rules in the PRA Rulebook
dealing with Senior Management Functions (SMFs) and
Allocation of Responsibilities(2) including:
• the responsibilities of the Chairman and Senior Independent
Director (SID); and
• the content of Statements of Responsibilities and
Management Responsibilities Maps.
1.3 This statement seeks to advance the PRA’s statutory
objectives by ensuring the safety and soundness of the firms
it regulates by promoting good corporate governance and
strengthening the accountability of key decision-makers
through a clearer allocation of responsibilities.

2

PRA SMFs

2.1 This section sets out the PRA’s expectations of how firms
should comply with, and interpret, the rules on SMFs in the
PRA Rulebook, which govern the scope of the PRA’s Senior
Managers Regime.

2.5 Consistent with the definition of ‘managing’ in
section 59ZA, the PRA expects relevant authorised persons to,
where appropriate, put individuals employed by parent or
group entities forward for approval as senior managers if they
are involved in decisions affecting its business and meet the
statutory test.
2.6 The PRA does not expect senior managers to have
ultimate authority over the areas they manage; ultimate
authority and responsibility will continue to rest with the
board. In the PRA’s view ‘responsibility for managing’
includes, but is not limited to:
• managing or overseeing an area or function under the
delegated authority of the board;
• direct responsibility for briefing, reporting and putting
matters for decision to the board in respect of an area;
and/or
• chairing the board or a board committee and taking part in
their collective decision-making.

Executive and oversight SMFs
2.7 The PRA distinguishes between two types of PRA SMF
(except for small credit unions) as set out in the rules on SMFs
in the PRA Rulebook:(3)
• executive functions (listed in Chapter 3) comprising
individuals responsible for actively managing specific areas
or functions and reporting on them to the board and its
committees;(4) and
• oversight functions, (Chapter 4) comprising individuals who
do not perform an executive function at the firm but chair
its board and/or one or more of its committees (or in the
SID’s case, appraise the Chairman).
2.8 Table A lists all SMFs specified by the PRA.

Mandatory number of SMFs
Link to the firm’s regulated activities
2.2 For a function to be an SMF as defined in section 59ZA(2)
of FSMA it must relate to carrying out a regulated activity. An
individual based outside the United Kingdom can perform an
SMF if he is responsible for managing an area relating to the
firm’s Part IV Permissions.

2.9 Every relevant authorised person, except small credit
unions, must have an individual approved to perform the
Chief Executive, Chief Finance and Chairman functions. Small
credit unions must put at least one individual forward for
approval as a credit union Senior Executive Manager. In most
cases, the PRA expects this individual to be the CEO or
equivalent.

2.3 The PRA therefore expects firms to put forward individuals
performing an SMF for approval even if they are physically
located outside the United Kingdom.

Meaning of ‘managing’ in FSMA
2.4 Section 59ZA(2) of FSMA also requires a senior manager
to be responsible for managing one or more aspects of the
firm’s regulated affairs which, as section 59ZA(3) clarifies, can
include taking part in decisions about how those affairs should
be carried on.

1

(1) At the time of writing, the rules underpinning this draft statement do not apply to
non-UK institutions under section 71A(6)(b) of FSMA, including UK branches of
overseas firms. HM Treasury plans to consult on extending the scope of the Senior
Managers Regime to incoming branches (later in 2014). Subject to the outcome of
HM Treasury’s consultation, the PRA will consult on how to apply the Senior
Managers Regime to incoming non-European Economic Area branches.
(2) http://fshandbook.info/FS/prarulebook.jsp.
(3) Defined as credit unions with average gross total assets of less than or equal to
£25 million.
(4) All references to specific rules in the PRA Rulebook may be subject to changes in
drafting or numbering.
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Table A PRA SMFs

Table C

Executive

Oversight

SMF

Restrictions

Chief Executive

Chairman

Chief Executive

Chief Finance

Chair of the Audit Committee

Chief Risk

Chair of the Risk Committee

A firm must ensure that an individual who performs
the Chairman Function on its behalf does not
simultaneously perform the Chief Executive Function
within the same firm.

Head of Internal Audit

Chair of the Remuneration Committee

Head of Key Business Area

Senior Independent Director (SID)

Group Entity Senior Manager(a)

Chairman

Rule 7.2 of the rules on SMFs.
Chief Risk

Must be an independent senior manager with distinct
responsibility for the risk management function.
Where the nature, scale and complexity of the
activities of the CRR firm do not justify a specifically
appointed person, another senior person within the
firm may fulfil that function, provided there is no
conflict of interest SYSC 7.1.22R See also guidance in
SYSC 21.

Head of Internal Audit

Must be separate and independent from the other
functions and activities of the firm SYSC 6.2.1R.

Chair of the Risk Committee

Must not perform any executive function in the firm
SYSC 7.1.18R and SYSC 19A.3.12R.

Credit Union Senior Executive Manager (small credit unions only)
(a) Group Entity Senior Managers may perform either an executive or an oversight function depending on the
exact nature of their involvement with the firm, which should be made clear in their Statements of
Responsibilities and the firm’s Management Responsibilities Map.

2.10 However, where existing rules or standards do not
require a firm to appoint or establish:
•
•
•
•

independent Internal Audit or Risk functions; or
Audit, Remuneration or Risk Committees; or
a SID; and
the firm has elected not to do so, the PRA does not require it
to have individuals performing the corresponding SMFs.
These firms must allocate Responsibilities 18–20 in
Chapter 4 of the rules on Allocation of Responsibilities
among their remaining senior managers, as appropriate.

2.11 Table B lists the types of relevant authorised person
which are required to have certain SMFs.
Table B
SMF

Firms covered

Chief Risk

Common platform firms where proportionate SYSC 7.1.6R.

Head of Internal Audit

Common platform firms where proportionate SYSC 6.2.1R.

Chair of the Audit
Committee

Issuers with securities admitted to trading on a regulated
market who have to appoint a statutory auditor DTR 7.1.

Chair of the Risk
Committee

Significant firms in scope of the Capital Requirements
Regulation(a) (CRR firms) SYSC 7.1.18R.

Chair of the Remuneration
Committee

CRR firms with assets above £15 billion SYSC 19A.3.12R.

SID

Premium-listed companies (comply or explain) Corporate
Governance Code Provision A.4.1 (comply-or-explain).

(a) http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2013:176:0001:0337:EN:PDF.

Independence requirements and banned combinations
of SMFs
2.12 Certain rules prevent individuals from performing specific
combinations of SMFs at the same firm or require certain
SMFs to be performed independently of any other functions or
activities of the firm. Table C lists the SMFs subject to such
restrictions or independence requirements.
2.13 Where rules do not prevent an individual from
performing a combination of SMFs, the PRA may still decide
not to approve him to perform the desired combined functions
in some circumstances, including but not limited to, where the
PRA considers that:

Chair of the Remuneration
Committee

• the functions are incapable of being effectively performed
together inherently or in practice, such as Chairman and
SID; or
• the individual’s qualifications, training, competencies and/or
personal characteristics render him fit and proper to perform
one function but not the other(s).

Sharing a PRA SMF
2.14 In certain circumstances, including but not limited to
job-share arrangements, a firm may be allowed to have more
than one individual performing a single SMF.
2.15 However, the PRA expects SMFs to be shared only
where appropriate or justified. The norm should be for every
firm to have a single individual performing each of the PRA
SMFs which the firm is required to have. This individual
should be the most senior employee or officer responsible for
managing that area (see above for the definition of
managing).
2.16 Where two or more individuals share an SMF, each will
be individually responsible for all the responsibilities conferred
by that function. It follows that, in the event of a firm
breaching a relevant requirement (as defined in section 66B(4)
of FSMA) relating to that SMF’s area(s) of responsibility, every
individual approved to perform it will be potentially liable
unless they can individually satisfy the PRA that they took
reasonable steps to prevent, stop or remedy the breach
(hereafter the ‘reasonable steps test’ as set out in section 66B
of FSMA). The particular circumstances regarding the division
of tasks between individuals sharing an SMF may, however,
have a bearing on whether one or both can satisfy the
‘reasonable steps test’.
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3 Allocation of responsibilities to senior
managers

• non-executive director (NED); or
• Chair of the Nominations Committee.

Responsibilities inherent in the definition of each
PRA SMF

3.9 The rules on Allocation of Responsibilities require all
Prescribed Responsibilities to be allocated within all firms
other than small credit unions. However, in limited cases,
the PRA may waive a requirement to allocate one or more
Prescribed Responsibilities to a firm that satisfies the test in
section 138A(4) of FSMA, ie a firm that can demonstrate
that:

3.1 Every SMF, specified by the PRA in its rules, is defined by
reference to the responsibility inherent in that function.
3.2 This inherent responsibility entails managing an aspect of
the firm’s affairs which the PRA considers involves, or might
involve, a risk of serious consequences to the firm, business or
other interests in the United Kingdom.
3.3 The definition of each SMF will be used to identify
responsibility for an area in the event of a firm breaching a
relevant requirement. For example, where a failure with a
firm’s risk controls causes it to breach a relevant requirement,
the individual(s) performing the Chief Risk function is likely to
be initially identified as being responsible and asked to satisfy
the ‘reasonable steps test’.
3.4 In addition to or instead of the senior manager to whom
the responsibility was formally allocated, the PRA may require
other senior managers to satisfy the ‘reasonable steps test’ if,
on the facts, they were responsible for the area where the
contravention occurred.
3.5 The PRA also retains the ability to take enforcement
action against employees, other than senior managers, who
were ‘knowingly concerned’ in a contravention of a relevant
requirement.

Prescribed Responsibilities
3.6 In addition to the responsibilities inherent in the definition
of each SMF, Chapter 4 of the rules on Allocation of
Responsibilities sets out a number of ‘Prescribed
Responsibilities’, which cover:
• the firm’s implementation and operation of the new
accountability regimes;
• the culture and standards within the firm;
• a number of areas which the PRA has specific interest in as a
prudential regulator; and
• responsibilities which a firm must assign if it does not have a
specific senior manager.
3.7 The PRA requires firms (other than small credit unions) to
allocate PRA Prescribed Responsibilities to any individual
performing an SMF specified by the PRA or by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) in SUP 10C of the FCA Handbook
(except the FCA’s ‘Significant Responsibility’ SMF).
3.8 Certain Prescribed Responsibilities can only be assigned to
individuals performing an ‘oversight’ PRA SMF or to the
following FCA SMFs:
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• compliance with the unmodified rules would be unduly
burdensome or would not achieve the purpose for which
the rules were made; and
• the direction would not adversely affect the advancement
of any of the PRA’s objectives.
3.10 In practice, the PRA is likely to grant waivers where a firm
can demonstrate that it does not carry out an activity relating
to a given Prescribed Responsibility.
3.11 The PRA expects firms to allocate many Prescribed
Responsibilities to the senior manager they are most closely
linked to. A specific example is set out in Table D.
Table D
The rules on Allocation of Responsibilities require firms to allocate responsibility for
ensuring and overseeing the integrity and independence of the:
• the internal audit function in accordance with SYSC 6.2 (Internal audit);
• the compliance function in accordance with SYSC 6.1 (Compliance); and
• the risk function in accordance with SYSC 7.1.22R (Risk control).
These responsibilities must be allocated to Oversight SMFs. The PRA expects these to be
the chairs of the relevant board committees (Audit and Risk).
Moreover, the PRA interprets these Prescribed Responsibilities as encompassing an
obligation to ensure that the Chief Risk, Compliance and Head of Internal Audit cannot
be dismissed or have any other disciplinary sanction without the agreement of the board,
including at least a majority of NEDs.

Prescribed Responsibilities for small credit unions
3.12 Small credit unions are subject to the tailored Prescribed
Responsibilities listed in Chapter 6 of the Allocation of
Responsibilities, which they must allocate to any senior
manager approved by either the PRA or FCA (excluding the
FCA ‘Significant Responsibility’ SMF).

Additional responsibilities
3.13 Firms are free to assign to a senior manager, and include
in his Statements of Responsibilities, additional responsibilities
not covered in the PRA’s rules.
3.14 Additional responsibilities must not modify or qualify any
responsibilities prescribed by the PRA.
3.15 The PRA may also request firms to include specific
responsibility for a regulatory outcome in the Statement of
Responsibilities of the relevant individuals.

4
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Responsibilities of the Chairman and SID

• extent to which he has fulfilled the responsibilities referred
to in this statement; and
• quality and sufficiency of resources allocated to his office
(consistent with Rule 7.1 in Allocation of Responsibilities).

3.16 The PRA considers that the responsibility inherent in the
definition of the Chairman function in Rule 4.2 of the rules on
SMFs encompasses responsibility for the following:
• promoting an open exchange of views, challenge and debate
at the board;
• ensuring that NEDs have the tools, resources and
information to carry out their roles effectively, particularly
their challenge function; and
• providing a genuine check and balance to the executives.
3.17 Moreover, the PRA expects firms to allocate the
following Prescribed Responsibilities to the Chairman:
• the induction, training and professional development of all
persons performing SMFs on behalf of the firm and all
members of the firm’s management body;
• leading the development of the firm’s culture and standards
in relation to the carrying on of its business and the
behaviours of its staff; and
• ensuring and overseeing the integrity and independence of
the firm’s policies and procedures on whistleblowing and for
ensuring that staff who raise concerns are protected from
detrimental treatment.
3.18 The PRA also expects Chairmen to remain appraised of
matters relating to the board and its individual committees
and to take steps to facilitate this, for instance by having
regular discussions with the Chairs of the Audit, Remuneration
and Risk committees outside of board meetings.
3.19 Given the importance and responsibility of the role,
Chairmen are expected to commit a significantly larger
proportion of their time to their functions than other NEDs.
The PRA expects Chairmen, in particular those of major firms,
not to have or take on additional commitments which may
interfere with the fulfilment of their responsibilities to the firm
under the Senior Managers Regime.
3.20 The PRA may consider using its powers to impose
conditions on approval to limit a Chairman’s ability to take on
external commitments where it considers that doing so may
advance the PRA’s objectives.

Appraising the Chairman
3.21 The rules on SMFs in the PRA Rulebook specify a SID
SMF, which entails ‘particular responsibility for leading the
assessment of the performance of the person performing the
Chairman function’. Where a firm has chosen not to have a
SID, it must allocate responsibility for appraising the Chairman
to another NED.
3.22 The PRA expects the assessment of the Chairman to
include, but not be limited to the:

4 Statements of Responsibilities and
Management Responsibilities Maps
Statements of Responsibilities
4.1 Certain SMFs, notably Heads of Key Business Areas and
Group Entity Senior Managers may apply to individuals
performing a diverse range of roles and influencing the firm in
different ways.
4.2 Consequently, the PRA expects the Statements of
Responsibilities of individuals performing these functions to
include detailed information of any particular aspects of the
firm which they are responsible for managing or overseeing.
4.3 Section 62A of FSMA requires firms to submit a revised
Statement of Responsibilities whenever there is a ‘significant
change in the aspects of the authorised person’s affairs which
the person is responsible for managing in performing the
function’.
4.4 The PRA will determine whether a ‘significant change’ has
taken place on a case-by-case basis. However, the list below
sets out non-exhaustive examples of potential significant
changes which, in the PRA’s view, may require the submission
of a revised Statement of Responsibilities:
• A variation of the individual’s approval, either at the firm’s,
the PRA’s or FCA’s initiative, resulting in the imposition of a
condition or time limit.
• Fulfilling or failing to fulfil a condition on approval imposed
by the PRA or FCA.
• The addition, re-allocation or removal of a PRA Prescribed
Responsibility, an FCA key business function or an additional
responsibility.
• The sharing of an SMF originally performed by one individual
among two or more individuals.

Management Responsibilities Maps
4.5 The PRA’s and FCA’s rules and FCA guidance require firms
to develop and maintain a Management Responsibilities Map,
which must be a single, up-to-date document setting out their
management and governance arrangements. Table E lists
some of the information which the PRA expects a
Management Responsibilities Map to contain. A full list is
available in Rule 7.3 of the rules on Allocation of
Responsibilities in the PRA Rulebook.
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Table E
• An up-to-date list of all senior managers approved by the PRA and the FCA.
• A list of each senior manager’s responsibilities as set out in their current Statement of
Responsibilities.
• A checklist confirming that all PRA Prescribed Responsibilities/Credit Union Prescribed
Responsibilities (as applicable) have been allocated.
• Where one or more Prescribed Responsibilities have not been allocated, the reason
why.
• A list of all reporting lines from all senior managers to other individuals in the relevant
authorised person, the board and any board committees.
• Where the relevant authorised person is a subsidiary or part of a group, details of any
reporting lines from senior managers in the relevant authorised person to individuals
and decision-making bodies outside it.

5
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Annex 9.2
Draft supervisory statement on the PRA’s
certification regime
1

Introduction

1.1 This supervisory statement sets out the expectations of
the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) of how firms should
act when deciding which roles are ‘certification functions’ (as
defined in the Certification Part of the PRA Rulebook)
requiring a certificate to be issued by the firm to the person
performing the function. This statement applies to
deposit-takers and PRA-authorised investment firms.
1.2 This statement advances the PRA’s objectives by providing
further clarity on the PRA’s expectations of how firms should
act in complying with the PRA’s rules in the Certification Part
and the associated provisions in the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (FSMA).

2 Relationship between the certification
regime and the PRA’s Remuneration rules(1)
2.1 The PRA has specified certification functions with
reference to the concept of a ‘significant risk-taker’.
2.2 For firms subject to the Capital Requirements Regulation
(CRR), referred to here as CRR firms, both the definition of a
‘significant risk-taker’ for the purposes of the certification
regime and the definition of a ‘material risk-taker’ in the PRA’s
rules in the Remuneration Part of the Rulebook
(‘Remuneration rules’) refer to the Material Risk-Takers
Regulation,(2) which sets out qualitative and quantitative
criteria for identifying ‘staff whose professional activities have
a material impact on an institution's risk profile’.
2.3 However, it should be noted that some individuals
classified as material risk-takers under the Remuneration rules
will not fall within the certification regime. In particular,
anyone who performs a controlled function for a firm will not
be treated as performing a certification function for that
firm.(3)
2.4 This would also be the case where an employee is not
sufficiently involved in a regulated activity of the firm to meet
the statutory test for a certification function. This may, for
example, be the case where the individual is employed by an
overseas subsidiary of the UK-authorised firm; such a person
may have no involvement in a regulated activity of the
UK-authorised firm and in that case would not be performing
a certification function, but may be a material risk-taker under
the PRA’s proposed Remuneration rules as these will apply at
group, parent undertaking and subsidiary undertaking levels,
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including those subsidiaries established outside the European
Economic Area.
2.5 The PRA expects that in a CRR firm only those individuals
who are material risk-takers as defined in the PRA’s
Remuneration rules could be performing a certification
function specified by the PRA. However, the Financial
Conduct Authority’s certification regime is wider and also
includes individuals who are not ‘material risk-takers’.
2.6 By virtue of Article 4(2)–(5) of the Material Risk-Takers
Regulation, a firm may, where certain conditions are satisfied,
deem an employee who meets any quantitative criterion in
Article 4(1) but no criterion in Article 3 of that Regulation not
to be a ‘material risk-taker’. In such cases, the firm should not
treat that employee as a ‘significant risk-taker’ for the
purposes of the certification regime.
2.7 Credit unions are not subject to the CRR or the associated
remuneration requirements. Therefore, they will not have an
existing obligation to identify material risk-takers for
remuneration purposes and the PRA considers that many of
the criteria in the Material Risk-Takers Regulation would not,
in practice, be relevant to credit unions. Instead, the PRA has
created a separate, simplified definition of certification
functions for credit unions. This will take the elements of the
material risk-taker criteria that the PRA believes could be
relevant to a credit union.

3 Identifying functions and describing them
in certificates
3.1 The PRA’s approach to specifying certification functions
has the effect of making any function performed by a
significant risk-taker for a firm a certification function (to the
extent that the function will require the employee to be
involved in a regulated activity of the firm, and provided that
the employee is not performing any controlled function for
the firm).
3.2 However, this does not mean that the PRA expects firms
to issue multiple certificates to each employee that is a
‘significant risk-taker’. Rather, in a certificate, a firm may
describe the function performed by an employee in broad
terms, and without listing all the activities that function may
involve. A firm should assess whether the employee is fit and
proper to perform all aspects of the function as described by a

(1) This draft supervisory statement refers to Remuneration rules which the PRA is
currently consulting on in CP15/14 and assumes that those rules are made as
proposed. The final supervisory statement will need to be updated to reflect any
changes to Remuneration rules as a result of responses to CP15/14.
(2) Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 604/2014, available at http://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32014R0604&from=EN.
(3) It is however possible that an individual may perform roles at more than one
regulated firm, in which case it would be possible for that individual to perform a
senior management function at one firm and a certification function at another firm.
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certificate. The factors the PRA requires a firm to take into
account when making this assessment are set out in the
Fitness and Propriety Part and the associated supervisory
statement.(1)

proper to perform that new function before they start it. A
firm should not wait until the point of annual reassessment
to determine whether the employee is fit and proper for the
new function.

4 Moving functions during the certification
year

5

4.1 In cases where a certified employee’s role changes to
involve a new certification function part way through the
twelve-month period for which their certificate is valid, and
that new function may have different requirements relating to
personal characteristics, the level of competence, knowledge
and experience, qualifications or training, the PRA would
expect the firm to assess whether the employee is fit and

Associated requirements in FSMA

5.1 In addition to the rules in the Certification Part of the
PRA Rulebook, firms should also take account of section 63E
(Certification of employees by relevant authorised persons) and
section 63F (Issuing of certificates) of FSMA; for example, in
relation to the definition of an ‘employee’, the content of a
certificate, the period for which a certificate is valid, the
procedure to be followed in the event of a refusal by a firm to
issue a certificate and record keeping.

(1) The draft Fitness and Propriety Rules and supervisory statement are being consulted
on in the same consultation paper as this supervisory statement (CP14/4).
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Annex 9.3
Draft supervisory statement on assessing
fitness and propriety and providing references
1

Introduction

1.1 This supervisory statement is aimed at deposit-takers and
investment firms regulated by the Prudential Regulation
Authority (PRA), ie at firms which are ‘relevant authorised
persons’ as defined in section 71A of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (FSMA). The purpose of this supervisory
statement is to set out the factors that the PRA:
• will take into account when assessing whether an individual
is fit and proper to perform a senior management function
(SMF); and
• expects firms to take into account when assessing whether
an individual is fit and proper to perform:
(i) an SMF specified in PRA rules; or
(ii) a certification function specified in PRA rules.
1.2 Measures to ensure that the persons who manage firms, or
take significant risks on a firm’s behalf, are fit and proper
should reduce the likelihood of firms failing, and therefore help
advance the PRA’s safety and soundness objective.
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Assessing fitness and propriety

2.1 The PRA has made rules in the Fitness and Propriety Part of
the Rulebook which state that when deciding whether a
person is fit and proper, a firm must be satisfied that the
person has appropriate qualifications, training, competence
and personal characteristics needed to perform his or her
function effectively and in accordance with any relevant
requirements, and to enable sound and prudent management
of the firm.
2.2 Section 61(2) of FSMA provides that the PRA may have
regard to these rules (among other things) when determining
an application for approval to perform an SMF.
2.3 In assessing whether an individual is fit and proper to
perform an SMF, including whether the person complies with
the rules referred to in paragraph 2.1 above, the PRA will also
have regard to the European Banking Authority’s (EBA’s)
Guidelines on the assessment of the suitability of members of the
management body and key function holders and in particular to
the Assessment Criteria set out in Chapter IV.(1)
2.4 In complying with the rules in the Fitness and Propriety
Part, firms should also have regard to the EBA’s Guidelines as
appropriate.
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2.5 The PRA will also have regard in its assessments of fitness
and propriety to the person’s:
• honesty, integrity and reputation;
• competence and capability; and
• financial soundness.
2.6 Firms should also have regard to the factors in
paragraph 2.5 when they are assessing whether an individual is
fit and proper to perform an SMF or certification function
specified by the PRA.
2.7 In determining a person’s honesty, integrity and
reputation, the PRA will have regard to all relevant matters
which may have arisen either in the United Kingdom or
elsewhere. The PRA will consider whether a matter is relevant
to the requirements and standards of the regulatory system.
2.8 For example, conviction for a criminal offence will not
automatically mean an application will be rejected. The PRA
will treat each candidate’s application on a case-by-case basis,
having regard to a range of factors which may include, but are
not limited to:
• the seriousness of, and circumstances surrounding, the
offence;
• the explanation offered by the convicted person;
• the relevance of the offence to the proposed role;
• the passage of time since the offence was committed; and
• evidence of the individual's rehabilitation.
2.9 When determining a person’s financial soundness the PRA
will not normally require a candidate for an SMF to supply a
statement of assets or liabilities. The PRA would not expect a
person being of limited financial means to, in itself, affect his
or her suitability to perform a certification function or an SMF.
2.10 The PRA would expect a firm to take a similar approach to
that set out in paragraphs 2.7 to 2.9 above when assessing
whether a person is fit and proper for an SMF or a certification
function.

3 Taking up and providing employer
references
3.1 Fitness and Propriety 2.1(4) requires firms to request
references from previous employers as part of their assessment
of a person’s fitness and propriety to perform an SMF or
certification function specified by the PRA.

(1) The EBA’s Guidelines (EBA/GL/2012/06) are available at
www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/106695/EBA-GL-2012-06--Guidelines-onthe-assessment-of-the-suitability-of-persons-.pdf.
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3.2 Where a firm needs to fill a vacancy which is a certification
function and which could not have reasonably been foreseen,
the PRA recognises that it may not be reasonable to expect
the firm to obtain references prior to issuing a certificate. In
such cases, firms should take up the references as soon as
reasonably possible and, if the references obtained raise
concerns about the person’s fitness and propriety, the firm
should revisit its decision to issue the person with a
certificate.

3.5 The obligations in Fitness and Propriety 3 to supply
information to another firm apply notwithstanding any
agreement (for example a ‘COT 3’ Agreement settled by the
Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service) or any other
arrangements entered into by a firm and an employee upon
termination of the employee’s employment. A firm should not
enter into any such arrangements or agreements that could
conflict with its obligations under the rules in the Fitness and
Propriety Part.

3.3 Fitness and Propriety 3.1(3) requires a firm (‘B’) to provide
all relevant information about a person (‘P’) who has
previously performed an SMF or certification function for that
firm, in cases where the reference is requested by another firm
(‘A’) who is considering appointing P to an SMF or a
certification function. In such cases, B should have regard to
its existing legal duties to both P and A, including to:

3.6 The requirement in Fitness and Propriety 3.1 for a firm (‘B’)
to give information to firm (‘A’) also applies where firm A has
outsourced the collection of that information to another
(unregulated) third party, where B has been made aware that
the unregulated third party is acting on behalf of A.

• provide a reference which is true, accurate and fair;
• try to be objective; and
• take reasonable care in preparing the reference.
3.4 The requirement in Fitness and Propriety 3.1(2) — that
where a firm has concluded that a person (‘P’) has breached a
PRA conduct rule and has notified the regulators of that
breach, the firm should include the facts that led it to come to
that conclusion when providing a reference about P — does
not apply in cases where the firm has subsequently reached a
new determination that the person had not breached a
conduct rule and has made a further notification to that effect
to the regulators.

3.7 A firm should have in place procedures for the retention of
records to enable it to comply with Fitness and Propriety 3
when responding to any requests for references.
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Criminal background checks

4.1 In England and Wales, a firm should get an application
form from the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) or an
umbrella body (a registered body that gives access to DBS
checks). There is an equivalent procedure in Scotland
(involving Disclosure Scotland) and Northern Ireland (involving
AccessNI). If the candidate is employed by a contractor, the
firm may ask the contractor to obtain the certificate. A firm
should not send any DBS certificates or copies of such
certificates to the PRA.
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Annex 9.4
Draft supervisory statement on conduct rules
and associated notification requirements
1

Introduction

1.1 This supervisory statement sets out the expectations of the
Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) of how individuals who
are subject to the Individual Conduct Rules and the Senior
Manager Conduct Rules (referred to here as ‘the conduct
rules’) in the Conduct Rules Part of the PRA Rulebook should
act in complying with them.(1) However, this statement does
not provide an exhaustive statement of the standards required
to comply with the conduct rules.
1.2 This statement also sets out the PRA’s expectations of how
deposit-takers and PRA-authorised investment firms will
comply with the associated rules in Notifications 11.
1.3 This statement will help persons who can affect a firm’s
safety and soundness to understand the standards of conduct
the PRA requires of them. This should advance the PRA’s
safety and soundness objective by reducing the risk their
conduct will make that firm less safe or sound.

2 Persons and activities to which the
Conduct Rules Part apply
2.1 The Conduct Rules Part applies to persons performing a
certification function specified by the PRA, or a senior
management function (SMF) specified by either regulator. An
employee performing such a function is still subject to the
rules regardless of whether the firm has issued a certificate or
the person has been granted approval.
2.2 Where an employee is performing a function that would
have been an SMF but for Senior Management Functions 2.3
(which provides a twelve-week grace period to cover absences
which are temporary or reasonably unforeseen), the effect of
Conduct Rules 1.1(2)(c) is to apply the Individual Conduct
Rules, but not the Senior Manager Conduct Rules, to that
employee.
2.3 Where an employee is performing a function which would
have been a certification function but for Certification 2.4 (ie it
is to cover an absence of a certified employee which is
reasonably unforeseen and is for less than two weeks), the
performance of that function does not cause any of the
conduct rules to apply to that employee.
2.4 The conduct rules apply only to an individual’s conduct in
relation to the activities of the firm at which they are
employed or are approved to perform an SMF.(2) These rules
do not relate to a person’s actions in their private life if those
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actions are unrelated to the firm’s activities and the PRA would
not generally expect to assess such actions against its rules.
However, an individual’s wider behaviour could affect his or
her ability to comply with rules. The way in which a person
behaves in their private life may be relevant to any
assessment, by the PRA or by the firm itself, of whether that
person is or remains fit and proper.(3)

3

Compliance with the rules

3.1 In assessing compliance with or a breach of a conduct rule,
the PRA will have regard to the context in which a course of
conduct was undertaken, including:
(a) the precise circumstances of the individual case;
(b) the characteristics of the particular function performed by
the individual in question; and
(c) the behaviour to be expected in that function.
3.2 A person will only be in breach of any of the conduct rules
where he is personally culpable. Personal culpability arises
where:
(a) a person’s conduct was deliberate; or
(b) the person’s standard of conduct was below that which
would be reasonable in all the circumstances.

Individual Conduct Rules(4)
Individual Conduct Rule 2: ‘You must act with due skill, care
and diligence.’

Acting with due skill, care and diligence as a manager
3.3 It is important for a manager (including, but not limited
to, a person performing an SMF) to understand the business
for which he is responsible. A manager is unlikely to be an
expert in all aspects of a complex financial services business.
However, they should understand and inform themselves
about the business sufficiently to understand the risks of its
trading, credit or other business activities.
3.4 Where unusually profitable business is undertaken, or
where the profits are particularly volatile or the business
involves funding requirements on the firm beyond those
reasonably anticipated, a manager should require explanations
from those who report to him or her. Where those
explanations are implausible or unsatisfactory, the manager
should take steps to test the veracity of those explanations.
(1) These draft rules are being consulted on in the same consultation package as this
draft supervisory statement (CP14/14).
(2) Such actions are referred to in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) as
the performance of ‘qualifying functions’ — see section 64A (4)–(5).
(3) Information on the factors the PRA will take into account when making such an
assessment can be found in the Fitness and Propriety Part of the PRA Rulebook and
the associated supervisory statement which are also being consulted on as part of
CP14/14.
(4) Individual Conduct Rule 1 is: ‘You must act with integrity’. The PRA does not believe
it is necessary to provide guidance on what it means to act with integrity.
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Individual Conduct Rule 3: ‘You must be open and
co-operative with the FCA, the PRA and other regulators.’

they are responsible, a person performing an SMF should bear
this in mind.

3.5 The PRA expects a person would normally report
information to the regulators through the firm’s mechanisms
for reporting information to the regulators. Relevant factors in
assessing compliance with Individual Conduct Rule 3 include:

3.9 The organisation of the business and the responsibilities of
those within it should be clearly defined. Reporting lines
should be clear to staff. Where staff have dual reporting lines
there is a greater need to ensure that the responsibility and
accountability of each individual line manager is clearly set out
and understood.

(a) whether a person has provided information into such
mechanisms in an appropriate manner;
(b) whether the person has taken steps to influence a decision
so as not to report to the regulator concerned;
(c) whether the person has acted in a way intended to
obstruct the reporting of information to the regulator
concerned;
(d) where relevant to the person’s role, the way in which the
person has operated, managed or overseen those
mechanisms; and
(e) the way in which a person has responded to requests from
a relevant regulator.

Senior managers
3.6 The factors the PRA would expect to take into account
when assessing whether a person performing an SMF has
complied with Senior Manager Conduct Rules 1–4 include:
(a) whether the person exercised reasonable care when
considering the information available;
(b) whether the person reached a reasonable conclusion upon
which to act;
(c) the nature, scale and complexity of the firm’s business;
(d) the person’s role and responsibility; and
(e) the knowledge the person had, or should have had, of
regulatory concerns, if any.
3.7 A person’s statement of responsibilities will be important
evidence about their roles and responsibilities, but there may
be cases where a person is responsible for additional matters
which are not included in their statement of responsibilities.
This could for instance be the case if the statement of
responsibilities has not been kept up to date. Therefore a
person’s statement of responsibilities will not necessarily
exhaust the matters for which the PRA will regard them as
being responsible.
Senior Manager Conduct Rule 1: ‘You must take reasonable
steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which you are
responsible is controlled effectively.’
3.8 Strategy and plans will often dictate the risk which the
business is prepared to take on and high-level controls will
dictate how the business is to be run. If the strategy of the
business is to enter high-risk areas, then the degree of control
and strength of monitoring reasonably required within the
business will be higher. In organising the business for which

3.10 If an individual’s performance is unsatisfactory, then the
relevant SMF manager should review carefully whether to
allow that individual to continue in his or her position. In
particular, if the SMF manager is aware of concerns relating to
the compliance with requirements and standards of the
regulatory system (or internal controls) of the individual
concerned, or of staff reporting to that individual, the SMF
manager should take care not to give any weight to the
financial performance of the individual or group concerned
when considering whether any action should be taken.
3.11 In organising the business, a person performing an SMF
should pay attention to any temporary vacancies which exist.
The SMF manager should take reasonable steps to ensure that
suitable cover for responsibilities is arranged. This could
include taking on temporary staff or external consultants. The
SMF manager should assess the risk that is posed to
compliance with the requirements and standards of the
regulatory system as a result of the vacancy, and the higher
the risk the greater the steps which should be taken by the
SMF manager to fill the vacancy. It may be appropriate to
limit or suspend the activity if appropriate cover for
responsibilities cannot be arranged. To the extent that those
vacancies are in respect of controlled functions, they may only
be filled by persons approved for that function.
Senior Manager Conduct Rule 2: ‘You must take reasonable
steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which you are
responsible complies with the relevant requirements and
standards of the regulatory system.’
3.12 A person performing an SMF should take reasonable steps
both to ensure the firm’s compliance with the relevant
requirements and standards of the regulatory system and to
ensure that all staff are aware of the need for compliance.
3.13 A person performing an SMF need not personally put in
place the systems of control in the business. Whether the SMF
does this depends on the SMF’s role and responsibilities. The
SMF should, however, take reasonable steps to ensure that the
business has operating procedures and systems which include
well-defined steps for complying with the detail of relevant
requirements and standards of the regulatory system and for
ensuring that the business is run prudently. The nature and
extent of the systems of control that are required will depend
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upon the relevant requirements and standards of the
regulatory system, and the nature, scale and complexity of the
business.
Senior Manager Conduct Rule 3: ‘You must take reasonable
steps to ensure that any delegation of your responsibilities is to
an appropriate person and that you oversee the discharge of the
delegated responsibility effectively.’
3.14 A person performing an SMF will not always personally
manage the business on a day-to-day basis. The extent to
which this is done by the SMF manager will depend on a
number of factors, including the nature, scale and complexity
of the business and the SMF manager’s position within it. The
larger and more complex the business, the greater the need for
clear and effective delegation and reporting lines, which may
involve documenting the scope of that delegation and the
reporting lines in writing. The appropriate regulator will look
to the SMF manager to take reasonable steps to ensure that
systems are in place which result in issues being addressed at
the appropriate level. When issues come to the SMF
manager’s attention, he or she should deal with them in an
appropriate way.
3.15 Delegating the authority for dealing with an issue or a
part of the business to an individual or individuals (whether
in-house or outside contractors) without reasonable grounds
for believing that the delegate had the necessary capacity,
competence, knowledge, seniority or skill to deal with the
issue or to take authority for dealing with that part of the
business exemplifies a failure to comply with Senior Manager
Conduct Rule 3.
3.16 Although a person performing an SMF may delegate the
resolution of an issue, or authority for dealing with a part of
the business, that person cannot delegate responsibility for it.
It is that person’s responsibility to ensure that they receive
reports on these matters and question those reports where
appropriate. For instance, if progress appears to be slow or if
an issue is not being resolved satisfactorily, then the SMF
manager may need to challenge the explanations received and
possibly take action personally to resolve the problem. This
may include increasing the resource allocated to the issue,
reassigning the resolution internally or obtaining external
advice or assistance. Where an issue raises significant
concerns, a person performing an SMF should act clearly and
decisively. If appropriate, this may be by suspending members
of staff or relieving them of all or part of their responsibilities.
Senior Manager Conduct Rule 4: ‘You must disclose
appropriately any information of which the FCA or PRA would
reasonably expect notice.’
3.17 Senior Manager Conduct Rule 4 applies to a person
performing an SMF in addition to Individual Conduct Rule 3.

3

Individual Conduct Rule 3 relates primarily to responses from
individuals to requests from the appropriate regulator and an
individual’s involvement in a firm’s mechanisms for reporting
to a regulator. However, Senior Manager Conduct Rule 4
imposes a greater duty on SMF managers to disclose any
information the appropriate regulator would reasonably
expect. This includes making a disclosure in the absence of
any request or enquiry from the appropriate regulator. By
virtue of the position, a person performing an SMF is likely
both to have access to greater amounts of information of
potential regulatory importance and to have the expertise to
recognise when this may be something of which the PRA or
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) would reasonably expect
notice.
3.18 The PRA would not expect a person performing an SMF to
disclose information which the person knows that the firm or
another senior manager has already disclosed to the PRA.
3.19 The PRA expects that in disclosing appropriately, the
person will need to disclose:
(a) sufficient information for the regulators to be able to
understand the full implications of the matter being
disclosed;
(b) in a timely manner; and
(c) to an appropriate contact at the PRA or FCA (or both),
which may include the firm’s usual supervisory contact.

4 Notifications by firms to the PRA
(Notifications 11)
4.1 The requirement in Notifications 11.3 reflects
section 64B(5) of FSMA and requires firms to notify the PRA if
they know or suspect that a person subject to the PRA’s
conduct rules has breached one of those rules. The PRA
expects that firms will only conclude that it is necessary to
report a ‘suspected breach’ where it has reasonable grounds
for such a suspicion. The PRA does not expect firms to report
every instance where there is some possibility that a breach
has been committed if there are no reasonable grounds on
which to believe that a breach has occurred.
4.2 Where a firm has reported a suspected or actual breach of
a conduct rule, it should notify the PRA of any different
determination it subsequently makes in relation to that
matter. For example, if the firm reports a suspected breach
and as a result of subsequent investigation determines that the
person had not breached the rules, it should notify the PRA of
that determination.
4.3 Where a firm has reported a breach of a conduct rule, and
subsequently takes disciplinary action against the person for
matters relating to the breach, the firm should make a
separate notification of the disciplinary action.

4
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4.4 The PRA expects that firms will report to the PRA and the
FCA details of known or suspected breaches, including those
which do not come to the firm’s attention until after the
person concerned has left the firm. Firms should consider
whether the person was an employee or performing an SMF for
the firm at the time the breach is thought to have occurred
(rather than at the point at which it came to the firm’s
attention).

4.8 Where a notification under Notifications 11.3 relates to a
person performing an SMF, a firm should have regard to the
urgency and significance of a matter and, if appropriate,
should also notify its usual supervisory contact at the PRA by
telephone or by other prompt means of communication,
before submitting a written notification. Oral notifications
should be given directly to the relevant authorised person’s
usual supervisory contact at the PRA. An oral notification left
with another person or left on a voicemail or other automatic
messaging service is unlikely to have been given appropriately.

4.5 The obligations to make a notification under section 64B
or section 64C of FSMA apply notwithstanding any agreement
(for example a ‘COT 3’ Agreement settled by the Advisory,
Conciliation and Arbitration Service) or any other
arrangements entered into by a firm and an employee upon
termination of the employee’s employment. A firm should not
enter into any such arrangements or agreements that could
conflict with its obligations under these sections.

4.9 The PRA is entitled to rely on any information it receives
from a firm and to consider any notification received under
Notifications 11 as being made by a person authorised by the
firm to do so. A firm should therefore consider whether it
needs to put procedures in place to ensure that only
appropriate employees make notifications under
Notifications 11 on its behalf to the PRA.

4.6 The provision of information to a regulator which is false
or misleading may be a criminal offence under section 398 of
FSMA.
4.7 The notification requirements in Notifications 11
complement and do not override existing requirements which
firms have to report information to the PRA, for example
under PRA Fundamental Rule 7 or other Notifications rules.(1)

(1) Fundamental Rule 7 states: ‘A firm must deal with its regulators in an open and
co-operative way and must disclose to the PRA appropriately anything relating to the
firm of which the PRA would reasonably expect notice’.
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